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YOURS FOR ONLY

$12.95 DOWN

Most versatile all -wave receiver! Portable; AC /DC /Battery operation. Thrill to radio
shows from world wide points. Hear messages from ships at sea, planes in flight! Excellent for boatsmen, businessmen, travelers, armed forces personnel, outdoorsmen, hobbyists, and for foreign language broadcasts. Use it at home or away ... indoors or out.
Five band coverage: Enjoy hours of fun listening to standard broadcasts, shortwave
programs, amateur (ham) conversations. Also DF beacon service for marine use.
Receives voice or code, salt spray tested, two antennas, provisions for National's
R DF-66 direction finder accessory for marine use. Two -tone gray finish,
chrome trim.
Weighs only 16 lhs. ( less batteries) 12-5/16" x 9-11/16" x 10 ".
,

Only $12.95 down
Up to 20 months to pay at most receiver

distributors.
Suggested price: $129.95"
Prices slightly higher west of Rockies and
outside U. S. A.

Nation
Since 1914

A GV//hCL

Gt/U/

Malden 48, Mass.
National's new budget -priced general
... ideal for short wave and
amateur listening. $15.95 down, up to 20 months
NC-188:

coverage receiver

to pay at most receiver distributors. Suggested
price: $159.95, prices slightly higher west of

Rockies and outside

U. S. A.

NOW A Faster Way to Reach
the Top in TV SERVICING

N.R.I. SENDS YOU

17" Picture Tube,
Components
a TV Receiver, 5" Oscilloscope and
Signal Genera .or . . . all parts for these 4 complete
units.

fr

N.R.I. All- Practice Method Trains You at Home in
Spare Time to Fix TV Sets Quickly, with Confidence
The man who knows the answers -the
Professional TV Technician enjoys the

prestige, gets the better jobs, the
higher pay. Here is the learn -bypractice training to be a Professional
TV Technician. It shows you the way
to be the boss, to earn top pay. Television Servicing needs more well
trained men. If you have a basic
knowledge of radio and electronics
you can make some Television repairs
simply by trial and error. But sooner
or later you will face TV Service
problems you can not solve. And you
can't get the training you need while
customers wait.
N.R.I. Is Oldest and Largest
Home Study RadioTY School

knowledge and understanding of this
vast, growing phase of Television.
Many full color pictures and diagrams
help you recognize defects and help
you learn how to correct them quickly
and properly. To cash in on the coming Color TV boom, you'll need the
kind of knowledge and experience this
N.R.I. training gives.
This is 100% learn-by- doing, practical
training. Here is a course for men
who know basic theory, either from
Radio or TV Servicing experience or
planned training but realize the need
for more knowledge to forge ahead.
Here is what one graduate, G. G.
Stethem of Belpre, Ohio, says, "I can
not praise N.R.I.'s Professional TV

Over forty years experience and the
record and reputation of N.R.I. back
up this learn -by -doing Professional
TV Servicing Course. Instead of just
reading about TV problems, you build
and conduct experiments on circuits
in a TV receiver. You learn methods,
"Tricks of the trade" proved by top
TV Servicemen. You learn to flx any
set, any model with confidence.
You Get COLOR TV Textbooks

Early
Time day you enroll, N.R.I. sends you
special Color -TV books to speed your

Course highly enough. I have my own
spare time shop and all the Radio -TV
work I can handle."

Another graduate, Edward Ravitsky
of Northumberland, Pa., says, "I have
taken your course in Professional TV
Servicing. It takes the kind of experience you offer to really learn." If
you want to go places faster in TV
Servicing, make your future more secure as the industry develops, we
Invite you to find out what you get,
what you practice, what you learn
from N.R.I.'s Course in Professional
TV Servicing. Mail the coupon now.
There is no obligation. NATIONAL
RADIO INSTITUTE, Dept. 8BD4T,
Washington 16, D. C.

rNAT,ONAL RADIO
Dept.
I

8BD4T,

C.

Please send FREE copy of "How to Reach the Top in TV
Servicing." I understand no salesman will call.
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Send for
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FREE

BOOK

1

INSTITUTE
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L City
I

ACCREDITED MEMBIR NATIONAL
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State

NOME STUDY COUNCIL
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POPULAR ELECTRONICS

THESE MEN ARE GETTING PRACTICAL

TRAINING

ELECTRICITY

IN

-ELECTRONICS

a* Real;

A.C. and D.C. MOTORS
GENERATORS
SWITCHBOARDS
CONTROLLERS
WIRING JOBS
APPLIANCES
ELECTRONIC UNITS
(Shown et left -Instructor explaining

o2eration and testing of a large Motor
Generato, in tue A.C. Department.)

. °TELEVISIONRADIO
Ox Re..E:
TELEVISION
RECEIVING SETS

Including Color TV

AM and FM RADIO
RECEIVERS including
AUTO RADIOS
TELEVISION TEST
EQUIPMENT

(Right

-

Instructor helping students

check the wiring and trace circuits of

television receivers.)

j

Train in the great SHOPS of COYNE

Largest, Oldest, Best Equipped School Of Its Kind In The U. S.
Whether 17 or up to 45 years of age, prepare for your future now. Don't
be satisfied with a "No Future" job. Train tile Coyne way for a better
I1 iié e é?iI4 tofc j4'
Training Otlered
job in a field than offers a world of opportunities in the years ahead.
Enroll
7aee Sao4 to VETERANS
and
FINANCE PLAN most of tuition

cg

later. Part -time employment help for students.
WE TRAIN YOU IN CHICAGO on real equipment. Trained instructors show you how, then
you do practical jobs yourself. No previous
experience or advanced education needed.
CLIP COUPON NOW for big new illustrated
Coyne book "Guide to Careers in ELECTRICITY and TELEVISION- RADIO ". No obligation; no salesman will call. Get vital facts now!
Training in Refrigeration and Electric zip.

NON-VETERANS

Alike
B. W. COOKE, Jr., President
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
500 S. Paulina St., Chicago 12,111. Dept. 28-2C
Send FREE book and details of all the training you
offer. This does not obligate me and no salesman
will call. I am especially interested in:
rJ

D

ELECTRICITY- ELECTRONICS
TELEVISION -RADIO

pitances can be Included.

NAME

B. W. COOKE. Jr.. Pres.

ADDRESS
A TECHNICAL TRADE INSTITUTE OPERATED NOT FOR PROFIT
5CO S. PAULINA STREET. CHICAGO. Dept. 28 -2C
ELECTRICITY
RADIO
TELEVISION
REFRIGERATION
ELECTRONICS

*
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recording tape

Southern

POPULAR
-ELECTRONICS

makes her tape
recordings on

That alone is
not the reason
why you
should use

recording tape

recording tape

Here's why
you should use

It's the best -engineered tape in the world...gives
you better highs...better lows...better sound all
around! Saves your tape recorder, too-because the
irish FERRO -SHEEN process results in smoother
tape...tape that can't Land down your magnetic
heads or shed oxide powder into your machine. Price?
Same as ordinary tape!

9aAVO
RCCOf?Çft,4G
T:..PC

(ON SALE FEBRUARY 25)
Two electron tubes that glow on top with
numbers from zero to ninety -nine form the
basis of an electronic gamester that is featured in our March issue. The cover picture
shows the complete unit being operated by a
young player. Pressing the button starts motors
that spin contacts and permits completely
random stops on different numbers when the
button is released. To illustrate a few of the
variety of games possible, we borrowed some
from Abercrombie and Fitch of New York.
Other articles include one describing a very
low cost resistor- capacitor tester, a special
feature on amateur radio, how to mount your
new pickup, and construction of a two -tube
square -wave generator.

IN THIS MONTH'S
RADIO & TV NEWS
(FEBRUARY)

Available wherever quality tape is sold.
ORRadio Industries, Inc., Opelika, Alabama
Export: Morhan Exporting Corp., Ne is York, N. Y.
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto, Ontario
b

Radio Astronomy and the Jodrell Bank Radio
Telescope
Which Way to High Fidelity? -Buy Now or
Later?
An Electronic Photoflash
"Muscle Mouse " -A Compact 50-Watt Trans-

mitter
What Do You Know About Recording Tape?
Always say you saw it
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NOW READY! McGraw -Hill's New Train -Yourself Course
REPAIRING

TELEVISION AND

RECORD CHANGERS

RA710 REPAIRING

PROFITABLE RADIO

PRACTICAL RADIO

PROFITABLE

TROUBLESHOOTING

SERVICING

TELEVISION

6 BIG
VOLUMES

TROUBLESHOOTING

Including
Nome Course
Outline
Shows

how

w.r"4rom Aheadfast.

FIXTV

RECORD

ICHANaGEnRdS

RIGHT AWA
-even if you've

AFTER 10 YEARS
OF PREPARATION
McGraw -Hill's new 6- Volume
Course brings you everything you need
to know to "cash in" on the TV -RADIO
boom. Over 2,350 pages of money-making
"know-how" by top factory engineers
and electronic experts. THREE giant
REPAIR MANUALS tcù and shoe' how
to FIX every trouble the easy way. TWO
huge TROUBLESHOOTERS tell exactly WHERE to begin, WHAT tools
to use, HOW to "polish off" every job.
Complete Home Study Volume guides
you every step of the way, tells how to
get ahead fast as a repairman
build
up your own business, full or spare
time, for BIG PROFITS!

-

-

EARN While You Learn

-

Tested and now used in top schools,
and repair shops Course volumes are
simple enough for green beginners,
amazed "pros" with new easy methods.
Starts you doing simple repairs
and
earning money from very first chapter. ABC pictures and directions make
tougher jobs a "snap." Before you finish you can earn many times its cost.
NO previous training needed. NO complicated formulas. PLAIN ENGLISH

-

-

February, 1958

-

-

-

II

Free

YOU $11,85!

at Amazing LOW COST The
Most Complete TV -Radio Repair Course
Ever Published. TELLS and SHOWS How
to Do Every Job Quickly and Easily
Make GOOD MONEY, Full or
Spare Time in the BOOMING
Repair Business
AT LAST

BOSS!

-

ALL THREE

AMAZING

OFFER SAVES

never looked inside a set before!

8E YOUR

s.

THIS

-

pictures and directions cover ANY job
on EVERY set
tubes, circuits, speakers, new a-c /d -c portables, Color TV,
even what to charge for every job!
BIG MONEY

- Spare or Full

Time

Forget lack of experience. Forget your
age. Over 40 MILLION TV sets, 130
MILLION radios -and the shortage of
repairmen mean big money for you.
Course makes it easy to "cash in," spare
time or full, start your own business,
enjoy your work and a big bank account!

-

SEND NO MONEY

Try Course 10 days FREE. (We pay
shipping !) If you don't agree it can get
you started in a
money-making re-

PARTIAL CONTENTS

O

Television and Radio Repairing

©

Practical

Testing, repairing, replacing parts, 566 pages. 700
This -Is -How" pictures, diagrams. By John Markus, Feature
Ed., Electronics Magazine.
Radio

Servicing

-

Easy-to-follow directions,
with job
diagrams, drawings
sheet for every repair job. 509
pages. 473 illus. By William Marcus, Alex Levy, Electronic Training Experts.

-

Profitable Radio Troubleshooting

-WHERE to look and WHAT
to do for every trouble. How to
avoid costly mistakes, handle
customers profitably. 330 pages.
153 "how -to" illus. By William
Marcus, Alex Levy.

O

Profitable TV Troubleshooting

-

O

Repairing Record

-

Short -cuts to SPOT and FIX
every trouble -fast, for big profits. By Eugene A. Anthony, Service Consultant, General Elec. Co.
Changers

pair business -return it, pay noth-

Step-by-step pictures and
how to set up servdirections
ice bench, etc. 278 pages. 202
A -B -C pitcures. By Eugene Eck lund, Eng. DuMont Lab., Inc.

keep it. Earn while
you learn ; and pay
the low cost on
easy terms. Mail

Getting started in television and radio servicing. How to
get the most out of your Course.
How to get ahead FAST. By
John Markus.

ing. Otherwise

coupon NOW.

McGraw -Hill Book
Co., Dept. PEL -2,
327 West 41st St..
New York 36, N.Y.

Valuable Repair Aids: TV, RADIO, and

CIRCUIT Detect -O-Scopes (Total Retail Value $3.00)

-

-

FREE whether you keep
the Course or not THREE
amazing DETECT -O -SCOPE
Charts. TV and RADIO Scopes
enable you to spot all tube
troubles in a jiffy. CIRCUIT
Scope spots all circuit troubles. Make fix -it jobs easier,
faster. 16 x 21 inches. ALL
THREE (worth $3.00) yours
FREE while they last on this
introductory offer.

-

OComplete

-

r--

Home

Course Outline

THIS COUPON SAVES YOU $11.85

McGRAHILL

Book Co., Dept.. PEL -2
327 West 41st St., New York 36, N. Y.

-

-

for 10 DAYS' FREE TRIAL the 6postpaid
Send me
Vol. McGraw -Hill TV, Radio and Changer Servicing
Course. If okay. I'Il remit only $4.95 In 10 days; then
$5.00 Monthly for 5 months. (A total savings of $11.85 on
the regular price of the Course and Detect -O- Scopes. )
Otherwise, I'll return Course in 10 days; pay nothing
also send FREE (to KEEP whether or not I keep the
Coarse) the 3 TV, RADIO, and CIRCUIT DETECT-O -SCOPE
total value $3.00.
CHARTS,
.

-

Name

(Please Print Clearly)

Address
Zone No.

State
City
(It any)
p CHECK HERE if you prefer to enclose first payment
of $4.95 with coupon. Same easy pay plan; same 10-day
return privilege fa' full refund.
PEL -2
7

Carl & Jerry (Continued from page 12)
but ... are you sure you want us listen-

Complete

ELECTRONICS COURSE
With

TRAINING AID KITS
THIS NEW PROGRAM designed by MacFarlane Industries will enable the novice or advanced student in electronics to develop the
highest levels of capability in the applications
of practical electronics. Although MacFarlane
Industries courses are not intended as a substitute for university, college, or vocational training, the courses and kits provided can be a
useful influence in an individual's career in
electronics. This particular program is the key
to a far more complete and satisfying education
than mere formal educational institutions.
The philosophy governing this program is
based on the ability of students to arouse and
stimulate their interest to the point that the
usual drudgery, difficulty and consequent boredom which often attend training efforts are
eliminated. Results indicate that a dynamic,
alert and vitally creative individual emerges

METHODS OF TRAINING

ing in on you ?"
"Why not? If Mike runs true to form,
he'll not be whispering any sweet nothings
in my ear. And, of course, if he's too greatly
influenced by your handy -dandy little
mood -maker, I may need help."
"Never take science lightly," Carl
with a teasing grin, as he stood up said
and
started buttoning his jacket; "you just
might at that!"

HE NEXT DAY was Saturday; so the
boys had plenty of time to fix up the
high -voltage unit and install it at Norma's
house. The point- discharge device, consisting of a whole envelope of large needles
clamped between two metal strips to form
a sort of comb, was concealed behind
large picture hanging above the couch.a
They put the power supply itself on the
floor with the intercom pickup speaker,
and plugged it into an outlet controlled by
a wall switch near the door leading to the
dining room. The heavily insulated wire
from the power supply was concealed by a
curtain hanging at the end of the couch.
The installation took longer than the

All text materials, experiment kits, etc. are produced on automatic electronically controlled
equipment. Problem games and examinations
are all electroni-

cally evaluated.

In order that each

individual gets

full opportunity
to examine and

develop skill in

the operation of
specialized in-

struments, an
-- electronic computer schedules shipment of kits and instrumentsto correlate with the study pace of each
individual, thus even though
-_
groups begin their effort simultaneously there is no requirement to either rush your
studies or to be delayed by

.others.

SEND

TODAY

FOR

INFORMATION ON TRAINING
MACFARLANE
P.O. Box 33

AID

KITS

INDUSTRIES EDUCATIONAL DIVISION
Redondo Beach, California

Please send me free, complete information on Training Aid Kits.
NAME

AGE

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

The point- discharge device was concealed behind a large picture hanging above the couch.
They put the power supply itself on the floor
.
.

,

14

Always say you saw it

www.americanradiohistory.com
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THIS IS THE WAY

A GREAT TAPE RECORDER
IS BUILT...
By

JOHN

T.FRYE

Electronic Detective

`CONTINENTAL'
world's most advanced all -in -one portable

TAPE RECORDER
Engineered by Philips of the Netherlands, world pioneers in electronics
Precision-crafted by Dutch master
technicians
Styled by the Continent's top designers
Three speeds (71/2, 31/4 and 1'/s ips)...
twin tracks...push- button controlled
Special narrow -gap (0.0002 in.) head
for extended frequency response
Built -in, wide-range Norelco speaker
Also plays through external hi -fi set

i

For the name and address of your
nearest Norelco dealer. write to Dept. 87

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CO., INC.
High Fidelity Products Division
230 DUFFY AVENUE, HICKSVILLE, L.I.,N.Y.
8

FEBRUARY SNOWSTORM was swirling around outside as Carl Anderson
came stamping into the basement laboratory of his friend, Jerry Bishop. His horn rimmed glasses instantly steamed over in
the warm room, and when he took them off
he saw that Jerry had company. A pleasantfeatured young man was sitting on the
worn leather sofa watching Jerry doing
something at his workbench.
"Hi, Carl; this is Mr. Singer who owns
that hobby shop at Fifth and High," Jerry
announced. "He's got a problem."
"Glad to know you, Carl," Mr. Singer
said, as he stood up and shook hands. "I've
got a problem all right. Shoplifters have
really started working me over. As you
know, our merchandise is mostly on open
display so that the youngsters who make
up a large part of our trade can handle it.
That makes it easy picking for anyone so
inclined. Naturally we expect some losses
of this nature, but recently they've become
serious."
"What sort of things are snitched ?"
"Everything from a bicycle on down!
However, that fancy cap pistol Jerry has
over there on the bench seems to be a favorite. We've lost a couple of dozen of
those since school started."
"Then it must be children doing it."
"That's right; and that's what makes
catching the sticky-fingered person such a
ticklish proposition. Maybe I'm a softy, but
I don't want to call the police in on this and
maybe send some kid to reform school. I
just want to find out who's doing it and put
a stop to it. I feel I have to show the kid
doing it that no -one gets away with what
he's pulling for long; otherwise he may develop into a real criminal."
"Don't you keep an eye on things ?"
"We try, but you can't appreciate what
a job it is until you see the after -school
crowd that jams into our store. We have
all we can do waiting on trade, stopping
scuffling, etc., without trying to watch
all the counters and aisle displays at once.
And the thief is pretty crafty. We thought
we could stop the loss of the pistols by wirAiwa*

say you saw it
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THE MOST EXCITING HIGH -FIDELITY PERFORMANCES EVER OFFERED

®

TO NEW MEMBERS OF THE COLUMBIA

RECORD CLUB

,

THE KING OF SWING

FREE -ANY

-

3

OF THESE SUPERB HIGH -FIDELITY

12" COLUMBIA

(1.P)

RECORDS

12
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WONDE41FUL

MERTON

.jnf. You receive,
One is your

at once, any 3 of these records-FREE.
gift for Joining, and the other two are
your Bonus records "in advance"

You may accept or reject the selection

After you have purchased only four records, you re
ceive a 12" Columbia m Bonus record of your choice
FREE for every two additional selections you purchase
from the Club

Your only membership obligation is to buy four selections from the more than 100 to be offered in the
coming 12 months. You may cancel membership any

You enroll

in any one of the four Club Divisions:
Classical; Jazz; Listening and Dancing; Broadway,
Movies, Television and Musical Comedies

The records you want are mailed and billed to you
at only $3.98 (original cast Musical Shows somewhat

Every month you receive, FREE, a new Issue of the
Columbia © Record Club Magazine
which describes

You must be delighted with membership or you may
cancel it by returning the tree records within 10 days

-

for your Division, take records from other Divisions or take NO
records in any particular month

time thereafter

higher), plus small mailing charge

®
COLUMBIA ® RECORD CLUB Terre Haute. Indiana
-1 FREE -ANY 3-MAIL ENTIRE COUPON NOW! 1-

-CoA,.,blé'.

COLUMBIA

©

TERRE HAUTE,

RECORD CLUB, Dept. 585

(check one box only)

Listening and Dancing

Jazz

Broadway, Movies, Television and Musical Comedies

I

agree to purchase four
100 to be offered during

selections from the more than
the coming 12 months . . at
regular list price, plus small mailing charge. For every two
additional selections I accept, I am to receive a 12" Columbia
.

® Bonus record of my choice FREE.
Name

(Please Print)
Address

City

Zone

State

CANADA: Prices slightly higher, Address 11 -13 Soho St., Toronto 28
If you wish to have this membership credited to an estab-

lished Columbia Records dealer, authorized to accept
subscriptions, please fill in the following information:

Dealer's Nome
Dealer's Address
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CIRCLE 3 NUMBERS BELOW:

INDIANA

Please send me as my FREE gift the 3 records whose
numbers I have circled at the right - and enroll me in the
following Division of the Club:
Classical

`i..
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all forthcoming selections
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.?Fw YORK PHILKARMONI

AAYFLB[LERO,LAVAISE.PAVAN[
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FlREBIAD SUIiF

TÇHAI!K AYSKIf
_

STRAUSS WALTZES
AGdIE
and OVERTURES Kosteláreti
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sSETgoV?g?ti

VINSKyBRAHMSIf

GREAT AAELODtES OF

BEBISSY: CUIR IE LUNE

r
ANDRLAS

WONDERFUL,
WONDERFUL-04
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Lure of the Tropics!I

months

JOHNNY MATHIS

ndlmly nu

AladenSM

GERSHWIN

If you join the Club now -and agree
to purchase 4 selections during

the coming

y

MAf;
WOMAN

85 -2

1. Eddy Duchin Story
Beethoven: 3 piano sonatas

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

22.
23.
24.

Erroll Garner ( "Caravan ")
Gaité Parisienne; Les Sylphides
Easy To Remember -Luboff Choir
My Fair Lad; -Orig. Broadway Cast
Brubeck and Jay & Kai
Gershwin Hits -Percy Faith
Sinatra- Adventures of the Heart
Ambassador Sotch
Firebird; Romeo and Juliet
Day By Day-Doris Day
Johann Strauss -Waltzes
Lure of the Tropics -Kostelanetz
Ports Of Call
Oklahoma!
Levant Plays Gershwin
The Elgart Touch
The Great Melodies of Tchaikovsky
Suddenly It's the Hi-Ló s
King of Swing -Benny Goodman
Brahms: Symphony No. 3
The Merry Widow
Wonderful, Wonderful- Mathis PE-1
9
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Carl

quarter- century

of PRECISION
know -how

P A C
quality test
instruments in
Model V-70 VTVM Kit
with peak to peak ranges
Net Price: $31.50

...the

only line of test
instrument kits
engineered and produced
under the auspices of a

major test equipment

manufacturer... and

conveniently available
directly from your local
electronic parts

distributor.

Model 8 -10
Bottery Eliminator Kit
less than 0.3% ripple
no external filter
adaptors required
Net Price: $41.95

Model G -30
RF Signal Generator Kit
Net Price: $28.50
Model G- 30 -PC:
Same as Model G -30
but with pre -calibrated

front end.

Net Price: S35.50

Jerry

(Continued from page 8)

ing them in their boxes; but they kept
right on disappearing, box and all!"
«ARL, you're just in time to help me

is now yours... in

KIT FORM

&

Model S -50
5" Oscilloscope Kit
Net Price: $47.50

try

something," Jerry interrupted. "I read
the other day that some big department
store had installed an electronic shoplifting
detecting device that was triggered whenever a special price tag, actually a miniature printed tuned circuit, was brought
near it. Price tags were removed from all
merchandise when sold; so if anyone tried
to carry something off without buying it,
the electronic gadget would squeal on him.
"I figure the detecting device must be
simply a glorified grid dip oscillator such
as the one I have here on the bench. As
Carl knows but possibly you don't, Mr.
Singer, a 'GDO,' as we call it, is simply
a vacuum -tube oscillator with a meter that
reads the rectified grid current which flows
from the tube grid to ground as long as the
tube is oscillating. The amount of grid current is proportional to the vigor of oscillation. Whenever another circuit tuned to
the frequency at which the GDO is oscillating is brought near the coil of the oscillator,
this tuned circuit absorbs energy from the
oscillator by induction. This cuts down on
the vigor of oscillation and produces a reduction or 'dip' in the current reading of
the meter."
"I see that this loop of wire strung
around the door frame is replacing the coil
ordinarily plugged into the GDO," Carl
observed.
"That's right. And this little coil- and-capacitor combination is tuned to the frequency at which the grid dip oscillator is
working. I want you to walk back and
forth through the door without it first
then again with it in your hand."
As Carl made the last trip, Mr. Singer
walked over and watched the meter.
"The pointer moved!" he exclaimed.
"Yes, but not enough I'm afraid," Jerry
said. "I was hoping we'd get a really strong
kick that would operate a sensitive relay.
And there was a current change caused by
body capacity effect when Carl went
through the loop without the tuned circuit.
Probably we could get away from that by
housing the loop of wire in some sort of
Faraday shield which would stop capacity
effects without interfering with magnetic
and we could amplify the
induction
grid current change with a d.c. amplifier
until it would kick a relay. But I'm afraid
all that wouldn't be practical for just this

-

Model C -20
Resistance- CapacityRatio Bridge Kit
Net Price: $20.95

Model

Model T -60

Tube Checker Kit
Net Price: $36.75

Z -80
Signal Tracer Kit
Net Price: $29.50

RF -AF

Model M -40
High -Sensitivity

VO -M Kit

Net Price: $31.50
Available and on display at leading electronic parts
distributors. Write for descriptive bulletin.

PPIA LLOJELECTRONICS
70 -31 84th Street, Glendale 27, L.
A

DIVISION OF

Export! 458 Broadway,

IO

P

1.,

CO., INC.

N.Y.

Y%SIOVApparatvs Compa ny, In4

N.1,13,

N. Y.

Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto

...

one job."
"Well, I'm sorry you can't help, but I certainly appreciate your trying," Mr. Singer
Always say you saw it
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INDEX

AN

to a

BETTER JOB,

BRIGHTER
FUTURE

A

LET DEVRY TECH PREPARE YOU IN
SPARE TIME AT HOME AS AN

Electronics

ELECTRONICS

TECHNICIAN

Guided
Missiles

Television
Micro -Waves

NO PREVIOUS TECHNICAL EXPERIENCE
OR ADVANCED EDUCATION NEEDED!

Communications

Laborers and bookkeepers, store clerks, shop men, farmmen of nearly every calling have taken the
DeVry Tech program and today have good lobs or service
shops of their own in Electronics. You don't have to quit your
present job. If you are 17 to 55, see how you may get yourself ready for a future in the fast-growing Electronics field.
Whether you prepare at home or in our well -equipped
Chicago or Toronto Laboratories, you get sound, basic training
in both principles and practice. At home, you use educational
movies. You build actual circuits and test equipment. You read
simple directions, follow clear illustrations. When you finish,
you are prepared to step into a good job in an excitingly
different field. You may even start a service shop of your own.
Mail coupon for free facts today.

ers, salesmen

-

-

k "7

with job

opportunities -or helps you
toward a better position in
the plant where you are
now employed.

Industrial
Electronics

Computers
Automation
Electronics

Draft Age?

Live -Wire Employment Service
Puts you in touch

Radio

Remote Control
Systems

We have valuable information
for every man of draft age; so

if you are subject to military
service, be sure to
check the

coupon..

!SAMPLE BOOKLET FREE'

Broadcasting

Ekdronks

Your Own
Se-vice Shop

and YOU!

a free copy of an interesting booklet,
"Electronics and YOU." Se. for yourself how you
may take advantage of the opportunities in this fast-

We'll give you
growing Reid.

MAIL TODAY FOR

"One of North America's Foremost Electronics Training Centers"
Accredited Member

--_...;

._

of Notional
Home Study Council
-_.....

FREE FACTS

DeVry Technical Institute
4141 RetmmeS Ave., Chicago 41,

III., Dept. PE -2-0

Please give me your TREE booklet, 'Electronics and

YOU," and tell me

how I may prepare to enter ear or more branches of Eledmeia as
listed above.
ACE

NAME

Pleas. Print
APT

STREET

DEVRY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
CHICAGO 41, ILLINOIS
FORME

FAY

DEFOREST'S TRAINING, INC.
February, 1958

ZONE

CITY

I] Check
1090

fiere

STATE

if subfett to military training.

DeVry Teds's Canadian Training Centr Ps located of
624 Rwda'va Avenue. Torset. 92, Ontario
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Carl á Jerry (Continued from page 10)
said with obvious disappointment as he began buttoning his overcoat.
"Wait a minute!" Jerry exclaimed. "We
don't give up that easily. I've got another
idea that should be sure -fire."
"Let's hear it," Mr. Singer said, sitting
down again.

I've been looking at this cap
pistol carton, and I see there's plenty
of room beneath the cardboard insert that
holds the pistol for us to conceal a transistorized, tone -modulated transmitter. This
will have a range of only about 50 feet; so
if the pistol is placed on a counter at the
rear of your store, the signal won't be heard
on the receiver we'll place near the front
door -with an antenna lead from the receiver fastened around the door frame.
However, if anyone tries to carry the pistol
and transmitter through the door, the signal from the transmitter will be heard very
loudly in the receiver."
"Sure it will work ?" Mr. Singer quizzed.
"Sure I'm sure," Jerry said corffidently.
"Carl and I have played around with these
transistorized wireless mike circuits a lot,
and we know how to build them and what
they will do. Suppose you don't display the
TYELL,

cap pistols for a couple of days while Carl
and I build up the transmitter and check it
out. Then you can put this special one on
display, and the kid pinching them will
probably snap it right up."
"That's exactly what I'll do," Mr. Singer
agreed. "Just let me know when you're
ready."
The door had hardly closed behind him
before Carl and Jerry were busy laying out
the little transmitter. There was no problem with the circuit, for all they had to
do was combine a transistorized "wireless
mike" transmitter and a simple transistorized audio oscillator. The audio oscillator
replaced the microphone of the transmitter
and modulated the ouput with a steady
tone of about 500 cycles per second. The
transmitter was set to work on an unused
area near the low end of the broadcast
band so that an ordinary radio could be
used to pick up the signal. Everything was
built on a flat sheet of Bakelite that fitted
easily beneath the cardboard shelf to which
the pistol was securely fastened.
When the equipment was working to
their satisfaction, the boys contacted Mr.
Singer; and that evening the three of them
went down to the store and set up "Elmer,
the Electronic Flatfoot," as Carl insisted on
calling it. Everything worked exactly as

Here's the Hobby
As New as Earth Satellites!

NOW YOU CAN BUILD
RADIOS- MOTORS- RELAYS

Powered by the Sun!
YOU'VE READ ABOUT SOLAR BATTERIES ON EARTH SATELLITES!...and now solar
batteries can power devices of all types for you! Beginners, hobbyists, engineers,
everyone with a basic knowledge of electronics can have hours of fun and gain firsthand experience in the new science of harnessing solar energy...the power source of
the future! Leading electronic parts distributors carry a complete line of precision
made photovoltaic instruments that directly convert light into electrical energy. Best
of all -they are not expensive, and with proper care will last indefinitely. Start this
new hobby- today. It's easier than you think -and fun -to put the sun to work for
you! It's the newest hobby under the sun!
-

THIS 84 PAGE BOOK TELLS HOW SUN BATTERIES AND
PHOTOCELLS WORK -GIVES PLANS FOR MANY PROJECTS $
Packed with information, this book gives basic theory and applications. Completely illustrated,
it contains wiring diagrams and plans -every detail necessary to build many interesting devices.

5
1

FREE PLANS!
for the radio shown and other interesting
devices will help you get started. Ask for the

"PROJECT OF THE MONTH"
fitittr- ric

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER CORP.

BUY THE B2M, THE BOON AND
ALL OTHER COMPONENTS REQUIRED

B2M SUN BATTERY

AT YOUR FAVORITE
PARTS

This is the famous 02M you've read about in leading popular magazines. In bright sunlight (10,000 ft. candles)
this battery will deliver 2 milliamperes at 250 millivolts
under optimum conditions.
A $2.50 value

for only

At your electronic
parts distributor!

I'f'a .t+srr11.

you are unable to locate them in
your area, send check or money order to
If

SO

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER CORPORATION.
EL

SPECIAL OFFER, The book and the B2M Sun
12

ELECTRONICS

DISTRIBUTOR.

SECUNDO, CALIFORNIA.

Battery for only 2.85 at your distributor
Always say you saw it
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I saw my job Teilure in my family's eyes
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TRAINED men are in demand

L C. S.

It's a fact. Right now there are

but how they smiled when
pulled me through
Take it from me. That's the hard

way to discover a mistake.
I thought I was in solid down at

the plant with my years of experience. They'd never lay me off.
But they did. And I was in solid
-as long as business was good. But
when things started getting tight ...
"In times like these," the boss told
me, "everybody has to pull his own
weight and a little more. Experience
is more than just adding up years.
You have to learn something, too."
I was sore, sure. But when I
calmed down I realized he was right.
I decided then to start learning. I

signed up for an I. C. S. Course,
studied at home in my spare time.
Then I went back to the plant.
The boss was so impressed with my
I. C. S. diploma, he gave me another
try... and soon after I even got a
raise!

For Real Job Security -Cet an I. C. S. Diploma!

plenty of job opportunities for
trained men. How do you get training and hold down a job at the same
tame? Simple. Study with I. C. S.
at home, in your spare time, at a
cost of only pennies a day.
I. C. S. is the oldest and largest
correspondence school. 257 courses.
Business, industrial, engineering,
academic, high school. One for you.
Direct, job -related. Bedrock facts
and theory plus practical application. Complete lesson and answer
service. Diploma to graduates.

3 FREE BOOKS
to Succeed," a gold mine of
job tips that will open
your eyes to your own
mistakes. 2. An outline
of job opportunities in
the field of your choice.

I. "How

3. A sample I.C.S. les-

son text. Send for them

today.

I. C. S., Scranton 15, Penna.

Accredited Member,
National Home Study Cooed!

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
(Partial fist of 257 courses)

BOX 22295A, SCRANTON 15, PENNA.

Without Dist et obligation, send me "COW to SUCCEED" and the opportunity booklet about the field BEFORE which I have marked X (plus sample lesson):
C Industrial Electronics
D Good English
CIVIL
ARCHITECTURE
D Practical Radio-TV Eng'fg
D High School Mathematics
ENGINEERING
D Aero- Engineering Technology
and BUILDING
C Practical Telephony
D Short Story Writing
D Civil Engineering
D Aircraft & Engine Mechanic
CONSTRUCTION
D Radio-TV Servicing
D Construction Engineering
D Air Conditioning
BUSINESS
LEADERSHIP
D Highway Engineering
D Architecture
D Accounting
Foremanship
D Industrial
Engineer
(Civil)
D
Professional
RAI LROAD
C Arch. brewing and
Advertising
D Industrial Supervision
D Reading Struc. Blueprints
C Car Inspector and Air Brake
Designing
D Personnel -Labor Relations
D Business Administration
D Structural Engineering
O Diesel Electrician
C Building Contractor
C Business Management
D
Supervision
D Surveying and Mapping
D Diesel Engr. and Fireman
D Building Estimator
C Cost Accounting
MECHANICAL
D Diesel Locomotive
D Carpentry and Millwork
D Creative Salesmanship
DRAFTING
and SHOP
Carper ter Foreman
C Managing a Small Business
D Aircraft Drafting
C Diesel Engines
D Heating
STEAM and
C Professional Secretary
D Architectural Drafting
D Gas -Elec. Welding
D Interior Decoration
DIESEL POWER
C Public Accounting
C Industrial Engineering
D Drafting Machine Design
C Painting Contractor
D Combustion Engineering
D Purchasing Agent
Drafting
D
Electrical
Instrumentation
D
Industrial
C Plumbing
D Power Plant Engineer
C Salesmanship
C Mechanical Drafting
D Industrial Metallurgy
C Readicg Arch. Blueprints C Salesmanship and
D Stationary Diesel Engr.
C Sheet Metal Drafting
D Indusbial Safety
D Stationary Fireman
ART
Management
D Structural Drafting
D Machine Design
Commercial Art
D Traffic Management
Shop
Practice
D
Machine
Magazine & Book Illus.
TEXTI LE
ELECTRICAL
CHEMICAL
D Mechanical Engineering
C Carding and Spinning
C Show Card and
D Electrical Engineering
C Analytical Chemistry
D Professional Engineer (Mech) C Cotton Manufacture
Sign battering
D
Elec. Engr. Technician
C
Chemical Engineering
D
Quality
Control
C Cotton Warping and Weaving
D Sketching and Painting
D Elec. Light and Power
D Chem. Lab. Technician
D Reading Shop Blueprints
C Loom Fixing Technician
D Practical Electrician
AUTOMOTIVE
C Elements of Nuclear Energy
D Refrigeration and
C Textile Designing
C Automobiles
D Practical Lineman
C General Chemistry
Air Conditioning
C Auto Body Rebuilding
C Natural Gas Prod. and Trans. D Professional Engineer (Etas) D Tool Design O Tool Making D Textile Finishing Si Dyeing
D Throwing
and Refinishing
D Petroleum Prod. and Engr.
RADIO TELEVISION C Warping and Weaving
HIGH SCHOOL
C Auto '_ngine Tuneup
D Professional Engineer (Chem)
C Worsted Manufacturing
D General Electronics Tech.
D High School Diploma
C Auto - echnician
C Pulp and Paper Making
Age

Name

City
Occupatton

February, 1958

Zone

State

Home Address
A M to P M
Working Hours
Canadian residents send coupon to International Correspondence Schools, Canadian, Ltd.,
the U. S. Armed Forces.
members
of
tuition
rates
to
Canada....
Special
Montreal,
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Carl & Jerry (Continued from page 12)
Jerry had predicted. It was agreed the boys
would rush right to the store from school
the next day and that Mr. Singer would

not put out the pistol until they arrived.
It seemed as though school would never
let out the next afternoon, but when it
finally did Carl and Jerry really hot -rodded
their bikes down to the store. Mr. Singer
was waiting for them. Jerry switched on
the hidden transmitter, and the "bait" was
provocatively displayed.

NEW RECORD CHANGER
ACHIEVES HIGH FIDELITY
TURNTABLE PERFORMANCE

GLASER -STEERS
offers fully automatic operation
and added record and stylus protection
At last, the quality performance of a turntable has been

combined with flawless record handling convenience.
The result is -the new Glaser- Steers GS Seventy Seven.
Wow and flutter are virtually non -existent. Rumble,
for all practical purposes, has been eliminated,and automatic features such as the amazing `SPEEDMINDER'
mark the GS -77 as the most advanced record changer
of our time.
'SPEEDMINDER' does your thinking
prevents you from
using the wrong stylus with your records; selects the
correct turntable speed
. and intermixes and plays
33 and 45 rpm records automatically, without regard to
size or sequence.
Another important GS -77 feature is that the turntable
pauses during change cycles and doesn't resume motion
until next record has come into play position and stylus
is in lead -in groove. This eliminates record surface wear
caused by grinding action of record dropping on moving disc
a common drawback in other changers.
Other GS -77 features include CHANGE CYCLE
only 5 seconds fastest in the field. MOTOR
-pole
induction; dynamically balanced, hum shielded and
shock suspended. ARM
acoustically isolated; has
vernier adjustment for stylus pressure, and convenient
finger lift for manual play, as well as indicator to facilitate location of stylus on groove; variation in stylus
pressure between first and tenth record is less than
1 gram. MUTING SWITCH & R/C NETWORK
maintains silence except when record is being played.
IDLER
automatically disengages in 'off' position to
prevent flat spots. PRE -WIRED for easy installation,
replaces most other changers.
The new GS -77 is absolutely jamproof. A single knob
controls all automatic and manual speed operations.
$59.50 less cartridge and base (base illustrated, $9.60).
See and hear the new GS -77 at your local high
dealer, or write for further information. Dept. PEfidelity
-2

ALMOST IMMEDIATELY the store
began to fill with a crowd of shouting,
shoving, noisy boys. Jerry and Carl stayed
near the front of the store and deliberately
avoided even looking at the counter holding
the cap pistol. Mr. Singer, his wife, and two
clerks were busy waiting on customers.
A good half hour passed without anything
happening. The boys were just beginning to
think that no one was going to try to make
off with the pistol when they heard a weak
musical tone in the receiver. Steadily it increased in strength. Mr. Singer heard it
and came over to stand by Carl and Jerry.
As two well- dressed boys carrying school
books went through the door, the tone
reached a very loud level and then began to
subside.

Mr. Singer called after them: "Say, fellows, come back here a minute. I want to
talk to you."
The two schoolboys exchanged a long

-

-

-

-

-4 -

-

-

-

GLASER- STEERS CORPORATION

20 Main Street, Belleville 9, New Jersey
In Canada: Glaser-Steers of Canada, Ltd., Trenton, Ontario.
Export Div.: M. Simons & Son Co., Inc., New York 7, N. Y.
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Everything was built on a flat sheet of Bakelite that fitted easily beneath the cardboard shelf
to which the pistol was securely fastened . . .
Always say yoy saw it
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Convince yourself at no risk that
CENTURY irstruments are indispensable n your every day work. Examine instruments for 10 days before
you buy ... Only then, when satisfied pay in "easy to buy" monthly
insta Iments.

SHIPPED ON APPROVAL
SEND NO MONEY- NO C.O.D.

Just 2 settings on the NEW
FAST -CHECK TUBE TESTER FC;'

-

tests all tubes completely, accurately
RIGHT ON THE SPOT
and in seconds
the oily tuse tester in its price range to give a complete tube test of over 600 tube types in seconds without multiple
switching or annoying checking of roll charts. You mcl,e every
the
call pay extra dividends by merely showing your customer
actual cordition and life expectancy o` the tube. The extra tubes
very
short
time.
a
you sell each day will pay for the FAST -CHECK in
The fC -1

s

WIDE RANGE OF OPERATION

handsome
hand -rubbed
oak carrying
case

Model FC-1W

$585n

factory wired

Model FC -IK
semi -kit form

VV

Net

$48 Net

OUTSTANDING VALUE FEATURES
simultaneously. If

Checks quality of over 600 tube types, which covers
more than 99% of all TV and radio tubes in use today,
including the newest seriesstring TV tubes, auto
battery -type 12 pla-e -volt tubes, OZ4s, magic eye tubes
Checks for cathode- heoter and
and gas regulators
cathode -grid shorts and detects inter -element leakage
up to 1.5 megohms Checks for li=e expectancy.

Model AD -1 PICTURE TUBE ADAPTER

_

Also available for the FC -I. Checks all picture tubes (including the new
shortneck 110 degree RCA -type picture tubes) for cathode
emission, shorts and life expectancy. Also rejuvenates and
restores cathode emission of weak picture tubes.
$4.50
Model AD -1 (factory wired only)

on the meter
one section is defective the tube will read "Bad"
Large
Checks each section of multi -purpose tubes
Less than 10 seconds required to test any tube
41 tube sockets accommodate all present and future tube types
scale
of 12 filaSelection
scales
-Bad"
"Good
-color
with two multi
.
for
D'Arsonval type meter is extremely sensitive, yet rugged . . mounted
chart
Large easy -to -read quick reference
on panel
7 -pin and 9 -pin straighteners
Line isolated

ment voltages
over 600 tube types in use today

New tube listings furnished periodically.

Here's an in-circuit condenser tester that does the whole job!

The IN- CIRCUIT CONDENSER TESTER

Model
CT-1

fail. The
Actually steps in and takes over where other in- circuit condenser testers
tremendous range of operation makes it an absolute must for every serviceman.

Checks in- circuit:
Quality... including leakage, shorts, opens,

and intermittents Value o# all condensers
Electrolytics for
200 mmfd. to .5 mfd.
Transformer, socket
any size
quality
and wiring leakage capacity.

-

Checks out -of- circuit:
Quality... including leakage, shorts, opens,

Value of all condensers
and intermittents
Electrolytics for
50 mmfd. to .5 mfd.
High leakage to 300
any size
quality
New or unknown condensers.
megohms

-

JUST A FEW FEATURES OF THE CT -1
Multi -color scale
tube drift -free circuitry
gives simultaneous readings of both quality and value inElectronic
Cannot damage circuits
circuit or out -of- circuit
Line isolated
eye balance indicator for even greater accuracy
Fully shielded.

Ultra- sensitive

2

Model Cr-1W
factory wired

Model CT -IK
kit form

CENTURY ELECTRONICS CO., INC.111

$3495
Net
$qLL

$24"
Net

Roosevelt Ave., Dept. 302, Mineola, N. Y.
days

payment within 10
Please rush the instruments checked for a 10 day examination period. If satisfied agree to pay the down
10 days and there is no fur-her
and the monthly installments as shown. If not completely satisfied I will return the instrument within
the full unpaid balance
due,
when
payment
to
make
Should
fai.
CHARGES.
be
NO
CARRYING
will
there
It
obligation. is understood
shall become due and payable at once. Prices Net F.O.B. Mineola, N. Y.
I

I

558.50-514.50 within
Balance $11.00 monthly for 4 months.
$48.50
-- $12.50 within
Model FC -1K (semi-kit)
10 days. Balance $9.00 monthly for 4 months.
$4.50
Model AD -1 CRT Adapter (wired)
$34.95 -$9.95 within
Model CT -1W (wired
10 days. Balance $5.00 monthly for 5 months.
...$24.95 --$9.95 within
Model CT-1K (kit)
10 clays. Balance $5.00 monthly for 3 months.

Model FC-1W (wired)
10

days.

February,

1958

Name

Address
City

State

I5

q:.

ar:

High School Graduates:

A.S. DEGREE IN 2 YEARS!
For a high -pay
career, security, interesting work,
advancement
. ELECTRONICS,
fastest -growing major industry, has moreAmerica's
to offer
you than any other field. Accelerated crash
grams in Missiles and Satellite development, pro
Increased emphasis on scientific research, plus
demand additional thousands of technically trained
men. Central's practical course, designed for the
man whose time and budget require maximum
training at minimum cost, will qualify you for
valuable Associate of Science Degree and immediate employment in only two
(For an
even greater savings, you may years.
complete first
year by Home Study . . without giving
up
present occupation.) Housing assistance
time employment available. New resident part
class
forms every eight weeks.
.
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Carl & Jerry (Continued from page 14)
look and then slowly came back to the
store. As they crossed the threshold, the
receiver once more built up to a peak of

sound.
"Come on back to my office," Mr. Singer
said.
They walked back with him, tossing their
books' on an empty counter as they went
past. Carl and Jerry followed, and for the
first time Carl noticed that Jerry was wearing his little shirt-pocket transistor receiver with its earphone tucked in his ear.
Carl also noticed that as Jerry walked
along just behind the two boys he kept
fumbling with the tuning control of this
receiver, and his face had begun to wear a
puzzled, worried look.
"I was going to use this to tell which one
had it," he whispered to Carl, "but I can't
pick up the signal near either of them!"
"Maybe the transmitter's gone dead,"
Carl suggested.
"Nope, I can still hear it faintly on that
receiver up front," Jerry observed as they
reached the door of Mr. Singer's office.
"You tell Mr. Singer to stall," he said desperately, "while I see if I can find what's
gone wrong."
AS

APPROVED

THE REST of them filed into the
Jerry turned around and started

office,

FOR

VETERANS

for FREE book shown above. It will tell
you all about Electronics .
show you the wide
range of careers open to trained men.
the
positions held by these recent Central Check
grads:
Send

Paul Stewart, INSTRUMENT TECHNICIAN. Atomic Energy
Commission: Wayne Lewis, FIELD ENGINEER, I.B.M.; Vince
Kyles, LABORATORY ENGINEER, Thompson Products;
Harold Baert. STUDIO ENGINEER, WCCO-TV; Herbert
Gatmce. TECHNICAL WRITER, Collins Radio.
Over 50.000 successful graduates aines 1931.

Clip and Mail TODAY -- No Obligation!
DIVISION -Central Technical Institute
Dept. A28,
1644 Wyandotte St., Kansas City 8, Mo.
(Offering engineering technician currleula accredited
by Engineers' Council for Professional Development.)
Tell me more about how Central training can qualify ME for
ELECTRONICS

,

a high -pay Electronics career. Check special interest below:

Radio

Television
Electronics
Guided Missile
Other

Space Satellites
Atomic Energy
Radar
Aviation

Technical Drafting
Armed Forces
Civil Service
Own Business

1

1
1

Home Study with 14 Kits of Equipment.

Resident Training in Kansas City.
Nome

1

Age

1
1

Address

City
Stale

1
County

1

Year graduated from High School
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Removing the receiver from his shirt pocket, he
it as a search wand to go over each one
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Be a

pioneer
in the new

Maw
THE FUTURE BELONGS TO THE AIRMAN
Not since Kitty Hawk have young men been
offered greater challenge and promise than in
today's Age of Space. It is your Age -an age in
which the technician versed in rocket and jet
propulsion, electronics, mechanics, or allied fields
will play the most important role. That's why
so many men today are entering the U. S. Air

Go places

faster in the
U.S. AIR FORCE

Force. They know that nowhere else can they
get the broad and complete range of Space Age
specialty training. They know, too, that -the
future belongs to the airman. Join this intelligent, forward- thinking group. Investigate your
opportunities in today's Age of Space -see your
Air Force Recruiter, or mail the coupon.

PASTE COUPON ON POSTCARD AND MAIL TO:
Airman Information, Dept. PE -4321,
Box 7608, Washington 4, D. C.
opportunities in
Please send me more information on myages
of 17 -34 and
the U.S. Air Force. I am between the
or
possessions.
in
U.S.A.
reside
NAME
ADDRESS

CITY

ZONE___STATE
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SHIPPED

Convince yourself at no risk that
CENTURY instruments are indispensable in your every day work. Examine instruments for 10 days before
you buy ... Only then, when satisfied pay in "easy to buy" monthly

APPROVAL

ON

SEND NO MONEY- NO C.O.D.

installments.

Just 2 settings on the NEW
FAST -CHECK TUBE TESTER

Model
FC -1

-

tests all tubes completely, accurately
RIGHT ON THE SPOT
and in seconds

range to give a comThe FC -1 is the only tube tester in its price
multiple

without
plete tube test of over 600 tube types in seconds
You make every
switching or annoying checking of roll charts.
customer the
your
showing
merely
by
dividends
call pay extra
The extra tubes
actual condition and life expectancy of the tube.
short time.
very
o
in
-CHECK
FAST
you sell each day will pay for the

WIDE RANGE OF OPERATION

covers
Checks quality of over 600 tube types, which
more than 99% of all TV and radio tubes in use today,
including the newest series- string TV tubes, auto
battery -type 12 plate-volt tubes, OZ4s, magic eye tubes
Checks for cathode-heater and
and gas regulators
handsome
hand -rubbed
oak carrying
case

Model FC-1W

factory wired
semi -kit
Model FC -1K

-

Comes completely assembled
Only wiring necessary

$5850
YV Net
$4850
Net

FEATURES
OUTSTANDING VALUE
tubes simultaneously. If one

cathode -grid shorts and detects inter -element leakage
Checks for life expectancy.
up to 1.5 megohms
Also availModel AD -1 PICTURE TUBE ADAPTER

-

able for the

FC -1.

Checks all picture tubes (including the new

cathode
short -neck 110 degree RCA -type picture tubes) for
and
emission, shorts and life expectancy. Also rejuvenates
restores cathode emission of weak picture tubes.
$4.50
Model AD -1 (factory wired only)

on the meter
section is defective the tube will read "Bad"
Large
seconds required to test any tube
all present and future tube types Less than 10 "Good
-Bad" scales Selection of 12 filarugged .. . with two multi -color
yet
sensitive,
for
extremely
chart
is
meter
reference
type
D'Arsonval
Large easy -to -read quick
7 -pin and 9-pin straighteners mounted on panel
Line isolated
ment voltages
periodically.
furnished
listings
New
tube
use
today
600 tube types in
Checks each section of multi -purpose
41 tube sockets accommodate
scale

over

whole job!
Here's an in- circuit condenser tester that does the

The IN- CIRCUIT CONDENSER TESTER

Model
CT -1

testers fail. The
Actually steps in and takes over where other in- circuit condenser
must for every serviceman.
absolute
it
an
makes
of
operation
range
tremendous

Checks out -of- circuit:

Checks in- circuit:
Quality...including

leakka e, shorts, opens,

Value of all condensers
and intermittents
Electrolytics for
200 mmfd. to .5 mfd.
Transformer, socket
any size
quality
capacity.
leakage
and wiring

-

leaks_e, shorts, opens,
Value of all condensers
and intermittents
Electrolytics for
mfd.
50 mmfd. to .5
quality any size High leakage to 300
New or unknown condensers.
megohms
Quality... including

-

JUST A FEW FEATURES OF THE CT -1

Model CT-1W

Multi -color scale
tube drift -free circuitry
gives simultaneous readings of both quality and value inElectronic
Cannot damage circuits
circuit or out -of- circuit
Line isolated
eye balance indicator for even greater accuracy
shielded.
Fully

Model CT -IK
kit form

Ultra- sensitive

2

$3495

factory wired

Net

LL

Net

301, Mineola,
CO., INC.111 Roosevelt Ave.,toDept.
CENTURY ELECTRONICS day
pay the down payment
examination period. If satisfied agree

N. Y.
within

I
Please rush the instruments checked fcr a 10
within 10 days
If not completely satisfied I will return the instrumentto make payment
10 days and the monthly installments as shown.
NO CARRYING CHARGES. Should I fail
will
be
there
understood
It
s
obligation.
and there is no further
at once.
when due, the full unpaid balance shall become due and payable

-

$14.50 within
FC -1W (wired)... $58.50
10 days. Balance $11.00 monthly for 4 months.
within
$48.50-$12.50
Model FC -1K (semi-kit)
10 days. Balance $9.00 monthly for 4 months.
$9.95 within
Model CT -1W (wired) $34.95
10 days. Balance $5.00 monthly for 5 months.
$9.95 within
$24.95
Model CT -1K (kit)
10 days. Balance $5.00 monthly for 3 months.
Prices Net F.O.B. Mineola, N. Y.
Model
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Carl

8,

Jerry (Continued from page

as he placed the book on the desk in front
of Mr. Singer and opened it.
The Palmer boy's face turned so deathly
white that his freckles seemed to stand out
in three -dimensional style.
"I didn't really mean to steal," he stammered. "Honest, I didn't. It just seemed
a kind of game, and the other fellows kept
egging me on. Are -are you going to send
me to jail ?"
"Come on, Carl," Jerry said as he headed
for the door.

16)

walking slowly toward the front of the
store, tuning his little receiver back and
forth across the low end of the broadcast
band as he did so. Suddenly he began picking up the tone signal, but after he had
walked about two -thirds the length of the
store it began to fade out again. Backtracking, he found that the signal reached a peak
when he was standing by the books the
boys had tossed on the counter. He quickly spread the books out on the counter.
Removing the receiver from his shirt pocket,
he used it as a search wand to go over each
of them. One large, fat volume on
history gave out a very loud signal. ancient
Jerry opened the book and made an
astonishing discovery. The first and last
few pages of the book were intact, but
center of all the middle pages had been the
cut
out. Inside this opening was the cap
pistol still wired in its box.
He picked up the book and, holding it
behind him, stepped into the office.
"Which one of you boys is named William
Palmer ?" Jerry demanded.
The boy with dark auburn hair and
freckles spoke up hesitantly: "That's me."
"Then this must be your book with your
name in the front of it," Jerry said quietly

CARL FOLLOWED, but even after the
door was closed behind them Carl and
Jerry could still see the pale frightened
faces of the two boys and the stern serious
look on the face of Mr. Singer.
"What do you suppose Mr. Singer will do
with them ?" Carl wondered.
"I'm not sure, but it will be what's best
for the boys," Jerry declared with conviction. "They just don't know how lucky they
are that they were caught by a fine man
like Mr. Singer. You can bet he'll not let
them off too easy. From the looks on their
faces, though, I think they've already
learned their lesson."
"But they'll never know it was Elmer,
the Electronic Flatfoot, who put the arm on
them!" Carl said with a grin.
30

New Transcription -Type
Tone Arm Makes Collaro
World's First True

'

-

From Collaro Ltd., world's largest manufacturer of record playing equipment
comes
the most significant development in years
the exclusive new transcription-type
tone
arm, which transforms the conventional
record changer into a TRANSCRIPTION
CHANGER, with features of the
finest pro-

-

fessional equipment.

High Fidelity Changer

The arm

j

is

a

one -piece,

spring- damped,

counter-balanced unit which will take
any
standard high -fidelity cartridge. It is free
of
any audio spectrum resonanCex:
Stylus pressure between the first
and last
records in a stack remains virtually
constant at less than a gram of difference,
compared to 4 to 8 grams on conventional
changers. Vertical and horizontal
friction
are reduced to the lowest possible
level,
insuring longer life for records
and styli.
In its superb performance,
the new Collaro
Continental, Model TC-540, meets
the rigid
requirements for high fidelity equipment,
offering professional quality at
a record
changer price. The Continental
is $46.50.
Other Collaro changers are priced
from
$37.50 up. (Prices slightly higher
west of
Mississippi.)

Colorful new catalog, containing guide
on
building record library plus complete
Collaro line.
FREE:

18

WRITE TO DEPT.

E -012.

ROCKBAR CORPORATION
MAMARONECK, N. Y.
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'Learn PRACTICAL

RADIO7

L® 7'H Ú

with
e` equipment

send you while

I

me ... for valuable
slop bench experience

y,u train with

Clip and Mail the Coupon Below -Now!

Train in Spare Hours at Home

for the Best Jobs and Big Pay in

.

Radio -Television
my new, faster way!
Want Proof? Send for my
big FREE CATALOG and
Sample Lesson. Let the facts
speak for themselves!
Why wait -get into Radio -Television fast!
I will train you in as little as 10 months

The new Sprayberrl Train.

ing Television receiver,

built and tested in sections.
now offer this fine modern
oscilloscope.
I

You build this powerful 2

Band superhet
eeiver.

to step into the top paying Radio -Television field as a much -needed Service
Technician! You will train entirely at
Frank L. Sprayberry
Educational
home in your spare time...which means
Director
you can train as fast or as slowly as you
like. You have a choice of THREE Sprayberry Training Plans
one exactly suited to your needs. My easier- than -ever payment terms
make it possible for you to get set for the good jobs in Radio -Television without the slightest strain on your budget! Get the true facts
, just mail the coupon for my big new 56 page fact-filled catalog
plus actual sample lesson -both FREE.

...

REALLY PRACTICAL TRAININGjn -NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE NEEDED

My students do better because I train both the mind and the hands.
Sprayberry Training is offered in 25 individual training units, each includes
a practice giving kit of parts and equipment
all yours to keep. You

...

will gain priceless practical experience building the specially engineered
Sprayberry Television Training Receiver, Two -Band Radio Set, Signal
Generator, Audio Tester and the new Sprayberry 18 range Multi- Tester,
plus other test units. You will have a complete set of Radio -TV test equipment to start your own shop. My lessons are regularly revised and every
'mportant new development is covered. My graduates are completely
trained Radio -Television Service Technicians.
NEWEST

DEVELOPMENTS
Your training
covers U H F, Color
Television, F M,
Oscilloscope
Servicing, High
Fidelity Sound
and Transistors.

MAIL THE COUPON -See what's ahead in
Radio -TV... No Salesman Will Call On You!
The coupon below brings you my big new catalog
plus an actual sample Sprayberry Lesson. I invite
you to read the facts
to see that I actually illustrate every item in my training. With the facts in
your hands, you will be able to decide. No salesman
will call on you. The coupon places you under no
obligation. Mail it now, today, and get ready for
your place in Radio -Television.

...

SPRAYBERRY ACADEMY OF RADIO -TELEVISION
1512 Jarvis Avenue, Dept. 105 -D, Chicago 26, II1Lnols
This Coupon For Free Facts,and Sample Lesson

-ail

u5w,n ae
You build the new
Sprayberry Tester
a-range
Yoli- Ohm-Milliammeter readings.

...

Average cost per lesson

ONLY $3.43
__ ncluiling Kits
February, 1958

and Equipment

>7,1,1 in

Radio-i'eledision
FRAI011N6

fyA.`...

SPRAYBERRY ACADEMY OF RADIO -TELEVISION
Dept. 105 -D, 1512 Jarvis Avenue, Chicago 26, 111.
Please rush all information on your ALL -NEW Radio-Television Training Plan. I understand this does not obligate me
and that no salesman will call upon me. lnclud New Catalog and Sample Lesson

FREE.
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Age
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City
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FROM OUR READERS
A Reader's Scoop on Sputnik II
Here is an example of what can happen to
people who read your magazine.
When I bought the November issue of POPULAR
ELECTRONICS, I was most intrigued by the "Listen
to the Voices of the World" story. On Saturday,
November 2, I finally found time to try to get the
stations listed as "Best Heard in Eastern North
America." I was also curious to hear what Moscow would have to say in Russian about the dismissal of Zhukov. When, at 44 minutes past midnight, I tuned near the 20 -meter band and heard
a Russian announcer say "standby for a special
bulletin," I thought it would be about Zhukov.
Imagine my amazement and surprise when a
solemn voice declared in Russian: "We have just
launched the second Earth satellite." Luckily, I
had my tape recorder handy.
Having recorded the special news bulletin, I
telephoned one of the New York newspapers. The
man at the night city desk refused to believe the
story about the launching and practically told me
to go back to sleep. However, I persuaded him to
take down my name and telephone number.
About half an hour later, the city desk called
me back. This time they were willing to believe
anything I had to say: their monitor had managed

by then to hear the news but was not able to
supply the details about Sputnik II. In all the
excitement, I forgot about my tape and dictated
the description from memory. I was told that I
was the first man in the USA to know about the
Sputnik II launching and that my story would appear on the front page.
My Sunday issue of the newspaper had nothing to say about the satellite but the story was
printed in the very last edition, available in New

York City only.
On Sunday afternoon, a reporter came to see me.
He wanted to know what kind of radio receiver I
was using and if he could hear the Moscow station
then. I told him about my Philips Concerto FX
824A -54 high- fidelity radio -phonograph combination and the Wollensak dual- speed, dual -track recorder; however, I was unable to satisfy his
latter request-reception was exceptionally bad.
Thus, thanks to "Listen to the Voices" in your
November issue, my story about the Sputnik II
launching appeared in a New York newspaper and
two of my local papers.
GEORGE

CHAPLENKO

Perth Amboy, N. J.
The Editors were extremely interested and
pleased that our article started this chain of events.
Many other readers have written to tell us that
the article has been very useful as an aid to their
short -wave listening.

Modified V.H.F. Ear
I built the V.H.F. Ear as described in POPULAR
ELECTRONICS, July '57, with one exception. I

ASSEMBLE YOUR OWN

WALKIE- TALKIE RADIOPHONES
General specifications applying fo all models:
Highest quality workmanship and materials, silver
plated coils, ceramic capacitors and advanced design
assures maximum performance with the longest battery
life. Sensitive receivers can detect signals as small as one

microvolt and feature automatic volume control and
clipping. Transmitters use high level amplitude
modulation, have a power input of one watt to the R.F.
stage and will radiate a signal for to 5 miles (depending
on obstructions) using antennas supplied. Up to 40 miles
have been reported by some of our customers when
communicating with stations having directional beam
antennas. Radiophones can .be used singularly to communicate with fixed stations or two or more to communicate with each other providing they are for the same
frequency band. Fully portable, no external connections
needed. Uses standard radio and flashlight batteries available at your
local store. Total weight of completed unit including all accessories is
noise

Model TC -144. Meets F C C requirements for general class amateur
license. No minimum age requirement. Variable frequency transceiver
circuit. Tunes from 144 to 148 mc. Wired, tested and guaranteed electronic chassis complete with two high frequency triodes (3A5) $6.98
Model TR -144 Similar to above but with independently tuned receiver and transmitter circuits. Permits receiving frequency to be
changed without affecting transmitting frequency
$9.98
Model TRX -S0. Crystal controlled transmitter and variable frequency receiver with R.F. stage. Tunable from 50 to 54 mc. Available
also on neighboring frequencies at slight extra cost on special order.
Meets F C C requirements for general and technician class amateur
licenses as well as for civil defense and other special services. Wired,
tested and guaranteed electronic chassis complete with six high
frequency triodes. (3- 3A5's)
$14.98
Model TRX -50-A. Similar to above but with transistorized audio
booster stage for extra loud reception
$16.98

$6.98

CHOOSE FROM
IMPROVED CIRCUITS
GREATER POWER

plus accessories

TRANSISTO;IZED

hardware and connectors including 18' or
24' antenna with loading coil (depending on
frequency.)
Be sure to specify for which model
$4.98
Above case finished in gray hammertone, (3 coats) if desired
.75
Adjustable shoulder strap
.50
Very active quartz transmitting crystal for models TRX -50 and
7RX -50 -A ground to .01% of your desired frequency and
hermetically sealed
$3.98
Western Electric telephone handset with push to talk switch and
standard cord
$6.98
Retractable coiled cord for above handset if desired
$1.00
Handset input transformer
.98
Handset output transformer
.98
In place of the handset transformers you can also use the following:
Powerful, high impedance, Alnico magnet headphone
$1.25
High output, mobile communication type microphone with retractable coiled cord
$2.98
Microphone transformer. Best quality shielded type
.98

to

How
Order Direct from Factory: Check each item desired and add
5% of total for postage and insurance. Orders not paid in full will be sent C.O.D. for
the balance due. All C 0.D. orders must include $2.00 deposit.
Note: Our merchandise may soon be sold only through distributors. Order now and
save while you can still buy direct. All orders immediately acknowledged.

SPRINGFIELD ENTERPRISES
20

NOW 4 MODELS to

The following accessories are required to complete
the walkie- talkie as illustrated and are sold separately to meet the individual requirements of the user.
Strong 16 gauge aluminum case (8' x 5" x 3")
with all holes punched, battery holders, battery switch, telephone handset cradle plus all

1

less than 51/2 lbs.

for os little as

Manufacturing division
Box 54 -E Springfield Gardens

Always say you saw it
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ELECTRONICS

Everybody hails

VOLUME Hof the
TRANSISTOR
APPLICATIONS
BOOK

Why? Because Volume II of the Raytheon
Transistor Applications Book is more than a
collection of circuits. It contains a full section
on basic transistor theory and circuit design
(for the beginner) plus a section of installation and wiring hints on transistors and a
section on printed circuitry.
What's more, it contains complete construction information including wiring diagrams, illustration and parts lists for a wide

RAYTHEON
exoe!/ence ist eleafonci+0
February, 1958

variety of new transistor applications never
before published.
Expert or beginner, if you want to build
transistorized receivers, transmitters, amplifiers, signal tracers, electric eye relays or a
host of other circuits, you should have
Volume II of the Raytheon Transistor
Applications Book. Available from your
Raytheon Tube Supplier or send 50¢ to
Department V2.

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Receiving and Cathode Ray Tube Operations
Newton 58, Massachusetts
21

Letters

(Continued from Page 20)

made a sort of conical antenna with # 18 wire, and
with the 2N35 transistor wired in as you described
I pulled in several FM stations and a plane that
was about 15 miles away.
1 enjoy "POP'tronics" very much and I hope
there will be more transistor articles in it.
P. C. HANSON
Verona, N. J.

The Girls Talk Back

Industry

Here's another feminine reader for Dave Kavanagh (August 1957 Letters column). I subscribe
to POP'tronics and find it a must on my bookshelf.
I wouldn't miss an issue of it as I am a student in
electronics and find your magazine not only helpful to me but most interesting, page after page.
Also to Ruth S. Congram (December 1957 Letters), I raise that estimated figure for women
readers. More and more women are entering this
particular field and achieving success even though
you don't hear about them as often as the men.

needs

Electronic

~,. Technicians

JEAN ARTHUR

Detroit, Mich.

Those Scarce Back Copies

isai,r you Ib

Your Letters column in the December '57 issue
included a request for a back copy and listed
other issues which were also out of circulation. I
would like to mention that I have one or two
copies of each issue from October 1954 to September 1955 inclusive that anyone can have for fifteen
cents in stamps or coin per copy.
ALBERT W. ALLEY

Advanced Electronics
training you need to
work with professional engineers on research, development or production projects
in such fields as: automation, guided missiles, radar, television, computers and other
advanced electronic applications. RCA Institutes Resident School in New York City offers
this comprehensive course that prepares you
for any field of electronics you may choose.
This is the college -level

4045 N. Kostner Avenue
Chicago 41, Illinois

Sure sounds like a very good deal for some
lucky readers who get there first. Hope you're not
deluged with mail.

I

An "Economy" Fan

am 14 years old and an avid POP'tronics
reader. I thoroughly enjoy your articles on "Econ-

It's the blue ribbon course at RCA Institutes
Resident School -among several to suit your
inclination and ambition. Other courses in
TV & General Electronics, Radio & TV
Servicing, and Radio Telegraph Operating.

omy" testing instruments. Could you publish a
series of articles on basic radio repair and some
tricks of the trade! I am trying to get a job in
a

Classes start four times each year. Applications
now being accepted.
Approved for Veterans

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
School of Television and Electronic Technology
A Service of Radio Corporation of Americo

local repair shop.

Please keep up your wonderful work. I would
also like to see more of the fabulous Carl Kohler.
LEWIS PHELPS
765 Humboldt St.

Denver 18, Colo.

Aid to Future Scientists
I just saw the item on page

r-

Institutes, Inc., Dept. PER 28
350 W. Fourth St., N. Y. 14, N. Y.
RCA

Please send me your FREE catalog of
Resident School courses in N. Y. 14, N. Y.

Name
Please print

Address....
City

Zone.

State

For Home Study Courses see ad on opposite page.
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J

70 of the November 1957 issue on the Westinghouse Scholarships.
I believe that this subject deserves more than two
sentences, for it is supplying our nation with
future scientists.
I am a sophomore at Niles Township High
School in Skokie, Illinois, and have joined a seminar directly connected with the Westinghouse
Scholarship Foundation. It is composed of students who have a true interest in science.
Each of these students will choose a project on
which to work. The seminar will look for a scientist who specializes in this field, and assign him to
a student. In this way, each student has a teacher.
(Continued on page 26)
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RCA INSTITUTES
OFFERS YOU THE FINEST
OF HOME STUDY TRAINING
COU

E

COURSE

TV

ELECTRGNIr

cRVICING

C OURSE

111

V

The equipment illustrated and text material you get
with each course is yours to keep. Practical work with
very first lesson. Courses for the beginner and the
advanced student. Pay -as- you -learn. You need pay
for only one study group at a time.

Institutes,

Inc. Home Sudy Dept.
A Service of Radio Corporation of America
New York 14, N. Y.
Fourth
Street,
350 West
RCA

Name
Please

SEND FOR

THIS

February, 1958

print

Address
Zone.

City

.State

Korean Vets! Enter discharge date

-

RCA VICTOR COMPANY, LTD.
500 Cote de liesse Rd., Montreal 9, Que.

IN CANADA

BOOK NOW

2h

Without obligation, send me FREE 52 page
CATALOG on Hone Study Courses in Radio, Television and Color TV. No Salesman will call.

';.

.v',:.

Z PE

For resident school courses see od on opposite page.
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A MACHINE THAT COMPOSES MUSIC

------------::------------:_
-1L--L_ _-----_- ------------_ _
1IMPIMPEME.

Actual tune composed on GENIAC

COMPUTES, "REASONS"
PLAYS GAMES

BUILD IT YOURSELF in a few

GENIAC
BRAIN
ELECTRIC

hours:

Yes, you build any one of 33 exciting electric brain machines in just a few hours
the
clear -cut, step -by -step directions given in a thrilling booklet! No soldering required by. following
. no wiring
beyond your skill! GENIAC ® is a genuine brain machine
a toy. The only logic machine kit that
not only adds, subtracts, etc., but presents the basic ideas of cybernetics,
algebra, symbolic
logic, automation, etc. So simple to construct that even a twelve - year -old Boolean
can make a machine that
will fascinate people with advanced scientific training! With the special circuitry
of GENIAC, the
Electric Brain Construction kit, you can compose tunes automatically. These new circuits
were never

-not

available before!

OVER 400 COMPONENTS AND PARTS.
operate on one flashlight battery, and the use of
ingeniously designed parts makes building Circuits
circuits one of the most fascinating things you've ever
done! You set up problems in a variety of fields -and
answers quicker than you can set
them up! Play games with the machine -nim, tic -tac -toe,getetc.your
pit your brain against its logic!
Solves puzzles in a few seconds that would take you hours -and
without
the aid of the machine. You
actually see how computing and problem - solving is analyzed with algebraic
solutions transferred
directly into circuit diagrams.
YOUR COST FOR GENIAC® KIT: only $19.95 postpaid. The 1958 Model GENIAC KIT contains:
(1) a complete 100 -page text, "Minds and Machines "
basic introduction to computers. (2) "How
to Construct Electrical Brains At Home "
fully illustrated text book on basic computer design
theory and circuits with specific instructions for
building
(3) Wiring Diagrams Manual. A
special booklet with full scale diagrams that you can tear circuits.
out and place on your work bench for easy
assembly. (4) Beginners' Manual. Starting from
scratch,
the
manual
adds extra experiments,
thoroughly tested using GENIAC components to teach the basic symbols of electric
circuits. (5) Over
900 components and parts.
So -mail the coupon for your GENIAC today! Your money back if not delighted!

-a

-a

Some Firms and
Allis-Chalmers
Remington -Rand
International
Business
Machines
Wheeldex Mfg. Co.
Manuel Missionary
College

Institutions that have ordered GENIAC ®:

Waiter V. Clarke
Associates
Barnard College
Westinghouse

Electric
Phillips
Laboratories

General Insurance
Co. of America
Lafayette Radio

Rohr Aircraft Co.

Albert Einstein
Medical College
Naval Research

Los Angeles

Public Schools
Kansas State

University
Duke University
Coral Gables

Bell Telephone
Laboratories

Laboratories

Kl-Only

$i

995

(Add $1.00 W. of Miss.
$2.00 Outside U. S.)

A 66 -inch Slide -rule for your pocket
GENIAC Calculator

carries

spiral scales yet measures only ten inches fully
ex The GENT six culator
in h
es
be relied
is indispensable to the scientist, e6
research
anfigures
tudent. Administrative staff and
business men will find it of tremendous
for a host of estimating and checking calculations, and quite simple to use. Of value
non-warping, metal construction. with Plasticcoated scales,
give
Model
lves multiplication.
division, percentage calculations, and gives logarithms
as well.
Model L shipped postpaid for only $19.95 (add 3t', city sales tax in N. Y. C.). Use he
GENIAC Pocket Calculator forawer k and if you are nut satisfied repack and mail it back.

What typical users say about the GENIAC Calculator

"May I congratulate you on such an instrument at so modest a price. combining engineering and mathematical skill,
simplicity of operation in such a small space. It does all
you claim-four or five figure accuracy
without eyestrain or magnifiers. Halt an hour's
study is ample for its use." (A.E.B
M.R.S.T.)
"I have tested the GENIAC CalculatorM.Se.,
in my office and find it much superior in clearness and accuracy to ordinary slide rules."
(F. H. G. B.
E. Croydo».)
"We could not contemplate being without the GENIAC Calculator."
(T & C Ltd.,
Manufacturing Chemists, Liverpool.)
"I use the GENIAC Calculator for all my slide -rule work, and need the extra digit
which normal elide -rules cannot give. I had to get one of my customers a GENIAC last
onth, after using mine in his office." (E. & G. II., Textile Manufacturers, Blackburn.)
GENIAC POCKET CALCULATOR
519.95 Postpaid

-
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ELECTRONIC MEMORY COURSE

101

lox

ro.

103

-a

An essential part of every computer is the memory
storage device for retaining bits (binary digits) of information. The ELECTRONIC MEMORY course
contains instructions for building relay memories, magnetic core "Matrix" memories and "SEAL" tube storage memories, with detailed descriptions of over 15
different methods of storing information and automatically giving instructions to
electronic devices now in use. The booklets, texts and manuals are a complete

course in this fascinating subject. Suitable for all levels -particularly designed
for people who have some knowledge of electronics but want to know specific
details of electronic computers for professional reasons. Complete question
answering service. The memory "Matrix" can be expanded to any desired degree and can be used in conjunction with the digital computer kits as an outside
memory store. Price of course with all instructions and training
manuals, texts, etc., postpaid
ClO

$28.00

s

1<

t

SECTION OF MATRIX
Diagram of a Neon
Tube Digital Storage
Unit.

DIGITAL COMPUTER COURSE
Have you ever wanted to build a small digital computing device? One that reproduces in miniature what computers like ENIAC, SEAL, BIZMAC, etc., do on
a large scale? Our DIGITAL COMPUTER course shows how to set up and build
computers and experiment with pulses, storage, gates, flip flops, adding, subtracting, multiplying and applications of Boolean Algebra to circuit design. You
get an introduction to programming. More important, you learn how and where
to buy computer parts to build your own computers. Manuals, wiring diagrams
and texts provide a complete introduction to theory and practice of DIGITAL
COMPUTERS clearly explained. We have a complete question answering service. This is the finest and only DIGITAL COMPUTER course on
the market, postpaid
C2-

$28.00

trU
A modulo 2 counter.
More commonly a flip flop arrangement of 2
triodes. This is the main
elementary component
from which counters
and accumulators are
assembled.

ANALOG COMPUTER COURSE
ANALOG COMPUTERS are widely used in engineering and scientific research to
duplicate actual physical conditions and to integrate and differentiate directly.
Our ANALOG COMPUTERS course lists sources of materials, parts, theory and

practical instructions, plus wiring diagrams and schematics for adding, multiplying, integrating and differentiating specific experiments, give practice in calculating scale factors, choice of time scales, machine equation and block diagrams, phase inverting amplifiers, use of parallel imputs, solution of simple differential equation. We show you how you can build computers at home. Texts
discuss theory and design of computer elements, network and operational amplifiers, multiplication and function generation. This is your best and only comprehensive introduction to ANALOG COMPUTERS. Each course is a complete
introduction to the subject with all necessary instructional material
and parts. Course, Manuals, postpaid

C3-

$28.00
`Y

t.
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diagram for a
imple integrating circuit.
Block

your knowledge of these new technical fields rusty? Perhaps you never
had time to study them but need fo now. Write for free information about
our new, modern, low -cost course. Work at your own speed at home. Check
those that interest you.
Is

UP TO DATE?
PHYSICS

-PIB

ELECTRONICS
Television P3A
Radio P3B
Radar-Theoretical P3CI

-P2A

Radar -Practical P3C2

High School Physics
Part
Part

-PIA

I

2

College Physics
Part
Part

I

-P2B
MATHEMATICS

,

Statistics

i

Musical Instruments P3D

2

Trigonometry
Algebra
Solid Geometry
Calculus

Please send me

Acoustics Hi-Fi P4
Nuclear Physics PS
Analog Computer C3
Digital Computer C2
Memory Storage CI
Construction of Robots

CHEMISTRY
High School
College
Analytic
Qualitative
Quantitative
Organic
Physical

BIOLOGY
High School
Human Biology
Zoology

]

Aptitude

Botany
Genetics

31
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Test PS5

Rapid Reading P56
Construction of Robots

GENIAC Kit. $19.95 (Add $1.00 West of Mississippi or $2.00 Outside

OLIVER GARFIELD CO.. Dept. PE -28A.

PS7

PSYCHOLOGY
Normal PSI
Child P52
Abnormal PS3
Mental Hygiene PS4
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These people get a salary for their services of one
dollar per year. When the student has spent three
years on the project he selected, it is entered in
the talent search.
As far as the seminar faculty knows, the system
outlined here is only in use at Niles, but we think
it will soon be in widespread use in America.
Don't you think this system will insure America's security?
JOE CROWTHER

Lincolnwood, Ill.
We certainly agree. Science Service, the nonprofit institution for the popularization of science,
and the Westinghouse Educational Foundation
have been doing a wonderful job for many years.
Several thousand winners and honorable mentions
have received aid since the first Annual Science
Talent Search.

Short-Wave Listener Responds
Congratulations on publishing the article "Listen to the Voices of the World" (by Stewart West)
in the November 1957 edition of your magazine.
It is, among other superlatives, one of the most
usefully classified listings of short -wave listening
data I have ever seen.
As one who has written 52 similar newspaper
articles during the past year (The Winnipeg Tribune), I appreciate the immense amount of research which must have gone into the preparation
of Mr. West's article. The publication of this
kind of information, which can be understood and

used by anyone with a short -wave band on his

radio, indicates progressive management.
show!

Good

HARRY DE PAIVA

Manitoba, Canada

On the "Hi-Five"
I read your article on building a "Hi- Five"
speaker system and built it. However, I would
like to know what kind of speakers you used, and
if you did anything about treating them, such as
coating the cones, etc. I would certainly appreciate this information, as Sherwood crossovers are
hard to find around here. I was figuring on
perhaps a Jensen Crossover.
JIM FAHLSINC
Richmond, Ind.
Try the following for the Sherwood crossover:
Sherwood Electronic Labs, Inc.
2802 West Cullom Ave.
Chicago 18, Ill.

Message from a CAP Member
I have bought POPULAR ELECTRONICS for several
years at the newsstand, and have built several of
your projects. They all worked beautifully. I'm
just breaking into the radio game -hope to get my

ham ticket next year.
I read with a great deal of interest the article
"On The Air With The Civil Air Patrol" by Maj.
Wayne Winters, CAP. I'm also a member of the
CAP. If you could add another page to POPULAR
ELECTRONICS for the CAP, I think it would be a

NOW YOU CAN SECURE A

HIGH SALARIED

TOP PRESTIGE

CAREER IN ELECTRONICS
IN ONLY ONE YEAR!

ELECTRONICS is the fastest growing industry in America today, creating

unlimited opportunities for high salaries, with rapid advancement in
INDUSTRY AND THE ARMED FORCES for Bailey Trained electronic
engineering technicians.
LARGE CORPORATIONS from coast to coast, and BRANCHES OF THE
ARMED FORCES send recruiters to visit each graduating class at Bailey
Tech, offering unusually high starting salaries.
BAILEY 'GRADUATES ARE BEING HIRED for such fascinating and interesting work as technical salesmen, research and development of guided
missiles, electronic business machines and automatically controlled
manufacturing plants, etc., also good RATINGS IN THE ARMED FORCES.
UP TO SEVEN TECHNICIANS are needed for every engineer ... this, plus
superior training is why Bailey Graduates are being paid more to start,
and are advancing more rapidly than many men who have spent four
years in training.
MAIL
Resident training is easier and costs less than I
you may think! We provide housing and parttime jobs while in school, plus free nationwide employment service for graduates. If you
want to quickly enter America's fastest growing and most exciting industry, write for free
booklet .. , no obligation.

VETERAN APPROVED

BAILEY TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
1625 5. Grand

St. Louis 4, Mo.

Minneapolis-Honeywell system
controls hundreds of automatic man -'
ufacturing operations. Experience
on live equipment is emphasized at
Bailey and is another reason for the
tremendous backlog of high pay pots
tiens waiting BAILEY GRADUATES.

This

TODAY

Please mail immediately this free booklet without obligation

Nome
Address
City

State

Ulm Mr= NI
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BUILD 16 RADIO
CIRCUITS AT HOME
with the New Deluxe

only

1958

PROGRESSIVE RADIO

A Practical Home Radio Course
* No Knowledge of
Now Includes

*
*
*
*

TRANSMITTER
SIGNAL TRACER
SIGNAL INJECTOR
CODE OSCILLATOR
I

$2295

' "EDU -KIT"

Radio Necessary

*

No Additional Parts or Tools Needed

*
*

Excellent Background for TV
School Inquiries Invited
Attractively Gift Packed

*

WHAT THE "EDU -KIT" OFFERS YOU

FREE EXTRAS
SET OF TOOLS

SOLDERING IRON
ELECTRONIC TESTER

I

at a rock The "Edu -Kit" offers you an outstanding PRACTICAL HOME RADIO COURSE
bottom price. Our Kit is designed to train Radio fe Electronics r Technicians,
, construction
a
of the most modern methods of home training. You will
Practice and servicing.
schematics: how to wir and solder i n
You will learn how to build radios, using regular
with the standard type of
professional manner, how to service radios. You will work
of Printed Circuit chase's.
punched metal chassis as well as the latest development
You will construct. study and work with
You will learn the basic principles of radio. rectifiers,
test equipment. You will learn
RF and AF amplifiers and oscillators, detectors,
You will learn and practice
and practice code, using the Progressive Code Oscillator.
Progressive Signal Injector, rogrestrouble -shooting, using the Progressive SignaltheTracer,
accompanying instructional m terial.
sive Dynamic Radio S Electronics Tester
and General Classes of aF.C.C. Radio
You
ill receive training for the Novice. Technician
Tracer
Transmitter, Code Oscillator, Signal
Amateur Licenses. You will build 16 Receiver,
will receive an excellent
and Signal Injector circuits, and learn how to operate them. You

PLIERS- CUTTERS ALIGNMENT TOOL
WRENCH SET
TESTER INSTRUCTION MANUAL
QUIZZES
HIGH FIDELITY GUIDE
RADIO
TELEVISION BOOK
TROUBLE- SHOOTRNG BOOK
CLUB:
-TV
MEMBERSHIP IN RADIO
FCC
CONSULTATION SERVICE
AMATEUR LICENSE TRAINING
Ple1NTED CIRCUITRY
VALUABLE DISCOUNT CARD
CERTIFICATE OF MERIT

maig

f

background for Television.
The "Edu -Kit" le the
Absolutely no previous knowledge of radio or science is required.
The "EduKit" will proproduct of many years of teaching and engineering experience.
and Radio, worth many times the complete
vide you with a basic education in Electronicsworth
of the emirs Kit.
price
the
more
than
is
price of 522.95. The Signal Tracer alone

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE
and backgrounds have successfully
re than 79 counused the "Edu -Kit" in
has been
tries of the world. The ''Edu -Kit"
carefully designed, step by step, so thatyou cannot make a mistake. The "Edu
yourself at your
Kit" allows you to teach
own rate. No instructor is necessary,

You do not need the lightest background
inter
s
you
Whether
in radio or s
stad in Radio n& Electronics because you
want an interesting hobby, a well paying

ages

.

business or a job with a future, you will find
the "Edu -Kit" a worth -while investment.
Many thousands of individuals of all

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD

radio kit in the world.
The Progressive Radio "Edu -Kit" is the foremost educational
The ' Ed
versally accepted as the standard in the field of electronics training.
and is
you construct.
Kit" a si the modern educational principle of "Learn by Doing." Thereforeintegrated
prostudy theory, practice trouble -shooting -all in a closely
learn schematics,
s
tl interesting background in radio.
gram designed to provide an easily -learned, thorough the
the
"Edu- Kit." You then learn first
You begin by examining the various radio parts of
this
radio.
With
build
a
simple
Then
you
of
these
and
wiring
parts.
function, theory
learn theory, practice testing
set you will enjoy listening to regular broadcast stations,
theory
learn
more
advanced
radio,
more
advanced
you
a
Then
build
and trouble- shooting.
progressive manner, and at your own rate, you will
and techniques. GraduallyT
advanced multi -tube radio circuits. and doing work like a
find yourself constructing
professional Radio Technician.
Receiver, Transmitter, Code Oscillator,
Included in the "Edu -Kit" coursec re sixteen
These are not unprofessional "breadboard'
Signal Tracer, and Signal Injector circuits.
means of professional wiring
r by
experiments, but genuine radio circuits, constructed
radio construction known as
and soldering on metal chassis, plus the new method of AC
or DC house current.
"Printed Circuitry." These circuits operate on your regular

THE ,'EDU -KIT" IS COMPLETE
ructions n es ary to build 16 different radio and
instructions
parts and in
r
Our Kits contain tubes, tube sockets,
electronics circuits, each guaranteed to operate.
rs, tie strips, coils, hardand paper dielectric condensers. rresistors,
vr
fable mica, c
solder, etc.
Manuals.
Instruction
chassis,
metal
rpunched
ware, tubing,
ncluding
e
Printed Circuit chassis,
materials,
Circuit
receive
Printed
In addition, you
r
ve
a useful set of toots,
You
also
c
instructions.
and
special tube sockets, hardware
Radio Si Electronics
professional electric soldering iron, and a self- powered Dynamic
Progressive
Code Oscillator,
and
the
instructions
Code
Tester, The "Edu -Kit" also includes and
Amateur
License training. You
for
Radio
Answers
in addition to F.C.C.-type Questions
Tracer
and the ProgresProgressive
Signal
with the
will also receive lessons for servicing Guide
and a Quiz Book. You receive all parts, tools,
sive Signal Injector, a High Fidelity
instructions, etc. Everything is yours to keep.
You

will

- --

I

PRINTED CIRCUITRY

conducting material which takes
the place of wiring. The various parts
are merely plugged in and soldered to
terminals.
ited

SERVICING LESSONS

1

Yeu will lea,' trouble-shooting and
progressive manner. You
servicing in
on the sets that
will practice repairs
yeti construct. You will learn sympttoms
and causes et troubles in home, portable
and car radios. You will learn how to
use the P ofessionI Signal Tracer, the
lector and the dynamic
urique Signal
While you
Electronics T
Radio
are learning it this practical way, you
many a repair job for
to
do
will be able
charge
and
neighbors,
and
your friends
the price
lltaion Service
Consultation
Our
mec' Edu
'he
will help you with any technical problems
you may have.
WaterJ. Stataitis. of 25 Poplar
repaired
bury, Conn., writes:
made
several sets nor my friends, anditself,
I
paid for
This
w
was ready to spend S240 for a Course.
found your ed and sent for your
but

i

.

Kit.'

(

1

Kit."

Ben

;rah:

Valerie.

nimi

P.

Box 21, Magna.
are wonderful.

O.

also
yothe questions
the answers for them. I have been in
Radio for the last seven years. but like
to work with Radio Kits. and like to
enbuild Radio Testing Equipment.
the
joyed very minute I worked withworks
different kiss' the Signal Tracer
fine. Also like to let you know that I
feel proud of becoming a member of your
Radio-TV C. cab."
Robert L. Shun, 1534 Monroe Ave.,
Huntington W. Va.: "Thought I would
drop You a few lines to say that I reOpined ch Etlb gainand was
cue be had at such
law caprice. I have already started eMy
radios and phonographs.
i g
yy
were really surprised to see me
friends
e
yet into tee swing of it so quickly. The
IM
Tester that c
T obleshsoting
tu
ll,
ndc find" the
the Kit is really swell,
trouble. H there is any to be round."
1

UNCONDITIONAL MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE-

--i

AD-

I

At no increase in price, the "Edu -Kit'
now includes Printed Circuitry. You build
a
Printed Circuit Signal Injector, a
unique servicing instrument that can detect many Radio and TV troubles. This
revolutionary new technique of radio
construction Is now becoming popular In
commercial radio and TV sets.
A Printed Circuit is a special insulated chassis on which has buen depos-

I

fl

RECEIVE FREE BONUS
ORDER DIRECT FROM
RESISTOR AND CONDENSER KITS WORTH S7
Send "Edu- Kit" Postpaid. I enclose full payment of $22.95.

Cl Send

will pay $22,95 plus postage.
"Edu -Kit" C.O.D.
FREE additional information describing "EduKit."
I

Send me

Name
Address

a

February, 1958

PROGRESSIVE "EDII- KITS" INC.
497 Union Ave., Dept. 541D, Brooklyn 11, N. Y.
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Carl & Jerry (Continued from page 14) straight back from his high forehead. He
politely waited until Norma had seated
boys thought it would, and they barely had
herself on the couch and then sat down
time to make sure there was no arcing and beside her.
that the intercom was working when they
"I'm just in time," he commented, glancgot the third call to supper. They hurriedly ing at the TV screen. "It should be a good
showed Norma how to switch on the unit
fight."
and left.
As he said this he leaned comfortably
At seven -thirty, though, both were sitting back on the couch -and suddenly his blond
in Jerry's darkened dining room shamehair stood straight on end, giving him a
lessly staring across at the blank windows look of stark horror. Norma, who turned
of Norma's living room. Suddenly the lights
toward him, opened her eyes wide in astoncame on, and Norma minced into the room ishment.
on a pair of high heels and started straightHurriedly he slid forward to the edge of
ening the cushions on the davenport.
the couch and pulled a comb from his
"Wheee -wh000!" Carl wolf -whistled. pocket and passed it through his strangely
"She's not just depending on our ionizer!"
behaving locks. "That's funny," he mut"You can say that again," Jerry agreed,
tered, pulling back his cuff and staring at
noting the perfectly fitted and becoming his wrist. "It felt as though something was
frock Norma was wearing. "She doesn't brushing the hair on the back of my hand."
look much like the gal who was popping
"Static electricity attraction," Jerry excorn for us last night."
plained with a chuckle.
Norma switched on the TV set just as
"Sa- a -a -y," Mike was saying to Norma,
the boys heard her door chime. She walked "I really go for that new perfume of yours.
over and flipped the switch that turned on I never smelled anything quite like
bethe power supply; then, before answering fore. It has such a fresh 'ozonish' itodor
the door, she turned toward the window to it."
and made a circle with a carefully mani"It is ozone he's smelling," Jerry recured thumb and forefinger.
marked.
come to think of it," Mike was sayIN A MINUTE she was back with a tall, ing"And
as he edged closer to Norma, "you look
blond man whose hair was combed mighty fetching yourself tonight, Norma;

et

ASSEMBLE YOUR OWN

WALKIE -TALKIE RADIOPHONES
Geaenl spedliadoes applying to all models.

Highest quolity workmanship and materials, silver
plated coils, ceramic capacitors and advanced design
assures maximum performance with the longest battery
life. Sensitive receivers con detect signals as small as one
microvolt and feature automatic volume control and
noise clipping. Transmitters use high level amplitude
modulation, have o power input of one watt to the R.F.
stage and will radiate o signal for to S miles (depending on obstruc
lions) using antennas supplied. Up to 40 miles have been reported by
some of our customers when communicating with stations having directional beam antennas. Radiophones con be used singularly to communicate with fixed stations or two or more to communicate with each
other
providing they ore for the some frequency band. Fully portable, no
external connections needed. Uses standard radio and flashlight bal.
teries available at your local store. Total weight of completed unit
including oll accessories is less thon 5' lbs.
1

Model

TC -144. Meets F C C requirements for general class amateur
license. No minimum age requirement. Variable frequency transceiver
circuit. Tunes from 144 to 148 mc. Wired, tested and guaranteed electronic chassis complete with two high frequency triodes (3A5) $6.98

Model TR -144. Similar to above but with independently tuned receiver and transmitter circuits. Permits receiving frequency to be
changed without affecting transmitting frequency
$9.98
Model TRX -50. Crystal controlled transmitter and variable frequency receiver with R.F. stage. Tunable from 50 to 54 mc. Available
also on neighboring frequencies at slight extra cost on special order.
Meets F C C requirements for general and technician class amateur
licenses as well as for civil defense and other special services. Wired,
tested and guaranteed electronic chassis complete with six high
frequency triodes. (3- 3Á5's)
$14.98
Model TRX -SOA. Similar to above but with transistorized audio
booster stage for extra loud reception
$16.98

for

os

little

cm

$6.98
pies OCe6sories

NOW

4 MODELS to
CHOOSE FROM
IMPROVED CIRCUITS
GREATER POWER
TRANSISTORIZED

The following accessories are required to complete
the walkie- talkie as illustrated and are sold separately to meet the
individual requirements of the user.
Strong 16 gauge aluminum case (8' X 5' X 3') with all holes
punched, battery holders, battery switch, telephone handset
cradle plus all hardware and connectors including 18' or 24'
antenna with loading coil (depending on frequency.)
Be sure to specify for which model
$4.98
Above case flnishtd in gray hammertone, (3 coats) if desired
.75
Adjustable shoulder strap
50
Very active quarts transmitting crystal for models TRX -50 and
TRX -50 -A ground to .01% of your desired frequency and

hermetically sealed
$3.98
Western Electric telephone handset with push to talk switch and
standard cord
56.98
Retractable coiled cord for above handset if desired
51.00
Handset input transformer
.98
Handset output transformer
.98
In place of the handset and transformers you can also
use the
following;
Powerful, high impedance, Alnico magnet headphone
51.25
High output, mobile communication type microphone with retractable coiled cord
$2.98
Microphone transformer. Best quality shielded type
.98

How to Order Direct from Factory:

Check each item desired and add

5% of total for postage and insurance. Orders not paid in full will
be sent C.O.D. for
the balance due. All C.O.D. orders must include 12.00 deposit.
Note: Our merchandise may soon be sold only through distributors.
Order now and save while you can still buy direct. All orders immediately
acknowl-

edged.

SPRINGFIELD ENTERPRISES

Manufacturing division
54 -E Springfield Gardens

1

J, N. Y.
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mighty big help and would be welcomed by all
CAP members. We (CAP) are in dire need of
lightweight and as small as possible radio equipment for use on our frequencies, and would like
to see some schematics for transmitters, receivers
and other necessary equipment.
I have a CAP licensed station with both high
and very high frequency equipment aboard. My
call is Red Bird 103.
Thanks again for printing Wayne Winter's
article.
NEwI

So

simple

.. it's like
.

R. G. (SKIPPER) MCLAURY

magic(

LAYER -BUILT
COLOR-GUIDE
Each Kit complete with all parts and instructions

St. Joseph, Mo.

Thank you for your suggestion for expanding
our service to the readers. We certainly plan to
consider it for the future and welcome comments
from other readers.

A Plug for Plug -Ins
Just wanted to drop you a line to tell you how
much I appreciate your magazine. I built that
little plug -in amplifier and it makes my old crystal
set sound pretty good. Keep up the good work.
L1-6K 10 Watt Amplifier
value in the low priced

amplifier and record

LARRY PRUSAK

(Little Jewel). Highest
field, with built-in pre-

compensator

channel.
Freq. Response: ±1DB 20 to 20,000

Brooklyn, N. Y.

phono

on
CPS

at

Spectacular Window

1

watt. Distortion: 2% harmonic or less at 10
watts. In Charcoal and Brass. Shpg. Wt. 10 lbs.
Complete Kit and instructions
Net 24.95

The Carl & Jerry story concerning the Tesla
coil was very good. How about showing a schematic on how to build one? Sounds like a good
display gimmick for the front window.
C. V. JoNEs

Hialeah, Florida
We expect to publish complete data on how to
build a Tesla coil shortly. It presents some problems, however, especially in its applications.

-

Clarification

207A -K Hi -Fi Preamplifier. The ideal control unit
with self -power feature for use with any basic
amplifier. True flexibility with 10 separate controls. Feedback throughout for low distortion
and wide frequency response. In charcoal gray
and brass. Shpg. Wt. 10 lbs.
Complete Kit and instructions
Net 44.50
- 60 Watt Basic Hi-Fi Amplifier. For
use with a preamplifier (such as
NEW
207A -K). New advanced circuitry for

enjoyed the article on the Oval -Flex enclosure,
but think you left something out. The speaker
shown in the photographs and mentioned in the
text is the SK -75
6" x 9" oval speaker with
tweeters in the middle. The same company also
sells a 5" x 7" speaker of similar design. Care
should be taken not to confuse them. I hope this
letter will help others to avoid momentary confusion. The Oval -Flex is quite impressive -both
my friends and I are amazed at the performance
it gives.
I

-a

-

250A -K

true high fidelity with exceptional
reserve power. Shpg. Wt. 40 lbs.
Complete Kit and instructions
Net

79.50

Amplifier. With built -in preamplifier and all controls. Modern
flat compact design for tabletop or
cabinet installation. Shpg. Wt. 20
20 Watt

S. C. JONES
4411 So. 4th St.

Arlington, Va.

lbs. ln Charcoal and Brass.
Complete Kit with instructions
Net 59.50
See

your Hi -Fi Dealer or write

..

tar

lee

G rornln es -A Division
Dept

D

P

-2

of Precision Electronics, Inc.
9101 King Ave., Franklin Park, Illinois

Send complete Kit details.
Send
Kit.
COD ($5 enclosed).
Postpaid. (Full payment enclosed. Enclose name of Dealer. (If any.)

Name

your magazine very much and especially the build -it- yourself items. How about
putting in more items about junk box circuits?
I find them interesting, easy to build, and enjoyable to use. My junk box consists of a small chest
of drawers chock full and overflowing. So please
help me get some of the parts into use. Thanks for
I enjoy

the article on the saw for plastic -this was a blessing for me.
t

PAT VOSBURG

Address
City

28

t>

Junk Box Circuits

.

Zone.
.State
10 -day money back guarantee on all Kits

Auburn Heights, Mich.

anrc auc

¿Lc,ns currnng

Always say you saw it

up.
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ELECTRONICS

il

and
TRAINING

RADIO -TV

ELECTRONICS
1.

.

AT A PRICE
YOU CAN AFFORD!
great course costs far less than any training of its kind
given by other major schools! Radio -Television Training School
will train you for a good job in Television or Industrial Elec.
AT HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME.
tronics
a complete training program including over
Think of if
120 lessons, Eleven Big Radio -Television Kits, Complete
'Jnlimited Consultation Service
Instruction,
Color-TV
ALL at a really big saving to you. How can we do
this? Write to us today... and find out!
you can (if you wish)
And what's more
OPEN YOUR OWN RTS- APPROVED AND
FINANCED RADIO-TV SERVICE SHOP

Yes, tnis

*21

INCH
Receiver Kit included

-

-

...

-

We Want 100 More Shops for 1957
This 35 year old training organization

called

COMPLETE

RT S
APPROVED

Stlll'IfF.
SHOP

COLOR

....

INSTRUCTION
INCLUDED

you build
all these units

Get your free book on the

FAMOUS RTS BUSINESS PLAN

RTS,

-

We must insist that the men
we sign up be trained in
Radio -TV Repair, Merchandising and Sales by our
training methods-because
WE KNOW the require-

We supply and finance your equipment

tubes, parts,
supplies.
5. Complete advertising
and promotional
terial.
material.

6

.m

RTS Credo.

righto
the Famous

S

RADIO- TELEVISION
TRAINING SCHOOL

ments of the industry.
Therefore, we will TRAIN
will show
YOU
. we
you how to earn EXTRA
CASH, during the first
month or two of your

training period.

YOU

KEEP YOUR PRESENT
JOB. TRAINING TAKES
PLACE IN YOUR OWN

VERMONT AVENUE
LOS ANGELES 37. CALIFORNIA

5100

S.

HOME, IN YOUR
SPARE TIME!

Est. 1922

"IMO

Approval,

10.

*tubes
excluded

-

FOR UNSKILLED
INEXPERIENCED MEN ONLY
WE TRAIN YOU OUR WAYI

A

find out how you can open
A REPAIR SHOP OF YOUR OWN

When you are ready and qualified to operate
one of our RTS -Approved TV Repair Shops
WE WILL SUPPLY AND FINANCE EVERY
BIT OF EQUIPMENT YOU NEED TO GET
STARTED plus an inventory of parts and
supplies. In other words we will stake you
AN OFFER NEVER MADE BEFORE BY
ANY TRAINING ORGANIZATION. Under
RTS
Business Plan you receive:
the
6. Plans for shop
1. An electric sign for
arrangement.
the shop front.
7. Instructions on how
Z. Complete laboratory
to go into business.
Of test equipment.
S. Continuous consul 3. Letterheads, calling
talion and help.
cards, repair tickets,
9. The right to e
etc.
RTS Seal f
4. Basin inventory of
and the

-

that's Radio -Television

wants to establish a
Training School
string of Radio -TV Repair Shops in
principal cities throughout the U. S.
So far, 36 such shops are NOW IN
BUSINESS AND PROSPERING. We
are signing contracts with ambitious men to become future owners and operators of these shops
in all areas.

use

Trade Mark.

AC
'em.,

BTS

CUT OUT AND MAIL

-

Mw!

TODAY!

RADIO -TELEVISION TRAINING SCHOOL
5100
BUSINESS

PIAN

S.

Vermont Avenue, Dept.

Los Angeles 37,

California

0
lJ

February, 1958

28.

-

and "Sample Lesson."

RTS' Membership in The
Association of Home Study
Schools is your assurance of
Reliability, Integrity, and
Quality of Training.

PE

all of these big opportunity books
SEND ME FREE
"Good
Jobs in TVElectronics," "A Repair Shop of Your Own"
Radio-Television

I

am interested in:

0

Industrial Electronics
(Automation)
Age

Name
Address

Cite

.uoo

es

State

29

Buen

ALLIED

knight-kits

the finest electronic equipment in money- saving

knight -kit "Trans- Midge"

knight -kit 5- Transistor
Superhet Portable Radio Kit

Transistor Receiver Kit
Tiny, cigarette -pack -size
1-transistor radio kit -fascinating to build. Covers
the
AM broadcast
5245 bandlocal
with exceptional sensitivity and selectivity. Features: ferrite core tuned coil; low Model
Y -767

Model
Y -766

months from single penlight cell;
handsome plastic case. Complete
with all parts, transistor, battery
and easy -to- follow instructions. (External antenna required.) A wonderful value. Shpg. wt., 8 oz.
Model Y -767. Net only
$245
J -149. Headphones. l'/4 lbs
$2.15
C -100. Antenna Kit. 11/2 lbs
$1.03

knight -kit 10- Circuit

Transistor Lab Kit
Sensational transistor
Model
Model

hobby kit! Assemble the

basic parts once, then
project after
$1575 complete
project (10 in all), just by
plugging leads into proper
jacks on printed- circuit board -no
wiring changes needed. Make the
following: AM radio; amplifier; wireless oscillator; code practice oscillator; electronic timer, switch or
flasher; voice -operated, capacity operated or photoelectric relays.
Includes all parts, 2 transistors,
battery, headphones, instructions
for each project. Shpg. wt., 3 lbs.
Model

knight -kit 2- Transistor Pocket

Model
Y -262

Y -299.

Net only

$1575

Radio Receiver Kit

It's fun to build this pocket -size two- transistor radio -enjoy loud,

$1465

-

DOZENS OF OTHER GREAT

personal portable with

every ultra- modern design
feature: 5 transistors (up
52995 to 200 hours playing time
from 9v. battery supplied);
printed circuit for easy building; big
31/2" speaker; push -pull audio output; built -in ferrite loopstick antenna. Sensitive reception of AM
broadcast band with exceptional
tone. In ultra -smart high -impact
ivory plastic case with handsome
gold trim; size only 71/2 x 33/4 x 13/4 ".
With all parts, transistors, battery
and instructions. Shpg. wt., 2 lbs.
Model Y -766. Net only
$2995

drain transistor operating for

SEE

Handsome, easy-to -build

kit form

-

clear local broadcast -band reception wherever you go! Completely
self- contained with built -in ferrite loopstick antenna -no external
antenna needed. Extremely efficient reflex type 2-transistor circuit
actually does the work of 3 transistors! Printed circuit board reduces
building time to about one hour. Has air -dielectric variable capacitor
for easy, accurate station tuning. Operates for months and months
on long -life alkaline battery supplied. Sensitive miniature earpiece
provides remarkably fine tone. Complete with all parts, including
plastic -impregnated case, earpiece, battery and transistors. 4 x 33/4
x 13/4 ". Shpg. wt., lye lbs.
Model Y -262. Net Only
$1465

knight -kits IN THE BIG 404 -PAGE ALLIED

1958 CATALOG

Send for it
Get

our 404 -page 1958

Catalog featuring more
than 50 ALLIED KNIGHTKITS: Hi -Fi, Hobbyist,
Instrument and Amateur Kits. Send for it now.

ORDER FROM
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"RANGER" SUPERHET
BROADCAST RECEIVER
KIT. Y-735 $17.25

"OCEAN HOPPER"
SW RECEIVER KIT
Y -740

ALLIED RADIO

$11.95

"10 -IN -ONE"
ELECTRONIC LAB KIT
Y -265 $12.65

TRANSISTOR RADIO
RECEIVER KIT
Y-765

$3.95

100 N. WESTERN AVE., CHICAGO 80, ILL.

Always say you saw it
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GET THE MOST FOR YOUR MONEY
EASIER TO BUILD because
KNIGHT -KIT "Step- and -Chek"
instructions are marvels of simplicity-so easy to follow!

IN

ALLIED

knight -kits

buying power

LATEST DESIGN -each ALLIED
KNIGHT -KIT incorporates the

brings you biggest savings.

very latest circuitry for top -

Save most with KNIGHT -KITS!

quality performance!

LOWEST COST because
ALLIED'S giant

Interruption of
fight beam triggers
relay, to sound chime
or bell, turn on
lights, etc.

knight -kit Transistorized

knight -kit Photo -Electronic

Model
Y -239

$395

Advanced -design code
practice oscillator -ideal

for beginners learning the
code. Uses transistor circuit- operates for months
from a single penlight bat-

tery. Has clear, crisp tone of approximately 500 cycles. Includes jacks
forheadphonetips; screwterminals
for key. Compact black bakelite
case with aluminum panel, only 2%
x 33/4 x 11/2". Complete with all parts,
transistor, battery and step -by -step
instructions for quick, easy assembly. (Less earphones and key.)
A fine code practice kit at very low
price. Shpg. wt., 1 lb.
Model Y -239. Net only

$395

knight -kit 2 -Way
Intercom System Kit
Easy to build -ideal for

Relay Kit

Code Practice Oscillator Kit

Advanced -design, ultra

Model
Y -702

-

sensitive photo -electronic
relay -build it yourself and
$1350 save! Covers 250 -ft. with
white light; 125 -ft. with
"unseen" (red filter) light
(made available in Light Source Kit
listed below). Ideal as announcer,
counter, burglar alarm (can be set
to ring bell continuously when beam
is broken). Hundreds of uses. SPST
relay contacts. 6.3v. terminals provide power for accessories. 105120 v. 50-60 cy. AC use. 6 lbs.
Model
Model

Y -702.
Y

Relay Kit. Net.,$1350

-703. Light Source Kit. With

long-life sealed beam bulb and red
filter. Shpg. wt., 3' lbs. Net.$6.75

Model
Y.295

$145

home or office. Consists of
Master and Remote unit,
each with press -to -talk
switch. Remote can be left

"open" for switchless

answering and baby-sitting. In
"closed" position, Remote is pri-

vate", but can be called and can

originate calls. High -gain 2 -stage
amplifier and 4" PM speakers. Delivers full volume from only a whisper. With tubes and 50-ft. cable (up
ta 200 -ft. may be added). Antique
white finish. Size each unit, 43/4 x
61/2 x 43/4". For 110-120 v. AC or
DC. Shpg. wt., 8 lbs.
Model Y -295. Net only

$147$

knight -kit "Space- Spanner" Bandswitching Receiver Kit

-

Thrilling 2 -band receiver, easy to build, fun to operate
a terrific value. Bandswitch selects exciting short wave.
including foreign broadcast, amateur, aircraft, police and
marine radio (6.5 to 17 mc), and standard broadcast.
51595 Features highly sensitive regenerative circuit. Includes
built -in 4" PM speakerand beam -poweroutput for strong
volume. Headphone connectors are available for private listening;
switch cuts out speaker. Kit includes calibrated panel, punched
chassis, all parts and tubes (less cabinet). Easy to build from
step -by -step instruction manual. 7 x 10 x 6 ". For 110 -120 volt,
Model
Y -243

50-60 cycle AC or DC. Shpg. wt., 5 lbs.
Model Y-243. Net only
Y -247. Matching cabinet for above

$1 595

$2.90

HOBBYISTS! YOU GET THE WIDEST CHOICE IN ALLIED

"6 -IN -ONE"
ELECTRONIC LAB KIT
Y -770 $8.45

CRYSTAL SET
HOBBY KIT
Y -261

$2.15

WIRELESS
BROADCASTER KIT
Y -705 $9.50

EASY TERMS AVAILABLE
February, 1958

knight -kits -MOST FUN TO BUILD!

PHONO OSCILLATOR
Y -760 $5.85

All P,ices Net

F

KIT

O B

ELECTRONIC
PHOTOFLASH KIT
Y -244 $28.50

Chlcag.,

PHONO AMPLIFIER KIT
Y -790 $9.45

MORE knight -kits ON
FOLLOWING PAGES

31

everyone
can
afford

Sensational All -New ALLIED
World's Finest

Custom Styled

knight -kit

Easiest to Build

Money- Saving

fe

knight -kit Complete
Model
Y.786

HI -Fl Equipment

Here is

18 -Watt Hi -Fi

Amplifier Kit

custom -styled, easy -to -build complete Hi -Fi
amplifier at unbeatable low cost. Features 8 inputs
every possible ig nal source, incl udin g N ART
eor
qualized
head input. Delivers full 18 watts
$3995 output
at only .5% distortion;
Only $3.99 hi -fi output tubes; frequency uses new RCA 6973
resonse, ± 1 db, 20down
30.000 cps; tape head and magnetic cartridge sensitivity. 5 my for 18 watts output; hum and noise level
than
60 db below 18 watts; output taps for 4, 8 or 16 ohmbetter
speakers.
Separate bass and treble controls; full record equalization.
Simplest assembly is made possible through use of exclusive
printed circuit switch and two printed circuit boards -no critical
wiring to do. With beautifully styled custom cabinet; 4 x 13 x 8 ".
Complete with cabinet, tubes, step -by -step instructions. Shpg.
wt., 15 lbs.
Model Y.786. 18 -Watt Hi -Fi Amplifier Kit. Net only
$3995

All-New Custom Styling

Exclusive Printed Circuit Switch

B inputs for Every Signal Source
Full I8 -Watts with Superb Specifications

e

knight -kit Complete 30-Watt

Hi -Fi

Amplifier Kit

cqun fl

Comparable to the best -and you SAVE MONEY!
Advanced features include: Linear -deluxe, Williamson -type
is/2o
ended
alizatio or al recorexclusive
records within
/z db of recommeircuit;
accuracy; 2
new
printed -circuit switches; 3 printed- circuit boards for
Only $7.69 time-saving,
error
-free
assembly;
separate
contindown
uously variable Level and Loudness controls; 8 inputs for every signal source; DC on all filaments of preamp
tubes; exclusive 3-way speaker selector switch (use speakers
of mixed impedances without mismatch!); Power Amplifier
response, ± /Z db, 15-100,000 cps at full 30 watt level; distortion- harmonic, 0.55% at 30 watts
-IM, 034% at 20 watts;
rumble filter switch; variable damping. Output 8 and 16 ohms.
With cabinet, 41/4 x 15 x 15 ". Ready for easy, money- saving
assembly. Shpg. wt., 32 lbs.
Model Y -762. 30 -Watt Hi -Fi Amplifier Kit. Net only
$7695
Model
Y -762

New Printed Circuit Switches
Three Printed Circuit Boards
8 Inputs
Full Equalization
Fuit 30 Watts Custom Cabinet

knight -kit FM -AM

Hi -Fi Tuner Kit

The best-looking, best -performing FM -AM tuner your
money can buy! Covers full AM broadcast and 88 to
108 me FM. Sensitivity is 2.5 microvolts for 20 db of
quieting
on FM; 3 microvolts for 10 db signal -to
$4995
ratio on AM. Features include: Inertia Flywheel-noise
Tun
On ly 54.99 ing for
easy,
accurate tuning; Automatic Frequency
down
Model
Y -787

Control (plus AFC disabling)
"lock -in" FM stations;
printed circuit board for time -saving,toerror
-proof
pre -aligned RF and IF coils; tuned RF stage on FM; assembly;
drift -compensated oscillator; neon glow tuning pointer; cathode
follower
output; two output jacks -one for recorder, one for amplifier;
built-in AM ferrite antenna. Ideal for use with KNIGHT -KIT
amplifiers above. Includes handsome, custom -styled case, 4 x
13 x 8 ". Ready for easy assembly. Shpg. wt., 12 lbs.
Model Y -787. FM -AM Hi-Fi Tuner Kit. Net only
$4995

Latest Printed Circuit Design
Flywheel Tuning Built -in AFC
Higi Sensitivity HiFi Response
Advanced Custom Styling

knight -kit 2- Way "Ducted Port "Complete Speaker System Kit
BIG SAVINGS -assemble your own quality
Model Y -789
KNIGHT -KIT 2 -Way Speaker System -it's easy!
Cabinet is pre
$4995
Only $4.99 down

12' Wool er

ORDER FROM
32

Control

-finished -you just assemble 7
pieces, mount the speaker components and enjoy rich Hi -Fi sound. Special Jensen -engineered
baffle features "ducted port" construction to enhance bass response. Kit includes Jensen 12"
woofer and compression -type tweeter; genuine
L -pad control permits adjustment of tweeter for
best tonal balance. Impedance, 16 ohms. Assembled unit delivers frequency response of 4514,000 cps. Enclosure measures 26 x 19 x 14 ".
Kit includes everything required for easy assemSpecify blonde or mahogany finish when
ordering.
ly.
Shpg. wt.. 33 lbs.
Model Y -789. 2 -Way Speaker System Kit.
Net only
$4995

ALLIED RADIO

100 N. WESTERN AVE., CHICAGO 80, ILL.

Always say you saw it
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Model
Y -754

knight-kit

$3995

TEST INSTRUMENTS:

GET TOP VALUES LIKE THESE

Only

$3.99
down

knight -kit

8

1000 OHMS /VOLT

VOLT -OHMMETER KIT

knight -kit Deluxe

Hi -Fi Preamplifier Kit

Sensational Hi -Fi design at new low cost! Features
precise record equalization guaranteed within 1/2 db
of recommended accuracy! Exclusive new printed circuit switches and 2 printed -circuit boards for easy,
error -free assembly; built -in power supply; response,
± 0.5 db, 10- 50,000 cps; 8 inputs (including Tape
Head); separate Bass and Treble controls; separate
Level and Loudness controls; Rumble Filter switch;

Low -cost 38-range VOMexceptional for quality. Features 41/2" meter; 1% precision resistors. Ranges: AC,
DC and output volts, 0 -5000
in 7 ranges; Resistance, 0 -1
meg in 3 ranges; DC ma, 0.1
amp in 4 ranges; Decibels,
-20 to + 69. Black bakelite

;h

b

tube filaments; cathode follower output.
Beautiful custom -styled case, 4 x 13 x 8 ". Complete
with case. Shpg. wt., 121/2 lbs.
$3995
Model Y -754. Preamplifier Kit. Net only
DC on all

case,
Model
Y -128

$1695
Model
Y -755

63/4 x 51/4 x 43/4 ".

knight -kit

$4450

Easy

to assemble. Complete with
all parts, including battery
and test leads. Shpg. wt..
3 lbs.
51695
Model Y -128. Net
VACUUM TUBE

VOLTMETER KIT

Only

Printed circuit board for
easy wiring. Easy-to-read

$4.45
down

meter; 200 ua movement. Zero- center scale, direct- reading db scale. Polar41/2"

knight -kit 25 -Watt Basic HI- FiAmplifier Kit

ity reversing switch. Re

Here's superb Hi -Fi performance at less than half
the cost of a commercially assembled unit. Williamson -type linear -deluxe circuit delivers full 25 watts of
virtually undistorted reproduction; use with KNIGHT KIT preamp above. Printed circuit board. Response:
+ 0.5 db, 10- 120,000 cps at 20 watts. Distortion:
0.15% at 30 watts. Output Impedance: 4, 8 and 16
ohms. Includes balance control, variable damping
control. Chrome -plated chassis; 61/4 x 14 x 9 ". Ready
for easy assembly. Shpg. wt., 25 lbs.
Model Y -755. 25 -Watt Amplifier Kit. Net only.. .$4450
$4.25
Y -759. Metal cover for above. Wt., 3 lbs

sponse, 30 cycles to 3 mc.
Input resistance, 11 megs.
Ranges: AC peak -to -peak v.,
0- 4.14 -40 -140 -400, 1400,
4000; AC rms v. and DC v.,
Model
Y-125

$2495

0-1.5-5-15-50-150-500-

1500; ohms, 0- 1000 -10K100K; 1-10-100-1000 megs;
db scale, -10 to +5. 73/4 x
51/4 x 43/16". Shpg. wt., 7 lbs.
Model Y -125. Net
$2495

Model
Y -751

See our 1958 Catalog for the complete line of

$3895

KNIGHT -KIT Test Instruments, including
Oscilloscopes, Tube Checker, Audio Generator,
Signal Tracer, Sweep Generator, Signal Generator, R/C Tester, Flyback Checker, Transistor
Checker, etc. Send for your Free copy today.

Only

$3.89
down

knight -kit

Hi -Fi FM Tuner Kit

The last word in looks, quality, performance and low
cost. Covers 88 to 108 mc; features Automatic Frequency Control (with special disabling circuit); flywheel tuning; pre- adjusted RF coils; pre -aligned IF's;
cascode broad -band RF amplifier; drift -compensated

ORDER

FROM

oscillator; illuminated lucite pointer. Sensitivity is 5
microvolts for 20 db of quieting across entire band.
Cathode follower output. Ideal for use with KNIGHT KIT amplifiers on opposite page, or any amplifier
with phono -tuner switch. With custom -styled cabinet,
4 x 13 x 8 ". Shpg. wt., 12 lbs.
Model Y -751. Hi -Fi FM Tuner Kit. Net only.
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ALLIED RADIO

OUR

37th
YEAR

ALLIED RADIO CORP., Dept. 19.88
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.
Ship me the following KNIGHT -KITS:

$3895

Description

Model

Quantity

;...,.,

I

SEND FOR THE 404 -PAGE

1958 ALLIED CATALOG
featuring the complete
See ALL the

KN IGHT -KIT line

money- saving ALLIED KNIGHT

-

KITS-Hi-Fi, Hobby, Instrument and Ham

-in

the BIG 1958 ALLIED Catalog. For
Kits
the best values in Kits, for everything in

Electronics -gel this 404 -page Buying

Guide now.

I
I

en bored

For parcel post, include postage (express

I

shipped collect).
Send FREE 1958 ALLIED 404 -Page Catalog

I

Nome
Addrecc

EASY TERMS AVAILABLE
All Prices Net

February, 1958
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City
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Chicago
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Op,tronics

DO YOU

HAVE the

EAR

BOOKSHELF
"THE INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY
OF PHYSICS AND ELECTRONICS." Published by D. Van Nostrand Co., Princeton,
N. J. 1004 pages. Hard cover. $22.50.
Anyone engaged in technical reading,
whether professionally or as a hobby, profits
by the precise definition of terms. This dic-

for

EASY LISTENING?

NOW YOU CAN HAVE EASY
LISTENING at a LOW COST

-

Easy listening velvet smooth
response over the entire audio
range-that's what you get in
a new Utah Unidrive Coaxial
High Fidelity Reproducer.
Engineered for exceptionally
fine frequency extension of both
the bass and extremely high
registers
Unidrive will give
you unsurpassed tonal quality
-with minimum distortion
velvet smoothness that is a revelation and a real pleasure to
hear.
The Utah Unidrives are unique
in design and assembly technique. A single, high efficiency
magnet drives two perfectly
matched and balanced high and
low frequency cones with
mechanical crossover, to achieve
an efficiency heretofore unattainable in conventional designs.
A newly developed skiver roll
cone treatment immeasurably
increases speaker lifetime.

-a

-a

the new Utah Unidrives at your dealers today. Avoilable in six models and five sizes
6 X 9 ", two 8 ", two 12" and 15 ".
Starting at the unbelievably low
price of only $15.95.
See and hear

.

.

i

la

-

RADIO PRODUCTS
CORPORATION
HUNTINGTON, INDIANA

Expt. Dept. Fidevox International, Chi., III.

34

tionary is particularly valuable because it
presents electronic concepts in the context
of the over -all science of physics. The experimenter often neglects this more comprehensive approach, which is indispensable
for serious reading in science. As the most
complete and up -to -date reference work
available in this field, this large dictionary
is well worth its price.
Recommended: to serious students, professionals and school librarians.
"THE HOW AND WHY OF HIGH FIDELITY" by Milton Sleeper. Published by
the Heath Company, 305 Territorial Rd.,
Benton Harbor, Mich. 48 pages. Soft cover.
25 cents.

Not only will this liberally illustrated
booklet answer your questions about the
nature of high fidelity, but it spells out
fundamental principles for hi -fi system
planning that will benefit even the experienced enthusiast. Without fancy technical
jargon or high- sounding terminology, Mr.
Sleeper tells the complete high -fidelity
story and leaves the reader with a sound
basis of knowledge with which to evaluate
performance and selection of equipment.
Recommended: as a fact -filled hi-fi handbook which you will want for yourself and
your friends.
"MARINE RADIOTELEPHONE PERMIT Q
& A MANUAL (3rd Class Operator)" by
Milton Kaufman. Published by John F.
Rider Publisher, Inc., 116 West 14th St.,
New York 11, N. Y. 48 pages. Soft cover.
$1.35.

The questions and answers likely to arise

on the FCC examination for a third -class
permit are given in this manual. There are
fine follow -through discussions which pro(Continued on page 38)
Always say you saw it
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TELEVISION - RADIO
learn
Servicing or Communications
by Practicing at Home
in Spare Time
WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE you

get special NRI kits developed to give actual practice
with TV -Radio equipment.
You build, test, experiment
with receiver or broadcasting circuits.
All equipment you
to keep.

NRI Has Trained Thousands for
Successful Careers in TV -Radio

Have the High Pay, Prestige, Good
Future of a Skilled TV -Radio Technician
People look up to and depend on the Technician, more
than ever before. His opportunities are great and are
increasing. Become a TV -Radio Technician. At home,
and in your spare time, you can learn to do this interesting, satisfying work -qualify for important pay.
A steady stream of new Electronic products is increasing the job and promotion opportunities for Television -Radio Technicians. Right now, a solid, proven
field of opportunity for good pay is servicing the tens
of millions of Television and Radio sets now in use.
The hundreds of TV and Radio stations on the air
offer interesting jobs for Operators and Technicians.

More Money Soon -Make
$10 to $15 a Week Extra
Fixing Sets in Spare Time
NRI students find it easy to start fixing sets for friends a few months after
enrolling, pick up $10, $15 and more a
week extra spending money. Many
who start in spare time soon build
full time TV-Radio businesses.

Act Now -See What
NRI Can Do for You*
NRI has devoted 40
yeas to developing
practical
simplified,
training methods. You
train at home, learn by - doing.

NATIONAL
RADIO INSTITUTE,
Washington 16, D.C.

rr

All

Studio Engineer KATY

"Now Studio Engineer at KATY. Be-

fore enrolling, I was
held back by sixth
education."
grade
BILLY SANCHEZ, Pine
Bluff, Arkansas.

The Tested Way
To Better Pay

rie Mork Ile

Can 30

Since finishing A'RI
Couine I have repaired 2,. 00 TV Ind
Radio alts a yaar.
NRI proved a good
foundation." H. R.
MilledgeGORDON,
ville. Georgia.
'

Nis Bind Part Time BuuI.ss

"Quite early in my
training I started
serving sets N iw
have
cornaletelYy
equipped shop. 411
equipnimt if paid
for." E. A. BREDA,
Tacoma, Wash.

See Other Side
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All

CARD

NnW

NO STAMP NEEDED!
WE PAY POSTAGE

BOTH FREE
This card entitles you to Actual Lesson on Servirmg, shows
how you learn Television -Radio at home. You'll also recaive
64 -Page Catalog.

ibald Career
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Dept. 23
@pa,rtrlities
Washington 16, D. C.
0
Please mail me the FREE sample lesson and 64 -Page
for
Catalog. (No Salesman will call.)

Name

Age

Address
City
Zone
State
ACCREDITED MEMBER, NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL

[ZA(0
NCIl

Ci

Technical "KNOW- HOW" Can Give You Interesting, Important Work
LEARN -BY -DOING with Kits NRI Sends at No Extra Charge
YOU BUILD AC -DC

YOU BUILD Signal Generator

Superhet Receiver

You build this Signal Generator.
Learn how to compensate high frequency amplifiers, practice aligning
typical I.F. amplifier. in receiver
circuits.
Make tests,
conduct experiments.

NRI Servicing Course includes

all
Hy introducing defects
you get actual servicing experience
practicing with this
modern receiver.
Learn -by- doing.
needed parts.

1.

Of

YOU BUILD Vacuum Tube

Voltmeter.

YOU BUILD
Broadcasting Transmitter
M part

of

it to earn extra cash
fixing neighbor.' sets;
bring to life theory
you learn from
NRI'e easy -tounderstand texts.
Use

NRI Communications Course

you build this low power Transmitter,
learn commercial broadcasting operators
methods, procedure.. Train for your FCC
Commercial Operator'. License.

For Higher Pay, Better Jobs
Be a Television -Radio Technician
raPN

Servicing Needs
More Trained Men

Train at Home the NRI Way
Famous for Over 40 Years

Portable TV, Hi -Fi, Tran100i NRI is America's oldest and largest home study
sistors, Color TV are making new demands for J. E. Smith, Television -Radio school. The more than 40
trained Technicians. Good Founder years' experience training men, the outstanding
and record of this school- benefits
opportunities for spare you manyreputation
ways. Successful graduates are everywhere, in
time earnings or a business
small
towns,
big
cities.
You train in your own home, keep
own.
Enjoy
ofyour
prestige.
your present job while learning. Let us send you an actual
lesson, judge for yourself how easy it is to learn.
111111...

No Experience Necessary

Broadcasting Offers
Satisfying Careers

-

NRI Sends

Many Kits for Practical Experience
You don't have to know anything about electricity or
Radio to understand and succeed with NRI Courses.
Clearly written, illustrated NRI lessons teach Radio -TVElectronic principles. You get NRI kits for practical
experience. All equipment is yours to keep. Mailing the
postage -free card may be one of the most important acts
of your life. Do it now. Reasonable tuition, low monthly

4000 TV and Radio stations offer interesting positions. Govt. Radio, Police,

Two - Way Communications are growing fields.
Trained TV -Radio Operators have a bright future.

payments available. National Radio Institute, Wash.

16, D.C.

NRI Graduates Do
FIRST

CLASS

Important Work

Permit No. 20 -R
(Sec. 34.9,

P. L.

& R.)

Washington, D.C.

NRI

BUSINESS REPLY CARD
No Postage Stamp

Necessary if Mailed

in

the United

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE

Washington 16,

D. C.

States

Course Easy to
Understand

"Opened my own
shop before receiving diploma.
I am independent
in my own busiD.
P.
ness."
CRESSEY, Stockton, California.

Works on Color

"NRI

TV

changed
my whole life. If
I had not taken
the course, probably would still
be a fireman,

struggling
along." J. F. MELINE, New York.

See Other Side
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SAMPLE LESSON

64 -page CATALOG

both FREE

WHAT DO YOU KNOW
ABOUT THESE NEW

SINGLE -GROOVE
STEREO DISCS?
These amazing new stereo discs promise to revolutionize the world of high fidelity! Now being
readied for release, these long -playing binaural
recordings are single grooved ... can be played by
simple adaptation of your present hi -fi rig. Priced
at no more than ordinary monaural LI's these
new discs will at last máke stereophonic sound
possible for everyone....
And what do you know about-transistorized hifi amplifiers which will last forever ... amazing

new loudspeakers that have no cones, but "exnew inexcite" the air through ionization
pensive recording equipment for making stereo
tapes
thin -line baffles which match the per-

...

...

formance of many of today's bulkier enclosures?
New inventions, new improvements, new techniques are making high fidelity the most exciting
pastime in America today -for those who keep
ahead of all the latest hi -fi developments. And
nots. there's one sure way to do this. .

Become' a Charter Subscriber

8 months

to America's newest magazine
for high fidelity enthusiasts!

for only

This is your invitation to become a Charter Subscriber to
HiFi & Music Review, one of the most important publishing
projects in the history of high fidelity!
On sale now, this new monthly magazine will bring you a
completely fresh approach to the pleasure -filled world of hi -fi
music and sound.
In simple, down -to -earth language, HiFi & Music Review will
show you how to select a system best suited to your home .. .
keep you up-to -date on
how to place it for best acoustics
every new development.
and musicians,
world
music.
Composers
tour
of
You'll
the
conductors and arrangers, classicists and jazz buffs discuss their
works, their new plans. A panel of experts analyzes the best of the
200 recordings and tapes released each month. You will learn how
to build a fine record collection, make your own tapes.
HiFi & Music Review is big, lavish, generously illustrated
printed on the finest paper. You will cherish each issue!
opera or blues
jazz or
No matter what interests you most
whether you want to
symphonies or string quartets
mood
331i
records
.. .
stereo
sound
know more about fabulous
tape
or the new 12 -inch discs that play for 10 hours- you'll
find it all in this elegant publication.

...

...

...

...
...

...

...

...

r

$2.00
Because only a

limited

number of copies of HiFi
& Music Review have
been printed for the
first edition, we urge you
to accept this Special

Offer NOW.
Music Review will sell regularly for $4 a
issues). By subscribing now you save a full 25%
actually get the equivalent of 2 issues free. But most

HiFi

&

year (12

..

important, ordering now assures you of receiving Volume
of this brilliant new magazine ... already
1, Number
becoming a valued collector's item. In addition, you will
a
handsome
Charter Subscription Certificate, suitreceive
able for framing.
0

Again, the printing of first- edition
copies has been limited. So don't delay, fill out and mail in your Charter Subscription Application today.

CHARTER SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION
Please enter my Charter Subscription to HiFi & MUSIC
REVIEW to start with Vol. I, No. 1, at the special rate of
8 months for only $2. Also send my Charter Subscription
PE 28
Certificate,
O Bill me.
Payment Enclosed.
Save us expensive billing costs and we'll add an
extra issue free making 9 issues for only $2!

MUSIC REVIEW
64 EAST LAKE STREET,

-

CHICAGO I, ILLINOIS

Name
BY
SPECIAL INTEREST PUBLICATION
OF:
POPULAR
TIFF- DAVIS. ALSO PUBLISHERS
PHOTOGRAPHY, RADIO & TV NEWS, POPULAR ELECSPORTS
TRONICS,
FLYING, POPULAR BOATING,
CARS ILLUSTRATED, AND MODERN BRIDE.

ANOTHER
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1

1

1

1

1
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L

1
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State
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(Continued from page 34)

Bookshelf

vide information necessary for fully understanding the material involved in the questions. Appendices cover types of radiotelephone equipment which meet FCC requirements for shipboard use and a list of FCC
field offices.
Recommended: to all who require ship to -shore third -class permits under the new
FCC regulations.

this
i

®
"ATOMIC ENERGY FACTS" issued by
the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
Available from the Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government Printing Office,
Washington 25, D. C. 216 pages. Soft cover.
$2.00.

when
you buy

the
fabulous
.

AUDAX TONFARM KI
...15 minutes of your time ...
and the fabulous Audax tonearm kit that's
all you need to own your own compass -pivot
Audax Professional Tonearm at a big saving!
You'll find accurate assembly of this exclusive
kit a very simple affair with assurance
that the final result will be as fine as
factory -assembled units! Use any cartridge
with your Audax arm. Thrill to the wonderful
new difference it makes in your high fidelity
system
difference that confirms your
wise choice in owning one of the finest
tonearms ever made!

-

A screwdriver

-

-a

At your dealer

12" Tonearm
16" Tonearm

Kit $14.55
Kit

BEST RECORD PROTECTION

$17.65

INSURANCE

Audax "Micro- poise"

-

...the

gram weight scale with

AUDAX

Providing an up -to -date compilation of
information in the atomic energy field, this
volume is entirely devoted to peaceful uses
of the atom. It describes the technical information services the AEC provides and
how to use them, the special materials and
services that are available, how to obtain
patents and licenses -and the rules and regulations pertaining to them.
Other topics discussed include the Atomic
Energy Commission's program for training
and education in nuclear science and technology, cooperation with friendly nations in
peaceful applications of atomic energy, raw
and feed materials, reactor development,
and radioisotope development. Atomic Energy Facts is one of the first in a series of
books sponsored by the AEC which will
cover a wide range of nuclear applications
of interest both to the layman and to the
specialist.
Recommended: To all needing information on the working of the atom for education and industry.

"RECEIVING TUBE SUBSTITUTION
GUIDEBOOK (Third Supplement)" by H. A.
Middleton. Published by John F. Rider
Publisher, Inc., 115 West 14th St., New York
11, N. Y. 72 pages. Soft cover. $1.35.
This easy -to- follow service aid lists over
1200 receiving tube substitutions and more
than 200 picture tube substitutions including European types, along with necessary
wiring changes. It also contains a cumulative index to all the previous tube substi-

"prescription" accuracy! $3.95

tution manuals.

Div. of Rek -O -Kut

Recommended: to servicemen and technicians who need to keep up with the latest
in tube type equivalents.

Dept. PE 38-19 108 St., Corona 68,

N. Y.

Don't forget

our own "Hi -Fi Guide and Year-

book" -see pages 124 and
35

Always say you saw it
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for details.
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Interested In

Electronics -TV -Radio
CARL
E.

E.

How Can

SMITH,

E., President

FCC

,/

Is The

Get

COMMERCIAL

a

Valuable

LICENSE?

My Passport to Future Security

then you will want to know

What

I

Get These Free

FCC'

It's amazing what the future holds for you in
this modern world of electronics. Let me send
you the entire story-FREE!
How to pass the FCC Exam

Successful Electronic Training
I can train you to pass the Valuable FCC
exam in a minimum of time if you have any
practical experience and a fair knowledge of
mathematics.
CARL E. SMITH, E.E., President

These Two Booklets Tell You

Where to apply to take FCC Examinations.
Scope of knowledge required.
Necessary FCC exam preparation.
Positive knowledge check.
And additional data of great value.

1

2
3
5

Your Guarantee

Join the List of Successful
Electronic Technicians
License
John H. Johnson. Boise City. Okla.
Prentice Harrison. Lewes, Del.
William F. Masterson. Key West, Fla.
J. A. Niedeck. Bethlehem, Pa.
Gerald J. Collier, Columbus, Ohio

1st
1st
2nd
2nd
2nd

Time
20 weeks
27 weeks
24 weeks
8 weeks
16 weeks

And Thousands More!

Start Building
for a Lifetime
Profession

1
1

If you fail to pass your Commercial
License exam after completing our
course, we guarantee to continue your
training without additional cost of
any kind until you successfully obtain
Your Commercial License.

Employers make job offers every month!
Your FCC ticket is recognized by most employers in
the Electronics field as proof of

your technical ability.
Pave the way for Your Share of
the better things in life.
Accredited by fhe
National Home Study Council

Cleveland Institute of Radio Electronics
Desk PE -35, 4900 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 3, Ohio

Please send Free Booklets prepared to help me get ahead in Electronics.
I have had training or experience in Electronics as indicated below.
Telephone Company
Amateur Radio
Military
Ot_'ier
Broadcasting
Radio -TV Servicing
Home Experimenting
Manufacturing

In what kind of work are you now engaged°
In what branch of Electronics are you interested°
Name
City
February, 1958

Age

Address

State
Zone
Special Tuition Rates to Members of Armed Forces

PE -35
39

LATEST

FREE

L-E
CATALOG

Name

TEST INSTRUMENT & HI -FI COSTS
50 KITS & WIRED MODELS to choose from!

Address

Zone.

City

NEW!

PEAK -to -PEAK

#232

&

#221

KIT $12.95

KIT $25.95

WIRED $15.95

WIRED $39.95

1000 Ohms /Volt

MULTIMETER

VTVM

VOLTMETER

READI- TESTER

State

Prices 5% higher on West Coast

VACUUM TUBE

NEW!

.

Occupation

Home, car, TV,
#540

N. Y.

Show me HOW TO SAVE 50% on Laboratory Precision test instruments d Hi -Fi. Send FREE catalog d
name of neighborhood EICO Distributor.
PE -2

SAVES YOU 50% on your

appliance repairs

i,

LONG ISLAND HCITY

/CO

UNI -PROBE

#536

(pot. pend.)
KIT $12.90

KIT $29.95

-

WIRED $14.90

WIRED $49.95

You build E CO KITS in one evening but they last
a LIFETIME! OVER 1 MILLION in use today!
--:--.e.:
r,
#666
5"
PUSH -PULL

SCOPE

NEW COLOR

#425

e

KIT $44.95

-:

WIRED $79.95

&

101

BLACK -d -WHITE

s

5 -MC

SCOPE

q ®e 'RI
ft, Lowest- priced
Professional Scope

.6.

TV

Lon

#460

WIRED $129.50

DYNAMIC

CONDUCTANCE

KIT $79.95

i

NEW!
s

'

KIT $34.95

TUBE &

TRANSISTOR TESTER

TUBE TESTER #625

KIT $69.95

WIRED 549.95

WIRED $109.95
1000 Ohms /Volt

NEW!
RF -AF

SIGNAL

GENERATOR #324

(150 kc to 435

KIT $26.95

MULTIMETER

417 9
°3D p ö

TV -FM SWEEP

#556
GENERATOR

(41/2" METER)

#360

md)
K

T

WIRED $49.95

$34.95

KIT $19.95

o
BATTERY

WIRED $38.95

R -C

BRIDGE &

COMPARATOR

KIT $19.95

R -C

-L

#9508

WIRED $29.95

HIGHEST QUALITY HI -FI

WIRED, less cover: $65.95`
Cover: $3.95 *excise tax incl.

MASTER
CONTROL
PREAMPLIFIER -HF61
KIT $24.95 WIRED $37.95
with Power Supply:
KIT $29.95

=ë

ë

WIRED $44.95

WIRED $9.95

RETMA Cop. Sub.

#584

Box #1120

=jl

KIT $9.95

KIT $5.95

WIRED $12.95

at the lowest
NEW

NEW! FM TUNER 4.HFT90
KIT, less cover: $39.950

Box #1100

KIT $5.95

BATTERY TESTER

CHARGER

#1050
KIT $29.95

RETMA Res. Sub.

aid,

flashlight, photoflash,
electronic equipment
batteries:

hA.N

ELIMINATOR

WIRED $23.50

WIRED $28.95

Test radio, hearing

6V & 12V

&

KIT $16.90

MULTI -SIGNAL TRACER #145

WIRED $39.95

WIRED $9.95

prices ..
NEW!
60 -WATT

Ultra Linear
HIGH

FIDELITY

Vitally
different
&

POWER AMPLIFIER

better!

HF60 with ACRO 10-330 OUTPUT %FMR
KIT 572.95
WIRED S99.90

New
Standard
Speaker
System
HFS -2
$139.95

NEW!

NEW!

Ultra-

Linear

Williamson- type
INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

'KIT
40

HF20

$49.95 WIRED $79.95

COMPLETE wish

NEW!
50-WATT

20 -WATT

UltraLinear
INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
z H F52

0_
-4

4

KIT $69.95 WIRED $109.95

FACTORY-BUILT
CABINET -2 -WAY

NEW! 12 -WATT Williamson type INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER =HF12
WIRED $57.95
KIT $34.95

Always say you saw it

NI -FI SPEAKER
SYSTEM

3tHFSI

$39.95
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TRANSMITTER
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STARS and
SATELLITES
Radio and radar help

ECHO

astronomers search
outer space
RANGE

By MIKE BIENSTOCK
Associate Editor

Long -range

IT

WASN'T VERY LONG AGO that astronomy,
like the mythical Cyclops, had only one eye -the
optical telescope. Astronomers expected that bigger
and better giant "eyes" would unlock the remaining
closed doors of the universe. Everything, it seemed,
was progressing quietly in its well- ordered way.
Then a second eye was developed, that of radio
astronomy. A whole new universe opened-an incredible dimension they didn't know existed. Today

I

F.6raa y

iosa

radar

is used

to track the Sputniks in their
orbits. A typical transmission -response pattern appears
above the symbol for the International Geophysical Year.

0 0 0 0

03

0 0 0 0

41

Y

radio astronomy is flourishing like a lusty
youngster; it may some day equal or even
exceed in importance the 4000 -year -old
science of visual astronomy.
Another branch of the science is longdistance radar, which is now coming into
its own in tracking the Russian Sputniks.
As a matter of fact, some of the giant
radiotelescopes have had radar antennas
installed in them for this job.
Static Identified. Radio astronomy is
the science dealing with radio -frequency
emissions from the stars, a phenomenon
never suspected until about 1930, when Karl
Jansky, a Bell Laboratories engineer, began
to study and measure different kinds of
static at frequencies around 20 mc. Before
long he realized that the hiss -type static
which he encountered was being emitted
from definite points in space. Working in his
own backyard observatory, Grote Reber,
another radio engineer and a radio amateur,
confirmed Jansky's discovery. Using a small
parabolic antenna, he plotted the first radio
star sky map.
Giant strides have been made from these
small beginnings. Dozens of radiotelescopes
are scattered across the earth, their sensitive antennas constantly probing the heavens, recording the strange radio impulses.
We now know that three types of "stars"
emit radio waves: huge hydrogen gas
clouds, made up of such a thin diffusion of
atoms that they would be called vacuums
on earth; novae, which are stars that have
exploded with awesome violence; and colli42

sions of huge star clusters or universes

called galaxies.
Heretofore, one of the stumbling blocks
for astronomers had been the huge masses
of dust scattered about the galaxies which
prevented light from more distant stars
from being seen on earth. Scientists could
only guess what lay beyond them. Now,
however, radio astronomy is unlocking even
this secret. By focusing on gas cloud signals
coming from behind the dust pockets (at a
frequency of 1420 mc.), astronomers have
been able to "count" the number of stars
beyond. Mind you, they are not only counting the number of gas clouds whose radio
emissions pass easily through the dust but
-mathematically-the actual number of
"visual" stars. They have learned that the
greater the radio emission from an area, the
greater the number of stars that are located
there.
Sources of Emission. Radio emission
from gas clouds was first predicted in 1944.
It wasn't until 1955, however, that the signal was picked up on radioscopes. But since
then astronomers have made up for lost
time. They have used the 1420 -mc. signal,
and shifts in this frequency caused by the
Doppler effect, to determine how fast and
in which direction the gas clouds are moving. Such data have allowed them to plot
the movement of our own galaxy, the Milky
Way, as well as to gather more information
on our expanding universe.
The second most intense radio source, in
the constellation of Cygnus, has been found
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Astronomers call the probable
radio source at the upper left
"NGC 5128 "
is thought to be

-it

two galaxies in collision. This photo
was made with the 200 -inch Palomar optical telescope.
Immediately above is a photo of Jupiter,
showing the huge "Red Spot" in the
upper left -hand segment; this largest of planets is a radio source as
well. The largest parabolic radiotelescope (above, right) is at Jodrell Bank, England; a movable dish,
it is a 250 -foot monster which has
also been used in +racking the Russian Sputniks. At the right is the
61 -foot movable parabolic antenna
at Stanford Research Institute in
Menlo Park, Calif.

February, 1958

Scientist

measures and records

radio observations of satellites
at Lincoln Lab's new long -range
radar station, Lexington, Mass.

\ \\

N

N

N

\\

Of the planets, Jupiter was the
first to be picked up on radioscopes;
the signals are apparently due to
large - scale atmospheric disturbances. Venus was next to be detected. Radio- frequency measurements showed this planet to have a
temperature higher than that of
boiling water. Optical measurements had shown only half that
temperature, but since Venus is
covered by a layer of clouds, the
optical measurements only took
the cloud surface into account.
Mercury, Mars and Saturn are expected to
be heard from soon via their radio signals.
And some cosmic static comes from "dark"
areas, where stars have never been seen.
Two Types of Scopes. The radiotelescope is usually one of two types, the parabolic reflector (dish), and the interferometer. There are other types-helical, horn,
and combinations of two or more types. The
first two, however, are most generally used.
The largest "dish" is the one just corn-

\

x

FIG.

t

HOW A RADIOSCOPE WORKS
Radiotelescopes are tuned to receive certain radio
frequencies and indicate the direction from which they
come. The two most common, the parabolic reflector
(dish) and the interferometer, use two different methods
to gain the same end. Note that in the dish (Fig. 1)
there is a single response pattern, a fairly wide one. The
dish is used just like an optical telescope: it "focuses"
on a point as closely as possible--by using the maximum
response point "A" on the radio source. On the other
hand, the interferometer (Fig. 2) responds with a series
of lobes as the angle of observation of the radio source
changes, alternately reinforcing and canceling. Using the
angles between these peaks, such as between "X" and
"1," the position of the radio source can be calculated
with a somewhat better degree of accuracy.

to be from two whole galaxies in collision
about 200 light years away. Another is
listed only as NGC 5128 by astronomers.
Others are being charted.
Our own sun has been proving a fruitful
source of radio propagation. Although the
study of the radio spectrum of the sun was
begun only within the past few years, it has
been determined that a huge amount of
radio energy comes from the areas around
large and active sunspots. This is in the
5 -meter band. It is thought that the flares,
being highly ionized gas, may produce
strong electric fields when given rotational
motion, which in turn may be the cause of
the radio emissions.
44

DIPOLE
ARRAY

WAVELENGTHS
FIG. a

pleted and now being tested at Jodrell Bank
in England. This has a diameter of 250 feet,
and is steerable, which will allow it to cover
all of the visible sky. It will complement
the fixed 220- footer in operation there for
many years. Work has also begun on a 140 foot steerable dish at Green Bank, West
Virginia, which will be the largest of its
type in the United States.
Another new scope is under construction
at the University of Michigan-this 85 -foot
dish will be completed in time to aid the
International Geophysical Year effort. Recently completed was a long -range radar
station at Lexington, Mass. Built by the
Lincoln Laboratory, this radar has been
used successfully to track the Sputniks.
It is also being used to check the radio
effects of meteors and the aurora.
(Continued on page 123)
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Pocket

ALL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT that
feeds earphones or loudspeakers con-

tains stages which handle the audio signal.
Our receivers, whether old or new, AM, FM
or TV, all include audio amplifier stages.
So do all audio systems, from hi -fi types to
intercoms. For testing newly completed
projects or repairing old ones, the audio
generator is a very useful instrument.
As you know, commercial audio generators are usually large and fairly expensive
bench -type instruments. They supply low distortion sine -wave signals over a wide
range of frequencies and with excellent frequency calibration. Such instruments are
needed for precise measurements or tests.
However, for servicing and signal- injection trouble- shooting techniques, we don't
need a "perfect" sine wave. What we do
need is a test signal with a frequency in the
middle of the audio range and an output
variable from near "zero" to about a volt.
You can construct a midget audio generator in a single evening which will meet
these basic requirements. Truly "pocket sized," the completed instrument is not
much larger than a package of cigarettes.
It can be operated from the equipment under test or from its own power supply. A
versatile separate power supply circuit will
be discussed later in this article.

Size
Test
Instruments
Part 2

Simple audio generator helps

you to trace a signal through

AUDIO GENERATOR
This audio generator will supply a pulse like signal at a moderately low output imFebruary,

amplifier stages
45
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www.americanradiohistory.com

Infernal view of generator
parts

shows

layout.

When

drilling lead and compo-

nent holes, do not use excessive pressure on the brittle
plastic. When soldering to
the lugs, take care not to
melt the cabinet. Schematic
below shows method of obtaining low impedance output.

R2

RI

2 MEG.

B+

I

CI

.05pfd.

MEG.

TONE

I

pedance. A neon bulb is used instead of a

BPI
tube or transistor. And two controls are
--0
OUT
provided to adjust amplitude and frequency

for special tests.
The NE -2 neon bulb is employed in a relaxation oscillator circuit and need not be
R3
pfd.
5K
visible as far as the use of the instrument
LEVEL
BP2
is concerned. However, if you leave a cut0GND
C2
out in the housing so that the bulb can be
.05ufd.
seen, it will serve as an attractive pilot light.
PARTS LIST
Five -way binding posts (BP1, BP2) or
BPI, BP2 -Binding posts
any similar type of connector can be used
CI, C2- 0.05 -0d., 400 -volt miniature capacitor
for the output terminals. Two flexible leads
C3- 0.001 -0d., 400 -volt capacitor (see text)
R 1- 2- megohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
are provided for connecting the instrument
R2- 1- megohm potentiometer (Tone)
to a d.c. power supply source. These leads
R3 -000 -ohm potentiometer (Level)
may be terminated in spade lugs, banana
I -NE-2 neon bulb
plugs, 'phone tips or small insulated alli-Small plastic box or metal case
Misc. knobs, machine screws and nuts, wire,
gator clips.
solder, etc.
House the unit in a small plastic box or
metal case. If you use a transparent plastic
AUDIO AMPLIFIER
box, you can make an attractive front panel
S.KRI
by drawing a dial layout on a piece of colINPUT
ored cardboard with black ink. Mount the
PREAMP
AUDIO
OUTPUT
AMP
STAGE
STAGE
cardboard tightly against the inside of the
cover. Controls and output terminals may
TO VARIOUS TEST POINTS
be labeled by hand or with a typewriter. If
a metal case is employed, you can give the
ACIRCUITR
completed unit a professional appearance
by labeling it with standard radio decals.
To use the instrument, first connect the
B+ and B- leads to a suitable d.c. voltage
source (95 -150 volts). This may be the B
supply of the equipment being checked, batteries, or a separate power supply. Then
Inferstage test points
will enable rapid connect standard flexible test leads to the
trouble -shooting of generator's output terminals and to appropriate points in the equipment under test.
audio stages in hi -fi
Adjust the frequency and amplitude con equipment or receivers.
NE2

OUTPUT

C3
.001

1

I

\

I
I
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Completed generator is seen
below. Neat control panmarkings can be achieved
by typing or hand lettering
the appropriate markings.
el

rM

trois as needed. The basic signal injection

test technique is illustrated on page

46.

With this approach, trouble -shooting audio
stages is a "snap."
Connect the audio generator's Gnd. lead
to the amplifier ground. Then connect the
Output lead to the input of the amplifier's
output stage. This may be either the grid
of a vacuum tube or the base of a common
emitter transistor amplifier stage. If the
amplifier's power supply circuit and output
stage are operating normally, an audio tone
will be heard from the loudspeaker. Set the
audio generator's Level control to the minimum level that will give an audible signal.
Next, transfer the generator's output signal lead to the input of the previous stage.
Again, an audio tone should be heard from
the loudspeaker, but with increased volume,
due to the added gain of the second stage.
Again reduce the generator's output level
until the signal is just audible, and transfer
the output lead to the input of the next
preceding stage.
Continue this technique, stage by stage,
until you reach the input of the amplifier.
There should be an increase in volume as
each stage is added to the amplifying chain.
Stage gain is indicated by the relative increase in volume between adjacent stages.
If there is a drop in volume, or if the tone
disappears entirely, you have isolated the
defective stage. The final step is to check
operating voltages and components in that
stage until you isolate the defective part
or connection.
This basic servicing technique can be
used both with factory -built equipment and
February, 1958

HOW IT WORKS
This audio generator is basically a simple relaxation
oscillator, modified to provide an output signal across
a low- impedance load. Its output signal has a rounded
waveshape instead of the usual saw -tooth waveform that
a neon bulb oscillator produces.
In operation, a d.c. voltage (from 95 to 150 volts)
is applied to the two power supply leads (B+ and B
Capacitor C3 charges slowly through series resistors
RI and R2 until the voltage across it reaches the
firing potential of the NE -2 neon bulb. Then the bulb
fires and discharges the capacitor through the Level
control (R3).
With C3 discharged, there is no longer sufficient voltage available to keep the neon bulb conducting, and it
extinguishes, allowing the capacitor to recharge. This
action keeps repeating, developing a signal voltage
across R3.
Operating frequency is determined by the time constant of RI, R2 and C3 and by the applied voltage.
Since R2 is variable, it serves as a Tone (or Frequency)
control.
The setting of R3's center arm determines the portion of the available signal voltage that is applied to
the two output terminals (BPI and BP2) through isolating and d.c. blocking capacitors CI and C2.

-).
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The power supply shown at right
may be used for a number of purposes
in addition to that of powering the
generator. Schematic below includes
a surge resistor and line isolation.

SRI

SI

RI

CHI

audio generatór. Portable sets using 45- or
batteries and transistor sets are in
this class, and a separate power supply for
CI +
C2 + BP2
117 V.A.C.
iOCASE the audio generator is necessary when test20pfd. 40pf
ing them. Some of you might want to emBP3
ploy the separate power supply at all times
8
for convenience and for safety.
PARTS LIST
A suitable power supply circuit is shown
BPI, BP2, BP3-Binding posts
at left. Supplying about 130 volts, d.c.,
CI, C2 -20 -40 Aid., 150 -volt, dual electrolytic
capacitor
this unit may be assembled from easy -toCHI -JO- henry, 65 -ma. filter choke
obtain, low -cost parts in a single evening.
RI-47 -ohm, 1/2-watt resistor
Its exact output voltage will depend on the
SI-S.p.s.t. toggle switch
load. House the power supply in a standard
SRI-85 -ma. selenium rectifier
+

TI

4711

BPI

8+

67 -volt

'

-I:1

isolation transformer, secondary rated
at 65 ma. (minimum)
1-4" x 4" x 2" metal case (ICA No. 3810)
Misc. rubber feet, terminal strip, line cord and
plug, machine screws and nuts, wire, solder,
ground lugs, etc.
TI

for "debugging" home -built amplifiers. The
investment made in components (about
$4.00) will be more than compensated for
by the time and effort saved in servicing.
POWER SUPPLY
Since the audio generator's current requirements are low, the d.c. needed to operate it may be obtained from the equipment (receiver, phono amplifier, etc.) being
tested. Simply connect the B+ and Bleads to appropriate terminals in the equipment. Connection across the second filter
capacitor will usually be correct.
However, many receivers do not have 90
volts or more of d.c. available in their circuits which we can borrow for powering the

HOW IT WORKS
In operation, the rectifier circuit is isolated from the
a.c. power line by transformer Tl. S.p.s.t. switch Sl,
in the primary circuit, serves as an "on -off" switch.
A single selenium rectifier stack (SRl) is used as a
half -wave rectifier, with ripple filtering provided by a
"pi" type LC filter, consisting of electrolytic capacitors Cl and C2, and iron-core filter choke CH1. A
small series resistor (R1) serves to limit the surge
currents as Cl charges, and thus protects the selenium
rectifier against accidental burn out.

J

metal case, so that it will require
relatively little space on the workbench or
in the tool box.
By using a "shock- free" design with the
chassis isolated from the power line circuit,
you can also use this power supply as a safe
substitute B supply for table model receivers, small phonograph amplifiers and portables. And, since either output terminal may
be connected to circuit "ground," you can
even use it as a negative bias supply for
a moderate -sized radio transmitter.
30
4" x 4" x 2"

Make Close -Range Light in Two Minutes
An' emergency lantern can be quickly
made with a 3 -volt A battery, such as the
Burgess F2BP or equivalent, a screw base
pilot lamp socket and a flashlight bulb.
Straighten the pilot socket clip and drill
a %.," hole near its end to enable it to be
installed on the battery terminal screw.
The battery is comfortable to grip and no
switch is needed. The bulb can be given
a twist in for "on" and a reverse half
twist for "off."
-George P. Pearce
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By MYRON JOSEPH

Can You Spare the Time?

Tune in Station WWV to set your watch

or use any of its other precision services
4

JUST how important
is the right time?
If you're a carpenter,
or a storekeeper, or a
salesman, or a bookkeeper, it probably
doesn't matter much if
your watch is a minute
or two off. It's no life and -death problem.
But what if you run
or
a radio station
you're a scientist inSome of the antennas used by Station WWV on its eight frequencies.
volved in delicate
a
or
measurement
ship's captain who has to check his position standard radio frequencies; standard audio
at sea ? Then time may be of the greatest frequencies; standard time intervals; standimportance- accurate time, to the very ard musical pitch; time signals; and radio
propagation forecasts.
fraction of a second.
Checking Sputniks. When American
Fortunately for the United States -and a
good part of the rest of the world -the scientists began tracking the Russian earth
National Bureau of Standards maintains a satellites, they relied on the WWV broadservice which broadcasts time checks every casts for coordinated timing. Amateurs and
hour of the day, seven days a week, 52 short -wave listeners depended on it to deterweeks a year. This is Station WWV in mine the frequency on which the Sputniks
Beltsville, Md., as unusual a radio station were transmitting. (One of the frequencies
WWV uses is 20 mc. The first Sputnik used
as ever transmitted a signal.
In operation since 1923, the station broad- a frequency of 20.005, as well as a higher
casts six widely used technical services: one, 40.002 mc. SWL's and hams found it

...

...
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Audio frequency and time interval
generating equipment at WWV is adjusted by a technician at the station.

The

easy to tune to WWV, then detune slightly
to pick up the satellite transmission.)
When a piano tuner in Chicago wants to
find out if his tuning fork is on pitch, he can
dial WWV and listen for the audio frequencies broadcast most of the time during
each hour. He listens for the 440 -cycle tone
which is standard in the U. S. for A above
middle C.
In addition, a 600 -cycle tone is broadcast,
because this frequency can conveniently be
converted by electronic instruments into
other frequencies, and it can be divided by
ten to get 60 cycles, to be compared by
power stations with their a.c. frequency of
60 cycles. Since electric clocks remain accurate only if the power frequency is maintained accurately, utility companies find
this service a blessing.
The audio frequencies are interrupted
precisely two minutes before each hour.
They are resumed precisely on the hour
and each five -minute period thereafter. In
this way, they accurately mark the hour
and each successive five -minute period.
Fine Adjustment. A watch manufacturer in New England must check his inspection instruments to insure the accuracy
of the watches he makes. He will tune in
on WWV for the pulses spaced at inter(Continued on page 130)

chart below outlines the

six functions of
In box at bottom of page, letters
indicate current conditions, numbers tell the
conditions expected in the following six hours.

WWV.
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15 Mc
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I
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MINUTES AST
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CODE
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5

-FAIR

NORMAL GRADES (N)

6- FAIR -TO -GOOD
7 -GOOD

8 -VERY

GOOD

9- EXCELLENT
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YOUR PROGRAM is spoiled, and you pick
yourself up with a sigh and snap off your
receiver. As you take a couple of aspirins to
calm that throbbing headache, you quietly

resolve to drop the offending set into the
trash can when you take out the rubbish...
or, at the very least, to pester the operator
of the offending transmitter -be it the local
broadcast station, a commercial or government code station, or a nearby amateur.
But after a while, when the ache caused by
the unwanted station dies away, you sit
down and try to figure out what to do
about the situation.
Figure no further. What's been troubling

ground terminals, it acts to short out signals at its resonant frequency, but has little
effect on other signals.
A parallel- resonant circuit is just the opposite. It has a very high impedance at its
resonant, frequency -an "ideal" parallel resonant circuit would act like an open circuit. At other than its resonant frequency,
however, it offers relatively low impedance.
When this circuit is connected in series with
the antenna lead of a receiver, it forms a
voltage divider with the input circuit of the
set. Then, at its resonant frequency, the
greater portion of the available signal is
dropped across the wave trap and relatively

TRAP THOSE
STATIONS
ILINWANTTSID
interfering signals with a wave trap -knock whistles,
By LOUIS E. GARNER, JR.
howls or intruding programs dead
Tune out

your reception has been, of course, some
station beating its own frequency- either
as a harmonic or image-against the frequency to which you're tuned, or some close
and powerful station overriding it and
cross -modulating. For practically peanuts,
you can build a wave trap to sidetrack the
offending interference.
What Is a Wave Trap? It's a tuned
circuit, adjusted to resonate at the frequency of the interfering signal, and connected to a receiver in such a way as to
weaken seriously or eliminate the undesired
signal. It is generally used in the antenna
circuit.
A wave trap is not a general -purpose "interference filter." Since it is tuned to a
specific frequency, it reduces interference
only at that frequency. There are two basic
types of wave traps: series -resonant and
parallel -resonant. They are shown schematically in Figs. 1 and 2.
Types of Traps. A series -resonant circuit has a very low impedance at its resonant frequency; in fact, an ideal series resonant circuit is equivalent to a short
circuit. At other than its resonant frequency, it offers appreciable impedance.
When connected across the antenna and
February, 1958

little is applied to the receiver. At other
than its resonant frequency, since it offers
a low impedance to these signals, little or
no attenuation occurs and all the signal
picked up by the antenna is applied to the
receiver.
Since the series-resonant wave trap acts
like a short circuit at its resonant frequency, it is most effective when connected
across a relatively high impedance circuit.
The parallel- resonant wave trap, on the
other hand, is most effective when connected in series with the antenna lead of a
receiver having a low input impedance.
Unless you know the input impedance of
your receiver, it is best to try both types of
traps against an interfering signal, permanently connecting the one which gives the
best results. The same coil and capacitor
(L and C) combination can be used for assembling either type of wave trap.
BROADCAST and SHORT -WAVE SETS
In broadcast and communication receivers, station interference can be caused by a
transmitter operating at a frequency close
to the desired signal, by strong harmonics
of a transmitter operating at a lower frequency, or by a very strong nearby trans51

r

r

7f14

j

%

Typical wave traps designed to help

reduce interfering signals at widely different frequencies. See text to determine the best type for your problem.

Before installing the
wave trap, it is best to
hook it on temporarily
to check out its performance, as in photo
below. If it works properly, you can mount it.

mitter which tends to "blanket" a portion
of the band.
In the case of a superhet receiver, interference might be caused by a transmitter
operating at the image frequency of the
station being received. This is usually above
the desired signal by twice the i.f. value.
For example, suppose the receiver is tuned
to a station at 560 kc. and, further, that the
i.f. is 455 kc. The image frequency would
be 1470 kc. (twice 455 plus 560), and a

transmitter operating at this frequency
could cause interference.
Wave traps are effective against all these
types of interference.
The Procedure. When use of a wave
trap is indicated, the first step is to determine the frequency of the interfering signal, then to choose a coil and capacitor
combination which will resonate at this
frequency.
The wave trap should be adjustable to
permit precise tuning after it is installed.
A fixed coil and a variable (trimmer or
padder) capacitor can be used, or if preferred, a fixed capacitor and adjustable coil
with a movable powdered iron core gives
similar results. For the maximum range of
adjustment, the coil and capacitor can both
be variable.
You can determine the frequency of the
interfering signal by listening for the station's call letters and then checking a log
book. If the frequency of the interfering
station is in the AM broadcast band (550 to
1500 kc.), you can assemble a suitable wave
trap from a standard Loopstick antenna coil
52

and a small fixed or variable capacitor
(value from 30 to 370 µpfd., depending on
frequency of interfering station).
If the interfering signal is below the
broadcast band, a suitable wave trap can
be assembled using the coil from a discarded 455 -kc. i.f. transformer or an adjustable r.f. choke shunted with a small ceramic
capacitor. I1 the interfering signal is slightly above the broadcast band, you can use a
local oscillator coil. And if the signal falls
within the short -wave bands, you can
choose a suitable coil from a coil catalog.
With the wave trap assembled, connect it
into the receiver circuit temporarily, using
one of the- arrangements shown in Figs. 1
and 2. Make a preliminary tuning adjustment while the interfering signal is being
received. If the interference is rejected adequately, install the wave trap permanently
on a small bracket, and, give it a final ad-

justment.
If the first trial does not give adequate
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

You may find that your wave trap
will pick up an undesired signal on
its own. Such tendencies can be
reduced or eliminated by shielding the trap as shown at left.

Schematics for the various types of
traps appear below (Figs. I-6). A
plete explanation of each type of
and its proper use is given in the

wave
com-

trap
text.

TO ANT.

ANT,

TO ANT.

ANT

GND.

TO GND.

GND.

TO ANT.

ANT.

TO AND.

GND

TO ANT.

ANT

TO GND.

FIG.

FIG. 3

FIG. 2

I

LOOP

ANTENNA

EXTRA
LOOP

L

PARALLEL RESONANT WAVE TRAP
(A)
C

WAVE TRAP
TO

AVC.

C

COUPLING LOOP

C2

SERIE3 RESONANT WAVE TRAP
tB)
FIG 4

FIG. 5

FIG. 6

results is to connect a single series- resonant
rejection, try another arrangement. For
is
wave trap between the two antenna termitrap
wave
resonant
example, if the seriesnals.
use
then
tried first and proves ineffective,
Loop Antennas. Fortunately, loop anthe parallel- resonant wave trap.
have an inherent directional charactennas
long
single
While
Antennas.
Doublet
This minimizes the need for a wave
teristic.
popmost
the
wire antennas are probably
the antenna can be oriented to
since
trap,
trap,
wave
ular, and require but a single
pickup of an interfering signal
the
doublet antennas (dipoles) are often used reducea particular
direction.
from
sina
Although
receivers.
with short -wave
add a conventional wave
to
difficult
is
It
antenna
two
the
gle wave trap in one of
because the loop is
antenna
loop
to
a
retrap
leads will sometimes give acceptable
input tuned circuit.
receiver's
the
of
a
part
undesired
an
of
rejection
better
much
sults,
trap's resonant frewave
the
than
other
At
the
in
"balance"
better
a
signal, as well as
a coil or a capaceither
like
acts
it
quency,
two
when
antenna system, can be obtained
the loop. Two
detune
seriously
may
and
itor
identical wave traps are used, with one conhave been used with loop
which
techniques
leads.
antenna
two
the
of
each
in
nected
antennas are shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
Such an arrangement is illustrated in Fig.
With the arrangement in Fig. 4, an exOf
traps.
3, using parallel- resonant wave
is loosely coupled to the
course, dual series -resonant wave traps ternal wave trap
of a coupling link.
means
by
antenna
loop
one
case,
In
this
instead.
could be used
15
turns around the
or
10
of
consists
This
antenna
each
wave trap is connected from
and one or two turns
(L)
coil
trap's
wave
lead to ground.
At the wave trap's
Another technique which often gives good around the loop antenna.
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may be obtained if the interfering signal
is not too strong.
Shielded Wave Traps. In some rare instances, you may find that a wave trap will,
itself, pick up an interfering signal at a frequency other than the one to which it is
tuned.
You can correct such a condition by using
a different LC combination to tune out the
undesired signal, or by mounting the wave
trap in a small shield can. A shield salvaged
from an old i.f. transformer or a small
frozen -juice can, mounted with spade lugs,
can be used for this purpose.
Modifications. Depending on conditions,
different amounts of selectivity are required. For example, you might need a sharp
response to attenuate a specific station
without affecting adjacent stations. In another instance, you might wish to attenuate
a fairly broad band of frequencies.
You can broaden the response of a wave
trap by adding a small loading resistor. A
series resistor is used with a series -resonant
wave trap, as in Fig. 6(B), while a shunt
resistor is used across a parallel- resonant
wave trap as in Fig. 6(A). The value of the
resistor can be determined experimentally,
depending on the final response needed.
When a series resistor is used, however,
its value will be quite small compared to
that of a shunt resistor.
WAVE
For example, the value of
OPEN END
a typical series resistor
may fall in the range from
OPEN STUB
ten to several hundred
FIG. 7
ohms. A shunt resistor's
value will probably fall in
V2 WAVE
CNN
the tens of hundreds of
-{ SHORTED END thousands
of ohms.
SHORTED STUB
TV RECEIVERS
FIG. 8
While conventional coil
and capacitor combina/y WAVE
tions may be used to assemble wave traps operating within the TV and
ALUMINUM FOIL WRAPPED
TIGHTLY AROUND LINE
FM broadcast bands, the
ADJUSTABLE SHORTED STUB
higher frequencies of these
FIG. 9
bands make it practicable
Transmission line stubs are better in the v.h.f. range than LC
for low-cost transmission
wave traps. Photo at top shows a typical installation of a line stub on
line stubs to be employed
a TV receiver. Diagram above (Figs.7 -9) shows different types
of stubs.
here.
Use of Line
An
resonant frequency, it tends to absorb r.f. open length of transmission lineStubs.
acts
energy from the loop and thus to cut down a series -resonant circuit at a frequencylike
at
on the strength of the interfering signal.
which its length is equal to one -fourth the
A parallel- resonant wave trap may be electrical wavelength of the signal
at that
used between the loop antenna and the grid frequency. Such a line is called a quarter
of the first tube in the receiver, as in Fig. 5. wave open stub (Fig. 7).
This system is not too effective because the
Similarly, a shorted length of transmishigh input impedance of the tube limits the sion line acts like a series
circuit
amount of attenuation which the wave trap at a frequency at which its-resonant
length
is equal
can introduce. However, acceptable results
(Continued on page 130)
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German How Good Are They?
Radios

This Grundig - Majestic
console combines AM,
FM, short -wave and phono
with stylish cabinetry.
Multi-speaker sound emerges from flared

bottom.

By H. H. FANTEL

AGERMAN INVASION is taking place
clear across the entire United States.
It is a peaceful and constructive invasion,
spearheaded by some of the most versatile
and unusual radio receivers ever offered to
the American public.
Sleek lines, cabinets of fine wood and
elaborate dials immediately mark these
German designs as something rather special. A closer look reveals their fascination
to be more than skin -deep; for behind the
glossy façade lies a chassis combining AM,
February, 1958

FM and multiband short -wave reception.
Such versatility is almost unknown among
our domestic radios. Most American designers tend to leave short -wave to communications receivers, and our short -wave
receivers are rarely equipped to receive FM.
Many of the -German receivers are designed to capture practically any radio
signal sent out on the air -regardless of
frequency and type of modulation -even
tuning down to 100 kc. In Europe some
broadcast stations are on these "long
55

Designers of this small all.
wave radio -phono combination tried fo do too much in
too little space. Even record storage is provided for
behind the hinged speaker
door; it would have been
better fo use the space for
proper loudspeaker baffling.

truly remarkable portable is the Telefunken Elite,
with AM, FM, short-wave,
A

battery recharger, treble

and bass controls, and very
good sound for its size. But
a portable can't be hi -fi.

waves," but in the U.S. we get mostly airport beacon signals on that band.
Putting a lot of eggs in one basket always
entails the danger that a few may get
slightly cracked. Similarly, loading a single
chassis with so many functions requires
some compromise, especially in models
where the price tag enters into design considerations. Unquestionably, these German
sets are remarkable designs and offer amazing value. But in fairness to the technically
aware hi-fi and /or short-wave fan, a few
drawbacks should be pointed out.
S.W. Performance. In any all -wave receiver, American or foreign, there is the
problem of crowding the various bands
within the tuning range of a single gang
of variable capacitors. In the better communications receivers designed specifically
for short -wave listening, this is overcome
by electrical bandspread, an auxiliary tuning capacitor. The German all -wave models have no bandspread. This lack does
not really detract from the general usefulness of the German sets, except for critical
short -wave reception.
As short -wave receivers, most German
all -wave models are also somewhat handicapped by the absence of a tuned r.f. stage.
They do not have noise limiters, particularly
useful to listeners in cities where man -made
static is a problem, nor do they contain
beat -frequency oscillators. The latter are
most useful to amateurs for códe reception;
many short -wave listeners also use them for
locating weak carriers whose modulated
signals cannot be readily heard but which
56

may "fade in" later. Of course, some low priced American short -wave receivers share
these deficiencies, and to call special attention to them may be a case of the pot calling
the kettle black.
Should these drawbacks discourage a
prospective buyer? It depends on the use
for which he intends his radio. If he is
primarily a short -wave listener, he might
do better to get a set designed specifically
as a high -quality communications receiver,
for its many technical features. If he is
only a casual short -wave listener, who likes
a good- sounding radio for all -wave reception but can get along without spectacular
DX capabilities, these drawbacks will
hardly bother him, and the all- around
versatility of the imported set well makes
up for them.
Sound To Astound. A German table
model radio usually turns out to be a real
"surprise package" in terms of sound. The
larger models boast what is probably the
most musical sound ever attained with a
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Revealed in the interior of this
Graetz receiver is an upward pointed speaker for better sound
distribution in addition to an
oval woofer and a small (black)
tweeter, resulting in surprisingly
good sound for a table model.

Like most German radios, this
Grundig table model has visual
tuning indication for all bands.
Again note the electrostatic
The clean lines of the newer designs are exemplified in the Olympic Opta receiver. Note openings
at the sides of the receiver, which

tweeters on the sides, which provide good distribution of highs.

contain electrostatic tweeters.

table set. The credit for this goes partly
to the solidly built hardwood cabinet and
judicious placement of tweeters to attain
wide -angle sound distribution. But most of
the credit is due to careful electronic compensation of audio circuits to prop up the
response where it sags under the natural
limitations of relatively small speakers and
cabinets. German radio-makers apparently
design their sets "by ear."
Separate treble and bass controls are
standard equipment on the better German
imports. Thus the sound obtained from a
good table model is quite adequate for
music reproduction and record playback.
Moreover, additional loudspeakers can usually be plugged in at the back of the set
for extended frequency range and sound
distribution.
But are they hi -fi? If we insist on a
reasonably flat bass response down to 50
cps as a minimum hi -fi standard, no table
model can qualify as "high fidelity." Of
course, some advertisers will stick a "hi -fi"
February. 1958

label even on three -tube a.c. /d.c. equipment,
but that's like putting a fancy front grille
on a scooter and saying it's better than a
Cadillac. The German table radios sound
clean and sweet, far superior to the usual
sound expected from table models. They
produce a balanced tone spectrum within
their range; but the range just doesn't go
far enough down to qualify as hi -fi.
Moreover, most German imports have
single-ended output. (Only the most expensive models have the push -pull output
stages required to furnish the wattage necessary to reproduce full bass without distortion.) Consequently, while providing
good listening qualities at relatively low
volume, they are unable to achieve full concert -hall volume without serious distortion.
This limitation, of course, applies only to
the table models. Some of the consoles are
quite capable of full range at reasonable
power levels. Yet even they cannot compare
in performance with genuine hi -fi equip (Continued on page 128)
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By I. C. CHAPEL

nelrad Your Home
All of

us

should use a receiver that warns
when the Conelrad alert begins
WANT

a Conelrad alarm receiver
is self- contained and doesn't require a connection to your AM or FM receiver? A receiver that needs a minimum

that

Location
parts

of

shown in
the photos. Use

of

is

larger

"D"

cells instead of
the penlite cells
specified would

provide more
power for the

buzzer and longer
life but would re-

quire a
cabinet.

ANT.
.001 pfd.
C

C2

P.N -P
Ce 722

N-P-N
2N170

TRI

TR2

bigger

of maintenance (if any), with the exception
of a battery check? Well, here's one that's
hard to beat. It has nine parts (costing
about $8.00), requires a minimum current
drain from batteries and is "fail- safe" in
operation.
As most readers know, the first step in a
Conelrad alert is shutting off the transmitter of all AM, FM and TV broadcasting stations. This period of inactivity
lasts for five seconds and is followed by a
similar five -second period with the carrier
on (without programing), and then another
five -second "carrier-off" period. This is followed by a tone and a message about the
alert, with the station finally shutting
down.*
The unit to be described gives an alarm
when a pre-tuned broadcast signal stops. It
uses transistors in a very efficient circuit and
a small number of parts. At the author's
location, the unit is tuned to broadcast
station KPH and, in the event that the
radio -frequency carrier is stopped for any
reason, the alarm buzzer will operate.
Circuit Details. The only special component in the alarm circuit is a modified
ferrite rod antenna coil (L1). This is reworked by unwinding 20 turns from the coil
(Continued on page 114)
* Except stations on 640 and 1240 kc.
Obviously, in
building an alarm unit it is not a good idea to tune it
to either of these channels. Although they will observe
the five -second warning periods, there will be stations on
these frequencies at all times during the air raid.

.0001 pfd.

PARTS LIST
BI-Three

11/2-volt

penlite cells

in series
C1 -O.001 -pfd. mica capacito;
C2-O.0001 -pfd. mica capacitor

-Phone jack and plug
L1-Ferrite rod antenna coil
RLI-1000 -ohm relay (Sigma
11

TRI -CK722 transistor
TR2 -2N170 transistor
1 -2" x 23/4" x 23/4" metal box
1

1
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-6 -volt buzzer

4F)

(see text)

-Phono jack for antenna
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

cilloscopeTraces
The

Z Axi

A third dimension is provided through use of intensity

modulation of electron beam
FEW ENGINEERS can produce readable
handwriting, but give them an electron

beam and they will produce precise figures
and graphs. This electronic illustrating began with the birth of the modern oscilloscope. Somewhere in the development
stages, it became desirable to label the variious directions of travel of the trace. And
so, borrowing from the math department,
horizontal motion of the trace to the left or
right is described as being on the "X axis,"
and any motion up or down is tagged as the
"Y axis."
The Third Dimension. A graph on
paper necessarily has only two dimensions
length and width. By proper manipulation,
the graph on the oscilloscope can be given a
third dimension-depth.
This third axis, which

-

If

By HOWARD BURGESS
can be considered the dimension perpendicular to the face of the cathode -ray tube, is
labeled "Z."
The only way the Z axis could be indicated on paper would be to vary the thickness or density of ink on the drawing. In
the oscilloscope, however, it can be accomplished by applying the third signal -or dimension-to the cathode or another element
of the oscilloscope tube. When the voltage
is varied on this element, the intensity of
the beam will change. When this signal
voltage has a relationship to the signals on
the deflection plates, interesting and useful
effects result.
One of the most widely used examples of
the Z axis or intensity modulation effect is
found in television sets.
Here the X

may not help

consult the
book. Some of
the oscilloscope

to

patterns ob-

tained by intensity modulation
won't be found on
any printed page.
February, 1958
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<
FREQUENCY

This partial schematic shows
a connection to the CRT which
provides intensity modulation.

and the Y movements are continuous and
the picture's highlights and shadows are
built up by varying the intensity or brightness of the beam.
Bright and Dim. Intensity modulation
can be accomplished in several different
ways. The modulating signal can be fed to
the cathode-ray tube directly through a
very simple circuit as shown in Fig. 1 or
through a separate amplifier. Almost any
type of voltage can be used to intensity modulate a cathode-ray tube. The requirements are that it have the proper polarity
and amplitude to give the desired results.
To increase intensity, a negative signal is
applied to the cathode of the tube or a positive signal is applied to the grid. If opposite

INVUT

IN.

f

I

Z

YERT. NOR
GNO.

2

FREQUENCY

ONp.O

Potentiometer above will

re-

quire adjustment to achieve a
perfect circle during testing.

polarity signals are applied, the intensity is
reduced. This last method is frequently
used as a means to blank the return trace
in many oscilloscopes when the internal
sweep circuit is used.
Many oscilloscopes on the market have
the "intensity" connection brought out to a
separate terminal on the front panel or at
the rear of the cabinet. The amount of
voltage required for full modulation varies
from model to model. If no separate blanking amplifier is used for the Z input, the
voltage required will probably be between
20 and 60 volts.
An earlier article in this series (March,
1957) told how two frequencies could be
compared by means of Lissajous figures. In

Oscilloscope photograph at

the far left shows pattern with
intensity control set too high for
proper trace viewing. The trace
at its right is properly adjusted.

Differing ratios between blank-

ing voltage frequency and frequency of sine wave applied to
vertical plates are shown here.
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4

2 INPUT

WEN.NT.

HON.
IN.

QNO.

Perfect circle above

is

LAND.

achieved

by proper adjustment of the controls in the hookup of Fig. 2.

this method, the voltage of one frequency
is placed on one pair of deflection plates
and voltage of the unknown frequency is
placed on the other set. The oscilloscope
will show a series of loops from which the
frequency of the unknown can be determined. However, this method doesn't work
too well when one frequency is more than
10 times the other. The intensity modulation method, on the other hand, will enable
comparisons with ratios of 40 or more.
The Dotted Ellipse. As shown in
Fig. 2, the low -frequency voltage is applied
to the horizontal input of the oscilloscope.
By coupling the horizontal input to the
vertical input with the 100,000 -ohm potentiometer, a circular pattern will be formed.
However, when using low frequencies, a
capacitance will have to be added across
the vertical input to give a circle. This
capacitor can be any value that will give a
circle or wide- spaced ellipse. Several values
between 0.0005 and 0.1 µfd. should be tried

at

5

6

C.

When an ellipse or circle has been developed by the low-frequency signal, the
high frequency is placed on the Z input. As
the input signal voltage to the cathode is
increased, bright and dark spots will appear
on the circle. If enough signal is fed to the
(Continued on page 116)

7
The circuit in Fig. 4 is for experimenters only! Figure 5 shows one
trace formed by hookup. Peak
counting (Fig. 6) is easy with remainder of trace blanked out. Markers spaced at 45° intervals on a
sine wave can be seen in Fig. 7.

Photograph at left

shows ease

of obtain-

ing high ratio comparisons between high
and low frequency signals when Z axis
is used for the higher frequency input.
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The Army's Electronic Weatherman

They're doing something about the weather! Despite Mark Twain, the Signal Corps
has gone ahead and developed an electronic
brain which spots high -altitude indications
of oncoming storms and calculates the data
almost instantly. The system (above) tracks
weather balloons (radiosondes) to an altitude of 24 miles and as far as 200 miles.
It can be set up in three hours.

Truck Weigher
Weight problems have been eased for the
trucking industry by a new electronic scales
system. "Weightronic" automatically records axle weight when a truck stops on a
platform. The platform is hooked to weight sensing electronic cells and connected to
an automatic printer (below).

Bend a `Light Bulb vy
A flexible "light bulb" that can be bent
into various shapes as desired (above) has
been developed by Westinghouse. The pliable lamp is actually an electroluminescent
cell -phosphor coated on a panel treated
to conduct electricity -which lights when
power is applied. The company has found
a way to apply the phosphor to plastic, nylon and steel mesh, and it is expected that
in the future it will be possible to make
drapes, shades and such to light a room,
replacing bulbs.
62
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Short Distances
By JOHN HARRINGTON

HERE IS a subminiature transmitter that
really packs a punch considering its
size. It's portable and uses a small whip type antenna. Tuning most of the broadcast
band, this little job can be used for TV antenna orientation as well as party games
and mind -reading tricks.
Ease of construction and simplicity of cir-

cuit make this an excellent "first project"
for the beginner. It can be put together in
one evening by a more experienced experimenter or hobbyist. Construction cost is
small and can be kept below $7.00.
Tube Vi is a subminiature hearing -aid
type and requires a 5 -pin in -line subminiature socket which is mounted on a small
bracket. The crystal microphone and tube
can be obtained from your parts jobber

-
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mail -order house. Or you might pay a visit
to a hearing -aid dealer who just might have
defective or outdated aids which he accepted as trade-ins.
The transmitter can be housed in a plastic box, but a small aluminum box minimizes detuning due to hand capacitance and
is more rugged.
Construction is started by drilling a
series of 1/16" holes in concentric circles
in the case. The largest circle of holes
should be the same size as the outside circumference of the miniature microphone.
This will allow sound waves to enter the
case and strike the diaphragm of the microphone which is cemented inside the case behind the holes. Proper hole spacing will give
your transmitter a neat appearance. Next,
63

When you

mount the parts
and wire this hand -held transmitter, note that the tuning capacitor and the antenna jack (see
diagrams below) should be well
insulated from the chassis. Battery leads can be soldered di-

rectly to terminal contacts. Clean
the terminals with a file or emery
cloth and solder as quickly as
possible to avoid overheating.

ANT.

mount the 140 -Aufd. variable tuning capacitor and the miniature volume control and
RED
CK526AX
switch.
VI
Oscillator coil LI consists of 200 turns of
enameled No. 30 wire, center -tapped and
scramble -wound on a '4" form. It can be
mounted on a small bracket. When you wire
d
the transmitter, make all leads short and
MIC.
I.5V.
e2-301/. direct and be sure not to use too much heat
when soldering, especially on the microSI
phone. The A and B batteries can be soldered directly into the circuit or mounted
in a standard battery holder. The whip antenna is a length of stiff wire about 30" long.
PARTS LIST
A test -lead type plug is soldered at one end
BI-11/2-volt penlite cell
for insertion in the antenna jack.
B2-30 -volt B battery (Mallory RM-413R)
It's easy to operate. Turn on the transCI -6.7 -140 lipid. variable capacitor (Hammarlund APC -140)
mitter and advance volume control Rl
)I-Insulated antenna jack
about three -quarters of the way. Tune a
RI -500,000 -ohm potentiometer with s.p.s.t.
standard -hand radio to a "dead" spot anyswitch SI (Lafayette VC -37)
where between 700 kc. and 1500 kc. and
LI -200 turns of No. 30 wire, center -tapped on
/e" form
turn up its volume control. Then tune the
MIC. -Crystal microphone (Lafayette PA -27)
transmitter
until you hear a swishing noise
VI- CK522AX, CK533AX or CK526AX (Rayfrom the radio. Speak distinctly into the
theon), or any hearing-aid output tube
microphone while making final adjustI-4"x 21/2"x 15/e" case (Bud CU -2102)
Misc. #30 enameled wire, machine screws, etc.
ments, and you are on the air!
,
JI

DOT

3

CK526AX
TUBE
VI
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PROXIMITY RELAY

POPULAR

a

ELECTRONICS

Portable detector "senses"

people approaching it
By RUFUS P. TURNER

HE PROXIMITY RELAY is a capacitance-controlled relay that has been
well known to gadgeteers and electronic
hobbyists for a number of years. Place your
hand or body near its "antenna," and the
relay closes. Withdraw, and the relay opens.
In some applications, such as intrusion
alarms, the proximity relay is sometimes
preferred to photoelectric "eyes" because,
unlike the photocell, no light source is
needed which might betray its presence.
Control of store-window moving displays,
counting and safety control of heavy -duty
machinery are other job opportunities for
this device.
Fobruary, 1958

Proximity relays 3escribed in prev_ous
projects have been operated from the a.c.
line. This is a definite handicap in portable
or emergency applications when line power
is not available. The battery-operated proximity relay is ready for instant operation,
since no warm -up time is required. Completely battery- operated, our new circuit
employs one tube and one transistor. It's
self- contained in a metal box, weighs 61/2
pounds, and will cost approximately $22.00.
Construction and Wiring. The proximity relay is built in a 6" x 6" x 6" aluminum chassis box (LMB No. 973). For convenience, all components are mounted in
the top cover of the box and hang downward when the cover is fastened in position.
Cut a clearance hole in the bottom cover
directly over trimmer capacitor C2 to permit insertion of an alignment tool for adjustment of C2.
Filament battery BZ is held by clips
65
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(SEE TENT)

41

'ßbó

,

Ob

CK722

iyid.

TRI

RFC

C2

c

I

Schematic

_

at left and
pictorial below show simplicity of circuitry and wiring. The sensitivity of the
relay (RLI) can be increased by adjustment of
its pivot screw to loosen the armature spring.

RL

R4

3

270K

S

R3

4701L

VI
RI

IO MEG

R5
7.5 K

C3
.0I yfd.
BI

I.Sv.
Sle.

PARTS LIST

ó

R2
2

-

471L.

HOW IT WORKS

-

TO

+

BI
1

t.5V.1

\\

_

TO
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45V.

-D
B

batteries tapped
at 221/2 volts (Burgess Z3ONX)
C1 -0.1 -pfd., 200 -volt metalized tubular capacitor

Basically, this device consists of a r.f. oscillator employing a 3Q4, a transistor d.c. amplifier, and a sensitive d.c. relay. The oscillator has little tank capacitance and is sensitive to small capacitance changes such
as are caused by approaching nearby objects.
With the antenna connected to the circuit and trimmer capacitor C2 adjusted to bring the circuit just into
oscillation, the 3Q4 plate current voltage drop across
R3 is small.
When a hand or other conductive object is brought
near the pickup antenna, the added capacitance throws
the circuit out of oscillation. then the 3Q4 plate current and the voltage across R3 increases. When this
higher voltage is applied to the transistor through current- limiting resistor R4, it causes the collector current
of the transistor to increase and close relay RLI.
When the hand is withdrawn, the circuit resumes
oscillation, the voltage across R3 decreases, the transistor collector current falls to a low value, and the
relay opens.
ANT.

-45 -volt

B2, B3

3v.

45v.

CHASSIS GROUND

BI- 11_ -volt Size
cell

IIIIIIIit'lj

C2- Trimmer capacitor in LI assembly
C3- 0.01 -pfd. mica capacitor
L1

-- Capacitor -oscillator coil assembly (Miller
No. 695)

RI- 10- megohm,

1/2

-watt resistor

-47 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor
R3- 470-ohm, 1/2-watt resistor
112

1/2 -watt resistor
-watt resistor
RFCI- Radio-frequency choke in LI assembly

114- 270,000 -ohm,

R5- 7500 -ohm,

V2

RLI-8000 -ohm d.c. relay (Sigma Type
Sla /S1b- D.p.s.t. toggle switch

4 -F)

TRI -CK722 transistor

VI-3Q4 tube

1-6"x 6" x 6"

aluminum chassis box

(LMB No.

973)

Misc. 7 -pin miniature tube socket, battery
holder for single 11 -volt Size -D cell, in-

sulated binding posts, terminal strips, etc.

-,

TO B3

+

¡+2

OUTPUï
.5V.

45V.

.

A

(h
RL

I

NOTE:
ANT. AND OUTPUT TERMINALS
ARE INSULATED FROM CHASSIS.

ONO. LUG
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mounted on the cover. Batteries B2 and B8
are held to the cover by fastening a Bakelite strip to their center (221/2 -volt) terminals and passing a long 6 -32 threaded rod
through the center of this strip, between
the two batteries and through the cover.
The rod is secured by a nut on each end.
Mount the tube socket on a pair of 1 "long screws to keep its contacts clear of the
chassis.

A couple of

strips of plastic tape
will prevent accidental

shorts. Check your

wiring carefully, as a
mistake will not only
prevent correct operation but may damage
the components.
The numbers shown
on the oscillator -coil

assembly (L1, C2,
RFC1) are
those used by
the coil manu-

facturer

The actual form, size and shape of the antenna will depend upon the particular use
to which the capacitance relay is put and
the amount of sensitivity desired. It may be
a long wire or a metal plate or object connected by wire to the antenna post. In general, the larger the antenna, the higher the
sensitivity.*
When making the installation, the following steps should be taken.
(1) Connect the antenna
to be used to the antenna
binding post and fasten all

parts of the antenna

solidly so that no movement will be caused by
vibration or jostling. (2)
Connect the device to be

controlled, and its power

supply, to the output

binding posts. (3) Throw
switch S1 to
its "on" posi-

tion.

designating

the terminals
and must be
followed in the
wiring. Note
that terminal
1 of this coil

is not con-

externally to the
nected

circuit.

The

coil has a pair
of right -angle

mounting feet which are fastened to the
cover with two 6 -32 screws and nuts.
Checking the Unit. Fasten both covers
of the box tightly and throw switch Si to
its "on" position. Insert the alignment
screwdriver through the hole in the bottom
cover of the box and slowly adjust trimmer
C2. At one extreme (C2 at "open" or minimum capacitance), the relay armature
should pull in. At the "closed" position of
C2, the relay should release.
With the circuit oscillating at this setting, touch your finger tip momentarily to
the insulated cap of the antenna binding
post. The relay should close each time the
post is touched and open when your finger
is removed. If trimmer C2 is set to the
point at which the circuit just starts to oscillate (the relay just releases), you will
find that the sensitivity of the device has
increased to such an extent that you can
close the relay by bringing your finger tip
within a quarter inch of the antenna binding post.

Operation is Simple. Connect a "pickup" antenna to the antenna binding post.
February, 1958

(4) Ad-

just trimmer

in

before
until the relay
closes. (5)
Now, turn the
t r i m m e r
screw in the
C2 as

Cover
of the LMB
box is used as
the detector chassis.
Photo shows parts layout.

opposite direction until the

relay just
opens. By mi-

nor adjustments, in one

direction or

the other, you should be able to set C2 so
that the relay closes when your hand is at
the desired distance from the antenna.
Relay closure at six inches from the disc
is average. Operation from greater distances may be obtained by more critical
adjustment of C2 to place the circuit just
on the edge of oscillation. However, when
the adjustment places the circuit too close
to the non -oscillating condition, the relay
may remain closed when the actuating object has been withdrawn. With proper care,
an operator will be able to adjust for maximum sensitivity and still secure dependable
relay response. Applications, of course, are
limited only by your ingenuity and the environment in which you want to operate
the proximity relay.
30
As a window display, for example, the best pickup
device is a 6 "- diameter disc of metal foil or thin sheet
metal cemented to the inside surface of the glass. A spectator placing his hand on the outside of the window near
the disc can cause lights to flash, electric trains to run, etc.
In burglar alarm applications, the antenna can consist
of a length of insulated wire looped several times around
the door frame or window frame, or it may be a metal
plate or several loops of insulated wire on a window sill
or the threshold of a door, or under a rug.
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Sputnik's a Recording Star in Midwest
Another recording star has zoomed into
the world's firmament. While it's not expected to outgross Elvis, Sputnik's signals
have proved to be quite an attraction to
a Mason City, Iowa, high school, as seen
in the photo above.
Two local high school teachers, in cooperation with a Bell & Howell tape recorder
dealer, recorded the "beeps" of Sputnik I.

Then, using a radio announcer as commentator, they incorporated all pertinent scientific data to produce an educational tape on
one of the milestones of scientific achievement-including the "interview" with Sputnik itself. The tape has been made available
to schools and colleges and other interested
groups, and has been playing to capacity
audiences at all sessions.

Hi -Fi "Do -It -You rself" Recordings
test records to help the audiophile determine what's wrong-if anything
-with his hi-fi system has been issued by
Components Corp., Denville, N. J. Priced
at 89 cents each, the records consist of
A series of

Ballpark Service

:

Us es

An unusual high- quality public address

system brought cathedral -like sound to
50,000 people attending a religious service
at Yankee Stadium recently. Backbone of
the system was an installation of 12 Uni-

68

tests and instructions in layman's language
on the following problems wow and flutter; stylus wear; rumble; pickup resonance;
vertical /lateral response; and location and
cure of hum.

Sound Efficiently

versity WLC speakers in a square atop a
special canopy 48 feet above the altar
on the field at second base. Although capable of handling 30 watts each, the 12
speakers required a total of only 61/2 watts

to achieve complete
sound coverage. Such a
low -level sound installation is just the reverse
of earlier systems at the
Stadium, which used
large amounts of power
fed into a relatively
small number of speakers. This had a tendency
to cause echo effects,
blasting and reverberations not present with
the University system.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

IN

By HARVEY POLLACK

IN

THE DAYS of the Golden West, Wild
Bill Hiccup and Fearful Fosdick used to
gauge their gun -hand steadiness by pouring
a glass of whiskey through a knothole
at arm's length. Nowadays, we can do

-

much the
gadget to
of spilled
accurate.

same thing, electronically. The

be described here will save a lot
liquid and is considerably more
One like it is actually used to
test "steadiness" by some police and acci-

dent prevention authorities.
There's nothing to stop you from using
this gadget at a party if you want to-as
an "ice breaker." Your guests are sure to
flock around to see who has those nerves
of iron, so popular (and necessary) in the

Build this transistorized
gauge to test the steadiness

of your hands and
those of your friends

bygone days.

touch plate at the top of the panel. The
indicator light will click off and the timing
interval of about eight seconds will begin.
(Set timing control for this interval.)
As quickly as your steadiness permits,
move the prod tip down the middle of the
wedge, trying not to touch the sides. The
briefest contact will turn on the indicator
light and it will remain glowing even if the
contact is broken. If the sides of the wedge
are not touched but more than the allowed
time is used, the timing circuit will automatically trip the indicator light on. In
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Test Yourself. After you turn on the
switch, a short time delay occurs- adjustable from three to fifteen seconds. Then
the indicator light will go on. To test yourself, sit in front of the panel with the prod
in hand. Touch the tip of the prod to the

either case, the score is determined by the
numbers at the side of the track.
Construction Hints. When fastening
the metal wedge strips in place, start the
gap at about %" at the top and let it narrow down to 1/s" at the bottom. The touch
plate is insulated from the vertical wedge
SUM OF THREE

RATING

TRIALS
40 -48
30-39
20 -29
10 -19
0-9

SCORE

Excellent

A

Above average
Average
Below average

C

Poor

E

B

D

You can use this scoring system
with fhe tester or, if you wish, you
can develop your own system.

Rear view of fester shows subassemblies and the touch plate
on back of wooden uprights.

UPPER CONTACT
SCRE W

CORE
ARMATURE

LOWER CONTACT
SCREW

-X

SPRING TENSION
SCREW

Contact and tension

screws of

need some adjustment.

See text.

the relay, sketched above, will

strips and fastened to the uprights by
short wood screws with a solder lug under
one of them. Drill two #26 holes near the
lower edge of the wedge strips and mount
them with long 6 -32 machine screws. Add
a solder lug to each.
The power switch (SI), the timing potentiometer (R2), and the transistor socket
all require subchassis wiring. A small aluminum chassis can be constructed or a
little shelf of wood will do as well. All
three components and the relay (RL1)
should be mounted with their connections
easily available for soldering.
The two battery holders are secured to
the wood members by small wood screws.
Be VERY CAREFUL to observe correct
polarity when inserting the batteries. Even
momentary reversal of polarity may ruin
the transistor.
Adjustment. After wiring is complete,
rotate R2 fully clockwise (shortest interval). At the instant power is applied, the
indicator light should flash on briefly. Relay RL1 must now be carefully adjusted by
(Continued on page 126)
BI -Four

2N107

PARTS LIST
1.5 -volt

batteries (Burgess #7 or

equivalent)

TRI

B2- 22.5 -volt miniature battery (RCA

CI- 100 -µ1d.,
PLI
TOOLHPLIITE

CI

RI

5K

82

81
132

L_

50K
6V.

SI

22v.

25 -volt

VS084)

capacitor (Mallory

2501 or

equivalent)
PL1 -Pilot light assembly for #47 bulb
RI- 5000 -ohm, 1/2-watt resistor
R2-50,000 -ohm potentiometer (Mallory U-34 or
equivalent)
RL1- 8000 -ohm relay (Sigma 4F or equivalent)
SI-D.p.s.t. toggle switch
TRI -Type 2N107 transistor (General Electric)
1- Battery holder for VS084 (Lafayette MSI77
or equivalent)
1- Battery holder for four #7 cells (Lafayette
MS170)

-Test probe and wire lead
metal -strap touch plate
2 -Metal wedge strips (see text)
I

Note wiring of wedge strips and
touch plate in schematic. These
are basic parts of the circuit.
70
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Cost of parts, approx. $11.00
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THIS
SPEAKER
"GROWS UP"
Speaker cabinet courtesy
of Electronic Worfasniop

"First installment" for
system is

a

this quality
full -range Wigo 12" speaker

EXPANDING loudspeaker
systems have become very
popular. They let you add
separate woofers and tweeters as your budget permits.
But here we have an adda -part idea in which the
speaker itself "grows up"
from a one -way into a two way model.
You start out with a Wigo
Model ERD12B full -range
loudspeaker that sells for
$59.50. This precision -built
speaker alone is a very good
sound source. With its heavy
magnet, cast aluminum
frame, and soft cloth suspension, it is capable of high quality performance in almost any type of baffle.
Later, to add that extra
sparkle in the upper range,
you can buy a Wigo CX2

tweeter set that mounts

Later on, a dual tweeter array can be added across the basic
across the basic speaker,
speaker without the need for drilling additional mounting holes.
making it in effect a coaxial
model. That saves the drilling of extra holes in the baffle for the new tweeters. The only tool you
of treble preferred by many experienced
need is a screwdriver. A matched crosslisteners, and the offset angle of the tweetover network comes with the tweeters,
er array spreads out the sound over a wide
which take over at 4000 to 5000 cycles.
sector. This makes° the placement of the
Use of cone tweeters provides the kind speaker less critical.

-
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HE OLD MAN in Ernest Hemingway's
story The Old Man and The Sea lamented that his luck had run out in "following the fish." But modern science has
eliminated the element of luck
entirely in following fish- sonic-

tagged ones, that is.
Through electronics, man has
learned much about fish, and
now he can even chart their
underwater activity. In fact, a
sonic -tagged fish can't make a
move without a biologist of the
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service

knowing it.
When the electronic tag is attached to a salmon, the fish becomes a sort of underwater, roving radio station. The tag is an aluminum
capsule 2%" long and 0.86" in diameter.
Inside the capsule are miniature components, including a 15 -volt battery, a
transistor and a resonating crystal.
Equipped with this outfit, the fish emits
signals which are picked up by an automatic tracking receiver in a boat. The receiver, for which Dr. Gerald Collins of the
Fish and Wildlife Service gets development
credit, seeks out and "homes" on the sonic
tag attached to the fish. Any fisherman
catching a fish with a sonic tag can get
50 cents back if he sends the tag to the
Fish and Wildlife Service.
"The tag is so new, however, that fishermen are generally mystified when they find
one on a fish," said fishery research biologist Thomas Duncan of the Service's
Seattle headquarters. "Generally, they
think it is a new kind of super lure caught
on the fish."
Like a Loose Colt. When first turned
loose, a sonic -tagged fish acts just like a
colt freed from the halter. It bucks off fast
in all directions, then settles down to routine movements. These routine movements,
especially as applied to man -made barriers
such as river dams, are what interest the
biologists.
"The sonic equipment can be used under
a variety of natural conditions to study the
behavior of adult fish," explained biologist
Parker S. Trefethen. "At dams, you can
find out just how an adult salmon locates a
fishway entrance. You can even measure
the movements of a fish going through a
fishway. You discover where the bottlenecks are
where the fish have trouble
getting through.
"By tracking adult salmon as they make
their exit from a fishway, you learn the
relationship of their movements to spillways and powerhouse sections of a dam.
Any changes in their behavior after they
pass through a fishway can be determined."

...
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Trefethen added that the equipment also
provides a method for studying the movements of adult salmon in a marine environment in relation to climatic conditions,
shore lines and ocean currents.
Water Movements. While electronics
shows the movemerts of the fish, it shows,
loo, the movements of the water in which
the fish travel. Now being used by the
biologists of the Fish and Wildlife Service
is a water current meter that records the
direction of the water and gives the
velocity of the current at any depth.
(Continued on page 132)
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If

Electronics TeilsAFish Tales

Even wild fish enjoy no privacy

when scientists study their habits

Key to tracking of fish is
the sonic "tab," shown at upper right compared in size
with a quarter. This tiny
sonic transmitter is attached
behind the dorsal fin of the
fish (see arrow above). Photo at left shows two Fish and

Wildlife experts tagging

a

before releasing it. In
the boat is an automatic
tracking receiver which will
follow the movements of the
fish by "homing" on it. At
right, center, is an electronic
device for determining water flow through gravel and
ifs oxygen content; this is
important in increasing egg
survival. The device shown in
the bottom photo records the
velocity of the current, enabling biologists to estimate
which way the fish will swim.
fish

4

By RAFE GIBBS
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Transistor Topics
By LOU GARNER

HILE there are a number of inexpensive transistors available, vacuum
tubes still have a lower average cost than
transistors capable of doing the same job.
But the difference in relative prices is becoming less every day. Already, transistors
have made inroads into about 10% of the
vacuum -tube market, mostly in special purpose, industrial, military, and computer
applications. But their use in radios and
other "entertainment" devices is increasing
steadily.
That transistors should be more costly
than vacuum tubes is rather surprising, for
the transistor is, basically, much simpler as
far as internal construction is concerned.
Nor are the differences in cost due to the
high cost of semiconductor materials. Take
silicon, for example. Silicon transistors sell
for $10.00 up to $90.00 each. Yet less than
10 cents worth of silicon goes into the
typical transistor, even though pure silicon
sells for better than $250.00 a pound.
The comparatively higher price of transistors is due almost entirely to the difficulty in reproducing similar transistors in
quantity. Completely automatic production, with a 100% "yield," has not yet been
achieved. However, as current production
methods are refined, we can expect prices
to drop and quality to improve. The day
may come when good -quality transistors
can be purchased for only "two for a

great promise, especially in the subminiaturization of transistor circuitry, incorporates photographic methods in the production of semiconductor components. The
technique, developed at the Diamond
Ordnance Fuze Laboratory in Washington,
is related to the process used to photo -etch
printed- circuit boards, and, like the latter,
involves photoresists, exposure to light, developing and etching steps.
In addition to new production methods,
we can expect to see an increase in the
variety of semiconductor materials. Today,
all commercially available transistors use
either silicon or germanium. Theoretically,
any of the elements in the fourth column
of the Periodic Table should make acceptable semiconductors, such as lead, tin or
carbon. Carbon is of special interest as it
has a very popular crystalline form -the
diamond. Don't be too surprised if you read
that a manufacturer is producing diamond
transistors in the next few years!
Compounds of various elements also
might be used. Silicon- carbide, for example, shows some promise as a semiconductor material which would be extremely

quarter."

One new fabrication process that shows
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Fig. 2. The transistorized BFO
circuit sent in by Bill Penrose
is suitable for use with battery operated portables or line -operatedtableand console receivers.
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Fig. 1. Submitted by reader
Stephen Vandivere, this simple r.f. signal generator circuit
incorporates a p -n -p transistor in a modified tickler feedback oscillator arrangement.
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resistant to high temperatures. And, as an
historical note, old- timers may recall the
day when carborundum crystals (a siliconcarbon compound) vied with galena (lead
sulphide crystals) as "cat's- whiskers" detectors.
Readers' Circuits. This month we are
featuring a pair of simple oscillator circuits. Each requires but a single transistor,
but both make handy gadgets for the

workshop.
R.F. Signal Generator. The circuit in
Fig. 1 was submitted by Stephen Vandivere,
215 E. Jefferson St., Falls Church, Va.
When assembled and calibrated, this simple
instrument may be used for aligning receivers, checking out tuned circuits, or as
an auxiliary r.f. signal source. It incorporates a p -n -p r.f. transistor in a modified
tickler feedback oscillator arrangement.
The common-emitter circuit configuration
is employed, with operating power supplied
by a single 9 -volt battery (B1).
In operation, feedback necessary to start
and sustain oscillation is supplied by the
feedback winding of coil L1, with Cl and
C3 serving as an impedance-matching r.f.
voltage divider. Stabilized base bias is supplied by a resistor voltage divider, R1 /R2,
operating in conjunction with an unbypassed emitter resistor, R3. A tuned circuit,
made up of the primary of LI and variable
capacitor C4, serves as the collector load.
Capacitor C5 serves as a bypass across BI
and the s.p.s.t. "on -off" switch, Sl. The
output signal is obtained through isolating
capacitor C2.
Stephen suggests that a Meissner Type
14 -1071 antenna coil be used for L1 and an
RCA Type VS300 battery for Bi. C4 can be
any standard 365 -µµtd. variable capacitor.
The other capacitors may be ceramic, mica,
or paper units. All resistors are 1/ -watt
carbons.
You can assemble a similar oscillator in a
small plastic or metal case, using a thin
piece of Bakelite or plastic as a subchassis.
Although circuit layout and wiring should
be non -critical, you may have to experiment with the connections to the oscillator
coil to obtain oscillation. If you have any
trouble, try reversing either the primary or
secondary connections.
Calibrate the unit by "zero- beating" the
signal from the oscillator against the signal
obtained from a known source, such as a
standard r.f. signal generator or a broadcast station, using an ordinary receiver as
your detector.
Beat -Frequency Oscillator. When a c.w.
station is tuned in on a home short -wave receiver, the radiotelegraph signals will sound
like a series of clicks or "shushes" instead
of the "didandit" tone signals. To convert
February, 1958
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Fig. 3. Basic circuits utilizing one of General
Electric's six new Uni unction transistors: (A) a
free -running multivibrator, and (B) a "one- shot"
multivibrator. See page 134 for complete detail's.

the "clicks" into an audio tone, a beat frequency oscillator (BFO) must be added to
the receiver. The signal from the BFO
"beats" against the receiver's i.f. signal,
producing a difference frequency signal
which falls within the audio range.
Reader Bill Penrose, 24 East 26th St.,
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, sent in the
transistorized BFO circuit shown in Fig, 2.
Suitable for use with both battery -operated
portable and line- operated table and console
receivers, it has a 2N170 n -p -n transistor as
a tickler feedback r.f. oscillator. Bill uses a
common-emitter circuit arrangement to
obtain maximum gain and to permit operation with a single, 3 -volt battery (B1).
In operation, a 456-kc. i.f. transformer
(Continued on page 133)
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I SHOULD HAVE KNOWN!
By Robin S. Lanier

Cartoons
by

Kohler

Everyone gets out of bed from the wrong
side occasionally. When it happens to a
hi -fi fan on the day he installs a new rig,
there's no end to the number of things that
can go wrong. Not with the equipment itself-just with the installation. I wish they
had told me about these things at the store
where I bought the stuff. I should hure
known the few tricks that save all the
trouble. So, since wise men learn from
other people's mistakes, here's my tale of
hi -fi woe -sparing no gruesome detail .. .
WHEN I walked out of the hi -fi shop, I
was as proud as a beaver who had just
thrown a dam across the Mississippi. Almost everything was brand-new: cartridge,
amplifier, speaker and enclosure. I had kept
only my old record changer, since it seemed
to be running all right, and the tuner.
After I unpacked my new units and
gloated over them like Scrooge with his
cash box, I shoved the new amplifier into
the cabinet in which the old one had been.
Wonderful! It fitted exactly. All I needed
was a new piece of plywood for the front
panel, with holes for the controls to come
through. I'm a lucky boy, I thought -my
measurements had been just right. But
"lucky" was not the right word, as it turned

cautiously advanced the volume control.
Immediately I heard the first sound from
my new rig, even though no record was on
the turntable.
It was hum. Lots of it. Enough to drown
out music completely. I should have known!
I had a far more sensitive amplifier, a
speaker much stronger in the bass. Obviously the grounding arrangements with the
old rig were not nearly good enough. Looking over the connections, I realized I probably not only had a "ground loop" in my
shielding, but that the turntable motor was
improperly connected, things I had never
worried about before.
I turned off the outfit and in fifteen minutes had rearranged the input wiring. When
I turned things on again, the volume control went nearly all the way up before I
heard any hum at all. Hurrah!
Now was the moment. Onto the turntable
went a new LP bought for the big day. The

out.

I gave the old cartridge a pitying look
as I chucked it into the wastebasket, and
felt pretty good about the way the new one
looked when it was installed in the arm of
the changer.
The new enclosure went into the same
place in the room as the old one: in the
center of the wall facing a large glasscovered picture across the room. That spot
was the only unoccupied wall space in my
wife's latest furniture arrangement.
The great moment came sooner than I
expected. I decided to let the tuner wait
for a while, I was so eager to hear that
brand -new hi -fi sound come pouring at last
into my own living room, from my own
rig. I turned on the amplifier, and very
76

...

I

gloated like Scrooge with his cash box

...

changer lowered the stylus onto the turning
record-oh, no! The music seemed to be
going on and off regularly, like a flickering
neon sign. Did I have an amplifier with a
built -in shiver? What a crummy break, to
be tripped up by a defective amplifier on
the day of hope!
I was miserably watching the record
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

turn when it hit me. There seemed to be
just a little more up and down movement

in the arm than the record motion could
account for. Of course! It was bouncing a
small fraction of an inch, just enough to

lose contact with the groove over and over.
The new cartridge was far lighter than the
old one, and the spring counterbalancing

... The

amplifier chassis was all set to fry eggs

.. .

the arm could almost lift it off the record.
It needed just a little warp from the record
to help it. I should have known!
I weighted down the arm with two
pennies tacked on with Scotch tape so the
stylus stayed in the groove. And the music
came pouring out of the speaker with a
power and clarity I had never heard in my
living room before. This was what I had
been waiting for.

enough and the bass high enough to make
the music exciting by any standards.
It was so exciting, in fact, that I spent
the next half -hour just listening. Yet as
my ear got used to the new fullness and
clarity, I realized that the treble was too
sharp and hard. Clicks, pops and hiss from
the record surfaces all seemed very loud
and obtrusive. I had expected the new
tweeter in my coaxial to bring the highs
way up, but not to make them shriek.
Using the treble tone control to roll the
highs off reduced the over- sharpness, but
now the music lost much of its sparkle.
What was the trouble now? Speaker
placement, of course. Facing the speaker
across the short width of the room against
the large glass area of the picture on the
opposite wall was bouncing all the highs
right back to where I was sitting. I needed
the corner of the room for my enclosure,
and I needed it badly. I would have to
tackle the "Powers- That -Be" (Housewife
Division) .
I will spare you the details of my strategy. It was not based so much on frontal
attack as on subtle propaganda combined
with high -level bribery. In about 25 minutes, shaken but victorious, I had the enclosure in the corner and was sitting in the
other end of the room.
This was it, all right -fullness and
liveliness; clear, open sound with no hardness; no direct reflection; surface noises
way, way down. I just wanted to sit there
and take it all in.
But suddenly I noticed a wisp of smoke
(Continued on page 122)

BUT what was that heavy noise that took
over whenever the music dropped below a fortissimo? Oh, misery! I probably
had the worst turntable rumble in the
history of high fidelity. A new cartridge,
amplifier and speaker, all mighty and
powerful in bass, were simply showing up
should have known!
my ancient changer
With a groan I knew that as soon as the
budget would stand it, I had to get a new,
better turntable. What to do in the meantime?
Experimentally I backed down the bass
tone control and was relieved when the
rumble dropped out of hearing. But now
the music sounded thin; I wanted the new,
big bass I had spent all the dough for.
Wasn't there a rumble filter on the new
amplifier? Eureka! With the filter thrown
in, I struck, for the time being, a workable
compromise between rumble suppression
and bass response. The rumble was low

-I
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...My neighbor

was

a

big man....I got some beer...
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Modification of the Heathkit AM Tuner

The popular Heathkit AM broadcast
tuner Model BC-1 is a hi -fi wideband receiver. This characteristic, while fine for
fidelity, may be responsible for interference

bandwidth or, when the QRM is bad, narrow it down a bit.
The terminals of the input i.f. transformer have room between them and the
top panel for a slide switch. It would be
best to mount the switch as close to the
terminals as possible. Remove panel before
the switch- mounting holes are made.
A more flexible arrangement is possible
through the use of several different values
of resistors mounted on a rotary switch
(see photo). The bandwidth of the tuner
can then be progressively changed by
TO PIN NO.1
I

6BA6

11

or crosstalk from some adjacent stations.
Since the Heathkit instruction manual
states that you can reduce the bandwidth
by connecting a 27,000 -ohm resistor across
the primary of the over -coupled input i.f.
transformer, we should be able to make
some sort of flexible adaptation. By installing a switch to cut the resistor in or
out, we can either "live it up" with the full

TV

all higher frequencies. Most spurious signal
overload problems can be cured with a
single filter, but tough cases may require
two in series.
The "chassis" is a 1" x 11/2" piece of insulating board. Drill five holes-four of
which should be 1/2" in from each corner,
the fifth at the exact center -for 4 -40 brass
screws and nuts, and assemble with soldering lugs under the screw heads. Solder the
Originally described in the March- April, 1951, issue of
"G -E Ham News."
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:

Interference -1 is Cause and Cure

Can interference be eliminated from a
TV receiver for less than half a dollar?
Yes, if you install this TVR Hi -Pass Filter *
at the antenna terminals of the set. Technically, it's a balanced constant -K high pass filter, designed for 300 -ohm line, which
attenuates signals below 44 mc. and passes

*

switching in resistors of increasing value.
sensitivity will be evident
as the load across the coil increases. Try
the following values for six steps of bandwidth open, 500 ohms, 6800 ohms, 7200
ohms, 10,000 ohms, and 27,000 ohms. Use
composition resistors. -Wm. B. Rasmussen
A slight loss of

capacitors in place as shown in the photo.
Cut two 15" lengths of No. 30 enameled
copper wire for the coils and fold each
double. Now remove about 1" of insulation
at the fold, solder the wires together, and
bend the soldered portion at right angles.
Measure out 6%" from the bend, cut the
wire and tin 1/2" at the ends.
Wind the coil, starting at one end of the
wire, on a rod exactly 1/B" in diameter. Place the
completed coil in
position, trim the
center tap until it
just overlaps the
center screw and
solder in place.
Then bend all coil
end wires gently so
they can be soldered to the corner
screws, and the filter is complete.
Keeping the coils
so small that direct pickup is negligible eliminates

the need for
shielding.
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BUILD THE

COMMUTER'S

PRIVATE EAR
THE COMMUTER is a harried man. He
gets up just in time to grab a shower,
a cup of coffee and a quick kiss from his
wife before he dashes to the station. On
the 8:02 he opens his attache case and
pores over his work. So when does friend
commuter catch up on current events?
Usually he doesn't. But the ideal solution
is "The Commuter's Private Ear," which
will allow him to tune in newscasts (or
anything else) all the way in on the train.
It's uncomplicated, and inexpensive.
You'll need an attache case ($4.95 in composition and plastic). In it mount a broadcast -band receiver, and you're all set. I
used a two- transistor, germanium-diode
reflex circuit. A Knight-Kit 83Y262 (Allied
Radio) at $14.95 with printed- circuit chassis simplifies construction.
You'll have no trouble building the receiver if you follow the instructions to the
letter. Complete it by attaching the ear

By JOSEPH W. DOHERTY, K2SOO

plug leads. Then test the set. If it works
properly, detach the leads and start on
the attache case.
You can mount the receiver in the exact
center of the case, which would give you
perfect balance. I mounted it at one end,
so that I could upend the case on my knee
to bring the receiver up to the window of
the train in difficult signal areas.
"Unbutton" the leatherette receiver case
carefully, so the clips can be closed up
later. Use a pointed tool and punch
through for the mounting bolts. Then use
in place, ready to
mount the receiver in the attache case.
Note mounting holes which are drilled
below the control openings. See text
for proper placement of the receiver.

Moly bolts are
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these holes as templates on the attache
case, and drill through both cases.
Mount the little case on the inside using
two Moly bolts (y4" will do) pushed
through from the outside of the attache
case. Screw them tight; this will draw up
the outer shields. Then remove the screws,
clip away the shield overlaps and flatten
them down completely if they are not already flat. Cover them with a piece of
tape or other non-conductor.
Next, drill through the control openings
of the receiver case and through the attache case. You'll have to enlarge these
openings carefully with a penknife until
they accept the controls properly. Immediately above the small case, repeat this
operation for the ear plug, until it fits
snugly. Then solder the ear plug leads
after you have put the wires through the
hole from the outside.
Now mount the receiver and "button
up" the receiver case. If you find there is
"play" in the receiver after its case is
closed, insert cardboard between it and
the case, so that there will be no tendency
for it to work off the control knobs.
When you use the receiver, you won't
have to open the attache case. Simply pull
out the ear plug and insert it in your ear,
turn on the switch and tune in your station. You may have to "tune" the case by
moving it about on your lap, but that's
natural in this type of receiver. And you
may have to upend it on your knee at
times -that will depend on the construction of the train, the direction it's traveling in, and local conditions.
30
Receiver case is mounted, ready to be "buttoned
up" with original fastenings. Opening for ear piece
is immediately above case. If there is any play in
receiver after case is refastened, you will have to
insert padding so that controls won't pop off.

Note how Moly bolts have been drawn

up, with
the surplus cut off and flared back, to hold the receiver case solidly in place. Best spot for mounting is immediately below the controls, to allow the
least possble play, since knobs will be outside.
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PUILDER'S
KORNER
AN INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER is one
that has all tubes and parts except input and speaker mounted on one chassis.
It only requires connection to the pickup,

microphone or tuner for input and the
loudspeaker for output.
There are purists among high -fidelity
fans who wouldn't touch an integrated amplifier with a ten -foot pole. They swear they
can detect induced hum as long as the pre amp is within a cable length of the basic
amplifier, and nothing anyone can say or do

rated power and below 0.25% at all ordinary
listening levels. Dimensions are neat, only

14" wide by 9" deep and 5" high, allowing
it to fit in a fairly tight space. The basic

price of the kit does not include the cabinet
-only the face plate, which is finished in
a handsome two -tone effect.
Putting It Together. One of the things
you'll notice as you start to build the Model
21K is the fact that Tech -Master's instructions are brief and to the point. There are
no wasted words. If you're used to being

TECH -MASTER

Model 21K

Amplilier
*XS

will convince them otherwise. But for those
whose ears are not quite so "sensitive," the
integrated amplifier presents a considerable dollar saving, as well as a saving in

time and trouble when constructing the kit.
As a matter of fact, if it's put together with
any amount of care at all, we ordinary mortals will find it impossible to detect hum
where there shouldn't be any.
Tech -Master Corp. (75 Front St., Brooklyn 1, N. Y.) has come up with two integrated amplifier kits, a 25 -watt unit and
a 60 -watt unit. Since the lower -powered
job is probably closer to the needs of the
average kit builder, we decided to construct

that one.

Undistorted power output of the Model
21K is 25 watts from 20 to 20,000 cps. Inter modulation distortion is less than 1% at
February, 1958

told the color code each time you wire a
resistor, forget about that here. Tech Master believes you should know the color
code by heart -and you'd better, or you'll
be jumping back and forth between the instruction sheet and the code.
Since this is an integrated chassis, the job
of putting it together is far more complex
than building a basic amplifier. This is
especially so in the wiring of the controls,
which requires extreme care and patience,
and a constant check and recheck, not only
for the proper parts but for positioning as
well. Remember that wiring placement
should conform as closely as possible to the
wiring pictorial or you're liable to wind up
with hum, and a rewiring job.
It's not difficult to follow the instructions
closely, but here's a tip. Each time you're
BI

Amplifier

chassis at left
ready for checkout with a volt- ohm -milliammeter. Wiring is complex, and should be done
with the utmost of care.
The completed amplifier
is shown without the cabinet, which is extra. Switch
at the left of the front
panel is the function control, on- off -volume switch
is in the center, and the
concentric tone controls
is shown

are at the right.

told to cut a piece of wire of a specific
length, check to see that it fits according
to the diagram. Cut it to proper size, or
you'll have wires running all over the place.
You might, as you wire, use some rubber
cement to hold the wires to the chassis.
Tech -Master has saved you trouble by
attaching to the chassis beforehand some of
the bigger, bulkier things like the output
and power transformers as well as the
tube sockets and the pilot light socket.
This makes for less errors.
Special Features. The selector switch
has only one equalization position -RIAAwhich may be of interest for those who
have old record collections. This should be
borne in mind when buying the kit. On the
same switch, in addition to the magnetic
cartridge, are the positions for tuner, TV,
magnetic tape or wire recorder, crystal and
ceramic cartridge. The cathode -follower
output jack on the amplifier allows signals
from any of these sources to be fed into a

tape recorder.
Magnetic -type pickups of any make can
be matched to the Model 21K without
soldering a new cartridge load resistor, by
means of a small adjustable load resistance
located in the rear of the chassis. The bass
and treble controls are concentric and have
a range of ± 15 db each.
Two types of a.c. power outlets are provided on the chassis. Record changers
which can automatically disengage the
drive wheel at the end of a cycle should be
connected to the non- switched outlet
82

marked "record player." Thus, when the
amplifier is switched off in the middle of a
record, the player will complete its cycle,
preventing "flat" spots from developing on
the changer's drive wheel which add to
rumble. There is another outlet, to which
the tuner can be connected. And taps for
4 -, 8- and 16 -ohm speakers are provided.
Comment. There is no great mystery
about the Model 21K. Basically, the amplifier portion uses the well -known Dynakit
arrangement, with a 6AN8 as the input
tube of the power amplifier. It uses a
screen -tapped or distributed -load output
transformer and a pair of 6L6 tubes with
fixed bias as output tubes.
Because of the complexity of the wiring
job, it would be a good idea to set up some
sort of standard procedure to follow as you
wire. For instance, after each wiring step
has been completed, you might read it over,
then trace it out on the chassis again.
You'll be amazed at how many errors you'll
find that way, and how many headaches
you'll save yourself.
Unless you're an experienced solderer,
it might be a wise idea to keep a VOM
handy, and after each soldering job, use
it to check for proper resistance -especially on switches and such where open
connections might not be too obvious.
Properly constructed, the integrated amplifier will give you a good, workmanlike
job which should satisfy all but those who
insist on having separate chassis for pre amp, power amplifier and power supplies.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

eeTHIS could be it

the cathode volt 1 age seems low. We'll clip out that capacitor and check it for a short ... No, it's
it could be
okay; solder it back. Hmm
an open B+ bypass. We'll cut it out and
Darn, that one's okay, too -solder
see
it back. Could it be the screen bypass? ..."
solder it back; clip
Clip it out -check
and so on into the
it out-check it
night. Sound familiar? Well, the Heath
Company (Benton Harbor, Mich.) has an
answer to your problem. The Model CT -1
capacitor tester will check capacitors right
in the circuit. There is no clipping, no
cutting, no soldering.
You just connect the two Capaci- Tester
.

.

.

...

...

it-

.

.

.

have found that many of the kit builder's
mistakes are the result of his misnumbering terminal lugs or connections. If terminals are marked as you come to them,
you'll run a constant cross -check on your
wiring without any extra work.
Speaking of cross-checks, Heath has a
new trick -every time one of the connections is to be soldered, there is a number
printed next to the instructions indicating
exactly how many wires go to that connection.
Special Features. The circuit of the
checker is designed around only one tube, a
1629 electron -ray indicator. Its triode section is hooked up as a conventional Hartley

HEATHKIT
Model CT -1
Capaci -Tester

leads across the suspected capacitor, move
a switch once to the right and once to the
left. Watch the "magic eye " -if it winks
at you, the capacitor is okay. The component under test can be shunted by a resistance as low as 30 ohms (if capacity is
350 ppfd. or more), and a valid open -andshort check can still be made. Be sure the
set being checked is turned off.
Putting It Together. In the construction of any kit, the old proverb "haste
makes waste" is good sense. One wrong
connection, because you've rushed, and
you'll have two or three hours of troubleshooting when your kit could have been

complete and operating.

It's a good idea to have a
"china- marking" pencil available as one of your tools when
you assemble your Heathkit
CT -1 (or any other kit). These
crayons will write clearly on
a metal chassis. When the assembly directions mention a terminal lug F2, a tube
socket pin XB -3 or grommet D, as they do
here, the number or letter can be marked
next to the connection. Kit manufacturers
February. 1958

Completed tester
matches the Heath
VTVM in size and

general appearInformation
pertaining to interpretation of eye
response is printed
on front panel.

ance.

oscillator tuned to about 19 megacycles.
Another winding on the coil is coupled
"tight" enough to cause the oscillator to
quit oscillating. A good capacitor under
(Continued on page 132)
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Short-Wave Report
By HANK BENNETT

THE FIRST short -wave broadcast from
Australia was made in September, 1927,
when a 10 -kw. transmitter owned and
operated by Amalgamated Wireless Ltd. in
Sydney, VK2ME, was used for a transmission to Europe. Two months later, in Melbourne, 3L0 attempted a weekly service
using VK3ME, a 2 -kw. transmitter. This
was unsuccessful, due mainly to the lack
of ionospheric predictions and to the low
power of the transmitter.
In 1936, 3LR, Melbourne, 2 -kw. (later to
be known as VLR, Lyndhurst), began a
news service for listeners in New Caledonia
and New Hebrides, with fairly good results.
Signal strength was adequate over this
relatively short distance. Later that year,
using 3LR, the Australian Broadcasting
Commission (A.B.C.) attempted unsuccessfully to rebroadcast to India and England
a play -by -play description of the England
vs. Australia test matches. It was the
Second World War that finally brought
about the establishment of official shortwave transmissions -the forerunner of to-

day's service which operates 411/2 program
hours per day, using five languages, under
A.B.C. control.
On December 5, 1939, the Australian
Federal Government authorized the newly
established Department of Information to
set up an overseas broadcasting service.
Fifteen days later the transmission officially
began with a speech by the Prime Minister
of the day, the Rt. Hon. R. G. Menzies. The
BBC in London was able to pick up and
rebroadcast this opening address to its
listeners in the Home Service. Within a
few weeks, seven transmissions were in
operation to Europe, North America, South
America, the Netherlands East Indies,
Japan, the Philippines, and the Western
Pacific areas.
There were certain geographical advantages when it came to developing audiences
in Asia and the Pacific. Despite the low
power of the transmitters, programs
reached Southeast Asia and the Pacific
Islands more clearly than those of any
(Continued on page 140)

Australia's high-frequency
station at Lyndhurst (near Melbourne)
now houses VLG, a 10 -kw. transmitter,
and A.B.C.'s inland s.w. transmitters
VLH and VLR. At right is the transmitter hall at Shepparton, Victoria.
Radio
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Computers
Get Jobs
in Hotels
Banks
and Stores
THE COMPUTER, which had once
been thought of as strictly a scientific tool, has been making steady inroads
into the field of business and finance, as
witness the examples on this page. For
instance, the photo at right shows part
of the nation's first fully automated department store data processing system,
at Burdine's in Miami, Fla. The complete electronic system records a customer's transaction in as little as 10

seconds and computes daily totals at the rate of 24,000 additions a minute.
Banks are all prepared for automation. Photo at left shows
an IBM system which scans
paper checks, posts them to an
electronic ledger, and automatically prepares customers' statements from the checks. The key
to the system is magnetic ink,
which allows the machine to
"read" the checks as it would
a tape.
The hotel industry's first au-

tomated electronic reservation

service -Reservatron -has been
put to work by the Sheraton
hotel chain (below, left). It
enables reservation operators to
determine almost instantly what
types of accommodations are
available, up to a month in advance, at all Sheraton hotels.
The heart of the system is an
electronic "memory drum"
which retains up -to- the -minute
information on every guest
room -there are some 24,000 in
the chain's 45 hotels. The system can reveal in less time
than it takes to dial a phone
what rooms are available in four
different classifications.

a-
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Get the Best
From Your
FM Tuner
By ROBERT SAMPSON

CONSIDER cats, women, and FM tuners:
IA if you treat them right, they purr, and
if you treat them wrong, they squawk. If
you keep your FM tuner in trim, and it
purrs along just right, it makes mighty
sweet music, for FM is the only truly hi-fi
method of getting radio programs into

your sound system.
But if you are mean to your FM tuner,
it can sound as raucous as any cat with
its tail in the door. Even if it seems to
bring in the stations all right, you may
still be mishandling it just enough to lop
the top off the fidelity. Often FM owners
don't know they are cheating themselves
in this way! It's a shame when this happens, because it is quite simple to get full
high fidelity out of any good FM tuner,
if it is in proper operating condition.
Let's track the signal through an FM
tuner to see where it might get battered
and bruised, or just have its shine taken
off, along the way.
What Is an FM Signal? At the antenna
we have the carrier wave, a stream of
electrical energy pulsating at very high
frequency, which has hopped over from
the FM transmitter at the speed of light.
The music or speech rides on the carrier
in the form of small swings up and down
in the frequency of the carrier. These
frequency swings keep step with the vibrations of the original sounds in the
broadcast studio. The number of cycles off
the channel center that the frequency
swings up or down represents the volume
of music or speech. (See Fig. 1 on p. 88.)
Suppose our carrier is 90 mc., or 90,000,000 cycles per second. For top volume,
under American FM standards, this carrier frequency must change by 75 kc., or
75,000 cps, each side of the center frequency. Thus, a loud 100-cps tone, for
instance, would get a ride by swinging the
carrier up to 90,075,000, down to 89,925,86

000, and up again, 100 times each

second. If we wanted half the volume, the swing would be 37,500
cps each way.
The I.F. Trap. Swinging and
swaying to the music better than
Sammy Kaye ever thought of
doing, the carrier first gets selected and amplified in the r.f.
stages of your tuner. Then it is
converted to the intermediate
frequency, for the main part of
the amplification, just as in an
ordinary AM superhet radio. In
the i.f. stages, we come across
one of the first booby traps that
we must sidestep to keep the signal out of trouble.
We want the whole of each one
of those frequency swings to come
through without any change. But
suppose the i.f. stages are tuned
very sharply, with a peak in the
middle of the channel. Then when
the carrier swings far off center,
the i.f. amplification will drop
sharply. This will cause serious distortion. Therefore, the i.f. stages in an FM
tuner are designed with a "flat -top" response.
But this adds an extra gimmick to the

i.f. alignment. The responses of the two
or three stages must be all lined up so
that the "hoops" of response lie on top of
each other, as in Fig. 2(B). Just getting
them to overlap, so that the carrier can

come strongly down the middle, as in Fig.
2(A), is not good enough.
Lopping Off Noise. After leaving the
i.f. string, the signal comes to the limiter
stage. Limiting is one of the smart tricks
that gives FM its margin on quality. Figure 3 shows how it works.
A clean FM signal should vary in frequency only. But it arrives at the receiver
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Radio can make a ruckus

if you

mistreat your hi -fi

tuner-here's how to get smooth sound off the air

full of little bumps of amplitude changes.
These amplitude bumps are static, noise
and general interference. They must be
stripped off the signal and kept out of
the receiver.
The limiter does just that. It acts as
a sort of bouncer that kicks out the undesirable elements namely, the amplitude modulation mooching in on the FM
signal. So, if a natty, noisy amplitude
bump comes riding in on the FM signal,
the limiter just lops it off. In this way,
it clears up all the hum, buzz and sputter
rampaBing in the atmosphere.
The limiter stage is designed to hold
only a certain amount of signal. Feed it
more, and it just spills over, running the
excess literally into the ground. It's like
pouring water into a glass until it runs

-
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over. You can get the water level to the
top of the glass but no further. No matter how much more you pour in, it will
just stay at the top-and the excess spills
off.

This is how we get the velvet silence
in back of the music that is one of the
main joys of listening to FM. But if the
signal is not strong enough to spill over,
or "saturate" the limiter, the high sensitivity of an FM tuner brings in plenty of
noise, and we get some distortion, too.
There is a fast way of telling whether
your limiter is working right or not. You
need no instruments for this test. Just spin
your tuning knob and watch for the between- station noise. If the noise drops out
over a wide gap as you come to a strong
station on the dial, your limiting is all
87
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Fig. 1. The FM carrier (A) is modulated by the
audio signal (B), resulting in frequency shift (C).
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Fig. 2. If the tuning of the i.f. stages does not
smoothly overlap (A), signal loss and distortion
result. The humps should be aligned as in (B).
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Fig. 3. Peaks of AM noise arriving with the signal are clipped off by the limiter, from which
the FM signal emerges with uniform amplitude.

`

AUDIO
VOLTS
PRODUCED

FREQUENCY SHIFT
FROM CENTER

Fig. 4. A linear discriminator characteristic (solid
diagonal section of curve) produces an audio
signal proportional to the FM frequency shift.
BB

right. If it takes hairline tuning even on
strong stations to get rid of the rustle, or
if it never entirely disappears, your limiter is on the blink.
Audio Uncovered. With all of its AM
noise wrinkles smoothed out by the limiter, the signal arrives at the discriminator, which peels the r.f. wrap off the
audio signal. This stage has two tuned
detector circuits, so balanced against each
other that when the carrier is steady on
its center frequency nothing gets through.
When a signal swings the carrier off the
center frequency, the circuits become unbalanced, one to put out a positive voltage
and the other a negative voltage. The more
the frequency changes, the higher the voltage rises. In this way we get an audio
voltage that can go through the amplifier
and speaker to spell out the original music and speech.
If the tuned circuits in a discriminator
are not perfectly balanced, you have a
"crooked" detector. Like a crooked bookkeeper, it can cause you plenty of trouble. Any bend in the discriminator response curve (see Fig. 4) means harmonic
distortion, intermodulation distortion, and
several other bugaboos. We need linear
discriminator response for distortionless
FM performance. Luckily, in most cases,
this is just a matter of having the discriminator circuits properly tuned.
Some FM tuners have a slightly different detector stage called a "ratio detector." This needs balanced adjustment just
as a discriminator does. One main difference is that a ratio detector is somewhat
less sensitive to AM noise, and so needs
less stringent limiting ahead of it.
Now we can add up what we need to
make an FM tuner sit up straight and do
its hi -fi best: (1) the r.f. stages in good
alignment, for selectivity and signal
strength; (2) the i.f. stages adjusted with
the response curves on top of each other;
(3) enough signal at the limiter to spill
over; and (4) a discriminator or ratio detector that is strictly on the straight and
narrow path. Points 1, 2 and 4 all depend
on alignment. Point 3 depends on getting
enough signal to the limiter stage. How
is this accomplished?
Getting Enough Signal. The first factor affecting signal strength is your distance from the FM transmitter. Next is
the design of your antenna, which determines how much of the available signal is
caught and piped into your receiver. FM
antennas in order of increasing quality
range from power line connection, up
through the dipole in the cabinet, dipole
in the attic, dipole on the roof, dipole wit ri
(Continued on page 127)
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AFTER CLASS
Special Information on Radio, TV,
Radar and Nucleonics
LIGHT AMPLIFIERS
I've heard that light amplifiers will soon
be revolutionizing the television industry.
What are light amplifiers, how do they
work, and is it true that they will soon

bring about far -reaching changes in electronics and optics?
ANNOUNCEMENT of light- ampliphosphors late in 1954 brought
with it a flood of rumors. The "word"
was that next year's television receiver
would be as flat as the proverbial pancake,
that you would be able to buy binoculars
which would fit in your wallet, and that
the year after next -all big observatories
would be equipped with electron light -amplifying telescopes to see clear around the
nether end of Einstein's curved space!
To be sure, phosphor screens with startling light amplifying properties have been
built and tested. And research now in progress holds out fascinating promises for the
future. But don't look for revolutions just
yet! A little down -to -earth discussion on
the theory of light amplifiers and their
shortcomings will make clear that much
work is yet to he done.
Combined Effects. The recently announced light amplifiers combine the
fying
THE

-

effects of two well -known phenomena:.
photoconductivity and electroluminescence.
Certain common chemical compounds such
as cadmium sulfide (CdS) reduce their
electrical resistance when exposed to ultraviolet or visible light, hence the name
photoconductivity. It is this property that
has made possible the tiny, sensitive CdS
photocells. Electroluminescence, discovered
about 20 years ago, is the emission of light
from certain phosphor materials when an
alternating voltage is applied.
(Continued on page 119)
Fig. 1. The light amplifier cell consists of several layers of materials.
A.C.

VOLTAGE
SUPPLY

INCIDENT
RADIATION

-- GLASS PLATE
TRANSPARENT ELECTRODE
ELECTROLUMINESCENT LAYER
PHOTOCONDUCTING LAYER
METALLIC ELECTRODE

Experimental G.E.
light amplifier. The

amplifying area

is

about 4" in diameter.
An ordinary
lantern slide projector is used to throw
a dim ultraviolet image on the screen. As
the d.c. voltage on

the screen is increased, the picture
becomes many times

brighter, maintaining
detail and contrast.
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Among the Novice Hams
By HERB S. BRIER, W9EGQ
.

ow

IN

ADVANCE PUBLICITY, the new
Johnson Navigator transmitter sounded
so good that I felt sure you would like to
have a complete report on it. I thereupon
contacted the E. F. Johnson people, in
Waseca, Minn., who were kind enough to
send me one of the kits as soon as they
started coming off the production line.
In its 131/4" x 101/6" x 91/4" aluminum
cabinet, the Navigator weighs in at 22
_.pounds. It is a seven-band (1.8 to 30 mc.)
c.w. transmitter, rated at 40 watts, which
features optional, crystal or variable frequency control.
"Navigator" Design. The circuit is designed around a 6AU6 variable frequency
.oscillator which operates in the 1.75 -mc.
or 7-mc. range, depending on the desired
output frequency. It drives a
6CL6 buffer /frequency multiplier stage, which becomes
the crystal oscillator /fre-

pacitor that tuning on the higher frequency
bands would become unduly critical.
The bandswitch varies the 6CL6 screen
voltage as bands are changed, in order tp
insure proper grid excitation to the 6146
on all of them. The bandswitch knob also
controls the VFO range switch through an
ingenious ratchet system.
Final amplifier plate and grid currents
are measured by a dual -range milliammeter controlled by a slide switch.
"Clickless" Keying. Straight cathode
keying of the 6CL6 is employed when the
Navigator is crystal- controlled. With VFO
operation, grid -block keying of the VFO
and the buffer is employed, with a 12AU7
dual triode functioning as the keyer tube.
When the key is pressed, the VFO comes

quency multiplier when
crystal control is used.
A

four -position panel

switch selects either of two
crystals, or the VFO, or permits "zero beating" a frequency without putting a
signal on the air. One -hundred -sixty meter crystals are
used for 160 -meter output,
80 -meter ones for 80 or 40
meters, and 40 -meter ones
for 40, 20, 15, and 10 meters.
The 6CL6 drives a 6146 as
a straight r.f. power amplifier on all bands. The 6146
output tank circuit is a pinetwork type, for matching
into loads of 40 to 500 ohms.
Band selection is accomplished through a
7- position, 3- section rotary switch. It connects the proper values of inductance into
the buffer and output circuits for operation
on the different bands. In addition, it
switches fixed capacitors across the 6146
plate- tuning capacitor on the 1.75- and 3.5mc. bands to provide sufficient capacitance
for good circuit Q and harmonic suppression, without using so large a variable ca90

on immediately, followed by the 6CL6 a
split second later. Conversely, when the
key is released, the 6CL6 cuts off first,
followed by the VFO. In this manner, the
advantages of oscillator keying (key down,
transmitter on the air; key up, entire transmitter dead) for full "break -in" operation

are obtained without the chirps and clicks
which invariably accompany simple oscillator keying.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Actually, this system does not prevent
the oscillator from clicking or chirping at
the start and end of each character, although both are minimized by careful
oscillator design. Instead, the keying
sequence prevents them from reaching the
antenna to be radiated.
A single power transformer provides all

operating voltages for the Navigator. Plate
potential is 350 volts supplied by a 5U4GB
rectifier and choke -input filter. And a
regulated 150 volts is supplied to the VFO
and amplifier screen grids. A tap on the
high -voltage transformer winding and a
separate rectifier and filter furnish the
negative voltages required to operate the
keyer circuit and to cut off the 6146 plate
current when the key is up.
The transmitter is fused against overloads, and power, key, and the external
relay line are bypassed and filtered to prevent them from radiating spurious signals.
Assembling the Kit. Successful construction of any electronic instrument requires the ability to solder well and
willingness to read and follow instructions
carefully. Because of the complexity of the
assembly, I would not recommend the
Navigator kit as your first electronic con-

drivers, pliers, knife, ruler, small-tipped
soldering iron (or gun), and rosin core
solder.
A feature of the kit that many constructors will appreciate is that all small parts
and hardware of the same general type are
SEE NEXT PAGE FOR
list of those who request help
in obtaining their ham licenses

packed in individual envelopes with a list
of their contents printed on them. Consequently, when a specific size of screw,
washer, fixed capacitor, etc., is called for,
it is only necessary to choose the envelope
containing that type of material and select
the desired part from it.
Testing the Transmitter. After calibrating the VFO of the completed Navigator with the aid of a 100 -kc. crystal
standard, and checking its power output
over 25 watts on all bands, I put it on the
air. When used with the VFO, the stability
of the emitted signal was excellent with
very little warm -up drift, and the keying
was as good as I have ever heard.
Upon switching to crystal control, the
only difference in the signal was that the

-

Rear view of the Navigator c.w. transmitter
assembled by the author. It features optional
crystal or variable frequency control. Aluminum box
in center contains the variable- frequency oscillator.

Weighing in at

22
pounds, the Navigator
is housed in a 131/4" x

/in"

101

x

91/4"

aluminum

cabinet. Selection of each
of the seven bands it covers
is accomplished through a
7- position, 3- section switch.

n

struction project, at least not without
supervision. However, anyone with a little
experience who is willing to follow the instructions and study the illustrations furnished should be able to do the job.
How long the assembly will take will
vary with different individuals, but 50
hours -more or less- spread over a couple
of weeks would seem a fair estimate. Tools
needed include only a couple of screwFebruary, 1958

keying, although excellent for a keyed
crystal oscillator, was not quite as "clean"
as when the VFO was used. This was especially true on the higher-frequency bands.
Operating the Navigator above 14 mc.
without a low -pass filter in the antenna

output circuit resulted in a slight amount
of interference to a television set in the
same room tuned to Channel 2. With the
(Continued on page 136)
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HELP US OBTAIN OUR HAM LICENSES
Prospective amateurs requesting help and
encouragement in obtaining their licenses are
Usted here. To have your name listed, write to
Herb S. Brier, W9EGQ, % POPULAR ELECTRONICS, 366 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
Please print your name and address clearly.
Names are grouped geographically by amateur
call areas.

Kl/Wl CALL AREA
Richard Bonin, 1 Star St., Pawtucket, R. I.
Phone: PA 3 -9834. (Code and theory)
David Perrin, 1096 Highland Ave., Needham
Heights 94, Mass. (Code, theory and selection
of equipment)
Richard Fell, Montana Drive, Holden, Mass.
(Code, theory, regulations and selection of
equipment)
Stanley Chapman, Jr., 50 Acton St., Maynard,
Mass. (Code, theory, and selection of equipment)
Ralph Kelley, 47 Acton St., Maynard, Mass.
(Code, theory and selection of equipment)
John Bradshaw, 257 Mechanic St., Marlboro,
Mass. Phone: 3766 -W. (Code and General Class
theory)
K2 /W2 CALL AREA
Wm. Walker, 14 Cooper St., Brooklyn 7, N. Y.
(Code and theory)
A. M. Walker, 14 Cooper St., Brooklyn 7, N. Y.
(Code and theory)
Paul F. Castorina, 1537 Mayflower Ave., Bronx
61, N. Y. (Code and theory)
Janet M. Stellato (23), 88 -18 150 St., Jamaica,
L. I., N. Y. (Code and theory)
William Cropanzano, 180 Bay 8th St., Brooklyn 28, N. Y. (Code and theory)
Robert McNichols, 222 East 87 St., New York

(Theory)
Chuck Goodsole (14), 1402 E. Park Rd.,
Grand Island, N. Y. (Code and theory)
Lewis Lester, 2241 Creston Ave., Bronx 53,
N. Y. (Code, theory and selection of equipment)
Leonard Katz (14), 316 Palsted Ave., Westfield, N..1. Phone: ADams 2-7678. (Code, theory
and selection of equipment)
Francis O. Mayer, 95 Bond Ave., Malverne,
N. Y. (Code and theory)
Steve Cohen, 1900 Quentin Rd., Brooklyn,
N. Y. Phone: DE 9-8056. (Code, theory and selection of equipment)
28, N. Y.

K3 /W3 CALL AREA

Glenn K. Metzler, R.D. #1, Manheim, Pa.
(Theory and selection of equipment)
James Friedline, 2901 O'Donnell St., Baltimore 24, Md. (Code, theory and regulations)
Jerry L. Snellbaker (16), Manchester, Pa.
Phone: 4521. (Code, theory and regulations)
Gale Whitton (12), R.D. $#1, Tionesta, Pa.
(Code and theory)
James Laux, Box 85, Ruffadale, Pa. Phone:
KI 7 -4036. (Code, theory and selection of equipment)
David Guianen, 508 West 9th St., Erie, Pa.
Ronald J. Gilmore, 103 Hilltop Rd., Plymouth
Valley, Norristown, Pa. Phone: BE 5 -3571.
(Code and theory)
Jack Quinn, 634 Main St., Apt. 21, Johnstown, Pa. (Code and theory)
Jack Winter, 7422 Perrysville Ave., Ben Avon,
Pittsburgh, Pa. Phone: PO 1 -5543.
K4 /W4 CALL AREA
V. Blake, SA Htg. Ellyson, Fld. Ecom.
Dept., Pensacola, Fla. Phone: Ellyson EAT 259.

John

(Theory, regulations, and selection of equipment)
John Cross, P.O. Box 156, Brantley, Ala. (Code
and theory)
Tim Prather (14), 235 Jasper St., Somerset,
Ky. (Code and theory)
Rembert T. Powell, P.O. Box 1343, Mtn. Home,
Tenn. (Code and theory)
Sgt. James E. Camp, RA25530816, 120 Lee Ave.,
Colonial Heights, Va. (Code and theory)
Virgil Simmons, Route 4, Box 239, Oneonta,
Ala. (Code and theory)
Kenny Houtz, 300 W. Church St., Elizabeth
City, N. C. (Code and theory)

K5 /W5 CALL AREA

Edward Baer, 519 Watson, Ft. Worth, Texas.
Phone: JE 5 -7643. (Code and theory)
Dewey Jones (17), 4323 Worth St., Dallas 10,
Texas. Phone: TA 4 -4742. (Theory and regulations)
Harvel C. Littlefield (18), Box 182, Lorenzo,
Texas. (Theory)
K6 /W6 CALL AREA

Tom J. Orzech, Box 813, 78th Supply Sqdr.,
Hamilton AFB, Calif. (Code and theory)
Fred B. Payton, Jr., 3341 Monroe St., Riverside, Calif. (Code, theory and regulations)
James Slosburg (13), 10619 Bradbury Rd., Los
Angeles 64, Calif. (Code and theory)
K. W. Bridgman, 2116 Fairfield St., Montebello, Calif. (Code and theory)
Jameson Randolph Wood, 10657 Valerio, Sun
Valley, Calif. (Code, theory and selection of
equipment)
Randall Bemis (12), P.O. Box 57, Julian, Calif.
(Code and theory)
Mike Colvin (13), 1001 E. Latham, Henret,
Calif. Phone: OL 8-5027. (Code and selection
of equipment)
K7 /W7 CALL AREA

Joe Dixon, Box 116, Pomeroy, Wash. (Theory)
Bruce Mendenhall (15), 2223 E. McGraw St.,
Seattle 2, Wash. (Code and General Class
theory)
K8 /W8 CALL AREA

Bill Wolfe (15), Wakefield Rd., Hiram, Ohio.
(Code and General Class theory)
Al Nowakowski, Jr., 907 Forest Ave., Toledo,
Ohio. (Theory)
Ray Horn, Jr. (15), 1009 Minerva Ave., Columbus 24, Ohio. Phone: TU 5 -1733. (Code and

theory)
Michael Cheney (12), 3210 Norwood Dr., Flint
3, Mich. Phone: CE 5 -4074. (Code, theory and
selection of equipment)
Lindon Daniels, 2895 Jordan Rd., Woodland,
Mich. (Code, theory and selection of equipment)
Walter Morawa, Jr., 6850 Stahelin, Detroit 28,
Mich. Phone: LU 4 -1099. (Code)
John Miller (15), Box 123, Richvllle, Mich.
(General Class code and theory)
Bob Schuld (15), 3524 E. 114 St., Cleveland 5,
Ohio. (Code and theory)
K9 /W9 CALL AREA

William E. Daupert, R. R..#2, Lebanon, Ind.
(Code)
John Hoerner (13), 1333 Sunview Lane, Win netka, Ill. (Code and theory)
Ronnie McDaniels, 319 North 18th St., Terre
Haute, Ind. (Code and theory)
David Greiner (13), 110 E. Holland St., Washington, Ill. Phone: 770. (Code and theory)
Larry L. Langreer (13), 1431 East Ave., Berwyn,
Ill. Phone: GU 4 -7605. (Code and theory)
Alex Box, Jr., 6125 S. Ellis, Chicago 37, Ill.
Phone: FA 4 -9878. (Code and theory)
KO/WO CALL AREA
Mark Anderson (14), Box 348, Crete, Nebr.
(Code and theory)
George W. Schroeder, 2627 Armand Place, St.
Louis, Mo. Phone: PR 3 -6908. (Code)
VE AND OTHERS
Mike and George Papper, 94 Clark St., Port
Ont.,
Colborne,
Canada. (Code)
Michael Pupeza (15), 644 Bathurst St., Toronto, Ont., Canada. Phone: LE 5 -4127. (Code,
theory and regulations)
Dossue N. Paymaster, "Court View," 126
Queen's Rd., Bombay 1, India. (Code and
theory)
To help prospective amateurs obtain their
Novice licenses, the Electronic Industries Association (formerly RETMA) offers a set of code
records (recorded at a speed of 33 iá rpm) and
a Novice Theory Course for $10.00, postpaid.
The complete course or more information on
it is available from EIA, 1721 DeSales St., N.W.,
Washington 6, D. C.

L
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Garrard models change. Garrard ideals do not. Meaningful new features are
added. Time- proven features are carefully retained. Gadgets, for the sake of
Gadgetry, are sternly rejected. The all- important fact to remember is that thirty ive years of experience in designing, testing, and building fine record players,
guide us in offering you the present Garrard models.

QRLD'S FINEST

ECORD PLAYING

EQUIPMENT

Model RC98

Model 301 PROFESSION,
TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE
Each speed variable!
Each unit with Its own

4-SPEER SUPER
AUTO-MANUAL CHAN000

pr-

variable
control on
control on all Speees. $67.50

perfomance test report. $99.00
Model TPA /10

Model RC98

TRANSCRIPTION TONE ARM

4 -SPEED DELUXE
AUTO- MANUAL CHANGER

-Professional performance,
jewel-like d

There's a Garrard for
every high fidelity system

versatility.
Model

Exclusive Rusher platform
protects your records. $54.50

al

exception

$24.50

It

Model RC121

T Mara
4 -SPEED MANUAL

A

Por Information Write:

February. 1958

4 -SPEED MIXER
AUTO- MANUAL CHANGER

PUTER
superior unit for quality
budget systems. $32.50

GARRARD SALES CORPORATION, Dept.

fine performance with economy
and compactness. $42.50

G8 -35t,

PORT WASHINGTON,

N.Y.
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build your

own

for fun!
Don't let a lack of experience keep you
from enjoying the fun and savings of

"Do -it- yourself" kit construction. The
easy -to-follow diagrams that come with
every Heathkit insure your success. Let

our experience be your teacher --ard
you'll save one -half or more over the
price of "built -up" equipment of equal

quality.

HEATH COMPANY

A subsidiary of Daystront, Inc. BENTON HARBOR

10,

MICH.

"BASIC" SPEAKER SYSTEM

RANGE EXTENDER

A -9C 20 -WATT AMPLIFIER

94
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HEATHKIT "BASIC RANGE"

HEATHKIT HIGH FIDELITY FM TUNER KIT

HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT

Now you can have full- fidelity FM performance from
88 to 108 me at reasonable cost. Features temperature compensated oscillator-built in power Model FM -3A
supply, and beautiful cabinet. Components prealigned at factory!
Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs.

This amazing speaker system can fulfill your present
needs and still provide for future expansion. Fine hi -fi
performance the result of using high quality speakers
in an enclosure especially designed for them. Features two Jensen speakers to cover 50 to 12,000 CPS
within
5 db. Power rating is 25 watts, and impedance is 16 ohms. Enclosure constructed of veneer surfaced plywood, %" thick, and measModel SS -1
ures 11X" H x 23" W x 11'/," D. Precut
and predrilled for quick assembly.
Shpg. Wt. 30 Lbs.

$3995

HEATHKIT RANGE EXTENDING
HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT
Designed especially for use with SS -1 "Basic" sys
tern. Contains 15" woofer and compression -type super
tweeter. Extends basic unit to 35- 16,000 CPS, t5.db.
Impedance 16 ohms. Measures 29" H x 23" W x 17%"
D, and is constructed of '/," veneer- Model SS -1B
surfaced plywood.
Shpg. Wt. 80 lbs.

$9995

$2595

(with cabinet)

HEATHKIT BROADBAND AM TUNER KIT
Tunes standard AM band from 550 to 1600 kc with fine
sensitivity and broadband characteristics. Features
include built -in power supply and low- Model BC -1A
distortion detector. All RF circuits pre aligned for simplified construction.
Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs.

$2595

(with cobieet)

HEATHKIT "MASTER CONTROL"
HI -FI PREAMPLIFIER KIT
Provides extra amplification, selection of inputs, volume and tone controls, and turnover and rolloff
controls, for Williamson -type amplifiers. Model WA -P2
Beautiful satin -gold enamel cabinet. Derives operating power from amplifier.
Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs.

$19%5

HEATHKIT A -9C HIGH FIDELITY
AMPLIFIER KIT

(with cabinet)

This model incorporates its own power supply and
preamplifier. Plenty of power with full 20 watt rating.
Four separate inputs, selected by panel- mounted
switch, and separate bass and treble controls. Ideal
for home or PA applications. Output transformer
tapped at 4, 8, 16 or 500 ohms. Response within
1 db from 20 to 20,000 CPS.
Model A -9C
Shpg. Wt. 23 Ibs.

$3550

HEATHKIT 25 -WATT HIGH FIDELITY
AMPLIFIER KIT
Outstanding 25 -watt Williamson -type amplifier ern.
ploys KT66 tubes and Peerless output transformer,
tapped at 4, 8, and 16 ohms. A fine amplifier for the
"deluxe" system. WA -P2 preamplifier Model W -5M
required for operation. Express only.
Shpg. Wt. 31 lbs.

$5975

W -5M

25-WATT

AMPLIFIER

HEATHKITS
World's finest
electronic equipment

in kit form...
PREAMPLIFIER

February, 1958
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Choose your own

"Do- it-yourself" project

from the world's largest kit manufacturer

HEATH COMPANY
A subsidiary of Daystrom, Inc.

Now you can have radio
wherever you go
with the portable

-

that plays anywhere!

BENTON HARBOR 10, MICHIGAN

HEATHKIT
TRANSISTOR PORTABLE RADIO KIT

NEW

A new concept in radio reception) Now you can
forget about external electrical connections and
have fine radio performance anywhere! Low -drain
circuit using regular flashlight cells makes battery
operation cheaper than power-line operation of
table model sets. Tunes 550 to 1600 kc and features
a 4" x 6" speaker for "big -set" tone, six Texas Instrument transistors for fine sensitivity and selectivity,
built -in rod -type antenna, and unbreakable molded
plastic cabinet in "Holiday" gray.
Measures 9" L x 8" H x 3%" D. AppearModel TR
ance and performance are unmatched
at this price level. Easy to build! Shpg. $
45
Wt. 4 lbs.
1

TRANSISTOR
PORTABLE RADIO

34

(with cabinet

less batteries?

HEATHKIT BROADCAST BAND
RADIO KIT
Covers 550 to 1600 kc with good sensitivity and
selectivity. Has 5M" PM speaker for good tone
quality. Features' transformer power
supply and built -in antenna. Signal
Model BR -2
generator recommended for alignment. Cabinet, as shown, available
separately. Shpg. Wt. 10 lbs.

$'$95

(less cabinet)

TABLE-MODEL RADIO

HEATHKIT CRYSTAL RADIO KIT
Features a sealed germanium diode to eliminate
critical "cats whisker" adjustment. Employs two
tuning condensers for good selectivity,
and covers the broadcast band from
Model CR -1
540 to 1600 kc. Requires no external
power. Kit price includes headphones.
$ 95
Shpg. Wt. a lbs.

$'

CRYSTAL RADIO

HEATHKIT ENLARGER TIMER KIT
The dial of this handy timer covers 0 to one minute
calibrated in five -second gradations, so that the
timing cycle of a photographic enlarger can be
electronically controlled. Built -in relay handles up
to 350 watts, and enlarger merely plugs into receptacle of front panel. Also provision for
plugging in safe -light. An easy -to -build Model ET-1
deice that makes a fine addition to
any dark room. Shpg. Wt 3 lbs.

$1150

96
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HEATHKIT FUEL VAPOR DETECTOR KIT
The FD -1 is a safety device to detect fuel vapor in the
engine compartment or other sections of your boat.
The detector unit mounts in the area to be checked,
and the indicating meter and controls mount on the
control panel. Will operate intermittently or continuously, and indicates dangers of fire or explosion to
protect your boat and its passengers. 6 -volt FD -1 -6,
Models FD -1 -6 (6 volts DC) and FD-1.12 12 -vt. FD -1 -l2
(12 volts DC) operate from boat batteries.
Kit even includes spare detector unit.
Shpg, Wt. 4lbs.
each

$3595

HEATHKIT RF POWER METER KIT
This handy device measures the RF field in the
vicinity of a transmitter, whether it be marine, mobile,
fixed, etc, Requires no electricity, nor direct connection to the transmitter. Provides a continuing indication of transmitter operation. Merely place it in
proximity to the transmitter antenna and it will produce a reading on its 200 ua panel meter
when the transmitter is in use. Operates Model PM -1
with any transmitter between 100 kc and
250 mc. Includes a sensitivity control for
meter. Shpg. Wt. 2 lbs.

$1495

HEATHKIT TRANSISTOR
RADIO DIRECTION -FINDER KIT
The Hea :hkit Transistor Radio Direction- Finder model
DF -1 is a self- contained, self -powered, 6- transistor
super heterodyne broadcast radio receiver incorporating a directional loop antenna, indicating meter,
and integral speaker. It is designed to serve primarily
as an aid to navigation when out of sight of famliar
landmarks. It can be used not only aboard yachts,
fishing craft, tugs, and other vessels which navigate
either out of sight of land or at night, but also for the
hunter, hiker, camper, fisherman, aviator, etc. It is
powered by a 9 -volt battery. (A spare battery is also
included with the kit.) The frequency range covers the
broadcast band from 540 to 1600 kc and will double as
a portable radio. A directional high -Q ferrite antenna
is incorporated which is rotated from the front panel
to obtain a fix on a station and a 1 ma meter serves as
the null and tuning indicator. The controls consist of:
tuning, volume and power (on -off), sensitivity, heading indicator (compass rose) and bearing indicator
(antenna index). Overall dimensions are
Model 0E-1
7'Z" W x 5%" H x 5%" D. Supplied with
slip -in -place mounting brackets, which
allow easy removal from ship bulkheads
or other similar places. Shpg. Wt. 4 lbs.
(Available alter

$4995

November 15)

NEW! Heathkits for the boating enthusiast

FUEL VAPOR DETECTOR

AVAILABLE AFTER
NOVEMBER IS

RADIO DIRECTION -FINDER

POWER METER

February, 1958
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RF SIGNAL GENERATOR

DX -20 TRANSMITTER

HA NOITESTER
GRID DIP METER

HEATHKIT DX -20 CW TRANSMITTER KIT

HEATHKIT ETCHED -CIRCUIT VTVM KIT

This Heathkit straight -CW transmitter is one of the
most efficient rigs available today. It is ideal for the
novice, and even for the advanced -class CW operator.
It employs a 6DQ6A tube in the 50 -watt final amplifier
circuit, a 6CL6 oscillator and a 5U4GB rectifier. Singleknob band switching covers 80, 40, 20, 15, 11, and 10
meters. The DX -20 is designed for crystal excitation,
but may be excited by an external VFO. Pi network output circuit is employed to match antenna
Model DX-20
impedances between 50 and 1000 ohms.
Wt.
Shpg.
18 lbs. $

Sensitivity and reliability are combined in the V -7A. It
features 1% precision resistors, large 4j" panel meter,
and etched circuit board. AC (RMS) and DC voltage
ranges are 0-1.5, 5, 15, 50, 150, 500, and 1500. Peak -topeak AC ranges are 0-4, 14, 40, 140, 400, 1400 and
4000 volts. X1, X10, X100, X10k, X100k, and
Model V -1A
X1 megohm.
Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs.

HEATHKIT GRID DIP METER KIT

This receiver covers 550 kc to 30 mc in four bands, and
is ideal for the short wave listener or beginning amateur. It provides good sensitivity and selectivity, combined with good image projection. Amateur bands
clearly marked on the illuminated dial scale. Employs
transformer-type power supply-electrical band spread
-antenna trimmer-separate rf and of gain controls
noise limiter and headphone jack. Built -in BFO for CW
reception. Cabinet, as shown, available
Model AR -3
separately.
Shpg. Wt. 12 lbs.

3595

An instrument of many uses for the ham, experimenter,
or service technician. Useful in locating parasitics,
neutralizing, determining resonant frequencies, etc.
Covers 2 mc to 250 mc with prewound coils. Use to
beat against unknown frequencies, or as
Model GD -1B
absorption -type wave meter.
95
Shpg. Wt. 4 lbs. $

19

HEATHKIT RF SIGNAL GENERATOR KIT
Produces rf signals from 160 kc to 110 mc on fundamentals on five bands, and covers 110 mc to 220 mc on
calibrated harmonics. Output may be pure rf, rf modu
lated at 400 CPS, or audio at 400 CPS. Prealigned coils
eliminate the need for calibration after
Model SG -8
completion.
Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs.

$1950

HEATHKIT HANDITESTER KIT
Measures AC or DC voltage at 0 -10, 30,

HEATHKIT ALL -BAND RADIO KIT

-

$2995

(less cabinet)

HEATHKIT "GENERAL PURPOSE"
5" OSCILLOSCOPE KIT
This Oscilloscope sells for less than the previous model,
yet incorporates features for improved performance.
The 0M -2 provides wider vertical frequency response,
extended sweep generator coverage, and increased
stability. Vertical channel is essentially flat to over mc.
Sweep generator functions from 20 CPS to over 150 kc.
Amplifiers are push -pull, and modern etched circuits
are employed in critical parts of the design. A 5BP1
cathode ray tube is used. The scope features external
or internal sweep and sync, -volt peak -to -peak refer.
ence voltage, three -position step attenuModel 0M -2
ated input, and many other "extras."
Shpg. Wt. 21 lbs.
1

300, 1000 and

5000 volts.

Direct current ranges are 0 -10 ma and 0-100
ma. Ohmmeter ranges are 0-3000 and 0- 300,000 ohms.
Sensitivity is 1000 ohms /volt. Features small size and
rugged construction in sleek black bakeModel M -1
lite case.
Shpg. Wt. 3 lbs.

$1450
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$2450
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ALL -BAND RADIO
"GENERAL- PURPOSE" SCOPE

HEATHKITS

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER

World's finest
FREE 1958 CATALOG

electronic equipment

Write today for this FREE
CATALOG listing more than 100
"do -it- yourself" 'kits.

in kit form...

HOW TO

ORDER...

Just identify the kit you desire
by its model number and send check or
money order to address below. Don't hesitate
to ask about HEATH TIME
PAYMENT PLAN_

Pioneer in
"do-it-yourself"
electron

COMPANY

ORDER

A subsidiary of Daystrom, Inc.

Benton Harbor 10, Mich.

BLANK

SHIP

VIA

Parcel Post

Name

Express

Address
Zone

City

Item

Quantity

Freight
Best Way

Slate

Model No.

Price

SEND FREE Heathkit Catalog

Enclosed find

for

$

--

check

-.

money order
Please ship C.O.D.

lbs On expostage enclosed for
.. ....1... d.. ..,,t inrtdp transportation
charges -they will,be collected by the ex-

February,

1958

press agency at time of delivery. On parcel

post orders include postage for weight
shown. Orders from APO's must include
full remittance. NOTE: All pr ces are subiect to change without notice and are
F.O.B. Benton Harbor, Mich,

POSTAGE
TOTAL

99
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TECHNIQUES
Q
USE RULING

PEN FOR OILING

Some smaller mechanisms, such as the
motor of an electric shaver, require only
a tiny amount of oil. Too much can even
stop the motor until it's cleaned away. An

THE MOST INTRICATE SOLDERING
JOBS BECOME EASY WITH A

SOLDERING GUN
You hold the Weller soldering gun like a
pistol. Merely touch the trigger and soldering tip heats instantly
dual spotlights
flick on to light up your work and eliminate shadows. Even more, the Wellertip can
be bent to get into the most difficult places.
Nothing matches a Weller Soldering Gun
for speed and accuracy. Universally used

...

by electronic servicemen, it's the most
useful tool ever designed for hams, experimenters and hi -fi enthusiasts.

WELLER SOLDERING KIT
xR

See

100

QSL's A LA CARTE!

Here is an easy, inexpensive way to
make your own QSL cards. The only materials you'll need are a sharp pencil, some
plain two -cent post cards, and four alu-

Includes Solder.
ing Gun, Soldering Tool, Wire
Bristle Cleaning
Brush and Kester
Solder.

all the Weller Soldering Guns and Kits
at your Electronic Parts Distributor

WELLER ELECTRIC CORP.

ordinary ruling pen is excellent for applying the fraction of a drop of oil required
as the oil will seep slowly from the pen instead of dropping in larger amounts from
an oil can.
-K.M.

EASTON, PA.

minum letters and a number (your call).
These aluminum pieces measure about
11/4 "xl ", and can be had at the nearest
hardware store for about six cents each.
Place the letters and number on the
Always sav you saw if in -POPBI AR FI FCTRONIr1c

EARN MORE MONEY... GET INTO

TELEVISION

ELECTRONICS -RADIO

Learn ALL 8 PHASES in ONE MODERN HOME-STUDY COURSE

-

At Home

In Spare Time

ALL THIS NEWEST
PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT

YOU GET

Parts to build
all tubes plus

a
a

modern TV set, including
large screen Picture Tube

Parts to build a powerful Superhet Receiver,
standard broadcast and short wave
Parts to conduct many experiments and build

19 RIG KITS

Continuity Checker, RF Ocillator, TV Circuits,
Audio Oscillator, TRF Receiver, Signal Generator
A Valuable Professional Multitester

TOURS TO KEEP

zst

COVERS ALL 8 PHASES
YOUR NATIONAL SCHOOLS TELERAMA COURSE
1. TELEVISION, INCLUDING COLOR TV
2. RADIO, FM AND AM
3. INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
4. SOUND RECORDING AND HI FIDELITY

FOR FCC

ElecYou can build secure future for yourself if you get into
tronics NOW! Today's shortage of trained technicians creates
tremendous opportunities. National Schools Shop -Method trained
technicians are in constant and growing demand for high -pay jobs
ServIn Broadcasting and Communications, Electronic Research,
icing and Repair, and many other branches.
a

National Schools, a Resident
Technical School for over 50 years
train t.,u for today's unlimited opportunities in electronics! Our Shop
Vethod trains you to be a MASTER TECHNICIAN. Completely up to
date, developed by experienced instructors and engineers, your Telerama Course will teach you all phases
of the industry quickly, clearly and
correctly. You can master the most
modern projects, such as Color TV,
even prepare for
printed circuits
FCC License without taking a special

-

\l

Service. EVERYTHING
YOU NEED for outstanding success

ployment

in Electronics.

course. You can handle sales, servicing, manufacturing, or make good
money in your own business. SEND
FOR FACTS TODAY!
EARN AS YOU LEARN. Many of our
students earn their entire tuition and
more in Spare Time jobs we show
them how to do while learning.

Vì;t

to take your

in
traininetes,

Angeles,
1n
Tt
our Resace TJ capital, Los SO and
the worNsmpdera Shops, .1bs with
-Here you
our 613
%tailor
-p rotes
Radio
equipment
E1 eeawni:
most com'

II you

latest

-

plete

YOU GET EVERYTHING YOU NEED
Clear, profusely illustrated lessons,
shop -tested manuals, modern circuit

xpe

3chzolt

t

alled_linest, a[ school.

I'

rllendy

atterAvon

O

Personal

instructors

aduate Employment
me near
finding note

in
Seri:e. Yelpdart time

-

all
diagrams, practical job projects
the valuable equipment shown above
HO,tt

i

-- many
other materials and services
consultation privilege with our
qualified staff, and Graduate Em-

INDUSTRY!
YOU ARE NEEDED IN THE TELEVISION -ELECTRONICS -RADIO

Let

LICENSE

S.
6. AUTOMATION
7. RADAR AND MICRO WAVES
8. COMMUNICATIONS

You

lob

school-a[d box in canon
Crack

tor

learn.
intoEmat on-

MEMBER

ETLA111tiI

NT

RFUpuaE

[EE IstON

NATIONAL SCHOOLS
1905
TECHNIC A. TRADE TRAINING SINCE
SOS.ANGELES 37, CALIFORNIA

FREE!

¡GET FAST SERVICE- MAILHOW TO

Fully illustrated "Career" Book in
-Electronics. PLUS actual sample
lesson -yours at no cost, no obligation.

NATIONAL SCHOOLS,
4000 5, FIGD' RDA ST.
LOS ANGELES 37, CALIF.

TV- Radio

CLIP COUPON NOW

..

MAIL IT TODAY!

I
APPROVED FOR G.I. TRAINING

NATIONAL SCHOOLS
4000

5. FIGUEROA ST., LOS

ANGELES 37, CALIF.

I,

1

I

HIM

R2G -2e

¡

I

Rush flee TV-Radio-Opportunity" Book and sample+
lesson. No salesman will call.
Ace

saute

I

ADDRESS
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crry

Q

Ma II Intern. OW in

.neo.,,

¡

e..

,7

srAre

...ISO. rr.,
oP

at
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negri
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blank side of a post card, then trace
around each one several times. Be sure
to
blow away the residue of pencil dust before
you lift the letter from the card or you
may leave a smudge. After the tracing is
done, either type, print, or write your
QTH, signal report, etc., in the proper
places.

World's

First
Complete

-- R.A.B.

TEST CLIPS MAKE FUSE HOLDER

Need a fuse holder for experimental circuits or other applications? Make one to
order simply by mounting two test clips
on a base of plastic or other suitable in-

HIFI DIRECTORY
& BUYERS' GUIDE
164 pages -over 1,000 listings

with illustrations of all
Hi -Fi Products on the market!
Here's the one indispensable book in your hi -fi
library . . the first complete listing of all
hi -fi equipment on the market, plus dollars and -cents advice on how to pick the right unit
for your needs! Call it a shopping catalog,
sourcebook of practical hi -fi ideas, an encyclo-a
pedia of hi -fi values, a treasury of practical material you'll use over and over again -this 1958
Hi -Fi Directory & Buyers' Guide is a publication that's tailor -made for you!

sulating material. Remove the screws
from the clips, drill the holes larger, and
secure the clips to the base with mounting
screws. Connect wires to the screws and
place the fuse in the jaws of the clips as
shown.

-J.A.C.

EASILY MADE TOOL RACK

Want a rack for your hand tools that's
easy to make? Simply nail several type-

ALL

HI -FI EQUIPMENT COVERED
INCLUDING PRICES,
MANUFACTURIERS AND SPECIFICATIONS!
Facts on preamps & amplifiers. Buying a
record changer. Phonograph accessories.
Wise shopping for a turntable. Complete
. . .

facts on speakers.
Illustrated guide to enclosures & cabinets.
Special section on tape recorders. Guide to
speaker systems. Records on a budget.
Choosing AM and FM tuners.
Selecting a hi -fi console.

PLUS Records recommended by Eugene
Ormandy
. and a full list of hi-fi dealers
-where to buy hi -fi in your community!

writer ribbon spools side by side to your

bench or a piece of wood as shown in the
photograph. Space the spools to hold the
tools. The rack can be made to accommodate pliers, screwdrivers, nut drivers, files,
and most other hand tools.
- I.A.C.
DOUBLE -DECK TRANSISTOR CHASSIS

Using a perforated Bakelite circuit board
or two and a few 6 -32 screws and nuts, you
On Sale Now Everywhere- Only$1 can make up an experimental transistor
chassis in a matter of minutes. Machine
screws are used as legs and spacers and
ZIFF -DAVIS PUBLISHING CO.
are held in place with a nut on each side
64 East Lake St. Chicago 1, H.
of the circuit board. Since the board
102
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COMMERCIAL OPERATOR

F.C.C. LICENSE
km

Jobs Electronics
ó

The Key to Better Jobs

This

An F.C.C. commercial (not amateur) license
is your ticket to higher pay and more interesting employment. This license is Federal
Government evidence of your qualifications
in electronics. Employers are eager to hire
licensed technicians.

booklet

*cc,..,.!cast
/

FREE!

Learn by Mail or in
Resident Classes
Grantham School of Electronics specializes
in preparing students to pass F.C.C. examinations. Correspondence training is conducted
from Washington and Hollywood; resident
DAY and EVENING classes are held in both
cities. Either way, we train you quickly and
well -NO previous training required. A beginner may qualify for his first class F.C.C.
license in as little as 12 weeks.

a

/

ran tGt utn School
r
Hollywood
Division

1505 N. Western Ave. I
I
Hollywood 27, Calif.
Phone: HO 2.1411

OF ELECTRONICS

MAIL COUPON TO SCHOOL NEAREST YOU
Grantham Schools, Desk 83 -B
821

-19th Street N.W.

Washington 6, D.C.
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821

-19th Street, N.W.

Washington 6, D.C.
Phone: ST 3-3614

1505 Kt Western Ave.
Hollywood 27, Calif.

Please send me your free booklet telling how I can get
my commercial F. C. C. license quickly. I u riderstand there
is no obligation cnd no salesman will call.
Age
Name

FREE Booklet CLIP COUPON and
mail in envelope or paste on postal card.
for

Washington D.C.
Division

OR

'

Address
ity
I am interested in

r

StateHome Study,

Resident

Classes,
iO3

have small holes punched at 3/16" intervals,
a leg or spacer can be accurately installed

ing is your hobby. The usual precautions
when dealing with direct -line- operated devices should be observed.
To use this unit, the meter whose calibration is to be checked is connected between "d.c:" and "common" or "a.c." and
"common" and a meter whose calibration
D.C.

20 MA.

1)

I00K

A.C.
B

yfd.

250V.
COM.

by using the punched holes as guides for
your 6 -32 drill.
A double- decker, as shown, or even a
triple- or quadruple- decker may be stacked
on lengths of 6 -32 threaded brass rod. By
running nuts up or down on the rod threads,
you can space the boards at any distance
necessary to obtain clearance for components. These boards are available in several sizes from Lafayette Radio.-F.H.T.

FEATURING FAMOUS FACTORY

024

1Á7G7
I B3GT
ICSGT

TUB
INDIVIDUALLY BOXED!
GUARANTEED ONE YEAR!
FACTORY BOXED
FACTORY IRREGULARS
NEW JAN SURPLUS
EQUIPMENT TUBES

ALWAYS 1000
TYPES IN STOCK
EXPORT ORDERS

MANUFACTURERS

INVITED

ORDERS INVITED

Remember-You
You

Buy

Standard.

Quality When
Quality

Always Whispers.ty Never
Electrically Perfect Factory
Factory
cand sNew and Used Ja
Surplus Tubes.

Uedt

accurate is connected directly across the leads of the meter which
is being tested.
-H.G.
SIMPLE RUBBER CHASSIS FEET

Rubber feet for homemade chassis can
be made from rubber lamp cord. Drill holes

VOLTAGE CALIBRATION SOURCE

convenient source of low- current test
voltages for calibrating meters can be constructed for less than three dollars. Variable from near zero up to about 130 volts
d.c. and line voltage on a.c., you will find
frequent use for this little rig if kit buildA

is known to be

Used Tubes,

FREE POSTAGE! On All Orders
Shipped In U.S.A.
Territories
and A.P.O.'s. Send 250 for handling on orders under $5.00.
Please send approx. postage
on
Canadian and foreign orders.
Excess will be refunded.

1D5GP

LINE CORD

CHASSIS

in the chassis bottom about an inch apart
and pull the ends of the wire through. For
(Continued on page 108)
Below Is A Partial List -Send For

12

FREE!

i

1.1607

1L4

ILL

Complete List and Order Form
.79 6BE6

FREE

.42
.42

5ÁM8
5AN8

.79
.49
.79
.59
.79
.79
SUR
5V4G
.57
5V6GT .49
5X8
79
5Y3
.38
.42
5Y4G
523
.44
6A7
.56
648
.46
6484
.44
6ÁC7
.66
.75
6ÁF4
GAGS
.49
6ÁG7
.68
6AX4GT .69
6ÁH6
.70
6ÁK5
.53
GALS
.41
6ÁM8
.79
6ÁN8
.79
6A05
.45
6A55
.47

5495
.40 5478
.25 556
.25 578

.42
.45
.46
.45
.54
TV SET
.55
with every 1L46
.46
.58
tube ordé ILC5
.48
or
.46
00 1LC6
$,More
1 LD3
.56
.56
FREE
1LH4
.63
.46
16" TV SET
.49
with every re- 1NSGT
185
.50
ceiving
.45
der of $200.00 174
.50
or more.
1U4
.46
.45
103
1V2
.70
1x2
.66
.49
TWO SET COUPLER 223
.54
WITH EVERY OR- 2021
.95
DER OF $8.50 OR 344
.50
MORE!
3A5
.50
Bonus TV sets are 34L5
.52
hipped complete 3AU6
.52
with cabinet and 38Z6
.57
picture tube 3BC5
.57
F.O.B. our ware. 3BN6
.57
house. With BC"
.57
s l g h t adjust. 3Q4
.55
menta and min- 3Q5GT
.56
m labor 354
.46
they can be 3V4
.55
restored like 4BQ7
.75
new.
4BZ7
.75

FREE

64570 2.20
6476
.38
6478
.79
64Ú4G7 .64
6ÁU407 .60
6AÚ6
6AÚ8

6ÁV507

GANG

6ÁW8
6AX4GT
6AX6GT

68A6

66C4
6BC4
6BD5GT

.42
.79
.64
.38
.89
.65
.S6
.46
.49
.89
.52

.45
.39
6BG6G 1.17
68X6
.50
6616
.46
68155
.67
66157
.75
6BL7GT .74
68X6
.57
684]07 .79
6847
.75
68YSG
.57
6BZ7
.75
6C4
.36
6CB6
.50
6CD6G 1.17
6CÚ6
.79
6D6
.47
6E5
.43
6F5
.36
6F6
.37
6H6
.37
6J4
1.59
655
38
6J6
.48
6K6GT
.38
657
.38
63.6
.67
6N7
.59
657
.39
654
.39
65807
.70
65A7
.47
6587V
.75
65C7
.47
6507
.40
6557
.42
.42
6557
6557
.49
65L7GT .56
65N7GT .56
.46
6557
6557
.40
.95
6T4
613F5

678
.67
6U5
.54
6U8
.79
6V3
.79
6V6GT .45
6W4GT .39
6W6GT .52
6X4
.38
6X5
.38
.74
7A4
.46
7A5
.52
746
.44
7A7
.44
7A8
.44
7AU7
.69
784
.43

7B5
7B6
7B7
7B8
7C4
7C5
7C6
7C7
7E5

7E6

7E7
7F7

7F8
707
7N7
7Q7

7Y4
7Z4

12A4
1246
12ÁB5

12ÁQ5
12AT7
12ÁU6
12AÚ7
12ÁV6
12ÁV7

12476

.40

.41

.46
.40
.41
.42
.44
.44
.44
.48
.58
.65
.74
.57
.64
.34
.39
.59
.40
.59
.49
.40
.65
.42
.58
.41
.66

.39
.59
125A7
.47
.54
12517
.44
125157
.47
125L7GT
.59
125N7GT .56
125Q7
.39
12V6GT
.44
12W6
.59
12X4
.36
1447
1486
.44
14Q7
.44
1978
.69
19BG6G
1.17
25BQ6GT
.84
25CA5
.79
25CD6
1.29
25CU6
.99
.46
25L6GT
25W4GT
.42
2526
.36
27
.24
3585
.47
.47
35C5
35L6GT
.46
35W4
.38
35Y4
.38
35Z3
.40
35Z5GT
.38
39 44
.25
50A5
.47
.47
5005
S005
.47
50L6GT
.44
80
.39
84!6Z4
.45
117L7GT 1.25
117N7GT 1.25
117P7GT 1.25
11723
.36
117Z6GT .61
12.15

123.6

125G7

Receiving Tubes Sent Parcel Post
We Are Not Selling Price -We Sell Only Quality

STA-NDA

432 HARRISON AVENUE, HARRISON, N. J.
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BOTTOM OF

Always say you saw it

D LINE
ELECTRIC COMPANY
Phone! HUmboldt 4 -4997

in- POPULAR

ELECTRONICS

-

Just published: 1958 HI -FI ANNUAL & AUDIO HANDBOOK
Latest Hi -Fi developments, circuits, systems

all in one volume i

!

Realistic High Fidelity
Of Room Acoustics
Reverberation And Good Sound Repro-

The Effect

duction

Diaphragm Type Reproducers
Pros & Cons

Of Dual -Cone

Units

Coaxial Units & Other Multi -Channel
Systems Using Crossover Networks
Baffles And Enclosures
Straight, Folded And Corner Horns
Output Stage Characteristics
Selection Of Tubes And Circuits
The Ceram'c Cartridge And Equaeation
A Light Bulb Volume Expander
A Simplified Automatic Tone Compensa-

tor
Simplifying Tone Control Units
A Plug -In "Presence" Equalizer
Hi -Fi Performance With Mullard's 520
Distortion And Phase Splitter Unbalance
A Portable Audio Amplifier System
Measuring Amplifier Damping Factor
A 3- Channel Amplifier
The Distributed Port Loudspeaker Enclosure
Loudspeaker Damping And Tonal Response
Ionic Cloud Tweeter

Corona Loudspeaker
A Tape System You Can Build
A Professional Tape Recording Amplifer
Recording From Tape To Tape With A
Single Deck
A New Approach To Hi -Fi Stereophonics
An Improved "3 -D" Converter
A Two -Tube Binaural Receiver
All Transistor Hi -Fi Amplifier
A Special Purpose Transistor Preamp
Transistor Mike Preamp
Transistorized Audio Amplifier

the most authoritative guide
circuits and systems, and the latest
to hi -fl construction, maintenance and equipment
compiled by the editors of Radio & TV News. The listing
high fidelity developments
of contents above is only part of the tremendous number of articles and discussions
plans for hi -fi
in this giant bargain volume. Plus: more than 20 clear -cut, step -by -step
The

1958 Hi -Fi Annual & Audio Handbook

is

...

...

projects
1958 HI -FI ANNUAL & AUDIO HANDBOOK

get your copy today!

At newsstands everywhere

ZIFF -DAVIS PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK,
February, 1958

$1

N.Y.
105

Neu} !
YEARS
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STEREO TUNER KIT

THE MOST FLEXIBLE TUNER EVER DESIGNED
Use
Use
Use

it as a Binaural -Stereophonic FM -AM tuner
it as a Dual -Monaural FM -AM tuner
it as

a

straight Monaural FM or AM tuner

Separately Tuned FM and AM Sections
Armstrong Circuit with FM /AFC and AFC Defeat
12 Tuned Circuits
Dual Cathode Follower Output

More than a year of research, planning and
engineering went into the making of the Lafayette
Stereo Tuner. Its unique flexibility permits
the reception of binaural broadcasting (simultaneous
transmission on both FM and AM), the independent
operation of both the FM and AM sections
at the some time, and the ordinary reception
of either FM or AM. The AM and FM sections are
separately tuned, each with a separate
3 -gang tuning condenser, separate flywheel
tuning and
separate volume control for proper balancing
when used for binaural programs. Simplified
accurate knife -edge tuning is provided by
magic eye which operates independently on
AM. Automatic frequency control "locks
and
in" FM signal permanently. Aside from its FM
flexibility, this is, above all else, a quality
highfidelity tuner incorporating features unique
exclusively in the highest priced tuners.
found
The 5 controls of the KT -500 are
FM Volume, AM Volume, FM Tuning,
AM Tuning and 5- position
Function Selector Switch. Tastefully
styled with gold -brass escutcheon having
background plus matching maroon
dark maroon
knobs with gold inserts. The Lafayette
Stereo Tuner was
designed with the builder in mind. Two
wiring simple, even for such a complex separate printed circuit boards make construction and
unit. Complete kit includes all parts and
o step -by -step instruction manual,
schematic and pictorial diagrams. Size is 133/4" metal cover,
x 41/2" H. Shpg. wt., 18 lbs.
W x 103/e" D
The new Lafayette Model KT -500
Stereo FM -AM Tuner is a companion piece
to the Models
KT -300 Audio Control Center Kit
and KT -400 70 -watt Basic Amplifier Kit and
the "Triumvirate'.
of these 3 units form the heart of a top
quality stereo hi -fi system.

KT-500

Net

74.50

LAFAYETTE MASTER

AUDIO CONTROL CENTER with
BINAURAL CHANNEL AND DUAL VOLUME
CONTROL.
This is not only the finest hi -fi preamp
characterized by unmatched features, but it has been functionally
designed to keep
pace with the conversion of your present hi -fi
system
(Stereophonic) sound. Incorporates an extra channelto binaural
and dual
volume control for binaural reproduction.
Features include DC
on all tube filaments, negative feedback
in every stage, dual
cathode follower output stages and latest
printed circuit construction.

Less than 0.09% IM distortion and
less than 0.07
harmonic distortion at IV. Hum and noise
level better than
80 db below 3V. Uniformly flat frequency
response over entire
audible spectrum. 7 inputs for every type of phono,
tuner or
tape. Tasteful styling, brilliantly executed.
Size 123/4" x 91/e"
x 33/4 ". Shpg. wt., 101/2 lbs.
KT-300 -Lafayette Master Audio Control
Kit Complete with
coge and detailed assembly instructions.
Net 39.50
LT-30 -Some as above completely
wired and tested with cage
and instruction manual.
Net 59.50

Self- Powered
DC On All Filaments
24 Positions of Equalization
Tape Head Input, High Impedance
Dual Cathode Follower
put Stages

70 WATT BASIC AMPLIFIER

DELUXE

Here's ultra -stability in a 70 watt basic
power amplifier employing highest quality components conservatively
rated to insure performance and long life. Features
matched pair KT 88's
and wide range linear Chicago output transformer,
vqriable
damping control, meter for bias and balance
and !gold Tinish
chassis. Frequency response 10-100,000
cps ± 1db. Hum and
noise 90db below full output. IM distortion
less thon 11/2%
at 70 watts, less than 0.3% below 30
fion less thon 2% at 70 watts from 20 watts. Harmonic distar.
Output impedance 4, 8 and 16 ohms. to 20,000 cps ± 1db.
Handsome decorative
cage perforated for proper ventilation.
Size 141/2 x 10 x 73/e"
including cage and knobs. Shpg, wt., 40
lbs.
KT- 400- Latayette 70 watt Deluxe Basic Amplifier
Kit complete
with cage and detailed assembly instructions,
Net 69.5C
LA -70 -Same as above completely wired
and tested with cage
and instruction manual.
Nef 94.50

Conservatively Rated At 70 Watts
Metered Balance And Bias Adjust Controls
Inverse Feedback
Variable Damping
Available In Kit And Wired Form

165 -08 Liberty Ave.
JAMAICA 33, N. Y.
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100 SIXTH AVE.
PLAIMFIELD, 11.1.,
BRONX

SI,

M.

Y.,

139 W.

Sot

E.

Second

fordham

NEW YORK. N.Y.

It

ROSTON

10,

Rd.

NEWARK

2,

MASS., 110 federal St.
1.. 11 Central Are.

N.

Include postage with order.

Always say you saw it

in- POPULAR

ELECTRONICS

NEW 180 PAGE ELECTRONIC
CATALOG FEATURING
THE BEST BUYS IN THE BUSINESS
and largest ssortmnt of Electronic, Radio
and tV parts, HFi and Public Address Components and
systems. Ted Equipment, tubes, Transistor Kits and mini -

Th sa.est

tu.izcl components fog tramidor circuitry, Ham Equipment. Builders Kits, Tools. Books, Microscopes, Binoculars,
Tleeops, Cameras, and Drafting Equipment. -ALL AT
LOOSEST PRICES-Catering to the conomy minded
dam_ serviceman, engineer, technician, eapr;mnter and
hobkyist. CRAMMED FULL OF MONEY SAVING BUYS.
SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY TODAY.

LAFAYETTE

6 TRANSISTOR SUPERHET RECEIVER KIT
GIVES SUPERB PERFORMANCE
INCOW'ARABLE VALUE

-NO

COMPROMISES!
100% SUBMINIATURE PARTS
SENSITIVE, SELECTIVE, STABLE!
LABORATORY DESIGNED

--

CLASS B PUSH -PULL AMPLIFICATION- PLENTY OF POWERS
Lafayette Is proud to present its 6 Transistor Superhet Receiver Kit KT -119. This kit
at its
represents the optimum in sensitivity, sele:tiviLy and stability. You'll be amazed
superior commercial quality! You'll be elated with its surprising performance! The circuit
uses 3 high frequency RF Transistors. 3 dependable audio Transistors and Crystal Diode
B
and features a specially matched set of 3 I. F.'s, Oscillator. High -Q Loop. Class
stages.
Push -Pull Audio Amplification, and Transformer Coupling In audio and output
to
throughout
matching
exact
impedance
for
deslgr
Special care has been taken In the
private
ONLY
effect maximum transfer of power. Has efficient 2%" speaker, and earphone sack-toforfollow
Complete with all parts, transistors, pre- punched chassis, and easy
29.95 listening.
step-by -step instructions. 6" z Ph" a Ws". Shpg. wt., 3 lbs.
Net 29.95
KT -119-Complete Kit-Less Case and Battery
Less case
MS- 339 -Sturdy. attractive brown leather case with carrying strap for KT-119
Net
2.95
and battery
Shpg. wt. 1 lb
Net
2.39
MS- 279 -Sensitive matching earphone
-

3 TRANSISTOR SUPERHET POCKET RADIO KIT
A TRUE POCKET

ANTENNA'

NEW POCKET AC -DC

remarkable sensitive. super -selective
astonishreceiver
mance over the complete broad'
Ina performance
cast band. Uses 2 high- frequency and
one audio transistor plus efficient diode
detector and features 2 specially snatched
IF transformers for maximum power
transfer. The components are housed in
a professional looking beige plastic ease.
silver
The receiver's appearance enhanced by attractive maroon and
for
station dial. Sensitive built -in ferrite antenna eliminates need
pocket superhet
external antenna. A designer's dream In a true
dial
receiver! Complete with all parts, transistors battery, case, /16
".
and easy to follow step-by -step Instructions. 4% "x296 "x1.1
Shpg. wt., 1 lb.
Net 16.95
KT -I16- Complete Kit, less earphone
Net 3,95
MS- 260 -Super Power Dynamic Earphone

(

COMPLETELY WIRED AND TESTED!

A

4

FREQUENCY 120KC to 260MCI
120KC to 120MC ON FUNDAMENTALS!
30 DAY TRIAL PERIODS FULL REFUND IF
YOU ARSE NOT SATISFIED FOR ANY REASON

-

-

-

February, 1958

-

VOLT MULTITESTER SEMI KIT
ER
20,000 OHMS PER VOLT DC -5,000 OHMS PER VOLT AG
40 MICROAMPIRE 3" D'ARSONVAL METER MOVEMENT
HIGH I 'UT RESISTANCE ON ALL DC AND AC RANGES
t new kind of kit-the difficult work Is already
'lone -you wire in only a few multipliers and
count the battery holder to complete the unit.
A fine high sensitivity (20,000 ohms per volt DC
-9000 ohms per volt AC) Instrument employing

20,000 OHM

r.-.+ -

not confuse
Completely wired and tested instrument. Do
and
with kits sold in the some price range. Has the quality
accuracy of instruments selling for 3 to 4 times as much.
120KC to 320KC, 320KC to
Six overlapping ranges
to
1000KC, 1MC to 3.2MC, 3.2MC to 11MC, 11MCcali38Mí., 3 1MC to 130MC all on fundamentalsbetween
brated harmonics from 120MC to 26OMC. Switch
source at
Inter :,nl modulation at 400 cps or any external
other frequencies. 400 cps signal can be used separately.
Outputs are unnodulated RF, modulated RF and 400 cps
audio. RF output is in excess of 100,000 micro volts.
Jacks are provided for high or low RF output.
Highly stable special circuit design. Fine adjust RF control. AF output 2 -3 volts, input 4 volts, across 1 megohm.
protected by clear plastic bezel.
G inch etched dial plate
Common AF terminals for EXT -MOD input and TNT -AF
metal
output eliminates need for special connectors. Cray
complete with leads, line cord
case
carrying handle
and plug. For 106 -125V. 60 -60 cycle A.C. Shpg. wt.,
8 lbs.
22.50
Signal Generator
LSG -10

-

-

s 3" 40 mlcroamp movement. Has 4 DC voltage,
t AC voltage. 2 DC current, 3 resistance and 2
'lb ranges. Complete with test leads and detailed instructions. Size 3%" x 4%" z 1% ". Shpg. wt., 3 lbs.
Net 11.95
TK20 -KIt

ACCURACY AND QUALITY
GUARANTEED!

22.50

-

sensitivity of 2000
Accurate VOM with
ohms per volt on both AC and DC. Single sele, tor switch. 3" 160 amp. meter. Scales:
DC Volts: 0.10.60. 600.1000; AC Volts:
0.10K. 0 -1 Meg:
0.10 -60.600 -1000; Ohms: 500
ma; Decibel:
DC Current: 500 sa and
mmt
20 to +22, +20 to 36; Capacity: 250
to .2 mfd and .006 to 1 mfd. Heavy plastic
x 15/s".
panel, metal bottom. 41/4" x 3./2" wt.
lbs.
4
Shpg.
W ith batteries and test leads.
8.95
It'N -27A

A

LAFAYETTE SIGNAL
GENIERATOR

VOM MULTITESTER

,000 ohm per Volt on AC & DC
Not a kit
iF Completely wired

SUPERMET RECEIVER-NO EXTERNAL
NO EXTERNAL GROUND.

,.dam

P

0

BOX 511

JAMAICA 31, N. Y.

-

CUT OUT

AND MAIL
TODAY!
107

Tips

because the nut tends to slip too far down
in the socket. A simple solution to the problem is to insert bits of sponge rubber in the

(Continued from page 104)
wooden bases, the wire may be fastened into
a loop; for sheet metal, it may be soldered
in place as shown.
-H.L.
COOL IT WITH A PIPE CLEANER

Keep one end of a pipe cleaner in a small
bottle of water or carbon tetrachloride on

SOCKET WRENCH

SPONGE RUBBER

socket to keep the nut near the edge. The
soft material can be easily removed when
necessary.
-H.L.

your test bench. The application of the wet
end of the cleaner to newly soldered connections will minimize the possibility of
heat damage to the components. You can
follow up by using the dry end of the
cleaner as a swab.
-I,C,C.

TOOL SHOP ON CLOSET WALL

Many of the pegboards sold at variety
and hardware stores will accommodate
sturdy hooks that come in an assortment
of sizes. By spacing these hooks to support your most frequently used hand tools,
a compact "shop" can be installed in any
free wall space. Soldering irons, cutters,
test probes, screwdrivers, etc., will all rest
safely and out of the way.
-P.H.

IMPROVED SOCKET WRENCH

Starting nuts on bolts that point downward is difficult with some socket wrenches

IF

t3 for

MYSTERY PACKAGE

/

Amr-mk,

9/

U.S. AIR FORCE

'NEW

$boo

B -29

30

BOMBSIGHT
Cost U.S. Govt.
$25,000.00

MC. In snare
aluninem ran. Sliver

Sit. tuned.

of ELECTRONIC PARTS

20 Pounds

Transformer

It's Another THRILLING
SURPRISE.
HERSHEL
I0 pounds of BRAND
Govt.
NEW usable
Perfect gill
Surplus.
for Hams, etc.

$395

jINCLUDES:

213W170

22H

ALL-PURPOSE

KITS! KITS!

FIL. TRANSFORMER

FRI. 111 e. 60 0,0. see.

ALL KITS CONTAIN THE FINEST

STEEL STORAGE
CASE with BEY LOCH

TUBE

`HOPE

SOCKETS

Ground Optic Lenses
000

41d Die.

$495

AN:I

l

BUTTERFLY
CONDENSERS
YOUR CHOICE

40
60
60

[end
CARBON ErsinTOt,

non

B

SO

TYPE B 4Fh" Die.
INN 6-03 45 nC

SCREWS

THA N IOM ANEEN NA A.6]
I TEIC
SH TCT
S MICRO SWITCHES
73.F,. 300 OHM IV LEAD.
I

%SAL DIODES

Ceramic

2S.F1.

Conde/Non
Phane.M,4, Coble

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
50 RF CHOKES
200 IL HOOK -UP WIRE

IN

I

These units make

the

finest

tunen

for Ultra -high
frequency trans-

miners, receivers,
frequency m
,
and oscillators.

l'i ERSH'
S RAS
108

I

TYPE D

LI

.%

sv,"
Dia.

S

4

nrc o-

CerFoan.

ó

S

I

1

O

TRANS.

B3V -110

V.

PIIOT
IITEf
RADIO-PHONO CHASSIS
LOOP ANTENNAS IeAD,

ME,., teen0« O'EnEE
6V 20 L. SOLENOID

4

6 -N.

rah

er. LINE CORDS

POURS

WOW

U.S.A. FREE'

IN THE

$

for

AUDIO
CHOKE

PILO

CABLE VIII. PLUGS
PIO TAKE SOiGHnENER
CONDENSERS 1500 MMFo
20.000 YSP
1(10
of SPAGHETTI
LA
'

95

E

2

IO

HSEIUL PARTS

4-position switch
with
knob. In
aluminum b o o .
11/2'r HN23/HW
o 21/2 deep.

RADI
ISE FILTERS
OPUG
25.F,. OG -5e /U COAXIAL
S

GET

SWITCH BOX

`e

THIS DD

MICA CONDENSERS

100 SET

IDEAL GIFT

El

FISTED IM

BT-PASS

THOUSANDS Of OTHER

SHIPPED ANYWHERE

YOUR

061.:0, eT HARDWARE
10 E:eLI,e:I,ic Cend
40 Radio
TV KNOBS

Cerement
Ours
Motors
/Mats
Switches

Contains Over 100
Precision Bearings

ASSORTMENTS. OVER 20,000 SOLD!
]0

TYPE A

PAY

YOU

Worth SÁ000

OUR PRICE ONLY

GRAIN

5249 GRAND RIVER
Detroit 8, Michigan
Phone TYler 89400

HFAE

LAMPS

SON

IRL 4,51/1

o.

15.ONI6ns414e1.
Slit IR,b,9%,'.
11,11 Ht nee mutt.
Vans. Watt .etc

u

2

TERMS: Cosh
with

order or 20
DOWN -BALANCE
á
C.O.D.
ALL PRICES
NET F.O.B.
MINIMUM ORDER DETROIT

Always say you saw it

2wu
ro

MID

$2.00

in- POPULAR

600

10

2
10

O,W

VD( REPRICE

1000
1500

5000

49
1.75
.95

3.49

249

ELECTRONICS

TH I S MONTH ONLY!
"POLY- PAKS "®
TO INTRODUCE OUR REVOLUTIONARY

DOLLARBUYS IN NEW "POLY -PAKS ")

(FAMOUS

LTKIN

AT

SPECIAL

THIS

®

INTRODUCTORY

PRICE

UNTIL FEBRUARY 28th ONLY!
COMPANION EVENT:

4

PRICE PANIC
ON NAMED BRAND

WORLD'S SMALLEST RADIO KIT
50 TERMINAL STRIPS AND POSTS. Wt.
60 COILS & CHOKES. Wt. 2 lbs.
1000 PCS. HARDWARE. Wt. 2 lbs.

TUBES!

1

oZ4
1B3
1X2

.75

.78
.59
.44
.39
.39
.53
.89
.59
.45
.56
.45
.72
.59
.59
.57

5U4
5Y3
6AG5
OAKS
6AL5

6AN8
6AQ5
6AT6

6AU6
6AV6
14,A

X4

6BA6
6BC5
6BE6
6BG6
66K7
6BQ6

1.49

6SA7
6SC7
651(7

6SN7
6U8
6V6

6W4
6W6

.

.

.

6BQ7A
6C4

6CB6
6CD6

.

6K6
6L6

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

8 -PC.

50 ASSTD. KNOBS. Wt. 2 lbs.

1

1

10

ELECTROLYTICS. Wt.

15

ROTARY SWITCHES. Wt. 3 lbs.

2

lbs.

100 CERAMIC CONDENSERS. 2 lbs.

115VAC 60 CYCLE FAN MOTOR.
6 SILICON DIODES.

Ib.

GERMANIUM DIODES.
SIGMA 10000 -OHM RELAY -SPOT.
2 MIKE TRANSFORMERS.
15 ASSTD. NEON BULBS.
5 PILOT LITE ASSEMBLIES.

Ib.

6

6

Ib.

NUTDRIVER SET. Wt.

40 PRECISION

"POLY" BOXES.

10

PIC TUBE BRITENER- parallel /series.

RESISTORS.

100 RADIO PARTS, ASSTD.

1

30 DISC CONDENSERS.

TRANSISTOR

SOCKETS W/ mtg. plate.

SCREWDRIVERS W /RACK.
10 PANEL SWITCHES, 115VAC.
7

50

PLUGS AND RECEPTACLES. I Ib.

70

MICA CONDENSERS. Wt.

30

POWER RESISTORS. Wt. 2 lbs.

15

VOLUME CONTROLS. Wt.

WIRE STRIPPER & CUTTER.
MI NI METER-0-6 amp. AC, 11/' dia.
POSTAGE STAMP CRYSTAL MIKE.

Ib.

1

1

lb.

1.10

.

.

.

.

35W4
35Z5
50B5
5005
50L6

1

EACH

lb.

40 SUBMINIATURE RESISTORS.

.77
.66
.79
.69
.54
.55
.72
.69
.59
.59

.

12BH7
12SA7

258Q6
25L6
35L6

30 TUBE SOCKETS. Wt.

.44

1213E6

.98
.39
.59

1.00

.69
.75
.59
.68
.85
.59
.59
.69

.

.

1.13

.49
.49

6.16

.

12SK7
12SQ7

1.30
.49

6J5

.

.

12AT6
12AT7
12AU7
12AV7
12AX7
12BA6

.87

.

.

1

lb.
125 CARBON RESISTORS. Wt. 2 lbs.
3 TRANSISTOR TRANSFORMERS.
7 25 -FT. ROLLS HOOKUP WIRE. 1 Ib.
70 INSULATED RESISTORS. Wt. 1 Ib.
2 SUB -MINIATURE 12V SOLENOIDS.
60 TUBULAR CONDENSERS. Wt. 2 lbs.
MOLDED CONDENSERS. Wt.

30

GUARANTEE! 70 TO 90% OFF!
$ .48
6S4
$ .52

-YR.
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OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS, 50L6, etc. 2 lbs.
TWIST DRILL SET. Wt.
lb.

15 -PC.

.

.55
.55
.45
.45
.63
.55
.59

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

[SAVINGS OF $3 TO $25 ON EVERY "POLY -PAK "I
PICK A "PAK" FREE
WITH EVERY $10 ORDERT

FREE '

LEKTRON'S EXCLUSIVE FEBRUARY SPECIALS!
SIX
TRANSISTOR
PORTABLE

HEARING -AID PHONES

"SLIM JIM"

with cords

CRYSTAL MIKE

RADIO

Crystal
$1.39
Dynamic (5,000 ohm) 1.69

60 to 10.000 cps. Sleek,
lightwt. aluminum; 4s/a x
11/2" die. ON -OFF sw.,
cable, cone. Ship. wt.
2 lbs.
$4.88

FULLY
WIRED:

WITH

CARRYING

Sub-

CASE.

SOLDERING GUN

mini parts throughout. Ultrasensitive. selective.
Built-in
Hi -Q ant., Alnico speaker. PP out
put. 53/4 x 3 3/18 x
15,k ". Reg. $55. Only $29.99
Battery 94g extra.

Scoop!

THREE -TUBE AC /DC

50 to

Fully wired. Reg. $5. Sep. vol..
tone controls. Lowest $2.99
price evert
V
Tubes $1.91 extra.

Needs Only 100 -500 mieroamps,
0.5 VDC. Adj. SPDT contacts.
4000 ohm coil, Reg.
Only $2,98
$10

POCKET

MULTI -TESTER
31/ x 2 x 11/2" Bake-

Zero adj. 0/15/
150 /1000 AC & DC V; 0/150
me; 0 /100,000 ohms. W /test
& battery
orig.
value!. $8.99
V.

cased. cone. Freq. reseonse. 3000 to 18000 cps. Max.
rating 20W. 21/2 x 21/2" w /Bat
airfare mtg. bracket. Elsewhere
$5.95 to $12. Two types: 8
ohm or 18 ohm
$3, 99
.7.7
t ot.
Each
.s71

12" HI-FI PM SPEAKER

lite case. 100 ohms/

HI -FI TWEETER
Metal

SUPER -SENSITIVE

10.000 epe. Use with
tweeter as nifty co-ax.
3.4 ohm v.c. Only... $4.44

AMPLIFIER

FREE!

TO

ORDER

i.e. "one HI -FI TWEETER,

8

HEADLINES
ohm, $3.99"

State price with each item. Send check or MO,
including sufficient postage; excess returned.
orders, 255/. down. Rated, net 30 days.
(Canada postage: 450 1st Ib.; 28c ea. addl. Ib.)
C.O.D.

EXPORT ORDERS INVITED

February, 1958

RELAY

3 -SPEED PICKUP
With turnover cartridge, 2 sapHigh output.
phire needles.
HI -FI type. Reg. $8.
Only

Newt

$2 99

V4" Electric Drill

115 VAC 80 cycles, w erra &
plug. Wt. 3 iba.
$9.99
Reg. $17

12 -PAGE BARGAIN FLYER!

ORDER BY 'BLACK TYPE'

HOW

Reg. $14.95

Lightweight. controlled
heat for transistor and
9
.7
printed circuit work...

TRANSISTOR PORTABLE
RADIO KIT with speaker
No experience necessary! Famous
make. with powerful HI-Q ferrite
antenna. diode det., 2 transistor
ampi. stages, 4" spkr. 71/2 x 5 x
21/2" styrene case. For broadcast
band.
Instructions. diagrams.
pictorials, all
$12.94
parta
9V battery. 69f extra.

SUPER SOLAR BATTERY
ere. than
Generates greater
famed B2M. 21/, x ntat x
plug -In type; in handy $2.88
L {iY
case

FAMOUS MANSFIELD
8mm. MOVIE PROJECTOR
IN STOCK! 500 W.
Improved optical system. cooling
blower, extra -fast. coated I
lens.
400-ft. reel cap.
F/1.6
Die -cast aluminum body: Marco
film system. Wt. 15 $44Y ,00
lbs. Reg. $79
V
ONLY 24

29 -PC. DRILL SET

WITH INDEX STAND. 1/16 to
t/" by 84ths. Full standard

length. Save $251 Wt.
4

lbs.

$5.99
V

LEKTRON
131-133 EVERETT AVE.

CHELSEA 50, MASS.
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TOOLS

Complete

and

ELECTRONICS COURSE

GADGETS

with

TRAINING AID KITS
designed by MacFarlane Industries will enable the novice or advanced student in electronics to develop the
highest levels of capability in the applications
of practical electronics. Although MacFarlane
Industries courses are not intended as a substitute for university, college, or vocational training, the courses and kits provided can be a
useful influence in an individual's career in
electronics. This particular program is the key
to a far more complete and satisfying education
than mere formal educational institutions.
The philosophy governing this program is
based on the ability of students to arouse and
stimulate their interest to the point that the
usual drudgery, difficulty and consequent boredom which often attend training efforts are
eliminated. Results indicate that a dynamic,
alert and vitally creative individual emerges
THIS

NEW PROGRAM

METHODS OF TRAINING
All text materials, experiment kits, etc. are produced on automatic electronically controlled
equipment. Problem games and examinations
are all electroni-

cally evaluated.

In order that each

individual gets

full opportunity
to examine and
develop skill in
the operation of
specialized instruments, an
electronic computer schedules shipment of kits and instruments to correlate with the study pace of each
individual, thus even though
groups begin their effort simultaneously there is no requirement to either rush your
studies or to be delayed by
others.
SEND TODAY

FOR

INFORMATION ON TRAINING

AID KITS

MACFARLANE INDUSTRIES EDUCATIONAL DIVISION
P.O. Box 33
Redondo Beach, California

Please send me free, complete information on Training Aid Kits.
NAMF.

AGE

ADDRESS
CITY
llo

STATE

HIGH-TEMPERATURE SOLDERING IRON

Need a light soldering iron for "hot"
work? The Oryx Model 25 weighs less than
one ounce, yet generates enough heat to

solder heavy copper wire to a galvanized
nail despite heat dissipation through vise.
(Imported from England by Oryx Company,
9015 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.)
HANDY "SCREW -DRILL"
Quick, accurate screwdriving is a cinch
with an Arco "Screw- Drill." All in one operation, one of
these handy accessories drills:

pilot hole for
screw threads,
shank clearance

of screw, coun-

tersink for

screw head, and
counterbore for
plastic wood or
plugs.

The 14"

shank will fit
electric drills,
drill presses, etc.
These "screw- drills" come in a set of four
sizes for wood screws Nos. 6, 8, 10 and 12.
Price, $3.69, postpaid. (Arrow Metal Products Co., 421 W. 203 St., New York, N. Y.)
TUBE AND CONTINUITY CHECKER

All radio and TV tubes can be simply

checked for burned -out filament elements
with the "TEST -A- TUBE" checker-even
the picture tube. If the lamp goes on when
you insert the tube in the checker, the filament is good; if the lamp does not go on,
the filament is bad and the tube should be
Always say you saw it
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replaced. Battery power makes this unit
safe to use. Test lamp and battery are built
in. Detailed instructions are furnished. List
price, $5.95. (Rue Products, 1628 Venice
Blvd., Venice, Calif.)

also be supplied hermetically sealed. They
are available in a contact -type mechanism
for 6 to 48 volts a.c. or d.c.; in a contact less model for a.c. service in the 8 to 48
volt range. Since the mechanism is totally

SHORTENED TEST -POINT JACKS

There are now two shortened versions of
the SKT-10 test -point jack for shallow assemblies. Types

SKT -2BC and

take

SKT -5BC

0.080" -and

0.090 " - diameter
pins or plugs respectively. Ma-

chined contact
members provide a firm grip
for the inserted
pin or plug in
each case, while
the Teflon body
provides good insulation. Both types are
available in a choice of the eight RETMA
code colors. (Sealectro Corporation, 610
Fayette Ave., Mamaroneck, N. Y.)
WATERTIGHT BUZZERS

For use under severe exposure to the
elements, the new Auth watertight buzzers are totally enclosed units and can

N OW

enclosed, pitch is non -adjustable. These
buzzers measure 31/4" x 21/s" x 1%6". External solder-type terminals are provided
for wiring connections. (Auth Electric
Company, Inc., 34 -20 45th St., Long Island
City 1, N. Y.)
MARKER -SWEEP SIGNAL GENERATOR

An all- purpose signal generator for alignment of TV and FM receivers, the Model
LSG -50 provides a range of sweep frequencies of 3 mc. to 260 mc. in two bands and
marker frequencies of 3 mc. to 225 mc. in
four overlapping bands. The highly linear

You Can Fix ANY Mecnical
Trouble In ANY Record Changer...

FAST!

With This Dependable New COYNE Handbook!

Shows You

What... Where... How!

The first and only book of its kind! Tells you how to spot causes of
record changer mechanical troubles, and also tells you how to fix the
trouble, right then and there! There's no guessing; no record changer
experience required. Amazing CHECK -CHARTS describe the symptoms
and their causes. PHOTOGRAPHS show exactly where causes of trouble
are located. EXPLANATIONS, in simple non -technical language, tell
how to fix the troubles. Fully indexed by make and model number;
covers every American make of changer, plus most foreign makes. Includes HI -FI, THREE AND FOUR SPEED, AND SINGLE SPEED RECORD CHANGERS. You don't have to read entire book. Just refer to
the section covering the record changer you're working on. More than
pays for itself in time and work saved on just one service call!

Valuable

...

Practical

... Complete!

With "Pin -Point Record Changer Troubles" any Radio -TV man can fix
fully 90% of the mechanical troubles right in the home, without even
removing the record changer from the cabinet! Covers all mechanical
troubles; helps you quickly spot many electronic troubles. Over 320
spiral bound pages with 750 clear, time -saving photos. Fits easily into
tool kit for handy on- the -job reference. This book uses the same system as "Pin -Point TV Troubles In 10 Minutes" -the first of Coyne's
"Pin Point" series.
IEduco,ionol Book Publishing Division)

C OY N E
February, 1958

E L E
500

C T R
S.

Poulina

I

S1.,

A L S C
Dept.02 Chicogo

C

H O O
12, Illinois

L

TRY IT FREE FOR 7 DAYS!
To prove how valuable this amazing handbook
can be to you, well rush a copy to you ON FREE
TRIAL. Send no money, just the coupon. When
the book arrives, put it to use. After 7 days,
send only $3.95 plus postage or return the book
and owe nothing. You take no risk. Take advantage of this FREE TRIAL offer NOW!

MAIL COUPON NOW!
Educational Book Publishing Division
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL, Dept. 28 -PE
500 S. Paulina St., Chicago 12, III.
O.K.! I want to try your new trouble-shooting
handbook: "Pin-Point Record Changer Troubles
In 5 Minutes." Rush a copy for 7 days FREE
TRIAL per your offer.
Age
Name
Address
Zone... . State
City
Check here if you are enclosing $3.95. We
pay postage. 7 -day Money -back guarantee.

and shielded electromagnetic sweep system
provides a continuously variable sweep
width up to more than 12 mc. with built -in
variable retrace blanking.
The LSG-50 is supplied with a 75 -ohm

Transistorized
Q

Modulator
+012VQ_

10W

O6V
_

t
2N256

---vv----

2N180

2N255

2N256

Now radio amateurs and experimenters can build
a mobile transistorized modulator. Simple circuit
features: pre-driver, driver, and final amplifier with
low -cost CBS 2N255 and 2N256 power transistors
10 watts output (modulates 2E26)
instant heating
low drain
for use with transmitter
or sound system.
CBS alloy -junction, germanium power transistors
2N255 (6-volt) and 2N256 (12-volt) are useful also
in many other economical amplifiers
fixed or
mobile. Let the second edition of CBS Power Transistor Applications, Bulletin PA-16, help you put
them to work. Free, it gives complete data and many
detailed circuits, including the mobile modulator.
Pick it up along with your 2N255 and 2N256 transistors at your CBS Tube distributor's
today.

...

...

...

...

output cable, external marker input cable,
and a 4.5 -mc. crystal. Its 9" x 131/2" x 6"
metal cabinet is finished in gray wrinkle,
and has a convenient carrying handle. Net,
$79.50. (Lafayette Radio, 165 -08 Liberty
Ave., Jamaica 33, N. Y.)
"PLUG GUARD"

"Plug Guard" is a small
snaps securely over the
your appliance cord. Held
ature padlock, this little

plastic box which
electric plug on
closed by a minidevice makes it

...

-

2N255

... $1.35 net
impossible for unauthorized people to operate your appliance without your knowledge and permission. Price, $1.00 postpaid.
(Lock -A -Plug Company, Box 85, Dept. J -9,
Dedham, Mass.)

2N256

... $1.50 net

CBS -HYTRON
Semiconductor Operations, Lowell, Mass
A Division of
Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
112

TRIPLE -PURPOSE CONVERTER

If you have a power failure, the MASCO
CV-612 converter attached to any 6- or 12volt storage battery will operate electric
lights or radio receivers. In addition, it will
convert any straight a.c. amplifier with a
power output up to 25 watts into a mobile
job. It connects directly to the amplifier or
similar equipment, and is capable of mainAlways say you saw it
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YPE OF TUBE

ONE PRICE FOR EVERY
LIFE

ON G

BUY

D
-TUBES

AN,EDA
Y
RADIO
MONEY
NDAg1Ep1V,UAEEYOR
MORE

DOE

5ome
Op2
OA3
4

th Fatrto°5

12g

12BÉ6

6591`/

q2t

655
65F1
651

M

6AN4

j1GGT

g511111T

66AQ5SSGT

yL6
SL
3EH54,

y

6561

6AE5

T

yE

y2 p21

y2B
y2 46

6pK5

b

bGT
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ZAV

1
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SY4G
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6
T
616 T

Y3

0C4
011GT
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V

j5

O

5U8
5VbGT
5V6G

g2

grand

YOUR

ONE YEAR
VIDEO EO R DAYS.
thefs
TEED
S
,TH,NStaDdard B5UbG

ABACK

5

5Gt

65L1 Gt
65N1

6p51G

665V1

PT6

6551

1gg666
1gt8

6U1G

6AU6GT
6pV

25pV 6GT
590

6

AXáGT

US

1bB

ST

6Atj5GT

y55
lUb

4

1bA6

1V2
1X2
2A11

6BX6GT

3pb

1
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6
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USED TV SETS
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factory

grand T°ties Sew

We Have OVER 1000

ÉN T

G

O"

1y1P3

G

A

62T

6

4
5TT8

8ó1"1GT

144
114

6

5,4
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7F7
188

6Gb1
Gg6

SPOS
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L6

6gO1G
6gy 5

5AM6
SANg

35Y
3513GT

1/115

Bá6Gt

4B2

356
35V'l4

PN

M

08

At

RRcOPdR
5°
st
tOy

U1

sstsan

ond,GOOD WORKING
your choice -Console or
Table Model.
19 ". $58.00
10 ". $23.00
20 ". $64.00
12 "..528.00
21 ". $72.00
14 ". $33.00
24'r. $99.00
16 ". $40.00

tSrP,Y T°#hecsac

tiou:

.

a

.

.

.

.

Used

.

FREE

BONUS

ANTENNA GIVEN,

WHY PAY MORE
FOR TUBES .
ORDER TODAY!

At All Times in Our Huge Ware o'
house.
Buy
t..ese WORKING TV's to sell
second set! All
s your o

WITH ANY

TV SET

.

17 "..846.06
rderino TV's state
When
sole
whethero table model
des
Also preference o
wake of set. All TV' s sent rail-

way express F.O.B. Newark. On
any cu antity WIRE or CALL
today

ORDER!
SEND

i

FREE

POSTAGE in U.S.A. and T

r

for our

FREE complete
TUBE AND

ritories

o
orders over $5.00. 25C
er
handling n charge on orders
$5.00. 25% deposit required n on
C.O.D.'s. Please send aperoxim to

PARTS LIST

and order
blank.

postage or freight on Canadian and

foreign o'ders. Subject to prior

sage.

ELECTRIC COMPANY

79 CLINTON PL.
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NEWARK, N. J.
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Can you think faster

than this Machine?

GENIAC® set up to play NIM
Be careful hefore you answer. GENIAC(K) the first electrical brain construction kit is equipped to play tic -tar -toe, cipher and encipher
codes.
convert from binary to decimal, reason (in
as well as
add, subtract, multiply and divide. Specific syllogisms)
problems In a ariety
of fields- actuarial, policy claim settlement, physics,
he set
up and solved with the components. Connections areetc.-can
solderless and
ere completely
y e plained with templates in the manual. This Covers
33 circuits and
shows how new ones can be designed.

will find building and
GENIACS a wonderful
kit user wrote us: this using
kit has opened on a new worldexperience;
of thinking to me.' You actually see how
computing, problem solving, and
game play (Tic -tac-toe, nim, etc.) can be analyzed with Boolean
Algebra and the algebraic solutions transformed directly into circuit
diagrams. You create from over 400 specially designed and manufactured colpponents a machine that solves problems faster than you
You
one

can express them.

GENIACS PLAY NIM:
MAIL THIS COUPON
SCIENCE KITS, Dept. PE-28C, Oliver Garfield Co., Inc.
126 Lexington Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.
Please send me:
1 GENIAC Electrical Brain Construction Kit and Manual.
$19.95 (East f( Mississippi): $20.95 (Elsewhere in
States): $21.95 (Outside the United States.)
Returnable in seven days for full refund if not satisfied.

ENGINEERING
Home Study Courses
COURSES written by world authorities in all branches of engineering. Step -by-step instructions
using methods proved successful
by thousands of our graduates.
One hour each day in your spare
time will start you off to higher
pay, security, prestige. Check the
course you are interested in and
we will send you a complete outline of the course with a booklet
describing the Institute and our
advanced methods of teaching.
Send to: Canadian Institute of Science and Technology Ltd., 677
Century Bldg., 412, 5th St. N.W.
Wash., D.C.

Clvll Eng.
Surveying
Architecture
Forestry
Mining
Structural
Mechanical Eng.
Industrial Eng. &
Management
Refrigeration
Heating
Drafting
Plastics
Electrical Eng.
Radio

Electronics
Television
AeronauticalEng.

Aircraft Engineer
Navigation
General
Education
Chemical

Mathematics
Journalism
Accounting

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

Course Interested In

Canadians: Send to Canadian Institute of
Science & Technology Limited, 677 Garden
Bldg., 263 Adelaide St. West, Toronto, Ontario.
114

United

¿p;:.iA4;

taining a constant 117 -volt, 130-watt output, or 150 watts, intermittently.
Weighing 18 pounds, the CV-612 measures 7'x81/2 "x8í/2 ". It is completely portable
and equipped with carrying handle. List
price, $105.00 -add 5% west of the Rockies.
(Mark Simpson Mfg. Co., Inc., 32 -28 49th
St., Long Island City 3, N. Y.)
SPEAKER AND ANTENNA SELECTORS
Two three -way switches now available
are the Model DS77 HI -3 speaker selector
and the Model DA88 three -way antenna selector, each of which comes in a compact
all -metal case. Designed for temporary or

permanent speaker coupling and comparison checks, the speaker selector can be used
in connection with any audio output for
switching to as many as three speakers at
remote points.
The antenna selector is for use where
more than one and up to three individual
antennas are to be coupled to one receiver
Up to three lead-in wires (either 300 or 75
ohms) can be connected to the selector, then
one set of leads from the selector to the TV,
FM, short -wave or any multi -band receiver.
(Dynamic Electronics -New York, Inc., 7339 Woodhaven Blvd., Forest Hills, Long
Island, N. Y.)
30

.-.A AA A AAA

AA

Conelrad Your

AA

Home

(Continued from page 58)
and twisting the wire at the spot where it
leaves the form to make a tap. Rewind the
wire on the coil after the tap has been
made. Remove the insulation from the tap.
The electronic part of the unit consists of
the tuned circuit and the two transistors.
The antenna is connected through an isolation capacitor, value of which is not critical.
A value of 0.001 /dd. was used by the author
with a ten -foot length of wire. A longer
antenna will be required if the nearest station is distant. As with any antenna, the
main thing is to locate it in a position so
that it will pick up maximum r.f. signal
for the job.
Use a CK722 for the detector transistor.
Or, if more sensitivity is desired, use a
CK768. Both are of the p -n -p type. The
collector of this transistor is connected directly to the base of the second transistor,
a 2N170 n -p -n type.
The relay is a Sigma 1000 -ohm type with
single -pole double -throw contacts. Only the
back contacts, which are normally closed,
are used in this hookup. The spring tension
is adjusted so that a current of about 6 ma.
will pull in the armature and open these
contacts.
Any interruption of the current will
Always say you saw it
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HOW IT WORKS
I

I

The tuned circuit, L1 /C2, is set to an AM. broadcast station whose radio -frequency carrier is strong
enough to change the bias on TR2. Current is drawn
through relay RLl and keeps the armature pulled in
to open the relay contacts. When the broadcast carrier is interrupted, the contacts close, completing the
circuit through the buzzer.

Spectacular New
Tape System Components

J

allow the contacts to return to the normally
closed position. When this happens, the
battery furnishes power to the buzzer and
it warns that the pre-tuned broadcast carrier wave is off the air.
The buzzer can be made from another
relay, by connecting its back contacts in a
circuit that makes and breaks when power
is supplied. During testing of this alarm, it
was noted that, in addition to the noise produced by the buzzer itself, there was
enough static radiated from the buzzer to
make a noise in a nearby receiver. Of
course, this happens only when the alarm is
sounding and not during the standby period.
This noise, caused by the contacts of the
buzzer, would be helpful if the operator
were wearing headphones while using his
receiver.
Installation. After the unit is wired and
ready for operation, connect it to an antenna ten or more feet long and a good
ground. Leave the buzzer disconnected.
Plug in earphones and adjust the slug in
coil L1 to the loudest local station. If the
signal is sufficiently strong, the relay armature should pull in. Remove the phone plug
and insert in its place a plug having both
terminals connected together by a piece of
wire. The buzzer can now be connected,
and the setup is complete. To test, disconnect the antenna and see if the buzzer

PENTRON
STEREO

Select only the TAPE UNITS you want!

Pezltr_n combines p-ofessional features
ana ccstom styling with building- blot k
flexibi ty. Add components when you d
sires--1 -om the simplest monaural system
to the ill- imlusive stereo systems.

MECHAYISMS
AVPILAELE

Featuring Profussicral head
assembly with removable pile piece
Mount VERTI-

='

Porizor-

CAL_Y,

tally or at an

anSimp e s rgte
rota-y cortrol 4
Speed change
outputs p us 2.AC convenien :e omets
leve- at - ont paie) Automatic self-energizing braking
gle
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PREAMPLIFIERS
Ali CA units have same physical dimensions and
require same Wont.

operates.

Opening of the battery circuit to both
the buzzer and the transistors is taken care
of by removing the shorting plug from J1.
Just leave the plug out when the unit is not
in use.
30
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Tape Playback
cps. Signal -to- Noise:
CA-11'.

aim

only. Response: 20- 20,000
c

CA -13: Tape Playback
preamp and record amplifier. Response: 20 -20,000 cps. Signal -to-Noise:
55

EDITOR'S NOTE: The current of 6 ma. reported
by the author of the above article amazed us. Upon
investigation, however, we concluded that his location must be fairly close to the broadcast station,
perhaps within a mile of the antenna. One of our
editors built a duplicate alarm unit and tried it out
at his home about 35 miles from the high -power
stations around New York City. None of these stations provided enough signal strength to operate
the relay specified. An 8000-ohm relay was substituted with no better results. Using this more sensitive relay, however, gave promise of proper operation from a 250 -watt station ten miles away. Using
an antenna length of 150 feet, the alarm worked
perfectly. We suggest plugging in a 0 -5 ma. meter,
if one is available, to determine whether the current output is sufficient at your location and with
your antenna to actuate the relay properly.

MONAURAL

db

yet

CA -15: Stereo Dual
Channel Playback. Response: 20- 20,000 cps.
Signal-to- Noise: 60 db

Hear Fabulous Pentape Recorded Tapes

780 S. Tripp Avenue
Chicago 24, Illinois
Serd brochure on Tape Components.
Name

Address
City and Slate
Canada: Atlas Radio, Ltd., Toronto

ri

:

;nr .

1

markers by intensity modulation at known
points and comparing the voltage at these
(Continued from page 61)
points with those of a sine wave. Marker
cathode, a pattern will be developed as placement is achieved by multiplying the
shown in Fig. 3. The amount of dots indi- number of desired check or marker points
cates the ratio of the high- frequency sig- by the frequency being examined. For innal to the lower one. For example, 25 dots stance, eight check points on a 100 -cycle
would mean that the high frequency is 25 wave would require intensity modulation at
times the lower frequency.
a frequency of 800 cycles. The markers
An interesting hookup is shown in Fig. 4. would be spaced 45° apart.
In this arrangement, the low frequency is
The experimenter should be able to find
again fed to the horizontal and vertical in- many uses for the Z axis method in measputs to give a circle as before. The high uring time intervals between recurring
frequency is again put on the cathode but, pulses or switching operations such as igin addition, a small sample of it is fed into nition firing and the like. If the circular
the vertical input.
sweep is formed by a known frequency and
When the intensity modulation is reduced the unknown high -speed pulses are fed to
by control A, control B can be adjusted to the Z input, the time between pulses will
give the pattern shown in Fig. 5. Then by be the known time of one sweep cycle diadjusting control A, part of the pattern will vided by the number of dots in the circle.
fade out, leaving only the peaks of each As an example, a circle formed by a 10 -kc.
cycle. This hookup eliminates any possi- signal would require 0.0001 second per
bility of "double- trace" errors.
sweep. If the unknown signal applied to
Riding the Waves. Another interesting the cathode gave 10 dots around the circle,
application of intensity modulation is in the time between the unknown pulses
waveform analysis. The waveshape to be would be 0.00001 second.
examined is applied to the vertical input as
If you are not already using intensity
in a normal setup, and the internal sweep is modulation, give the "Z" jack on your osadjusted to give a trace consisting of one or cilloscope a workout when you have some
two complete cycles across the screen. The spare moments. Try a few experimental
distribution of voltage in the waveform un- circuits of your own you'll be surprised
der analysis can be checked by placing at the uses that suggest themselves. 30
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GIGANTIC
SAVE -TO -7096

MA IL SAL

2500 -Watt 60 -C AC PLANT

FACTORY OVERSTOCK
39 brand new leading make.
115 7230.v sing. ph. 60 -c
2500 -w plants. These
are the Deluxe
odel
Powerful Briggs
1.
bmodel 23 engine driving
all bearing self -regulating generator. Will
fsupply correct voltage
rom zero to full wattttage output to any 2 -wire or 3 -wire 115/
230- system.
Ideal for farm or city homes en power

lines fail. Excellent for camping trips.
portable tools such as drills, saws.
crating
hain saws. etc.
Guaranteed super-buy at less than normal dealer cost.
List $425. SALE
$239.50 FOB

HYDRAULIC SPEED REDUCER
hydraulic speed

reducer. Reverses
es
also
rves as clutch. Any
speeds from O to 730 rpm by
Hsimply throwing
lever.
andle up to 1177 h.p. Use
for midget c
shop hand
saws. etc. Govt. cost $426.
SPECIAL
$47.81 FOB

EX

-WIND

WEATHER UNIT

Finest Govt. wind direction
instrument. Attractive satin silver finish etched
dial, span lites show direction.
Buzzer and lite Indicates velocity. Operates on 110 -v AC.
Unit requires roof top trans.
Easily constructed. Govt. cost
mitter.
$97.50. SALE
$12.95 Ppd.
-

1

16

and speed

BANKRUPT ESTOCK

/

PERLMENTAL
RAY
TUBE

gelf(4111

Spectacular brand new
fascinating educational Cathode Ray
tube. Amazing experiments. See AC voltage.
ltra sensitive detector,
LlasoJog experiments, etc. Brilliant green fluorescent
screen. Special 905 laboratory type.
Govt.

Stakes

Booklet on Cathode Ray tube theory and
experiments plus Instructions for building
home xperimental oscilloscope with each
tube. Wonderful! Govt. cost $52.50.
SALE
$4.91 Ppd. in USA.

AC -DC ELECTRIC

GENERATOR

New expensive ball bearing AC (800 cycle) 115-v

-w DC 28 -v. 100 am
Peres.
Will handle lights. stoves, tc. (11
Use DC for light welder, fast battery
h ge
tc. Wt. 48 tbs.
Govt. cost $295. SALE
533.91 FOB
12200

,1.

RADIO TRANSMITTER

Amazing buy in 20.28
button transmit ter. Input 12 volts. Size
11" x 18" x II ". Wt. 56
lbs.
Marvelous exp i
mental
nit.
Valuable
components.
(Only 40
units available.) List $495.
Prepaid to you ...514.91
MC push

50 R.P.M. BATTERY MOTOR

Govt. gear reduction motor.
Extremely powerful.
Reversible.
Gear ratio 100 -1. Speed
50 rem at 6.0 volts. 100
rPm at 12.0 volts. Will
un on AC through trans former.
Ideal for winches, fact/Ty personnel cars. invalids' cars, lift
trucks- truck tall -gate loaders, etc.
Gears precision all ball bearing. Full
instructions for use. Govt. cost $363.
SALE
$19.72 FOB

EWAR SURPLUS
E

ELECTRIC INTERVAL TIMER

Finest 115 -v 60 -c interval
tinter. Sounds buzzer alarm
for any setting 30 -sec. to 4
hrs.

Many uses business and
100rer accurate.
Handsome 31/2" dial.
Chrome bezel. Crystal glass.
etc.
Mount in stove. photo
lab.. office, etc. list $8.30.
SALE
home.

SPECIAL OF THE MONTH!

DYNAMOTOR -500 -1000 VOLTS
Hams, experimenters, et
al.
Wonderful expensive
Govt. ball bearing unit. Generates 500 or 1000
nt
230
.a, from 12 -v battery.
Ideal for hi -power mobile
rig on side hand or AM. Also
useful home laboratory.
Govt. cost $97.50.
SALE

I
$9.98 Ppd

AUTOMATIC ROTARY SWITCH
New rotary 25 position.
pole (wipers and banks)
stepping switch. Same as
used in Tel offices. Switch
can be used to connect any
one of 6 circuits to any one
of 25 circuits
switching
of 150!
Will step under control of dial o on
self sweep -seek basis. Use for private r dial
phone system, laboratory, etc. Govt. cost
$41.50 (Dial $3.951. SALE..512.70 Ppd.
6

AUTOMATIC STROWGER SWITCH
Standard up and around automatic telephone switch. Dial any number (Pr. of contacts) 1 to 99. These switches are used ana
require minor repair. Hundreds of experimental uses.
List $110 (Dial $3.95). SALE..58.91 Ppd.

LOW PASS AUDIO FILTER
Govt. low pass filter. Sharp, cuts
off all frequencies above 2350 cycles.
Hundreds fascinating uses in radio
ham transmitters, laboratory experiments. etc. 600 ohm In and out.
Govt. cost $18.50.
SALE
$1.95 Ppd.

DUAL AUDIO AMPLIFIER
52.39 Ppd.

STANDARD DIAL PHONE

Attractive commercial dial

Ultra-sensitive Govt. portable vacuum tube
Pad controls, hi -gain. Impedance
Use pre -amplifier. telephone line
secret eavesdropning un it. etc.
R
on small batteries. Govt. cost $293.
SALE
$15.91 Ppd.
amplifier.
matching.
amplifier,

Works on any system.
phones
Use a main line or extension.

Order direct from ad or send for catalog.

ringer. Ready to use. List
$25.50. SALE....59.89 Ppd.

864 West "O" St., LINCOLN, NEER.
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MR. ELECTRONICS MAN:

Don't Read This!
But if you're interested in an honest -to- goodness career
in electronics, here's how to step ahead of job- competition,
get a better job, earn more money, and be sure of holding

your technical job, even if the brass starts "laying off."
The "how" is CREI home-study training. CREI offers
you recognized, advanced, professional home study training in Electronic Engineering Technology, including
SERVO -MECHANISMS; COMPUTERS; RADAR;
AUTOMATION; AERONAUTICAL ELECTRONICS;
BROADCASTING; COMMUNICATIONS and MANUFACTURING, and the ELECTRONIC PRINCIPLES
ASSOCLATED WITH GUIDED MISSILES, TELEMETERING, ASTRONAUTICS and INSTRUMENTATION. You can choose your preferred course of training. You don't have to be a college graduate. You do
have to be willing to study -at home. You can do it
while holding down a full -time job. Thousands have.
YOU can qualify for CREI training if you have the
equivalent of a high -school education, and are good at
mathematics, and have some electronics experience
(military service, professional employment, experimenting
or advanced amateur). But remember this: CREI starts
with fundamentals and takes you along at your own
speed. You are not held back by a class, not pushed to
keep up with othe-s who have more experience or educa-
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CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE

THIS

Accredited Technical Institute Curricula

Dept. 122 -E

i

"...

GREATEST
INTEREST

FREE

Electronic Engineering Technology
Broadcast (AM, FM, TV) Engineering Technology
Television Engineering Technology
Aeronautical Electronic Engineering Technology

POSTCARD

Z2

Check

EMPLOYED

TYPE OF
PRESENT

WORK

EDUCATION:
YEARS HIGH SCHOOL
(EARS COLLEGE

IN WHAT BRANCH OF ELECTRONICS
ARE YOU MOST INTERESTED?

Street
Zone

City

TODAY!

12
Age

Name

help us answer your request intelligently, please
give the following information:
BY

Radar, Servo and Computer Engineering Technology

FIELD OF

r.l..

To

Founded 1927
Washington 10, D. C.

Please send me your course outline and FREE illustrated Booklet "Your Future in
describing opportunities and CREI home
the New World of Electronics
study courses in Practical Electronic Engineering Technology.

CHECK

POSTAGE

3224 16th St., N.W.,

,....

tion. Your instructors guide your study and grade your
written work personally. You master the fundamentals,
then get into more advanced phases of electronics engineering principles and practice.
Since 1927 CREI has provided alert young men with
the technical knowledge that leads to more responsibility,
more job security, more money. And CREI has constantly kept pace with the rapid expansion and progress
in electronics. More than 30 years' experience qualifies
CREI to train you.
How good is CREI training? Ask an electronic engineer,
if you know one. Ask a high -school or college physics
teacher. Ask a radio station engineer. Check up on our
professional reputation: CREI home study courses are
accredited by the Engineers' Council for Professional
Development; CREI is an approved member of the
National Council of Technical Schools. Ask personnel
managers how they regard a man with a CREI "ticket."
Many organizations recommend CREI training for their
own personnel. These are but a few examples: United
Air Lines, Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Glenn L.
Martin Co., Federal Electric Corp. Finally, ask a CREI
graduate to tell you about our P'.acement Bureau, which
currently has on file more requests for trained men than
we can fill.
What's the next step? The logical one is to get more
information than we can cram into this page. The postagepaid reply card below, properly filled out, will bring you
a fact -packed booklet, "Your Future in the New World
of Electronics." It includes outlines of courses offered, a
resume of career opportunities, full details, and tuition
details. It's free.

your job tomorrow to a
technically- trained man,

ECPD

011111m,

f..1111011111

If you're willing to lose

MAIL

r ..

Home Study

Residence School

State............

Korean Veteran

This book is

a

Gold Mine

Send for it immediately!
REVEALS HOW YOU CAN GAIN QUICKER SUCCESS
OR TURN YOUR HOBBY INTO A WELL -PAID

CAREER IN

ELECTRONICS

...

Whether you're an amateur
a hobbyist .. , or already
electronics .. let us show you how to have a bright career in
ELECTRONICS
TELEVISION
BROADCASTING
GUIDED MISSILES
INSTRUMENTATION
RADAR
COMPUTERS
AUTOMATION
ASTRONAUTICS
SERVOMECHANISMS
AERONAUTICAL ELECTRONICS
TELEMETERING
COMMUNICATIONS
MANUFACTURING
in

- - - -- - .

HOBBY INTO A HIGH -PAY CAREER! Today
thousands of electronics hobbyists have an opportunity to turn
their hobbies into profits. It's the "Age of Electronics "! Trained
men are in crucial demand! If you are employed "outside" the
electronics field, or if lack of technical knowledge on your present
electronic job is holding you back, why not awaken to your opportunities -now

gordo and in Munich -by electronics experts in guided missile
development and by telemetering technicians on the missile ranges.

ELECTRONICS HAS GOOD PAYING JOBS FOR MEN LIKE
YOU! But you must have advanced technical knowledge. You can
get your share, if you take time now to gain that indispensable
knowledge.
CREI offers you advanced, professional home study training
in Electronic Engineering Technology, including SERVO911ECIIANISMS; ('oMPUTERS; RADAR; AUTOMATION;
AEltlN:Al"lICA!. ELIECTRONICS; BROADCASTING; C'OMMI-NI(',\'l'IoNS _AND MANUFACTURING, and the ELEC-

"You can quote me as saying that it was the smartest money
I ever invested in my life, and it has repaid me several hundred times in earnings, not to mention the confidence and
security that accompanied mastery of radio and electronics,
thanks to CREI. " Joseph Zette /W,IFAZ; Radio Engineer,
WERE. Cleveland. Ohio.

TURN YOUR

!

l'ItINCIPLES A :St icIVI'ED WITH GUIDED
MISSILES, TELEMETERINE, ASTRONAUTICS and INSTRUMI:NI'ATION. You can choose your preferred course of

TIütNIC
training.

YOU NEED ADVANCED TRAINING Sure you have some
experience. But the fellows with only partial technical knowledge
move slowly, or stand still while you -the man with advanced
technical training -plunge ahead in the golden world of electronics

opportunities.

CREI TRAINS YOU IN MINIMUM TIME AT HOME Thousands
of inert before you have benefited quickly from CREI Home Study
training. Thousands of CREI graduates are now employed in
industry here and abroad. Here is what they say:

-

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET RIGHT NOW

This is professional
training. Not for bginners. If you have the equivalent of a high
school education, and are good at mathematics, and have electronic experience -advanced amateur, or industrial -you can
qualify for CREI training and for the fruits which await you
upon graduation.
FAMOUS FOR
30 YEARS

t'It I?I is known
and respected

throughout the
Electronic world.

ACQUIRE NECESSARY TRAINING AT HOME Use spare-time
hobby hours for ('Ií1,1 Honk Study
hou ,ands of successful
technicians have done since 1927. Get concentrated training in
minimum time, then step into a good job and enjoy good pay in
the mushrooming electronics industry. CREI courses are being
studied today on the DEW Line and in the Antarctic
Alam-

-in

Since

1927

we

have trained

thousand', in the
military, industry and government.
ANY
"NGIN EER."
I

VETERAN?

If eligible for training under the
G.I. Bill, check reply card for information.
WASHINGTON? CREI
atto offers resident Instruction at same high
level day or night. Classes start often. Check
reply card for Residence School catalog. Qualified residence graduates earn degree: "Associate In Applied Science."
LIKE TO STUDY IN

1st Class

Permit No. 288 -R
Sec. 34.9 P.L.R.

Washington,

BUSINESS REPLY CARD
No Postage Stomp Necessary
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Mailed
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United States
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After Class
(Continued fron>, page 89)
Figure 1 indicates schematically how a
light amplifier cell is fabricated. In its simplest form, a photoconductor layer and an
electroluminescent layer are sandwiched
between two electrodes, one of them transparent. When no illumination is present,
the impedance of the photoconductor cadmium sulfide layer is substantially higher
than that of the electroluminescent layer of
zinc sulfide. Thus, in the dark, the voltage
applied across the electrodes is almost completely across the photoconductor part of
the cell (see Fig. 2). With virtually no voltage across the electroluminescent layer, no
light is emitted.
Glowing Response. Now imagine that
a spot of light shines on the photoconductor through the transparent layer. The resistance of the photoconductor will immediately diminish so that a large portion
of the applied voltage is now across the
electroluminescent layer. A glowing area
develops, reproducing the size and shape of
the initiating spot of light.
In this simple case, the action is adequate
to yield an image. But what characteristics
are required to produce a brighter image
of a more complex picture containing many
light and dark tones?

B -T comes the most important advance in better TV reception for 1958 -a broadband TV amplifier
that boosts signal strength on all VHF channels and
operates 1, 2 or 3 TV sets with one antenna -no
tuning required.

From

-

Combines two functions in one
BOOSTS signal strength on 1 or 2 TV sets up
to 6 db gain operating two TV sets from one antenna.
COUPLES 2 or 3 TV sets using the present antenna. Outperforms non -powered couplers in any
reception area by more than 2 to 1.
Check these B-23 features:
Ideal for color add a color TV set and keep present black- and -white set, use the same antenna -the
result, sharper, clearer pictures on both sets.
Low noise figure -works with new VHF sets.
Reduces interference.
Easily installed at antenna terminals of set.
Mounts out of sight at rear of set.
Automatically amplifies channels 2 -13.
Ideal small TV system.

-

-
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To develop such an image, the activating
illumination must act as more than just a
switch to turn on the electroluminescence.
The cell should be designed so that increasing the intensity of the light applied will
result in an increase of the light emitted.
Neither image reproduction nor any degree
of amplification could be realized without
this property.
High Fidelity. Light amplification in
the cell must be linear, to insure that the
relation between the light and dark tones
of the image, or contrast, will remain the
same as that of the original regardless of
the degree of amplification. This is quite

PHOTOCONDUCTOR
(HIGH IMPEDANCE)

ELECTROLUMINESCENT

LAYER

(LOW IMPEDANCE)

Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of photoconductor and
electroluminescent layer under dark conditions. As
in any voltage divider, the large voltage appears
across circuit element having She larger impedance.

For operating 3 to 8 TV sets, use the DA8 -B
10 db gain on all VHF channels
The DA8 -B Distribution Amplifier is a broadband,
all-channel unit that requires no tuning, impedance

-more than

matching devices, pre -amps or other special fittings.
Ideal for all small TV systems (garden apartments,
motels, TV showrooms). For color.
Only $94.50.
The B -23, the DA8 -B, and other B-T quality engineered products, are available at parts distributors.
For further information, use coupon.
BLONDER -TONGUE LABS., INC.
9 Ailing Street, Newark 2, New Jersey

PE-2

Please send me literature covering:
B -T B -23
0 B -T TV Accessories
Name
Address
City

Zone

-State
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SW L's! HAMS!

Come to

"HAM HEADQUARTERS, USA"
to see and hear
models of the

all

HAMMARLUND
RECEIVERS
because at

.

-

HARRISON'S

!

you can get

friendly, helpful Service
the most satisfactory equipment
the easiest payment terms
prompt, careful shipment of mail
orders to any part of the World
highest trade-in allowances
SEND POSTCARD for literature on any Ham
Equipment, a "How -to- get -here" guide and a
picture of hundreds of bargains In "Like -New"
receivers and transmitters In the famous

HARRISON TRADE -IN CENTER
Visit either of our great stores and get an
Interesting Booklet-"Listening in on the World
with the HQ100" FREE!

HARRISON
"HAM

SA

SINCE 19

225 GREENWICH STREET
BARCLAY 7 -7777
NEW YORK 7, N. Y.
144 -24 Hillside Ave., Jamaica
Long Island

-

INFRARED SNIPERSCOPE
TELESCOPE and PARTS
See in the dark -without being observed. War surplus Sniperscope M -2.
Gov't cost about $1200. Used for industrial plant security; research lab

experiments; infrared photography
spectroscopy, etc. Instrument complete, ready to use. Includes Power
Pack, infrared light source. Will operate from 6 V auto battery. Battery
or transformer available.
$150 00
Stock No. 85,053 -DZ
Shipping weight approx. 12 lbs., f.o.b. Barrington, N. J.
Save still more money! Build your own Sniperscope!
We will furnish instructions-parts, including: Power
Packs, 1P25A image tubes, light units, filters, etc. For
details- request FREE Catalog "DZ."

SPECIAL! SPECIAL!

important, of course, for faithful reproduction of picture quality.
Unfortunately, the light emission of this
particular type of amplifier requires a definite time to adjust itself to sudden changes
in applied light intensity. The time needed
for the output to "catch up" may range
from about 1/100 of a second to more than
a full second.
This time lag in response is the chief
shortcoming of the light amplifier. The
long time constants of the present -day amplifiers make it impossible to use them in
television applications. Even a slowly moving figure on a TV screen will change the
incident light pattern much too suddenly
for the electroluminescent phosphor to follow. The resulting afterglow and time -lag
would jumble the picture to the point where
it would become unreadable.
Latest Improvements. Quite recently
an improved design of panel light amplifier
has been described. In this arrangement,
amplifications better than 100 to 1 have
been achieved. Figure 3 shows the construction of this design.
Grooving the relatively thick photoconductor has the effect of increasing the area
available to the incident radiation; the current diffusing layer spreads the photocurrents slightly so that more of the phosphor
layer is utilized, thus stepping up the efficiency. The opaque layer prevents feedback of output light that would tend to
produce multiple images. These are of the
nature of mechanical improvements.

From the electrical standpoint, another
substantial improvement has been made.
It has been found that when d.c. rather than
a.c. is applied to the photoconductor its
effectiveness increases many times over.
Unfortunately, however, the electroluminescent layer will not work unless it is
energized by a.c.
A.C. and D.C. Figure 4 shows one
method that has been used successfully to
overcome this stumbling block. Experimental evidence indicates that amplifications of better than 100 times are easily
obtained by this system. In Fig. 4 (A) note
that each wedge- shaped photoconductive
element or "line" is electrically insulated
INCIDENT LIGHT

INFRARED 1P25A IMAGE TUBE
$9.95 pstpd.
Stock No. 70,127 -DZ

COLOR TV TUBESCOPE
Saves time, effort in alignment of color dot pattern.
$24.50 pstpd.
22 power
Stock No. 50,139 -DZ

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG "DZ "!
Complete Line of Astronomical Telescope Parts and Assembled Tele.
scopes. Satellitescopes. Also huge selection of lenses, prisms, war
surplus optical Instruments. parts and n so ies. Telescope ., microscopes, binoculars, etc. Request Cannon ' OL I
DIDII

ST

STOCK

HUMID .SIND CHICK OA MONTI OAD1A. SANSIACIICN OD/1IAMIIIO!

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.rBARRINGTON, N. J.
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CURRENT DIFFUSER
OPAQUE LAYER

aQ
o

'ELECTROLUMINESCENT
LAYER

GLASS PLATE

TRANSPARENT LAYER

The structure of a light amplifier cell
which has recently been developed. Amplifications
of over 100 times have been achieved with this cell.

Fig. 3.
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NOTE INSULATING GAPS
BETWEEN PHOTOCONDUCTOR
WEDGES

ALLIED'S

114.1P+
DIO DE S

___`__`_
ELECTRONIC SUPPLY CATALOG

(A)

LISD. RADiO

SAVE on

everything in
electronics
(B)

EASY TERMS
AVAILABLE

Fig. 4. Method of obtaining d.c. for photoconductors and a.c. for phosphor layer (A) and how photoconductors are connected (B) to remainder of circuit,

from its neighbor and that the alternate
wedges are connected in parallel. This arrangement provides two separate interlaced
photoconductive surfaces. Figure 4(B) illustrates how the elements are connected
to the remainder of the circuit.
In series with each photoconductor wedge
is a rectifier diode. With the application of
the activating a.c., a half -wave voltage of
opposite polarity and phase is fed to the two
photoconductors in alternate sequence. The
potential that appears across the phosphor,
however, is still a.c. because the two diodes
acting together pass along both halves of
the a.c. cycle to the electroluminescent
layer. Hence, the photoconductor's d.c. requirement and the phosphor's a.c. requirement are both satisfied.
At the moment, certain restricted but
important applications for light amplifiers
are under serious investigation. One of
these is in the field of intensified fluoroscopic screens for x -ray examination. The
fluoroscopic screen used in x -ray absorbs
the x -ray photons and emits a dim light
which -when sent through a light amplifier
-enables a much brighter and easier -tointerpret picture to be obtained.
The Future. Use of light amplifiers for
television belongs in the more distant future. Much more development is necessary.
And as for binoculars and telescopes-they
won't be in anv of the denartment stores
this summer -or the one after.
40H
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WORLD'S LARGEST STOCKS
Here's everything in Electronics
for Experimenters, Builders, Amateurs, Servicemen, Engineers and
Hi -Fi Hobbyists:
Amazing Build-Your-Own KNIGHT -KITS
Hi -Fi Music Systems & Components
Recorders & Phono Equipment
TV Tubes, Antennas, Accessories
Public Address Systems
Amateur Station Equipment
Latest Test Instruments
Industrial Electronic Supplies
Parts, Tubes, Transistors, Tools and looks

on everything in Electronics
fast, dependable service
send today for your FREE 1958
ALLIED Catalog.

-

SAVE

-get

Everything in Electronics
-7- From One Reliable Source

our

37th year

ALLIED RADIO'
'ALLIED RADIO CORP., Dept 79 -B8
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago B0, III.

O Rush FREE 1958 ALLIED 404 -Page Catalog
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Should Have Known!

(Continued from page 77)
curl up from the back of the amplifier.
I dashed to the power switch and turned
everything off. Then I slid the amplifier
out of its nice, tight box, and when I
started to put my hand on the chassis to
lift it down, a wave of heat warned me
just in time. The chassis was all set to
fry eggs, boil water, and perform other
feats that would look fine on a stove, but
not on an amplifier. I should have known!
I had put some large, hot output tubes in
a tight little box with no air circulation
no way for cool air to drive the hot air out.
Enter my claim for champion dunce.

-

THE chassis cooled, I inspected it and
found no parts visibly charred or connections burnt. Maybe I had caught it in
time. Another five minutes and a capacitor
might have been cooked or a transformer
shorted, and all hell would have broken
AS

loose.

After a further cooling -off period, I used
my multimeter to see if there was a short
from the high voltage to ground. The
needle jumped way over as the capacitors
charged -good -and then settled back to a
normal high resistance. So I put the am-

plifier in the open, on a small table next
to the changer, and turned on the power
again.
I kept my finger on the switch for quick
action in case there were any sparks or
red -hot tubes, but glory be, everything held
tight. And the wonderful sound that came
pouring out of the speaker told me that
this time I really was lucky. Surely nothing
more can happen, I thought, as I turned
up the volume to send a Brahms symphony
crashing into the room.
I was wrong. There was a loud pounding
on my door as the horns and trombones let
go for a chorale. My downstairs neighbor
had come up, sputtering in my face. He
was a big man.
"I never heard anything so loud in my
life! Are you crazy? My walls are coming
down," he shouted.
Maybe I was inspired, but I didn't crack
for a second. I turned the volume way
down and invited him in. I told him I had
just installed my new hi -fi rig, and it
sounded fine. I went to the kitchen for two
bottles of beer.
"Hi -fi, eh," he muttered. "I've been
hearing about that all over the place.
Never knew what it was." He listened for
a few minutes. "Turn it up a little so I
can see what it sounds like." I gave him

50 WATTS

WILLIAMSON
New DYNACO A -430
from your

Output transformer and simple circuit modifications let you raise the power of your Williamson type amplifier to over 50 watts at less than 1%
I M distortion. This super -fidelity output transformer will give you double power and double
listening pleasure with very low distortion and
at your Elecunequalled transient bandwidth. Its unique detronic Parts Dissign uses para -coupled windings, the first basic
tributor or Audio Jobber.
advance in quality transformer design since the
introduction of interleaved windings.
Write for details of new Dynaco output transformers, circuits,
and conversion data for Williamson Amplifiers.

$2995

DYNACO INC., Dept. P.E., 617 N. 41st St., Philadelphia 4, Pa.
LEARN

ORDER BY MAIL AND SAVE!

RADAR MICROWAVES
TRANSMITTERS
TV
CODE
RADIO

TV PICTURE TUBES

Phila. Wireless Technical Institute
1533 Pine St.

Philadelphia 2, Penna.

A Non - Profit Corp. Founded in 1908

Write for free catalog "P"
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12LP4A
$ 8.95
16KP4
$10.95
17BP4
$10.95
24CP4 (6 Mo.)
27NP4 (6 Mo.)

20CP4
21EP4

$13.90
$14.95
$15.95
$23.95
$39.95

21 YP4

Including old tube

ONE YEAR WARRANTY
ONE QUALITY-ONE PRICE
We shlp Tubes Anywhere.

Write for List

PICTURE TUBE OUTLET
3032 Milwaukee Ave.
Always say you saw it

Chicago 18, Illinois
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a medium volume. Again he listened for a
while.
"Say, that's really something. Ought to
be a little louder, though." I happily
accommodated him, and Brahms again took
over the room as we rode the fortissimos
like ocean surf. All my troubles were over!
There was a loud pounding at my door.
I opened it to find my upstairs neighbor
sputtering in my face.
"Are you crazy? I can't even think up

there !"

I should hare known!
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How We Listen to Stars

.

(Continued front page 44)
One of the largest interferometers is near
Sydney, Australia. This consists of an array
of dipoles 1500 feet long.
Essentially, the job of the radiotelescope
is to focus the radio waves it receives and
feed them into a sensitive receiver. This is
analogous to the action of the optical telescope. The parabolic dish, either solid or
made of wire screen or mesh, reflects incoming radio waves to a focal point, where
they are picked up by a rod or dipole and
fed to a receiver. The signal is amplified,
then sent to a mechanical recorder, usually
a pen tracing the signal on graph paper.
The interferometer, on the other hand,
works in a different manner. The typical
telescope of this sort consists of a flat
array of dipoles. When they face directly
toward the emission source, the wavefront
reaches all the dipoles at the same time.
This is shown as a signal of maximum
strength. When the signal comes in at a
slight angle, it reaches one dipole earlier
than the next, and the interference of the
out -of -phase waves cuts the signal strength.
To improve resolution, interferometers are
built with a second array of dipoles arranged at right angles to the first array.
Where the two signals of maximum
strength intersect, they produce a "pencil"
beam which has the resolution of a huge
parabolic antenna.
Diffuse Definition. Radio waves from
space are relatively unaffected by daylight,
cloud or fog, which is a tremendous advantage over light waves for observation,
but their long wavelength compared to
light makes it difficult to gain good resolution. The beam width depends on the ratio
of the wavelength to the diameter of the
telescope. Therefore, in order to gain the
resolution of even a small optical telescope,
the antenna of a radioscope would have to
be thousands of miles long. For that reason,
radioscopes are able to define a radio source
only diffusely, causing the observers to con (Continued on page 126)
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E C leads in Quality Electronic
Test Equipment, at Lowest Prices!
NEW! EMC Model 301
Speedi Tube Tester

:

Precision

crafted for
checking tubes in seconds.
Only 2 settings to make.
Checks for shorts, leak,a
ages, and quality. Over 375
*
a
tubes now listed, including OZ4 tube. New listings «.... _:__
available. Saves precious
time and quickly pays for
itself. Also available with
71/2" meter.
Model 301P , illustrated
with 41/2" plastic front meter, in oak carrying case.
$47.50; In Kit Form, $33.20.
Model 301C, Sloping Counter Case, $44.50; Kit, $32.60.
Model PTA, Picture Tube Adaptor (to check and rejuve
nate picture tubes)
$4.50

y¡} ;:.,

NEW! EMC Model 108
Handi Tester
The only appliance and auto battery
tester in its price class to use a
D'Arsonval, instead of an iron vane
type meter. You get exclusive advan-

tages of maximum accuracy, maximum scale length, and minimum

...

battery replacement cost
at no
extra cost. Complete with test leads
and instruction manual. Wired,
$15.95; In Kit Form, $12.95.

NEW! EMC Model 905-6A
Battery Eliminator, Charger,
and Vibrator Checker
A MUST for auto radio service.
Features continuously variable
voltage output
in either 6 or
12 volt operation. Checks all 6
or 12 volt vibrators. Model 905 -

-

40.

(Comb.) Wired, $67.90; Kit,
$44.90. Model 905, Battery
Eliminator and Charger (only) Wired, $37.50; Kit,
$28.90. Model 906, Vibrator Cheche- (only) Wired,
$31.80; In Kit Form, $17.05.
NEW! Model BEA, Battery Eliminator Adaptor (for
Transistor Radio Checking)
Wired, $9.70
6A

tell me more, send me-FREE
of the complete EMC line.
Yes,

-a

detailed catalog
PE -2

NAME
STREET
CITY

EMC

STATE

Electronic Measurements Corp.
625 B'way New York 12, N. Y.
Ex. Dept. 370 B'way, N. Y. 13
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Now -See How to Save H

Many thousands of hi -fi fans knew a good thing
when they saw the first edition of the Hi -Fi
Guide and Yearbook. Newsstands were cleaned
out in a matter of days and the book became a
collector's item.
The new 1958 Edition of the Hi -Fi Guide and
Yearbook will go on sale soon. It contains completely new material on every facet of high
fidelity... from an advance report on 162/3 rpm
( "The Fourth Speed "), to guidance on adding
stereophonic sound to your present set -up.
This new Hi-Fi Guide and Yearbook will return
many times the $1 you pay for it ... by showing
how to shop wisely for equipment, how to save
on repairs, which records are best, and moneysaving techniques and ideas available nowhere
else.
It will be a continually entertaining companion

... providing

you with fascinating, useful lore,
showing you how to get more pleasure out of
hi -fi, helping you explore the different worlds of
high fidelity and music.
Reserve your copy today. This new edition will
sell fast! A word to your newsdealer now will

assure you of your copy of this handsome,
practical book.

Latest Ideas for Buying, Improving, Using Hi -Fi Systems and Components
Best Records of the Year
Ways to Make Monaural and Stereo Tapes '
Complete Hi -Fi Glossary Y FM Stations
Rolloff and Turnover Settings
Where to get Free Hi -Fi Literature
Hi -Fi Shows in '58
and Programs
Record and Tape Clubs
How to Use Demonstration and Sampler Records
New Inventions and Improvements in Speakers, Amplifiers, Preamps, Tuners,
Free Strobe Test
Crossovers, Tape, Stereo, Controls, Turntables, Heads
A Storehouse of Exciting
Hundreds of Pictures
Disc
164 Pages
and Practical Information Compiled by the Editors of Popular Electronics

'

*

*

*

*

*

COMING SOON- Reserve

at Your Newsstand
124

*

*

our Copy Today
*

Only $1

Always say you saw it
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Get More Fun Out of High Fidelity!

\\\

NeW19s8
EDITION
Iil\\\
HI -FI GUIDE and YEARBOOK
ACTUALLY 3 BOOKS IN 1
1. Improving Your Hi -Fi. How to use tone
controls. How crossovers work. Ways to
boost speaker performance. Why you
need loudness controls, how to add them.
How to add extra speakers to your rig.
How to add a spotlight with presence
control ... tricks of accenting the middle
sound frequencies. Effects of variable
damping in amplifiers. How to check
your phonograph's pickup and keep it
working at peak efficiency. Ways to check

shape. How to tape programs directly
off the air ... step -by -step instructions
and pictures. Expert hints and shortcuts
on making good tape recordings. How to
check a tape recording head to ascertain
alignment. Complete guide to tape splicing for interesting effects.

3.

a stylus.

2.

Tape Techniques. How to get the most
out of tape. How to keep tape in top

Getting Into Stereo. What stereo is. Latest

advances. What the different stereo systems are. What stereo equipment is available. How to add stereo to your present
rig. Merits and drawbacks of different
systems. What they cost. Tricks of the
trade.

»6 °W
{°

or

"e

-(°

free

Arms

Maly

Stroboscope disc bound into
every copy ... helps you keep your
turntable at correct speeds!

Ziff -Davis Publishing
February, 1958

Co., 64 E. Lake Street, Chicago 1, III.
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MAKE TINY GENIUS COMPUTERS WITH
a new and

better

Makes

106

BRAINIAC
ELECTRIC BRAIN CONSTRUCTION

computing,

KIT

reasoning,

arithmetical, logical, puzzle -solving
and game -playing machines ,
all 93 GENIACS, it TYNIACS
and 60 AU New BRAINIACSI
Scientific

Fun

Instructive

Safe

with reusable solderless

Parts and complete plans

THIS IS

BRAINIACI With our
Brainier Kit (K 15). you can build
over 100 small electric brain machines and toys which "think."
compute. reason and display Intelligent behavior. Each one worke
on a elogie flashlight battery .
is FUN to make, FUN to use and pl y with, and TEACHES you something new about electrical computing and reasoning circuits. Orig
Mated and produced exclusively by Berkeley Enterprises, Brainier t
the result of 7 years' development work with miniature mechanic,
braine, Including Geniae. Tyniac, Tit-Tat -Toe Machine pictured in
LIFE Magazine, Simon. Squee, etc.
WHAT CAN YOU MAKI WITH BRAINIAC KIT K 1S? 100 small machines including-Logic Machines: Logical Truth Calculator, Syllogism
Prover. Intelligence Test. Boolean Algebra Circuits .
Game .
Playing Maehinea: Tit- Tat -Toe, Nim, Black Match, Wheeled Bandit.
etc.
.
Computers: To add, subtract, multiply or divide, using
Crypto.
decimal or binary numbers; Forty -Year Calendar, etc. .
graphic Machines: Coders, Decoders, Combination Lock with 15.0000
.
000 combinations, etc. .
Puzzle -Solving Machines and Ortiz Machines: Dozens of intriguing puzzles and quizzes -with fascinating
variations.
WHAT COMES WITH YOUR BRAINIAC? Complete plans and instructione.
Manual by E. C. Berkeley on small electric brain machines.
Over 120 circuit diagrams including 46 exact wiring templates.
Every
Introduction to Boolean Algebra for designing circuits.
part needed to build Geniaes, Tyniacs, Brainiacs -over 400 pieces
including control panel, multiple switch dises, Jumpers, improved
wipers, bulbs, sockets. washers, wire, battery, special tools-everything needed
Price: $17.95.
(For shipment West of Mississippi add SOc. outside U. S., add $1.80.)
7-DAY FULL REFUND GUARANTEE IF NOT SATISFACTORY
NOTE: If you already have a Geniae Kit, you can convert it to a
Brainiac Kit for only $4.95, by ordering K 16.
'MAIL THIS COUPONBerke5
Enterprise.s, Inc. Deppt. 8117
Waleyshington St
Newonville 90, Maas.
1) 0 Please send me Brainiac Kit K 15.
(Returnable in 7 days
for full refund if not satisfactory-If in good condition.)
.

61,
2)

1

.
Please send me K 16 (same re0 1 have a Geniac Kit
fund privilegesl. I enclose $
in full payment. My name and address aare attached.

A BOX IS NOT
A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT!
No

skilled

musical

Instrument

maker. Including even those in aboriginal tribes, has ever found a rectangular box satisfactory. IN SPITE
OF THIS, today many HI-FI speaker
systems proclaim the ultimate in
high fidelity. yet they employ nothing
more than the most elementary boxes
to perform the complicated function
of transforming the vibrations of the
loudspeaker into sound.
In the KARLSON ENCLOSURES,
specially curved internal and external structures are used to provide you
with the highest performance capabilities available in the industry today.
Actually the 'Carlson Enclosure to
one of the most fabulous musical insWurnente ever created and is capable
of reproducing every sound from a
baby's breath to the mighty roar of
thunder.
After long and rigorous
tests, we know definitely that the
Karlaon Enclosures can outperform all other units now available
on the market at any price.

Despite their fantastic Performance characteristics these units
are available to you in 20 different models in KIT, UNFINISHED
AND FINISHED FORMS, at prices you can afford. ranging from
$

18.60 to 8174.00.

SEND FOR OUR COMPLETE CATALOG TODAY AND LEARN
HOW THE KARLSON ENCLOSURE CAN BE FITTED TO YOUR

SPECIFIC NEEDS.

r

KARLSON ASSOCIATES, INC., Dept. PES
Neck Road

' 1610
Brooklyn 29,
'
Please send

N. Y.

catalog.

IName
Address

I City
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centrate on the shorter wavelength. But as
the larger scopes are built, they will be able
to push their studies up into the longer
wavelengths. There is no doubt that even
more and possibly greater surprises are
awaiting them in this region.
With the earth trembling on the threshold of space, it would not be out of place
to predict that man may one day soon construct even larger radiotelescopes between
orbiting space stations, or even on the moon
itself. It is impossible to guess what tremendous discoveries there will be, but one
thing is certain-radio astronomy will some
day rank with optical astronomy as one of
the most important of sciences. Indeed, it
may even outgrow its older brother in unlocking the secrets of the universe. It won't
be long now!
-03 -A
AAAAAAA
A
Got the Shakes?

A A
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(Continued from page 70)
manipulating the contact and spring tension screws. If the light remains on, it
means that relay spring tension is too
great. Turn the adjusting screw slightly
counterclockwise.
Before turning power on, always touch
the prod tip to the touch plate to discharge
Cl. Repeat the above procedure until the
light flashes every time the power switch
is operated.
With RL1 working dependably, allow the
timing circuit to operate. After five or ten
seconds, the indicator light should flash on
automatically. If too long a period passes,
or it does not flash, give the lower contact
screw a very tiny clockwise adjustment
no more than 1/20 of a turn.
Test the control that R2 exercises over
the circuit. The range should be from three
seconds at one end of rotation to about 15
seconds at the other end. Careful adjustment of the relay contact screws takes care
of the timing range.

-

-

HOW IT WORKS
The collector current of a transistor depends upon
the base current, among other things. When power is
applied, a small charging current flows into the timing
capacitor (Cl) through the base circuit, making the
collector current large enough to hold relay RLl in.
As the capacitor charges, the base current-and consequently the collector current-decreases slowly until
it can no longer hold in the relay armature. The time
required for the capacitor to charge is controlled by
the resistance of the timing potentiometer (R2) in
series with it.
When the probe touches the touch plate, capacitor
CI is short -circuited and a new timing period starts.
If the wedge strips are touched by the probe during
this interval, the timing resistors (Rl, R2) are short circuited, charging the capacitor almost instantaneously.
The base current drops to zero, the collector current
diminishes to its lowest value, and the relay armature
is released again.

Always say you saw if
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Get the Best from Your Tuner
(Continued from page 88)
reflector, and Yagi. The last is the best
for coaxing the signal into your set.
The third factor is the inherent sensitivity of the tuner (which varies according
to its design), or the amount of amplification between antenna and limiter. We
assume the tuner is properly aligned.
In the last couple of years, some FM
tuners of extremely high sensitivity have
come on the market. This is evidenced by
such specifications as "1 to 3 microvolts
signal for full limiting." Five to ten microvolts for full limiting would be medium
sensitivity. Anything over that is low.
But don't compare the specs for two
tuners closely with each other, because
somewhat different methods of measurement are used by different manufacturers.
If you are located within about 20 miles
of the transmitter, any medium -to -high
sensitivity tuner will pass on plenty of
signal to the limiter, usually with a simple
indoor antenna.
Further out, say 20 to 75 miles from
the transmitter, we find a great variety
of situations, depending on elevation, surrounding obstructions, etc. FM reception
in this area is usually excellent too, but

ROUND

KEY

SQUARE

Smooth, accurate openings made in 11/2 minutoS
or less with Greenlee Radio Chassis Punch

Quickly make smooth, accurate holes in metal, bakelite, or
hard rubber with a GREENLEE
Chassis Punch. Easy to operate
simply turn with an ordinary wrench. Round, square,
wide
key, and "D" types
range of sizes to make openings
for sockets, plugs, controls,
meters, terminal strips, transformers, anel lights, etc. Assure perfect fit of parts and
professional finish to every
job. Write for descriptive literature. Greenlee Tool Co., 2382
Columbia Ave., Rockford, Ill.

...

...

GRE
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Learn BASIC TELEVISION
The

is before you for only $10!
the
tenna to picture tube. Volumes 3, 4 and 6 contain
a
TV receiver circuit explanations. Each volume coversthe
In
effect,
specific number of sections in the receiver.
of
the
view
an
overall
first
spiral
like
a
is
presentation
whole, and then the detailed explanation of each part.
The most perfect modern teaching technique. The result
maximum understanding.

whole world of black- and -white television

1a1oIWls

New 5- volume Rider "picture
book" course by Dr. Alexander Schure teaches the com-

plete basic principles and
practices of black and white
television easily, quickly and
understandably. You can master the basics of television
easily, rapidly and thoroughly
with this "learn by pictures"
training course.

Ism

..

0.1
Iva

It's so easy to learn
1

experience, education needed

BASIC TELEVISION uses the same methods that have
proven so successful in the famous Rider "picture books"
on electricity and electronics. This comprehensive course
presents Basic Television in simple, down-to -earth lan-

-

guage that everyone can understand regardless of
previous education. All that is assumed is that you have
a knowledge of radio. Every phase of television is made
instantly clear explained in plain English supported
by carefully prepared, large and exciting drawings that
make every idea crystal- clear.

-

5

complete volumes

It starts with the transmitter and discusses in detail the
following subjects: Volume 1 deals with the transmitter;

the handling and the operation of the camera ; formation
of the picture signal and the general content of the transmitter. Volume 2 covers the organization of the entire
TV receiver treating each section individually from an-

February, 1958
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Learn at home -no correspondence

-

This course is so complete, so different there's no need
for the usual letter writing, question and answer correspondence. You learn in the comfort of your home,
in your spare time . . at your own pace.
10 -day examination -Money Back Guarantee
Send today for these exciting new training courses
you risk nothing When you receive the volumes, examine them in your own home for 10 full days. If, at the
end of that time, you're not completely satisfied, we will
simply return your full purchase price! Total cost for
this 5- volume course is only 810.001 In Canada, prices
approximately 5% higher.
.

Here's how this easy, illustrated course works. Every
page covers one complete idea There's at least one big
illustration on that same page to explain it1 What's
more, an imaginary instructor stands figuratively at
your elbow, doing "demonstrations" that make the theory
easy for you to follow and understand. Then, at the end
of every section, you'll find a review that highlights the
important topics you've just covered. You build a
thorough, step -by -step knowledge at your own pace -as
fast as you yourself want to go.
No

-

-

1

ORDER TODAY

These books are sold by electronics parts jobbers and
book stores. If YOUR dealer doesn't have these books,
mail this coupon to us.

r

g

JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER,

INC.

116 West 14th St., N.Y.C.
Please send me
I have enclosed $
5-vol. BASIC TELEVISION set (soft cover) at $10.00

O

per set
Deluxe cloth bound edition all 5 vols. in a single binding $11.50
and
I understand I may return the books In 10 days
receive a complete refund of the full purchase price If
am not satisfied.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY & STATF
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With H. G. Cisin's Copyrighted RAPID
"TV TROUBLE SHOOTING METHOD"
Without experience or knowledge, this guaranteed new method
servicing TV sets enables you to DIAGNOSE TV troubles as
rapidly as an expert. NO THEORY -NO MATH -you can locate
all faults in record -breaking time regardless of make or model.
"TV TROUBLE SHOOTING METHOD" is the most valuable
aid to TV servicing ever written. Be a TV Trouble Diagnostician. Increase your present earnings. Open your own Profitable
Business or get a high -paying skilled lob.
It's all in this book .. .
Nothing more fo Pay-Nothing else fo Buy
Alphabetically listed are 85 picture troubles, over 58 raster and
1; sound troubles. By this unique copyrighted method you know
EXACTLY WHERE the trouble is: plus step -by -step instructions, including 69 RAPID CHECKS, help to find faulty part.
13 IMPORTANT PRELIMINARY CHECKS NEED NO INSTRUMENTS! Of the 69 Rapid Checks, OVER 65 ALSO
REQUIRE NO INSTRUMENTS! Rapid checks include emergency checks for distorted pictures, defective tubes including
PIN. tube,' plus 57 others. ALL EXPLAINED IN SIMPLE
LANGUAGE. PERFORMED WITHOUT INSTRUMENTS.
MANY CHECKS USE THE PICTURE TUBE AS A GUIDE.
ll. O. t'isin, the author, is the inventor of the A(' /D(' midget
radio. He licenses RCA, AT &T, etc. Ile has also trained thou 'ands of technicians now owning their own prosperous TV service
, rganizatiuns or holding highly paid TV
positions. His years of
¢perienee are emhodled in this remarkable new book.
Guaranteed Money Back in 5 Days if Not Satisfied!
ABSOLUTELY FREE with each der: Your choice
of Cisin's newest hooks: BASIC ELECTRICITY
SiPostVol. 1 or TV -RADIO TUBE SUBSTITUTION
paid
GUIDE. These sell for 50e ea. ACT NOW -get
2 books postpaid at cost of only one!
of

-

RUSH COUPON NOW!
CISIN, Consulting Engineer -Dept. P -30
Amagansett, N. Y.
Enclosed find S1. Rush Trouble Shooting Method and free book
marked above (If not marked Basic Elec. will be sent).
Name
Address
City
Zone
State
H. G.

Monitor police. .. fire ...industrial
calls with mobile Car-Call
fixed frequency radio receiver
Not a converter! Car -Call is a complete, self- contained
quality receiver at the lowest price in the field. Available
in AM or FM units, Car -Call is a sensitive, crystal controlled receiver...factory preset to any frequency in
30 -50 me band. 6 or 12 -volt battery operation or 110v AC.
Uses your existing auto radio antenna.

it takes more stuff to get it. Only full
trial at your location will determine just
how good a tuner, and how high an antenna, you need for full limiting.
It is in this area that a lot of disappointment with FM has been caused because users didn't realize they were not
getting enough signal into the limiter
stage. Changing to a high- sensitivity tuner
has changed FM listening from misery
to joy for many people.
Beyond 75 miles, you will probably need
a very sensitive tuner plus a very hot antenna. Beyond about 100 miles, FM reception becomes unreliable.
The Last Line-Up. Now let's talk about
aligning. It is obvious that top quality in
FM depends heavily on proper adjustment
of the tuned circuits. Every FM tuner
should be lined up at least once a year
by a skilled technician who has the test
equipment to do the job. If your tuner
has been in use a year or more, and you
have it lined up, the odds are that you
will get the bang of your life. Such snap,
clarity, and brilliance! You didn't know
you had lost all that fidelity, because it
,crept away a little at a time.
Finally, in using your tuner, do use the
tuning indicator to make sure you are
parked right in the middle of the channel
before you sit down to listen. Only when
the signal is swinging equally to each side
of the "center" will the distortion drop
to a minimum. It's a good idea when
tuning to turn off the a.f.c., if your tuner
has it, because it is hard to find the center of the channel with the a.f.c. on.
If you do give your tuner the kind of
good home treatment suggested in this
article, and you tune in a live program
from a well -run FM studio, you will be
getting one of the top thrills in high fidelity. The fullness, power, brilliance of a
good piano heard this way, for instance,
will repay you many times over for your
attentions to your FM tuner.
30

German Radios

7925
MONEY -BACK
GUARANTEE!

SEELEY ELECTRONICS
Dept. PE-1
1060 S. LaBrea Ave., Los Angeles 19, Calif.
Send complete information on Car -Call receivers:
NAME

ADDRESS CITY

128

-ZONE-

-STATE-

(Continued from page 57)
ment, assembled from separate components.
The console sets lack magnetic phonograph
cartridges, a choice of record equalization
settings, FM tuners with automatic frequency control, and amplifiers with heavy
output transformers. The very fact that
the loudspeakers are contained in the same
cabinet with the rest of the equipment is
contrary to the principles of hi -fi design.
In other words, neither the German table
model radios nor the console sets come anywhere near the top in hi -fi. Separate hi -fi
Always say you saw it
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components, chosen by careful comparison, able with our components; replacements
are still the only way to attain the best have to be ordered from the importer. The
schematics provided by the manufacturer
musical quality.
often bristle with strange symbols.
Yet, the Germans barely scratched the
These problems have become less serious
surface in the field of separate hi -fi components. Their major contributions here are since the more important foreign manufacnot electronic, but lie in the field of preci- turers started wide- spread service organision mechanics. German turntables and zations in the U. S. Often they team up
changers like the Miraphon and Miracord, with an established American firm to
and German loudspeakers like the Wigo, are handle local distribution and servicing.
Appearance. The beautifully grained
fast winning friends among American hifi'ers by offering good quality at a fair price. wood and the hand-rubbed finish add greatAnd the German Telefunken microphone ly to the outward attractiveness of German
has established its standing among techni- radios. The styling is often elegant and
cally fastidious recording and broadcast elaborate, with rounded corners and gold
trim. Other models with clean, straight
engineers.
In the field of portable radio design, Ger- lines mark the graceful simplicity of conmany has made a real contribution by of- temporary design trends. Aside from good
fering all -wave models with FM, bass and looks, these well- crafted wood cabinets also
treble controls. No American manufacturer provide good sound.
The German imports must be judged for
offers anything comparable. The A batwhat they are, not for what they are not.
teries in some of these sets automatically
recharge themselves when the radio is They are not specialized short -wave receivplugged into regular power lines, and the ers and they are not hi -fi systems. But they
sound is amazingly good for the size and are remarkably versatile, well -made all weight of these portables. But again the wave radios capable of exceptionally good
claim of hi -fi, made by one importer, seems sound, attractively housed. With this combination of useful design factors, they fill a
rather far -fetched.
Servicing. Chassis are quite elaborate definite need for a sizable section of the
and wiring layout differs from American American public, and the value they offer
30 practices. Some parts are not interchange- comes at a fair price.

YOU CAN
BE DOING

QUICKLY

INTERESTING

PROFITABLE

WORK
LIKE THIS

The future is YOURS in TELEVISION!
fabulous field -good pay -fascinating work
prosperous future in a good job, or independence in
your own business!
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Coyne brings you MODERN -QUALITY Television Home Training; training designed to meet Coyne standards at truly lowest cost
-you pay for training only -no costly "put together kits." Not an
old Radio Course with Television "tacked on." Here is MODERN
TELEVISION TRAINING including Radio, UHF and Color TV.
No Radio background or previous experience needed. Personal
guidance by Coyne Staff. Practical Job Guides to show you how to
do actual servicing jobs -make money early in course. Free Lifetime Employment Service to Graduates.
CCOICEil

A TECHNICAL TRADE INSTITUTE OPERATED
NOT FOR PROFIT
500 S. Pauline Street, Chicago 12, Dept. 28 -H2
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Coyne

-the Institution behind this train-

ing...

the largest, oldest, best equipped

re. identialsehool ujitekind.Foundeding.
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Boa/2
and full details,
including easy
Payment Plan.
No obligation, no
salesman will call.
COYNE Television

Home Training Division
500 S. Paulina St., Chicago 12, III.

Dept. 28 -H2
Send Free Book and details on how I can get
Coyne Quality Television Home Training at
low cost and easy terms.
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Model B16

Miniature Radiohm®
A control that fits the tight spots
Design this compact, versatile
control into your next receiver,
pocket radio or any application where
you want the most for your money
in a miniature control.
Originally designed for hearing aids,
so you know they're compact.
Comes complete with removable
knobs. 2%" diameter with knobs.
%" diameter with knobs removed.
Rated at Mo watt. Resistance range,
500 ohms to 5 megohms.
Can be furnished with or without
built -in switch. Rated at 6.5 amps
at 1.5 V.D.C. or .2 amps at 45 V.D.C.
Not a laboratory curiosity. Over
6,000,000 now in use where space
and weight are problems, and where
only the best will do.
Ask your Centralab distributor for
these B16 Radiohms and many other
fine controls
and ask him for
your free copy of Catalog 30
showing Centralab's complete line
of electronic components.

-

...

B -5803

A DIVISION OF GLOBE- UNION, INC.

9948

E. KEEFE AVE.
MILWAUKEE 1, WISCONSIN
IN CANADA: 804 MI. Pleasant Rd., Toronto, Ontario

CONTROLS
SWITCHES

CERAMIC CAPACITORS
SEMI -CONDUCTOR PRODUCTS

PACKAGED ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS
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Can You Spare the Time?
(Continued from page 50)
vals of precisely one second to allow him
to adjust to within one part in 100,000,000.
Whether his instruments can be adjusted so
finely is another matter, but WWV's accuracy is that great.
A research laboratory has to measure a
certain frequency to the greatest possible
accuracy. It tunes to WWV on one of its
six radio frequencies -2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20 and
25 mc. -and electronically converts to the
frequency it needs.
The State Department has to know
whether it will be able to send radio messages without interruption to Paris or
London. It will listen to WWV, which
broadcasts radio propagation forecasts
twice each hour in code. These forecasts
tell the condition of the ionosphere at the
time of broadcast and the expected propagation conditions over the North Atlantic
for the next six hours or so. They are based
on data obtained from a world -wide network of observatories.
The busy WWV hour goes as follows: 12
voice announcements of Eastern Standard
Time; 12 code signals of Universal (Greenwich) Time; six periods of 600 cycles and
five of 440 cycles; two predictions of shortwave propagation conditions; and one fourminute period of silence. All through the
hour (except during the silence), ticks
mark off the seconds. To inditcate the end
of a minute, the 59th tick is omitted, and
there is a very rapid double tick at 60
seconds. The silence, incidentally, is extremely useful for measurement of atmospheric noise, since these frequencies are not
used by any other American broadcaster.
Similar services are broadcast by WWVH
in Hawaii, whose radio propagation forecasts concern the Pacific area. WWVH
broadcasts on 5, 10 and 15 mc. only.
'

-I-

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
Trap Those Unwanted Stations

(Continued from page 54)
to one -half the electrical wavelength of
that frequency, and is called a half -wave
shorted stub (Fig. 8).
Since both the quarter -wave open stub
and the half -wave shorted stub act as series- resonant circuits, either may be used as
a series -resonant wave trap. Such a wave
trap is connected directly across the receiver's antenna terminals, in parallel with the
antenna transmission line.
Determining Lengths. To determine
the approximate length of a quarter -wave
stub in inches, divide 2800 by the frequency
in megacycles. The transmission line would
Always say you saw it
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be cut slightly longer than this, then
trimmed to exact length after the stub is
connected to the receiver. Ordinary 300ohm two -conductor twin -lead can be used.
For example, suppose the frequency of an
interfering signal is 200 mc. Then a quarter -wave open stub which could be used as
a wave trap at this frequency would be
2800/200, or 14" long. A shorted half -wave
stub would be twice this length, or about
28 ". In practice, you'd cut a piece of line
of about 15" (or 30"), connect it to the receiver, then cut off a little at a time
checking the performance of the receiver
each time -until maximum attenuation of
the undesired signal is obtained.
Since a half -wave stub must be shorted
at its far end each time its length is adjusted, and since it is twice as long as a
quarter -wave stub, the open quarter -wave
stub is preferred as a wave trap. However,
an adjustable half-wave stub may be made
by tightly wrapping a 2" to 4" length of
aluminum foil around a length of transmission line (Fig. 9). The aluminum foil introduces a capacitance between the two conductors of the line which acts, for practical
purposes, like an electrical "short." Since
the wrapped foil can be slid back and forth
along the length of the line, it serves as an

-

"adjustable short."
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ELECTRONICS, RADAR, SONAR
ONLY CHRISTY OFFERS
COMPLETE TRAINING!
Investigate the Christy Complete
Course. Why be satisfied with less?
CTS Shop Method, Home Training
makes learning easy. You learn by
working with actual equipment. You
receive Comprehensive training from
the start. Can EARN AS YOU LEARN.
You become qualified to open your
own Electronics Repair business or to
gain high pay as a TV, Radio, Electronics. etc.. Technician.
19 TRAINING KITS INCLUDED!
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NO. 565 AM TUNER

...

the Miller 565 Tuner Kit for the
It's the perfect mate for your FM tuner
finest in AM reception. Designed and planned by master electronic engineers with over thirty years of manufacturing experience in quality radio
the name Miller stands for the highest professional stancomponents
dards of quality and uniformity. Previously sold only as a factory assembled unit the most critical audiophiles have accepted the Miller 565 Tuner
Kit for top performance when selecting a companion set or solo AM tuner.
Only recently have materials become available which make possible the
construction of extremely high "Q" coils. Coils used in this tuner have a
"Q" in the order of 600. Assembly and wiring of thii tuner have been so
simplified that the novice may complete the unit in a matter of a few
hours. Pictorial instructions as well as circuit diagrams are supplied with
each kit.

...

i

No Power Requirements Selectivity
(20 KC) Low Cost No Noise Lifetime
Sensitivity
Trouble Free Operation
Gain Control Small size 4"x 7"x 31/2"
deepVernier dial Nothing to cause
distortion Frequency 540 KC -1700 KC
The S6S AM Tuner Kit is fully guar.
wiriest. Buy with confidence Dom
Parts Distributor.
your Radio and
It is one of the lowest priced quality
tuner kits on the market.

T

Net Price

$1410

Tax
COMPLETELY WIRED 595 AM TUNER ALSO AVAILABLE. PRICE $19.50 plus Excise

J. W. MILLER COMPANY
February, 1958

5917 So. Main St., Los Angeles 3, Calif.
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NOW

Kit Builder's Korner

The Short Cut to Learning
You've Been Waiting for

(Continued from page 83)

Learn "By Ear" with

the DORMIPHONE
Scientific Discovery

The

That Works

for You...

Awake and Asleep
Now, at last, science yg. :es you an easy shortcut to learning.
With this amazing new tool, you "start" to learn while awake
-then the university -tested Dormiphone takes over, continues
the learning process for you while you go off to sleep.

-or

language-Memorize a speech
an
array of important facts, figures, formulas -Correct your speech
bad habits? The Dormiphone SAVES YOU TIME
EFFORT.
The Dormiphone is so simple to use, children benefit
helpful
and practical it is used by educators, psychologists, people of
all ages, occupations all over the world.
Do you want to learn a

-Break

-

-so

Break Down Barriers to Learning

Find out HOW the Dormiphone works FOR YOU -how it can
help you learn anything in less time, without intensive self application. Write for FREE Book, "A New Dimension in Learning," or call for FREE DEMONSTRATION -Get the Scientific
Evidence NOW.
l
1

MODERNOPHONE, INC.
Circle 7 -0830
292 -028 Radio City, New York 20, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Please send me your FREF. Booklet. I am interested
in learning more about the amazing: DORMIPHONE and what it
can as for me. No obligation-no salesman will call.
If under 18, check here for Special Booklet A.

NAME
ADDRESS

ZONE.
CITY
.STATE
My main interest in the Dormiphone is for:
Learning a Language
Speech Improvement
Memorization
School or College Work

internationa1
short wave
toreception

PK

Ì

test will detune this tightly coupled secondary enough to allow oscillation. The oscillation, in turn, develops bias which causes the
cathode -ray section of the tube to deflect.
Comment "Wall- size" diagrams are included, as is usual with Heathkits, and will
be particularly useful in the switch wiring.
Total assembly time shouldn't run much
over three hours.
After assembly-for your own satisfaction -shunt a paper capacitor with a coup4e
of hundred ohms and check it out. If you
did a good job, the eye will wink.
30
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Electronics Tells Fish Tales
(Continued from page 72)
As biologist Duncan put it "The checked
streams are like a well- scouted football
team. We know when to expect a run
through center -or around end."
But still the probing goes on-right down
into the gravel of the stream bed. Another
electronic device has been developed for
measuring the flow of water through the
gravel -also for checking the oxygen.
"To keep the fish coming for the fishermen, we must find ways to improve the
survival rate from the eggs laid in the
gravel," explained Duncan. "We found in
our Alaska studies, for instance, that a
salmon may lay 2000 eggs, but the survival
rate is only about 12 %."
To expedite and add efficiency to the
studies, huge indoor laboratories have been
built at such sites as Bonneville Dam on the
:

Columbia River in Washington. Another is
under construction at Seattle. In these
laboratories, all sorts of stream conditions
are simulated -with real water and real

with

fish

Push Button

Converter
Provides excellent SW reception
when operated with 12 volt* auto
radios having manual tuning dial.

At radio stores
handling amateur
equipment. Also
many automotive
parts stores.

Install it yourself! No need to open
or alter auto set. Just connect leads
provided to radio and to 12 volt* accessory terminal under dash. No fitting, no drilling, nothing else to buy.
Push button selection

of

ELECTRONICS AS A CAREER?
Cleveland Institute of Radio Electronics has
opened two new offices, in Norfolk, Va., and
Seattle, Wash., which will provide training counseling service to all those interested in electronics as a career. In Norfolk, the address is
906 -908 Royster Bldg., Granby Ave. at City Hall
Ave.; in Seattle, it is Room 711, Jones Bldg.,
1331 Third Ave. Other CIRE offices are located
in San Diego, Long Beach and San Francisco,

13, 19, 31

and 49 meter SW bands ensures
daylight, night-time reception.

*(Usable only on cars having 12V battery systems.)
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They Act Human. One interesting thing
the fishery biologists at Seattle have learned
in their electronic studies of the behavior
of fish is that fish will stake out a claim
like a prospector, and then fight to keep it
with the zeal of one.
The biologists put three salmon in a

T

I

O N

Calif.
Always say you saw it
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partitioned tank, one to each partition.
The partitions had openings, but the salmon
showed no disposition to stray -they all
seemed well content with their own claims,
and stayed put. When two claim -jumping
salmon were added to the tank, however,
the fighting began. Furiously, the fish with
the staked claims fought off the intruders.
Showing frustration, the claim -jumpers
swerved to corners, flicking fins, quivering
and shaking.
Salmon, it was also discovered, can be
bullies. A tough one finds himself a choice
spot, then drives off the others. When a
block of wood was placed on the water
of a tank, all the salmon in the tank went
for this shelter. But there was a tough
bruiser among the lot. He drove off the
others, and kept the shelter for himself.
With the use of electronic equipment
such as that employing the sonic tag, the
biologists expect to find out much more
about the lives of fish. They may even discover that fish "are darn near human."
"There will always be fish in the sea" is
an old saying. New scientific equipment
and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service will
30
help keep it a true one.

Leo says:

"50%

more

'watts per dollar' than
its leading competition.''
LEO I. MEYERSON, WQCFQ

Rt.

THE

CQebe

cki4 90

-

IG,t

Wired & Tested: $74.50
$7.45 down; $6.13 per wo.

-conJust try this handsome, compact, selfband
tained 90W transmitter. Completely -netpi
ONLY
switching, 160 -10M. Combination
with provisions for antenna changeover
10%
input
relay, speech modulator input, VFO
and operation. Built-in, well -filtered power
DOWN
supply. Modified grid -block keying. Kit
contains pre -punched chassis, all parts and
detailed assembly instructions.

Look What the Hams Are Saying:
In
KNICVH -The Globe Chief is a marvelous transmitter. call
one week of operation I worked 10 states, in five
areas.

-I

would heartily recommend it to any novice and
also any general who likes to run medium -low power
on all bands.
If
KH6CMM -1m exceptionally pleased with the Chief.
you everr put out a list of satisfied customers, be sure
name to it.
to add
had one ham 1050 miles away tell me that
KNOKSZ
my signal was the cleanest and strongest he had ever
a 0 area station.
form
heard
think the Globe Chief is tops. It not only
KN8EZC
gets them, but it also holds them.
W7HLX

Transistor Topics
(Continued from page 75)
(TI) serves as the oscillator coil. The feedback signal necessary to start and sustain
oscillation is obtained from Ti's secondary
winding and coupled back through d.c.
blocking capacitor Cl to the transistor's
base electrode. Base bias current is supplied through Rl. The output signal is obtained through a small (50- IgLfd.) isolating
capacitor (C2).
You can assemble the BFO on a small
plastic or metal chassis, which may be
mounted in an out -of- the -way location on
your receiver. A BFO on -off switch may be
added by connecting a s.p.s.t. switch in
series with either battery lead. Use any

standard 456-kc. transistor i.f. transformer
for Ti (Argonne No. AR -60 or Miller No.
2031). Battery 131 can be two penlite cells
in series.

Although lead dress and circuit layout
should not be critical, you may have to experiment with the connections to Tl to obtain oscillation. As in other circuits of this
type, if you can't get oscillation try reversing either the primary or secondary connections.
The ground lead of the BFO connects to
receiver circuit ground (usually the set's
chassis), the "hot" lead to the input of the
diode detector. Some slight realignment of

-I
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SCREEN MODULATOR KIT SM -90
NEW LOW PRICE:

$11.95

contains in.
structions for use with similar CW Xmttrs. Permits
radio -telephone operation at minimum cost. Self contained. Includes all parts and printed circuit board.
Designed for use with the Globe Chief;

Send

for Complete Brochure!

OWN THE FAMOUS

MORE ADVANCED?

Globe Scout 680: $11995 Kit: $9995
Fhe

World's Most Personalized Radio Supply liousel

World Radio Laboratories
3415 W. Broadway
Council Bluffs, Iowa
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Leo,
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Free 1958 Catalog
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THIS ORGAN

50%

2- manual Horseshoe
model shown.

I

14 models... from

v

to

1

ORG

I

4 manuals

These magnificent electronic instruments look and sound
like giant pipe organs! Exclusive features include independent ranks of tone generators
split vibrato
dual expression pedals
plus many other features.

...

...

...

DO YOU OWN AN ORGAN?

TRANSISTOR PARTS CATALOG
Argonne Electronics Mfg. Corp. ( 165 -I South
Rd., Jamaica 33, N. Y.), has announced the release of its first catalog, which should be useful
to every transistor experimenter. Included within its twelve pages are specifications and descriptive data on transistor i.f. transformers, the
famous Poly-Vari -Con subminiature tuning capacitors, various types of transistor antenna, r.f.
and oscillator coils, subminiature volume controls, miniature electrolytic capacitors, and miniature earphones. There is also a complete listing of the 77 different Argonne audio transformers; interesting additions to the line are
heavy -duty transformers designed for use in
power transistor circuits
driver and a 6 -watt
output transformer. And aside from subminiature and transistor components, the catalog includes a listing of microphones, multifesters,
hi -fi and general -purpose tone arms and phono
cartridges. For your free copy, check with your
local Argonne distributor, or write direct to the
manufacturer.
I

add this set of genuine

percussions or new elec-

tronic stops, for wonderful
new sound -effects.

ELECTRIC TOY- COUNTER->
CONTROL

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION SEND

$1.00..

.

for Catalog and Brochures which illustrate various
"Build -It-Yourself Organs" and percussion Kits. Includes parts-lists, prices and additions,
conversions and
attachment to orgáns.
ELECTRONIC ORGAN ARTS, INC.

Dept. 21
4878 Eagle Rock Blvd., Los Angeles 41, Calif.
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the receiver's last i.f. stage may be required. If you prefer, somewhat greater
gain can be obtained if the "hot" lead from
the BFO is connected to the grid (or base)
of the last i.f. stage. In this case, add a 5or 10- gtfd. capacitor in series with C2 to reduce the loading on the i.f. stage and to
minimize any detuning effects.
With the BFO operating and the receiver
tuned to a short -wave code station, adjust
Ti until a clear audio note is heard. You
can adjust for the tone (pitch) you prefer.
The only component which might cause
difficulty is the i.f. transformer. If you find
that the primary winding is tapped, follow
the manufacturer's instructions for using

*WAYS

TO BETTER HI -FI
Informative booklets to help you select the high fidelity loudspeaker, enclosure kit, or deluxe speaker system
best suited to your taste and purse.
Here's a complete range of choice
offered by the world's largest custom

-a
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...

loudspeaker manufacturer.

P.S.E.- Progressive Speaker Expansion
Most

revolutionary development in
speaker history. P.S.E. shows you how
to start an excellent basic system now
at low cost, and build up to a superb
deluxe system at any time without discarding original components.
SPEAKER ENCLOSURE KwiKits

Best for design, construction, ease of assembly
and performance. Substantial

savings for do-it- yourself fans. Outclass
many "factory-assembled" enclosures.
SPEAKER SYSTEMS

Designed to meet every listening requirement, every decor, every budget .
perfectly integrating the most advanced
loudspeaker components with precisely
crafted decorator cabinets. You haven't
really heard high fidelity until you've
heard University Speaker Systems.
Write today, fisting booklets desired.

UNIVERSITY LOUDSPEAKERS, INC.
Desk A-3,80 So. Kensico Ave., White Plains, N.Y.
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the component in a conventional i.f. stage

-except that the secondary should be connected back to the stage's "input."
Unijunction Transistors. The General

Electric Company (Syracuse, N. Y.) has announced the manufacture and availability
of six new Unijunction transistors, carrying
JETEC type numbers 2N489 through
2N494.

Originally called a double-base diode, the
Unijunction transistor was invented by Dr.
I. A. Lesk of the G.E. Advanced Semiconductor Laboratory, and has been under de-

velopment for over five years. Physically,
it looks much like any other transistor.
Internally, however, it consists of a single
crystal "n- type" silicon bar with ohmic contacts at each end, and with an aluminum
wire attached to the bar at a point between
the end contacts. The entire assembly is
mounted in a hermetically sealed enclosure.
Electrically, the Unijunction transistor is
the nearest solid -state equivalent of a small
con Lirol e -grid thyratron tube. The two
ohmic contacts to the silicon bar are called
A ways say you saw it
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base i (s,) and base 2 (B,), while the central
wire contact becomes the emitter. The aluminum wire forms a p -n junction at its
point of contact.
In operation, the of to st resistance is very
high, and relatively little current will flow
if a voltage is applied to these two terminals, unless a voltage is applied to the
emitter electrode. If sufficient voltage is
applied to the emitter, the A, to B2 resistance
drops sharply, and an appreciable current
can flow between these two electrodes. This
action is very similar to that encountered
in a thyratron tube, where the plate -tocathode resistance is very high until a control voltage is applied to the grid, causing
the tube to "fire" and the plate- cathode resistance to drop to a low value.
A Unijunction transistor can be used in
relaxation oscillator, switching and pulse forming circuits. Two typical circuits are
shown in Fig. 3, a multivibrator at (A) and
a "one-shot" multivibrator at (B). The first

multivibrator is a free -running oscillator
and delivers a rectangularly shaped signal.
The one -shot circuit must be driven by an
external positive -going pulse (applied to
the "input" terminal), and delivers a rectangular negative -going pulse.
Basic electrical specifications for the new
Unijunction transistors are as follows:

r.m.s. power dissipation -250 mw.; r.m.s.
emitter current -50 ma.; emitter reverse
voltage-60 volts; peak emitter current
amperes.
Product News. Superex Electronics
Corporation (4 -6 Radford Place, Yonkers,
N. Y.), has announced its newest transistor
radio kit, Model TR4 -K. This kit features
four transistors, a diode, and a new flat
transistor Loopstick. Other features include a prepunched circuit board, a 21/21t
loudspeaker and an earphone jack.
A new four- transistor telephone pickup
amplifier kit has been added to Lafayette

Complete Training
FOR BETTER RADIO -TV SERVICE JOBS

ONLY

$13
for the complete
2- volume
course

3 MONTHS TO PAY

Lot these two great Ghirardi training books teach you to
handle all types of AM, FM and TV service jobs by approved
professional methods -and watch your efficiency and earnings
soar)
Each book is a complete service training guide. Each contains complete data on modern methods and equipment -NOT
a re -hash of old, out -of -dare material. Each is co- authored
by A. A. Ghirardi whose famous RADIO PHYSICS COURSE and
MODERN RADIO SERVICING were, for 20 years, more widely
used for military, school and home study training than any
other books of their type!

THE NEW

Ghirardi

RADIO -TV SERVICE LIBRARY
Almost 1500 pages and over 800 clear illustrations show
step -by -step how to handle every phase of troubleshooting and
servicing.
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1

-Radio and Television Receiver

TROUBLESHOOTING AND REPAIR
A complete guide to profitable professional methods. For the
beginner, It is a comprehensive training course. For the experienced
serviceman, it is a quick way to 'brush up" on specific lobs, to
develop improved techniques or to find fast answers to puzzling
service problems. Includes invaluable "step -by- step" service charts.
820 pages, 417 illus.. price $7.50 separately.

2-Radio

and Television Receiver

CIRCUITRY AND OPERATION
This 600 -page volume is the ideal (.vide for servicemen who realise It pays to know what really makes modern radio-TV receivers
a complete understanding of basic circuits
"tick" and why. Giveshow
glance; how to
to recognize them at
and circuit variations;
eliminate guesswork and useless testing in servicing them, 417 Illus.
Price separately $0,75,

Special low price . . . you save $1.25
If bro.ken into lesson form and sent to you as a "course." you'd
regard these two great books as a bargain at $50 or more!
two
Under this new offer. you save $1.25 on the price of thewrile
books -and have the privilege of paying in easy Installments
you use them! No lessons to welt for. You learn fast -and right,

r - - - STUDY

10 DAYS FREE!

Dept. PE -28. RINENART & CO., lee.

232 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
Send books below for 10 -day FREE EXAMINATION. In 10
days I will either remit price indicated (plus postage) es'
rehire hooks postpaid and owe you nothing.
L Radio & TV Receiver TROUBLESHOOTING & REPAIR (Price

$7.50 separately)

Radio & TV CIRCUITRY & OPERATION (Price $6.75)
Cheek here for MONEY -SAVING COMBINATION OFFER
Send both of above big books at
.
Save $1.25.
for the two. lRogular price
e ial price of only $13.00
ate of $4 plus
.
yo'., save $1.251 Payable at
$14.25
books
postage
10
.

month for 3

1

nths until

the totaleof $13 00 has been paid.
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City,

Superex's

four -transistor radio kit, Model
a
new flat transistor Loopstick,

TR4 -K, features

February, 19!8

I.

Zone. State

- --- M-- III -sue - -- I.

REPAIR:
Outside U.S.A.-$8.00 for TROUBLESHOOTING &both.
Cash
$14.00 for
57.25 for CIRCUITRY & OPERATION:
only, but money refunded if you return books In IU days.
I
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Lafayette's new four -transistor telephone pickup amplifier kit, KT -131, permits group listening.
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Send Free 1958 B -A Catalog No. 581.
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TODAY

City -

--

State
MOMMOIlia

Shrinks Hemorrhoids
New Way Without Surgery

Radio's line (165-08 Liberty Ave., Jamaica
33, N. Y.). This unit permits group listening to telephone conversations and features
a sensitive amplifier with Class B push -pull
output. The kit comes complete with all
parts, including an attractive ripple- finished
metal cabinet, a pre -cut chassis, wire and
solder -but less battery and pickup coil.
Catalog number is KT -131; advertised price,
$17.95 plus postage.
Philco has developed a new class of transistors, some of which are usable at
frequencies up to 1000 mc. Still in the
laboratory stage, chances are these units
won't be available till later in the year.
That's all for now, fellows. See you next
month.
Lou

Science Finds Healing Substance That
Relieves Pain -Shrinks Hemorrhoids
For the first time science has found a new
substance with the astonishing ability to healing
shrink
hemorrhoids and to relieve pain -without surgery.
In case after case, while gently relieving pain,
actual reduction (shrinkage) took place.
Most amazing of all- results
so thorough
that sufferers made astonishingwere
statements like
"Piles have ceased to be a problem !"
The secret is a new healing substance (BioDyne*)- discovery of
a world- famous research
institute.
This substance is now available in suppository or
ointment form under the name Preparation H.* Ask
for it at all drug counters-money back guarantee.
*Reg. U.S. Pat. Office

AMAZING

NEW

`DTI -NEE"

RADIO

"TI-NEE" RADIO IS GUARANTEED TO

WORK FOR YOUR LIFETIME! USES NO

TUBES. BATTERIES OR ELECTRICAL
PLUG-INS. Never runs down! SMALLER
THAN A PACK OF CIGARETTES! RECEIVES
LOCAL.
RADIO STATIONS
MOST ANYTIME, ANYWHERE WITHOUT EXTRA ANTENNA. Uses semi-

conductor crystal diode -H1 -Q Tuner.
Beautiful black gold Mastic cabinet.
Built-in Speakerphone.
SEND ONLY
paid
EXTRA TO RUE
Wee for stations

$2.00

"'

MIDWAY COMPANY, Det.
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Among the Novice Hams
(Continued from page 91)
low -pass filter, there was no trace of interference to any channel from any band.

Conclusions. The Johnson Navigator
transmitter performs as the manufacturer
said it would. It is recommended to any
amateur who takes pride in emitting a
really fine signal under his call letters. As
a transmitter for a Novice, its built -in VFO,
special keying system, and seven-band frequency coverage are not immediately
usable. However, the first investment the
average Novice makes after obtaining his
General license is a VFO. Then he starts
band -hopping. With a Navigator, the VFO
is available at the turn of a switch.
Not only is this unit an excellent low power transmitter in itself, but it will also
serve as an exciter for one of the higherpower amplifiers offered by the Johnson
Co. and other manufacturers. Therefore, it

A ways say you saw it in-=-POPULAR ELECTRONICS

is a good long -term investment. Selling for
$149.50 as a kit and $199.50 in ready -to -go
form, it is available from any authorized
distributor of E. F. Johnson equipment.

News and Views
Ralph, WN2RZJ, has just replaced the transmitter he used since getting on the air last
July with a new Heathkit DX -40, and has
added five states to his total in a few days
giving him 22 states worked on 40 meters
only. He receives with a National NO-57 and
uses a long -wire antenna. Ralph says that
Among The Novice Hams helps him understand hard theory the easy way. He will sked
anyone looking for a New Jersey contact
"Rip," K9DSR, was bitten by the amateur radio bug at the age of 66, got his Novice
license after a few weeks of study and his
General a few months later. He thinks that
learning the code at 66+ might be a trifle
more difficult than at the age of 14, but that
learning the theory is probably easier. Rip is
constantly amazed at the uniform friendliness
and helpfulness of hams. He classes himself
as "an old guy having a lot of fun at ham
radio." His main interest is rag -chewing, and
he has no idea of how many states he has
worked!
Chris. KNBICE, knows how many states he
has worked. In a week and a half on the air,
he has made 21 contacts in six states. He
runs 75 watts to a WRL Globe Chief transmitter feeding a 140' antenna and receives on
a National NC -98 receiver. Most of his work
has been on 80 meters, but Chris has an eye
Does it do any
on some 15 -meter DX
good to have your name listed in "Help Us
Obtain Our Ham Licenses ?" Bobby Capella,
Box 25, Byrnedale, Pa., says it does. Dick,
K9GDF, Saul, W3WHK, and Lester Sade of
California answered his call for help; and
Ron, W3JEH, Charles, W3IYL, and Gary,
W3FIM, all three from St. Marys, Pa., visited
him and gave him much -needed encouragement. Bobby's Novice license was on the way
when he wrote us
Rob, KN1DEY also
gives thanks for the help he received as a
result of his name being listed in the "Help"
column. After three weeks of operation on

-
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ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS
Learn the design, theory and operation
of digital and analog computers!
RELAY COMPUTERS; circuit.. programmin
DIGITAL2 COMPUTERS: theory. circuit,.
25 lessons

N1

$24.50.

N3

ANALOG COMPUTERS: solve problems
with electronic circuits. 15 lessons.
N14 COMPUTER MASTER: SO -plus lessons and
projects (digital voltmeter. digital ohmmeter, automation units) $22.50 down and
$12.40 for site months.
R
ROBOT MANUAL; over 200 pages of sir.
Complsits
and diagrams S5.50 pod.
ete catalog
lists e
s in Electronics.
Automation. Advanced Computers.
Robots.
Plans for Digital and Analog Computers Logic.
$3.00
to 51.50.

EBEX SCHOOL, 1015 Atkin Ave., SLC6. Utah
div. of Electronic Brain Enterprises Inc.
NAME
ADDRESS

KN9IXD prefers to be called "Butch" rather than
Doris. If you have worked KN9IXD on the air, you
may want to revise your mental picture of what this
particular "Butch" looks like. (Photo by W9EJW)

SEND FREE CATALOG

YOUR COPIES OF

meters, his Globe Chief transmitter running 75 watts, 40 -meter folded dipole antenna
50' high, and NC -98 receiver have worked 13
states. Rob offers to help anyone get a ham
ticket and to sked any ham.
Julio, YV3BS, Barquisimeto, Venezuela, has
been on the air for about nine months and
has made over 700 contacts throughout the
world on 20 -meter phone. Running 400 watts
and having a "DX" call of his own helps in
raising the rare ones. Julio is building a
35 -watt transmitter so he can work 40, 15,
and 10 meters; watch for him. He is the
president of the LARA Radio Club and will
be glad to answer questions about amateur
radio in Venezuela
Gordon, VESKV,
has been on the air in Saskatchewan for six
months. With his recently obtained Johnson
Ranger transmitter and Hallicrafters S -77A
receiver, he works all bands from 80 through
10 meters. He has worked 10 countries and
has 20 states confirmed. His most unusual
contact was a recent one on 10 meters, when
he received an RST -599 report from Atlanta,
Georgia, while using a 10 -meter doublet antenna hung up in his basement shack.
Another Gordon in another country (England) is Gordon, G3LEQ, He runs 25 watts
on phone and 50 watts on c.w., feeding a
100' end -fed antenna on all bands, from 160
through 10 meters, and he receives on a Hallicrafters receiver, type not mentioned. He has
worked around the world on both phone and
c.w., including Australia and New Zealand
(VK and ZL) , which are as far away from
England as you can get. G3LEQ frequently
operates on 15 meters and works "cross band"
to stations on 11 meters. He also is looking
for "cross- band" contacts with 6 -meter stations, which should interest Technician licensees. Gordon is not quite 20 and has been
a ham for a year and a half
The next
time a Korean ham (call letters beginning
with HL) calls you, don't ignore him. The
FCC reports that it is no longer forbidden
for U.S. amateurs to work Korean amateurs
"Butch," KN9IXD, operates on the 80meter Novice band. She has been scheduling
W9BDG and W9SNQ to handle third -party
messages in order to improve her code ability,
with excellent results. She uses a Ranger
40
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transmitter feeding a folded dipole antenna
and receives on a Hallicrafters SX-88. She
shares the receiver with her husband, W9SWD,
but the Ranger is hers.
Gary, KNOLUZ, has worked 21 states and
Canada in 15 days on the air. Most of his
contacts are made on 40 and 15 meters. He
uses a Heathkit DX-20 transmitter running
50 watts to excite a Windom antenna, and he
receives on a modified Heathkit AR -2. Contact him if you need an Iowa QSL card
Bob, KN1 CVH, (13) , has been on the air since
last summer and has 35 states worked, 20 confirmed. He operates on 40 and 15 meters, using
a Globe Chief transmitter, a Hammarlund

r

HQ -100 receiver. His ionosphere bombarder
is a 40 -meter doublet, fed with RG -59/U
coaxial cable. Bob's pet peeve is hams who
call CQ a hundred times or more before signing their call letters. When you read this, he
will be "sweating out" the arrival of his GenBob, K4RIU /KN4RIU,
eral Class license
(Novice and Technician licenses) has worked
36 states and six countries in 240 contacts in
two months on the air. His best DX is Australia and Greenland. Bob's Globe Chief runs
'75 watts to excite a 15 -meter dipole, 30' high.
He receives on a Hallicrafters S -38D. Bob
would like to arrange schedules with Vermont,
Montana, and Nevada on 15 meters and will
sked anyone who wants to work Florida. He
QSL's 100% and gets almost 100% returns

"lllEW
CW KIT

EM-2 5
WATT XMTR

25

Includes

All Tubes And Coils 80
Rugged Power Supply

& 40 METERS

Completely Punched Chassis
Step By Step Directions
Easy to follow pictorial and schematics make wiring the
EM -25 simple. Complete this transmitter in one evening
and be on the air with a signal that gets contacts. Write
for list of other W8QMT kits. All orders shipped same

day received.

W8QMT

oeetg nowt

BOX No. 55

-

from his cards.

,.

GARRETTSVILLE
Ohio

Tempelhof SieKlaus Buchwald, Berlin
gertweg 22, Germany, is a German short -wave
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February, 1958
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listener who would like to exchange information with USA hams and SWL's. He promises
to answer all letters received.
Contributors to News and Views: Ralph,
WN2RZJ, 2 -19 27th St., Fair Lawn, N. J.;
R. I. "Rip" Parker, K9DSR, P.O. Box 60, Hinsdale, Ill.; Chris Schauer, KN8ICE, 648 Elizabeth St., Kalamazoo, Mich.; Robert J. Rise man, KN1DEY, 145 Pond Brook Rd., Chestnut

Eliminate Battery Troubles with the all new

BATTERY INSURANCE COMPUTER
The revolutionary new electronic discovery -the BAT -

TERY INSURANCE COMPUTER- eliminates forever the
needless "dead" battery by

quick charging or trickle charging your present automotive
battery automatically. Your
present battery will serve you
indefinitely with the aid of this
all new concept of maintaining
an adequate charge
THE

Hill 67, Mass.; Julio Peita, YV3BS, Avenida

-

BATTERY INSURANCE

COMPUTER!

Manually controlled model
$2.00
Computer controlled model
$3.00
Specify make and year of car-12 or 6 volt system.
MacFarlane Industries, P.O. Box 33, Redondo Beach, Calif.

r

1,000,000.00

Florida.
Your news and views-and your picture
would look good in our column. Just address
them to Herb Brier, W9EGQ, C/O POPULAR
ELECTRONICS, 366 Madison Ave., New York 17,
N. Y. Until next month, 73,
Herb, W9EGQ
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No. 27 -95, Barquisimeto, Venezuela; Gordon
Gwillim, VESKV, Duval, Sask., Canada; Gordon L. Adams, G3LEQ, 5 Byng Road, Turn bridge Wells, Kent, England; Doris "Butch"
Singer, KN9IXD, 7070 East 21st St., Indianapolis, Ind.; Gary Letchford, KNOLUZ, Box 333,
Jesup, Iowa; Bob Ogren, KN1CVH, 931 Pleasant St., New Bedford, Mass.; Bob Webb,
K4RIU /KN4RIU, 1104 East DeSoto, Pensacola,

QUALITY ELECTRONICS
Dept.

P -2

New York 13, N. Y.

Short -Wave Report
(Continued from page 84)
other allied country. The British and
American transmitters lay to the east and
west of the Asian Pacific area; their signals ran across the earth's magnetic field.
The Australian signal, beamed from the
south northwards, ran parallel with it.
During the war years, several changes
in the administration of the Australian
Short-Wave Service took place. In 1942,
overseas broadcasting was transferred to
the A.B.C. In 1944, control passed back
to the Department of Information and
Radio Australia became the "Short -Wave
Division" of that Department. In 1950, it
became the "Overseas Service of the
Australian Broadcasting Commission."
Australia regards its short -wave service
as a means of enabling friends and neighbors to gain a better understanding of the
nation's affairs and as a way of promoting
the cause of peace. The aims of Radio
Australia are to give accurate information
about the country, foster good will and promote trade and commerce with other countries, encourage the flow of migrants, and
stimulate the tourist trade.
Next month we'll give you a resume of
the transmitters and antennas used by
Radio Australia, and a brief insight on
some of the programing.
Current Station Reports
The following is a resume of the current
reports. All times shown are EST and the 24hour system is used. Reports are correct at
time of compilation but stations may change
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frequency or time with little or no advance
notice.
Afghanistan -YAK, Kabul, 18,640 kc., is
being widely reported. The latest schedule
reads: s/on 0955, native music to 1020, news
in Pushtu to 1035, English news around 1040,
folk music after 1048A. Clock chimes, English
and Pushtu ID signify s/off at 1130. (61, 166,

YOUR

greatest

FUTURE

313, 336)

Angola -Radio Diamang, Dondo, 9340 kc.,
carries an Eng. program at 1330 -1430 and is
well heard in Eastern USA. (11)
Argentina -The Eng. period from LRA,
Radio Nacional, Buenos Aires, 9690 kc., seems
to have been changed. In addition to the one
at 2230, they now have Eng. at 2300 -2305 and
2355 -0000, Monday through Friday. (AN)
Austria-OEI38, Radio Osterreichische, Vienna, has been noted on 25,615 kc. in a Ian-

ENGINEERING
ELECTRO ICS
AERONA TICS

WITH THE RADIO CLUBS
resume on the three largest radio
clubs. Sample bulletins and application blanks
can be obtained by writing to the addresses
given.
Newark News Radio Club (215 Market St.,
Newark I, N. J.) -The dues are $4.00 yearly
and entitle members to receive the monthly bulletin featuring the latest news on the short -wave
broadcast, ham, FM, TV and short-wave commercial bands. There is also a listing from time
to time of those who are interested in swapping
SWL cards.
Universal Radio DX Club (21446 Birch St.,
Hayward, Calif.) -The dues are $3.00. Members
receive 19 bulletins per year covering the shortwave broadcast and ham bands.
International Short -Wave Club (100 Adams
Gardens Estates, London, SE 16, England)
This club issues a monthly 4 -page printed bulletin mainly covering the short -wave broadcast
and ham bands. For complete dues information, write to the address given and please enclose an International Reply Coupon.

Here

is a

-

guage xmsn from 0200 after ID in German.
This runs to 0400 and signals are usually
good. (61)

0E130, 5985 kc., is also noted well around
0230. Although not confirmed, this may be
parallel to the 25,615 -kc. channel. (166)

Azores- CSA93, Ponta Delgada, has moved
from 4865 to 4848 kc. and is heard at strong
level in the east around 1730. Most programs
are in Portuguese. (166)
Belgian Congo -OTM2, Leopoldville, has
been noted Sundays only on 9385 kc. (9380 kc.
weekdays) and closes at 1700 (1600 weekdays) . This may be a special frequency for
Sunday only. (AN, 59)
Ceylon -The Commercial Service of Radio
Ceylon, Colombo, 15,265 kc., is being heard
at 2030 -2130 in English with news at 2100.
Informal talks,. pop music and commercial
ads make up the remainder of the program.
(BP, RM, 329)
China -Pekin is noted on 17,745 kc. at 22002229 with news to 2210, commentary to 2217,
talks to 2228, s /off at 2229. This is dual to
15,115 kc. Another Eng. period is noted from
1900. (WD, RH, 39)
Another xmsn from Pekine is reported on
February, 1958
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automatic guidance systems, electronic
computers; or control and safety equipment systems; whether you wish to
specialize in piloted aircraft or missiles
Northrop Institute is the place to get
your education.
The quickest and best

-

-

-

Approved for Veterans

1Vorthrop

Aeronautical Institute

An Accredited Technical Institute
1187 W. Arbor Vitae Street
Inglewood 1, California
Mail coupon for Free Catalog

r

NORTHROP AERONAUTICAL INSTITUTE
1187 W. Arbor Vitae Street, Inglewood 1, Calif.
Please send me immediately the Northrop catalog,
employment data, and schedule of class starting
dates. I am interested in:
BElectronic Engineering Technology
O Aeronautical Engineering Technology
O Aircraft Maintenance Engineering Technology
Master Aircraft and Engine Mechanic
let Engine Overhaul and Maintenance
1118

Name

Age

Address
Zone ...State
City
Veterans: Check here O for Special Veteran
Training Information.

.
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PORT ARTHUR COLLEGE
ELECTRONICS

COMMUNICATIONS

AM FM Television Broadcast Engineering
Marine Radio
Radar
CHECK THESE FEATURES: Tuition $34 per mo.,
room & board $50 per mo. in dorm on campus.
College operates 5 KW broadcast station. Students
get on- the -job training at studios on campus. FCC
license training with all courses. Well equipped
classrooms & lab., am fm transmitters, radar &
marine eqmt., television camera chain, experiment
lab test eqmt. & other training aids. Our graduates
in demand at good salaries. Free placement service.
Have trained men from all 48 states. Approved for
CI. Write to Dept. PE -1 for details.
PORT ARTHUR COLLEGE Port Ar hur
Established in 1909

YOUR OWN POCKET SIZE RADIO STATION!

BROADCASTS TO ANY HOME. OR CAR RADIO WITHOUT WIRES OR HOOKUPS! Wt. only 5 oz. Size (1 Rr2Ro
1 )5).
Built-in telescoping antenna. Powerful Trane!ntors nsitiv
microphone. Frequency setter, break -in switch!
Rune for wceek, no .elf- contained flashlight batteries. Durable plastic case. With this Radio Talkie you CAN TALK
TO YOUR FRIENDS UP TO A BLOCK OR MORE
AWAY! Talk up to 1 mile or more between two automobiles! INSTANT OPERATION! Just push button to
talk! No license
UsÏ inductive field nagnet
nsefniededd.

GUARANTEED TO WORK. YEAR SERVICE
GUARANTEE.
SEND ONLY $3.00. (cash. ck. mo) and pay Postman $9.99 COD postage or send 912.99 for prepaid
delivery. COMPLETE READY TO OPERATE with
instructions and hundreds of way, and trick. for broadcast. thru any radio you desire. Price may
p soon eo
get your NEW POWERFUL RADIO WALKIE TALKIE
NOW. Available only from,
WESTERN RADIO. Dept. REL -2, KEARNEY, NEBR.
1

ENGINEERING DEGREES
E.E.

Option Electronics

Earned Through HOME STUDY
or Residence Work
5719 -W Santa Monica Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
(Operating as

HI-FI
by

a

College of Engineering only at presen0

A/C'_;CESSORIES
ida i re

SPEAKER SWITCHES, FADERS L -PADS, T -PADS ON PANEL
OR WALL PLATES, CROSSOVER NETWORKS, EQUALIZERS,
VOLUME EXPANDERS.

AT YOUR NEAREST SUPPLIER OR WRITE
VIDAIRE ELEC. MFG. CORP., Baldwin, New York

You can be the next uranium

lionaire!

Government

mil-

guarantees

huge bonus! PRI instruments from $29.95.

your local dealer today! FREE CATALOG!
Write PRI, 4223 PT W. Jefferson
Los Angeles 16, California
See

DEALERS WANTED

To

ELECTRONICS

V.T.I. training leads to success

as technicians. field engineer,
specialists in communications, guided missiles, computers, radar.
automation. Basic & advanced courses in theory & laboratory.
Assoc. degree in 29 mos. B.S. obtainable. F.CPD accredited, G.1.
approved. Graduates with major companies. Start Sept., Feb.
Dorms, campus. N. S. graduates or equivalent. Catalog.

VALPARAISO TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

Dept. PE
142

VALPARAISO, INDIANA

15,096 kc. with Eng. news to 1010, talks to
1030, and dictation -speed news until 1115 fade-

out. (59)
The 9460 -kc. outlet is noted in Germany at
0030 -0100 and also at 0230 -0300 with Eng.
xmsns. (GJ)
Czechoslovakia -Prague broadcasts to N.A.
at 1930 -2000, 2200 -2300, and 0000 -0030 on 7250,

9510, 9550, 11,830, and 11,930 kc., and at 03300430 on 15,180, 17,810, and 21,450 kc. Xmsns in
Spanish to Latin America are at 1800 -1830,
1900 -1930, 2130 -2200, and 2330 -0000 on 9550,
11,935, 15,145, and 15,285 kc. (OS, 152, 176,
282, 313)

Denmark -The Voice of Denmark, Copenhagen, operates to N.A. at 2030 -2130 and
2200 -2300 on 9520 kc. The first half hour is
in Danish and the remainder in English.
"Mailbag" session is noted Saturdays at 2100
and 2230. There is no Eng. broadcast on Sundays. (312, 329)
Another xmsn at 0000 -0030 to England can
be heard on 15,180 kc. (CH)
Dutch Guiana (Surinam) -AVROS, 15,406
kc., Paramaribo, broadcasts in Eng. on Mondays only at 2000 -2010 with news. (104)
Egypt Cairo Calling (Arabic Huna El
Kahira) is noted on 17,915 kc. at 0800 -0900,
all Arabic except for Eng. news; Eng. at 15001520 with news at 1500. The IS is camel bells.

-

-

(CA, 298)
El Salvador -YSUA, San Salvador, is fine
around 2345 on 6188 kc. Most of the other
L.A. stations near this channel have s /off
and there is little QRM. (AN)
French Equatorial Africa -Radio Brazzaville is noted on 11,970 and 9620 kc. with Eng.

news to the Pacific Coast and the Far East at
2145 -2155. S /off is 2159. (CL, 44, 321)
Guatemala -R. Nacional, TGQA, Guatemala City, is definitely using 6112 kc. and has
been heard around 2230 with ID and American recordings. (AN)
Haiti -R. Haiti, Port -au- Prince, 6200 kc.,
has changed time for "Your Hit Parade." It
is now heard at 1915 in Eng., and may be
noted on Sundays and Thursdays. The 15,430-kc. outlet is being used for daytime service and is tuned around 1500 -1530 with pop
records and announcements in French. (AN)
The Evangelistic Voice of the West Indies,
4VE, Cap Haitien, is a low- powered station
(50 watts) on 6100 kc. It is noted around 0500
s /on with regular programs. (281)
Honduras -R. Montserrat, Tegucigalpa, has
moved from 6020 kc. to 6025 kc. and has
Spanish news at 2245. This one is often

smeared by QRM. (AN)

Hong Kong -R. Hong Kong, 3940 kc., is
noted in Western states at 0815 -0830, all Chinese, with news at 0830. Signals are good until 0845, then lose out to QRM. (61)
Hungary -R. Budapest has deleted 11,910
kc. and added 6195 kc. for the seasonal outlet. This is heard well around 2300. (AN)
India -All -India Radio, New Delhi, has a
widely reported xmsn to England at 14451545 on 11,710 kc. This is dual to 15,105, 15,290, and 17,860 kc. but the 11 -mc. channel
seems to be best heard. (KK, MM, 281, 298)
Netherlands -The latest information from
Radio Nederland, Hilversum, is as follows:
Always say you saw it
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to Europe and N.A. on 17,810, 17,800, or 17,775 kc., and 15,445, 15,425, or 15,220 kc. (in
each case, the channel used depends on conditions) at 1615 -1655; and to N.A. on 6025

and 9590 kc. at

2130 -2210.

(176, 313)

Nicaragua -YNRM, R. Musun, Matagalpa,
7602 kc., was noted at 1830 -1930. YNMS, Radio Philips, Leon, 7660 kc., is heard at 19001930. Both stations feature L.A. music, commercial ads, and all- Spanish anmt. (61)
Panama (Republic)-HOU31, Voz del Baru,
David, 6045 kc., is currently good at 2130 and
closes at 2200 through the week. (AN)
Pakistan -The following Eng. sessions are
noted from Karachi: to Turkey at 1815 -1900
and to England at 1915 -2000 on 11,674 and
9705 kc. Another English period is noted at
1415 -1500 with news at 1430 on 11,674 and 15,240 kc. (MM, 298)
A xmsn to Southeast Asia is well heard on
15,335 kc. (best) and 17,750 kc. at 1930 -2015

with native music and announcements in
Urdu. Announcements at the open and close
comprise the only Eng. noted here. (61, 128)
Poland- Warsaw has been found on 9728
kc. at 2145 in Eng., but this seems to be more
of a variation than a complete move. Language is heard at 2200. (AN, 59)
Sao Tome-Radio Sao Tonte (off Western
French Equatorial African Coast) is a rare
catch but can be noted occasionally on 17,667
kc. , around 0730 in Portuguese. While not
confirmed, it is thought that this station operates Sundays only. (61)
South Africa -Johannesburg has been found
on 11,780 kc. with a test program at 10501115. English news is heard at 1100, stock
SHORT -WAVE ABBREVIATIONS

A-Approximate

Learn to Repair

ELECTRIC
APPLIANCES
at Home in Spare Time
Fast Growing Field offers

Good Pay, Interesting_

Work, Security
Get into a field where
you can do important
work, have a secure future. Electrical appliance
repair offers OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU.
Every wired home has
an average of 8 electrical appliances. Up to
10 million new appliances are being sold
every year. Owners pay well to keep them
in repair and enjoy the convenience they
provide. That means a fast growing need for trained men.

Learn and Earn with Tester You Build
Our training includes the parts to build a sturdy, portable
appliance tester following our illustrated, easy-to- understand instructions. This multi -use tester helps you locate
electrical defects quickly and easily, equips you to do professional trouble- shooting. You use it to learn electrical
appliance repair techniques. Gives you the practical training of actually building the tester and a
valuable piece of equipment for future use.

anmt.-Announcement(s)

frequency

Earn $3, $4, $5 an Hour Spare Time

ID- Identity, identification
IS-Interval signal

Start soon to repair electric toasters, fans, irons,
mixers, vacuum cleaners, etc. for your neighbors and
friends. Spare time work done at your convenience
in your basement, garage, or spare room can earn you
from $3 to $5 an hour. See how easy it is to increase your earning power-how you can pay for this
training many times over with the money you'll earn
in your spare time. Mail coupon.

Eng.-English

kc.- Kilocycles

L.A. -Latin America(n)
mc.- Megacycles
N.A. -North America(n)
QRM- Station interference
R. -Radio
s /off-Sign -off
s /on- Sign -on

Train Now for Greater Security
Low Price -Easy Terms

xmsn- Transmission

xmtr- Transmitter

from station
used by station

market reports from 1105. Music beginning
about 1112 is often abruptly cut off at 1115
s /off. (RP)
St. Vincent-Radio St. Vincent (British
West Indies) 3305 kc., has been noted in
British Guiana on Sundays only at 1700. This
has not been heard in the United States as
yet. (281, Editor)
Switzerland-Berne operates to N. A. at
2030 -2215 (East Coast) and 2315 -0000 (West
Coast) on 9535, 9665, and 11,865 kc. In addition, 6165 kc. is also used to the East Coast.
The "Mailbag" is broadcast at 2145 on the
last Sunday of the month, and the DX program on the first Thursday. (BB, CF, SM,

Today's automatic electric appliances need expert
servicing. The man who knows this good trade has
a secure future. Put your spare time to good use.
Enroll now for $2.50 down and $5.00 a month. A
small investment can assure a
better future. Address National
Radio Institute, Dept. D4B8,

,

DP, 152, 176, 276, 298, 316)
Tangier-WTAN, Tangier, was noted on
9430 kc. around 1700, and on another day on
9412 kc. Another report places it on 9324 kc.
The ID is The Voice of Tangier. This one

Washington 16, D. C.

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
DEPT. D4B8, WASHINGTON 16. D. C.
Please send me lesson and honk free. (No salesman will call.)

Lon .aa
Name

Age

Address

Zone
Sfate.
City
Accredited Member National Home Study Council

aa.a -_J
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2 WAY PORTABLE RADIO SET
SENDS- RECEIVES

10 MILES AS SHOWN

UP TO

With built -in antenna er hundreds of
with outside antenna! Works on Sn
and 40 meter (Novice) amateur radio- miles
bands -also Aircraft and overseas broad t (3 tog me). PORTABLE SELF- CONTAINED

WITH STAND ARD PORTABLE RADIO BATTERIES. NO POWERED
AC PLUG -INS
Take it with you everywhere
go-on trips, vacations- campingNEEDED!
-Beep in
conta,t uit), Dome, friends. Hasyou
5 watt
yetal controlled transmitter-Seneifive Regenerative Receiver. Send- Receive switch. Wt..
only 3 IAe. Si.., only es[4:4. TESTED- PROVENSIMPLIFIED- PRACTICAL -Full information given
on quick easy to get license.

SEND ONLY $3.00 j1.1651ODpostagéovarical
send 114.95 for postpaid delivery. Complettc kit
includes
le
,Set of batteries $2.95 crystal 1.25.) COMPLETELY
WIRED AND
WESTERN RADIO

TESTED POSTPAID $19.95. A regular
value-Order
before
up. GUARANTEED-AVAILABLE
LABLE NLY FROgoes
DEPT. BNE -2

KEARNEY, NEBR.

MORSE CODE
SENDING

RECEIVING SPEED

:

,i%:.:

E

obëJ

moves around fairly frequently. (AN, 59)
Turkey -Radio Ankara, 15,160 kc., has Eng.
to Western Europe at 1600 -1645 with news
and classical music. The signal is usually
strong along the East Coast, becoming weaker
in the Mid -West. (CH, DS, 318)
Radio Moscow has a new xmsn
USSR
called "The Moscow Mailbag" on Saturdays
at 1700 and 2200 on the regular N. A. pro-

-

gram, (CF)
A listener in N. J. reports hearing Moscow
on 1850 kc. at 2200 -2230 with fair -to -good signals and the regular N. A. program.
Vatican City -New xmsn schedule is Monday, Thursday, Saturday at 1350 with news;
Monday, Wednesday, Saturday at 1045 with
news and comment in Latin; Tuesdays,

Complete Instructions.

7 INCH

Made Easy with 45 or 78 RPM Record.

45 RPM

... SEND $1.25

SHORT-WAVE CONTRIBUTORS

... SEND $2.25

12 INCH 71 RPM

Prices Include Postage and Handling

UNCLE SAM RECORDings
Dept. 02
59 East Van Buren Street Chicago S. Illinois

sold by leading hobby shops radio-electronic dealers,
hi -fi record
chain
hain and department
everywhere. Dealer,
Jobber,
and Mail Order Firms inquiriesstores
invited.

INVENTORS
Learn how to protect your invention. Specially prepared
"Patent Guide" containing detailed information concerning
patent protection and procedure with "Record of Invention"
form will be forwarded to you upon request -without obligation.
CLARENCE A. O'BRIEN & HARVEY JACOBSON
89 -B

Registered Potent Attorneys

District National Bldg.

Washington 5, D. C.

6 -SHOT

GERMAN
REPEATER
AUTOMATIC -22 CAL.
Blank Cartridges
No

Latest Model
Fully Automatic

Permit Required

Self ejecting
Firing spring adjustahie! Precision clip,
made by the Finest West
German Gunsmiths-Wonderful
for sporting events, theatrical performances,
to
aa
scare would-be attackers, etc. 4" long,
perfectly
anced. Sold on a money back
VY
guarantee-Send 18.95. Cash, check or $6
Postpaid
Money Order to:
BEST VALUES COMPANY, Dept. G -44, 403 Market
St., Newark, N. J.

95

GARAGE DOOR
OPENER
$24.50

Mechan sm
EASY TO INSTALL, SAFE, RELIABLE
WRITE for interesting free information
TODAY
631 Prospect

P.

E.

HAWKINS CO.

Dept. PE

...

Kansas City 24. Mo.

for fun...forpopularity...forprofit!

[ V:50%

Buy direct at amazing savings

from America's biggest importer
fine Italian made accordions.
S DAY FREE TRIALl EaeyTermef
SAVE
Free Lessons-Easy to learn. Peron famous
aéeptedtWelte tod r ordbi
ITALIAN MAKES ioa
Color Catalo and o ar low wholesale price.. FREE?
Accordion manufacturers & Wholesalers
Outlet
2003 West Chicago Avenue
Chicago 22, Illinois
Dept. PE -28

EASY TO LEARN CODE
Learn or increase speed with an Instructograph
-the
Radio -Telegraph Code Teacher that takes
the place of an operatorinstructor and enables
anyone to master code without further
assistance. Available tapes from beginners alphabet
to typical messages on all subjects- Speed
WPM.
Thousands havve
have
cuired the code" with Rthe
Inatructograph System. Write
ient rental and purchase plans.today for convenINSTRUCTOGRAPH COMPANY
4713 -F Sheridan Road, Chicago 40. Illinois

Idd

Charles R. Allen, Jr. (C:I), Gastonia, N. C.
Bill Beckett (BB), New Lexington, Ohio
William Davis (WD), Chicago, Ill.
Creed Freeman, Jr. (CF), Fayetteville, N. C.
Clayton Hallmark (CH), Shelby, Ohio
Richard Heil (RH), Lodi, Calif.
Donald Jensen (DI), Racine, Wis.
Gerd Janzen (GJ) Ulm /Do, Germany
Ken Kudon (KK), Albany, N. Y.
Craig Lewis (CL), Lake Bluff, Ill.
Michael Mattes (MD'), East Williston, N. Y.
Robert Mitchell (RAI), Tweed. Ontario
Steve Meyer (SM), Sargent, Nebr.
Al Niblack (AN), Vincennes, Ind.
Bob Partridge (BP), Camden, N. J.
Dick Parsons (DP), Ascension Island
Robert Palmer (RP), Spokane, Wash.
Dan Stock (DS), St. Louis, Mo.
Omar Sanchez (OS), Cienfuegos, Cuba
Chuck Maxant (11), Baldwin, N. Y.
Ross Brownell (39), Vancouver, B. C.
Anson Boice (44), New Britain, Conn.
Grady Ferguson (59), Charlotte, N. C.
John Beaver (61), Canon City, Colo.
Bill Hutchinson (76), Baltimore, Md.
Ed Kowalski (104), Philadelphia, Pa.
Tibor Gasparik (128), Cleveland, Ohio
Roy Bugden (152), Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
George Cox (166), New Castle, Del.
Eugene Simpson (176), Arlington, Mass.
Fjalar Hemming (276), Helsingfors, Finland
Ronald W. Kenyon (281), Ashland, Ky.
Bob Kapsch (282), Roselle Park, N. J.
Robert Miller (298), Philadelphia, Pa.
Ed Leibfarth (312), Swedesboro, N. J.
Denny Avers (313), Keyser, W. Va.
Stanley Schwartz (316), Forest Hills, N. Y.
Kenneth McCartney (318), Toledo, Ohio
Gary Sikorski (321), Chicopee, Mass.
Russell Brown (329), Hinsdale, Ill.
James Bannister (336), Brampton, Ont.

Wednesdays, & Fridays at 1515. The ID is
"Laudatur Jesus Christus" and the IS is the
opening bars of "Christus Vincit." Frequencies are 6190, 7250, '7270, 7280, 9550, 9646, and
9660 kc.

(316)
Windward Islands- Grenada has moved to
from 4760 kc. and runs to 1730, when
it changes over to 3363 kc. (166)
Yemen -According to a Middle -East magazine, Radio Sanaa has been authorized to
study the possibility of providing afternoon
as well as evening programs, the addition of
a 25- minute Eng. program, moving to the 25meter (11 -mc.) band, and tape- recording and
rebroadcasting the entire daily broadcast to
5010 kc.

Europe and America later at night. (DJ)
Clandestine-Radio Espana Independiente
has been found on about 8025 kc. from 1730
to 1800 s /off in Spanish with some political
talks. (76)
Always say you saw it
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ORDER FROM Otiott'i Big NawWwiduniii
23/4" De Luxe Hard Cone

"B" Battery Eliminator
and Charger

TWEETER
Stock No.

BA39

$311

2
for

EA.

!A.

$6.00

GERMANIUM RADIO

New Magnavox 15" HI -FI

SPEAKER

Stock No.
RA-277

Olson's new big warehouse is completely
mechanized and can fill 300 orders per hour.
Order from Olson with confidence. Get fast
service and big discounts on Nationally
Famous products,

Stock No.

_®-

3 Sets

No.

$363

for
$6.50

AS-277 S

Res.

ANTENNA
4

AA.40

d0
vEA.

EA.

genuine

Magnavox

rounded tones. Frequency response 3015.000 cps. Voice coil diameter 11/2".
Impedance 8 ohms. Power handling
capacity 18 watts. Shpg. wt. 8 Ibe.

CONE

$673

S -309

3

13" speaker

with a 1 pound Alnico 5 magnet. Delivers beautiful wide range fully

EA.

for

$20.00

Sturdy frame and heavy ribbed cone
enables power handling capacity up to
twice normal requirements. Has whiazer cone for extended response. 1" hard
cone center for extended highs. 6.8 oz.
magnet. 8 ohms. Sting. wt. 6 lbs.

Stock No. MO-6
Genuine Alliance

4 -speed

motor and

turntable. Self starting, quiet rim
drive, 1634. 331/2, 45. 78 RPM. 45
RPM built-in retractable adapter PLUS
speed indicator plate. 110 V. AC. 60
cv. Shpg. wt. 5 Iba.

IT'S EASY TO ORDER FROM OLSON'S

UHF -VHF TV

No.

S7O3

for

New 4 -Speed PLAYERS

12" SPEAKER
Stock No.

to Columbia 45 Discs by artists such Don
Doris Day, Jo Stafford. Frsnkle Laine, Paul
Weston Orch and many others. Records alone
lb.
worth
worth $1.50-A 2110.40 Value. Shpg.

Stock

completely assembled radio featuring germanium diode detector, iron
core antenna coil, variable condenser.
antenna lead -In and ground wire. Size
31/4 x 21/2 x 1 ". Sbpg. wt. 1 lb.

with WHIZZER

3

EA. $45.00

A

JENSEN

S -287

1583
A

s
Stock

$8.00

Standard 671/2 volt. Replaces XX -45
and similar snap -on batteries. Operate
your portable set on 115 V. AC when
Indoors and save H battery. Also recharges battery. Cornea with AC cord
and plug. Shoe. wt. 1 lb.

Complete with Crystal Earphone

45 RPM RECORDS

for

3

Ideally suited for any
existing system where
minimum and high quality
reproduction Is desired. Finished in
gold- bronze baked enamel. With mounting bracket. 8 ohms. Shpg. wt. 1 lb.
apace is at a

SPECIAL 80e/ó OFF ON

11/2"x21/2"x1s/e"
Stock No.

Size

S -297

$12.95
3 far
$21.00

Slide rule lever provides Inductive tuning for finest pictures. Two 5 section brass
chrome plated dipoles PLUS
built-in 300 ohm matching
x 3"
transformer. Sandalwood ace, size 9í/z"
x 11,1". lav antenna on top of any set or mount
on back-brackets and connecting cable fur.
lb.
nished. Shoe. wt.

MAIL ORDERS TO AKRON, OHIO

How to order: Order directly from this ad. For convenience use this order
blank. Fill In columns below with quantity desired, stock number, description,
and price. You may send remittance with order (Include enough for postage or
parcel post shipment), or if you prefer SEND NO MONEY. Olson will ship C.O.D.
and you may pa mall or expressman for merchandise and .osta_e.
Please
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE: Everything you order from
Minimum
Olson is guaranteed as advertised. if you are not more
Order $5.00
than satisfied, you may return merchandise for cash refund.

-

Quan.

Stock

Number

Price

DESCRIPTION

Each

TOTAL

1

OLSON
BARGAIN STORES IN
CHICAGO -623 W. Randolph St.
CHICAGO -123 N. Western Ave.
CLEVELAND-2020 Euclid Ave.
PITTSBURGH -5918 Penn Ave.
MILWAUKEE-423 W. Michigan
BUFFALO -711 Main Street

February,

1958

P -24

NAME

'

Total

Add
Postage

ADDRESS

CITY

ZONE_-STATE_

TOTAL

_

AMT.
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KITS!

"TAB" Kit Contains

Each

The Finest Selection
Kit 40 Insulators
Kit 35 Power Resistors
Kit 75 Mica Condensers
Kit 5 Crystal Diodes
Kit 250 ft. Hook Up Wire,
Asst'd
Kit 100 Fuses. asst'd all types
Kit 100 Ceramic Condensers
Kit 150 Coil Forms
65 Tubular Condensers
Kit 5 Crystals & Holders
500 Lugs & Eyelets
Kit 65 inductors & Coils
10 Bathtub 011 pond's
Kit 5 M
a
S Iha. Surprise Package
Kit 10 Wheheat Lamps
10 Transmit Mica Cond's
Kit 3 Transistor Xfmrs
Order Ten Kits
ONE EACH ABOVE
99c
We Ship Eleven!!!
KIT ONLY

Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit

Precision Resistors
10 Switches
75 Resistors 1/2/1 /2W
150 Carbon Resistors
45 Panel Lamps
12 Electrolytic Cond's
15 Volume Controls
36 Tube Sockets
35

t

"TAB"

r b4
!y 1t

ta

Highest quality

"ERIN"

MFGR

FINEST

HIFI RECORDING TAPE

7" Reel -1200 Ft. Per Reel
Sold on Money Back Guarantee
He -FI Precision Coated & Slit.
0. PROCESS, quality controlled.

4'
+ a45 to
of
B

constant output

Noise FREE, Splice FREE Plastic Tape. Freu. 7t /s IPS. 49 -15KC
Oxide- Wed- In
TAB' @ $1.59 ea.; 3/91.50 ea.
New 1st Quality "MYLAR" 2400 Ft.-7.' Reel
"ERIN" MFGR a PROCESS RECORDING TAPE $4.49 @ 3/512
Registered One Year Gtd. Replacement Needles
Single Diamond $7; Dual Dia $14; Dia -Sapphire $8 @
Please Send Cartridge Name a Number
Postpaid 48 States

.............

NEW IMPROVED "TAB" HI -FI SPEAKERS!
15" TRIAX, 25 WATT /20-20000 CYCS. }IF15H3X
537.50
12" TRIAX, 20 WATT /40.20000 CYCS. 11F1243X
28.50
12" COAX, 20 WATT /35 -18000 CYCS. LF1242X
22.00
SONOTONE CA12 /COAX 12 WATT 40.14000 CYCS
19.11
B4UBUY C 'TAC" FOR ALL Hi -Fi!!!
50 WATT Hi-Fi Kit Latest Design 20 to 100,000 Cycles...557
60 WATT Mi -Fi Amp & Preamp Kit 20 to 60.000 Cycles...569
INFRARED SNOOPERSCOPE
SEE IN DARK TUBE
Selected GTD. Image Converter Tube. Hi- seneitivity
simplified design 2" dia.
ice screen-Hi-Resolution. Tube & Data
e
55 @, 2 for $9
SNOOPERSCOPE POWER SUPPLY KIT
Model P52001
VDC /35MÁ Supply using dual
doubler ekt. Leos
ess chassis & grill
$13.95
BATTERY CHARGER KIT 2 to 4 Amps. CHARGES 2.4.6 &
12 VOLT BATTERIES. KIT BCK -1 SPECIAL
$9.95
NEW "TABTRON" SELENIUM RECTIFIERS

......

1

Dated -One Year Guarantee

18VAC'0;
51 Amp. $1.40; 2A $2.00; 3A $2.90;
4A $3.50; SA $3.93; LOA $5.85; 12A $7.20.
36VAC
1 Amp.
$2.80; 2A $3.40; 3A $410;
4A $6.40; GA $7.70; LOA $11.35; 12A $14.25.
18 VOLT @ 8 AMP DC PARTS PACKAGE. CONTAINS BRIDGE
RECTIFIER & 18 te 24V /BA (5 lb) TRANS. 115 VAC INPUT,
$20 Value. Delivers 14 to 20 VDC, Ideal R.B.....SPECIAL 511

States.

Postpaid 48

Only $7 49

"TAB"

@Q.
27E
Finest precision NIaccuracy VON. Reads AC &
DC Volts; 0-15-150-1000V. DCMA: 0 -150 Ma.
OHMS: 0. 100K. Sise 11/4" D x 43/4" Les 31/4" W.
Features: 1% Precision resistors, extra long
meter scales. Complete w /batteries & test leads
Ideal for Ham, Experimenter and Beginner.
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tit

As

TUBES
002
0112
083
0C3
003

024
1AX2
183
1L4
1R4
1115

154
155
1T4
1Us
1X2
2021
2X2
2V3
3A5
954
955
957
1619
1625
1826
1629
607
808
58P1

.80
.72
.62
.84
.80

.50
.98
.78
.82
.66
.78
.78
.68
.69
.59
.66
.68
.48
.48
.69
10/$1
.33
.30
5 /51

4/51
5 /51

4

41

1.15

89

3.98

1

51.89

TESTED'

tI

lid

1'15

:1

4

6807
6C4
6CB6

6C176

66
615

6J6
6K6
687
6L6
6S4
6SÁ7

85137
65.17

651(7

65L7
6SN7
65137
624
628
6U8
6V6
6596
6X4
7A8
7C5

7F7
7E8

7N7

2.00
.99
.49
.69
1.49

Teste1.S6.89

.59
.59
.59
.59
.79
1.19
.59
.79
.69
.69
.69
.69
2

$1

.59

1.19
.98
.89
.59
.79
.39
.79
.79
.79
.79
.79

7Q7

12/176
12AT7
12AU7
12AV6
12A6
12AX4

120X7
12117
12BY7
125 /17
125K7
125347
12507
14A7
191306
25806
2526
35C5
35L6
35W4
3325
50/15
50115
SOCS

SOL6

75
76
77
10Y

.79
.59
.79
.69
.59
.59
.79
.79
.89
.89
.69
.69
.69
.69
.69
1.69
1.29
.79
.59
.59
.59
.55
.69
.79
.69
.69
1.00

5/51
5/51

.69

FREEI WRITE TODAY FOR OUR NEW CATALOG

i TA

B
only.

!!

Mdse. o'niMones2 Bmin. Gotrdier(cnI.gf
N.Y.C.
Add shoe. charges or for
C.O.D. 25% Dep.
Tubes Gtd. via

RExp.
Prices shown are subject to change.
111AP Liberty St., N. Y. 6, N. Y., Rector 2 -6245

446

f leads
'th deh CAPACITEST for Limited Time!
with thousands already in use, is an 'mCAPACITEST 2
compact tester. It does a giant job to
avoid call-backs and proved,
you time and money. Tests Selenium
Rectifiers! Checks condensers at 150 V.. the approx. working voltage in radio and TV sets. Meters won't give this type o1 heck
since applied voltage is 20 V. or less. Accurately, quickly shows
open, shorted or intermittent capacitor. and leaky electrolytics.
Compact: 4 "x4 "x2 ", Lightweight, for bench or tool kit.
Order direct from mfr. Send
$3 deposit with C.O.D.'s.
The BARJAY Co.
Save PP & COD fees. Send
59.95 & we'll pay postage. 145 W. 40 St., New York 18, N. Y.
FREESet

EASIER
FASTER
BETTER!

Ka STE

Mir

1

-

SOLOER

KESTER SOLDER

/

"Soldering Simplified"
booklet Send for
For TV, Radio Soldering
your copy today.
Everything Electrical
KESTER SOLDER COMPANY
FREE:

-

16 -page

4275 Wrightwood Avenue

Chicago 39, Illinois, U.S.A.

BIG MONEY FOR YOU THROUGH

V.S.I. TELEVISION SCHOOL

GUARANTEED
613Q6

postpaid, net.
Complete, ready to operate.

10-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!

8956 Atlantic Ave.

Our 12th Year in Business

9LP7
1.00
2C22 20/$1
7193 20/$1
434A
1.98
1N34A 2/$1
CK722
.99
.59
5U4
5V4
.89
553
.59
6AB4
.59
6AC7
.79
6AG7
.97
.89
6A114
631138
.95
6AKS
.69
GALS
.59
GAGS
.66
SASS
.75
EATS
.49
6AÚ4
.89
6AÚ6
.59
60X4
.79
6eÁ6
.59
68C5
.59
611E6
.59
6BFS
.79
61106
1.49
68K5
.89
613L7
.99
6BN6
.89

Selenium

Rectifiers
Flashbulbs
AC /DC Voltages
NOT A KIT

WRITE FOR YOUR CATALOG -NOW

Cñ'Äf'

to

$995

Checks%

RESIDENCE

a,

1

/

Paper, Mica, Ceramic Capacitors
Electrolytics
Continuity

Set
Sel

CONDITIONS

Quickly, Accurately

AGE NO BARRIER- FUTURE UNLIMITED- EQUIPMENT-ALL THE LATEST- TECHNIQUES-THE BEST
APPROVED FOR VETS -CORRESPONDENCE OR

ARC /5 274N EQUIPMENT SPECIALS!
lu I"í7'1 to 5.3 Tested-33.35
51.39
l'.
-, a
to 7 Tested..54.95
51.98

BC457 As 1,
BC45S As I,

AN- AMU

=HI,'

TEST CONDENSERS

And Selenium Rectifiers UNDER WORKING

V.S.I. ELECTRONICS & TV SCHOOL

NEW POCKET AC-DC MULTITESTER

1000 Ohms Per Volt

Can

Dept. P.E.

South Gate, Calif.

SURPLUS ELECTRONICS

AIRCRAFT SEXTANT designed for aerial navigation, to record
and measure the angular altitude of a heavenly body. Includes
accessories, Battery case. Auxiliary telescope. (2x) Hanger, Etc.
Housed In Mahogany Case 9x9x5. Good Used Cond. No Inst.
Man. 15 lbs. Govt. Cost $325. 514.95. HI'po 5U4 (more B +)
Sheldon $1.00 ea.
Mieroammeter. Tripp_ 2" RD. 0.500 Br. New
$3.95
-500 Br.
$2.94
Audio Amplifier (Portable). Used for Mine Detector. Campl.
w/tulies. cable,
Kit 80 %n Resistorse Gd. sizes C'rlab. New
$1.00O
TV Dynatracer. Reg. Pr. $4.95. NEW W /lust
$1.95
REX RADIO SUPPLY
88 Cortlandt St.
N. Y., N. Y.

New..........

s

Exciting details free
Sleep-Learning Rsarch Association
R.O.Box 830 -P, Omaha. Nebraska

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Complete correspondence course in electronics, with 72 lessons,
for $36.00. Compare with courses costing p to S times as much.
Not merely a home -study plan, but an extension course with an
instructor assigned to help you throughout your study with u
Also FM course and residence courses available. Write for free
details today! No salesman will call.

ASCOT -School of Elecfronics
Box 29092 -Los Angeles 29,

Always say you saw it

in- POPULAR

Calif.
ELECTRONICS

POPULAR
ELECTRONICS

i

BASEMENT

BARGAIN

SAVE ON THESE SPECIAL BUYS OF THE MONTH

GENERAL TRANSISTOR'S

YEAR -END CLEARANCE!!!

r,

NPN-PNP -HIGH FREQUENCY AND AUDIO TYPES

FREE CATALOG

v

RECEIVER

GYRO ELECTRONICS

"P."

METAL LOCATOR

No operator's license required. FREE -SEND FOR FCC FORM 505
Garage Door Radio Control Transmitting & Receiver Kits Available.
R/C TRANSMITTER L. RECEIVER KIT: 271/4 mc. 5 watt 2 -Tube
Simple Transm. & 2 -Tube Rec. incl. Drilled Bases,
Wound Coil, Res.. Cond., SIGMA Relay. Instruc
R/C Xmitter. Hi -Power HAND HELD, Compl $17.95: KIT..11.95
SIGMA 4F RELAY: 8.000 ohm, 54.25; 6 Reed Relay..: ..14.95

NEW YORK

3L

N.

ENTHUSIASTS

Is for you .
.
BC- 1141 -C amplifier, the electronic heart
of the famous SCR -625 mine detector. This unit is brand new
with 2 -1N5 and 1 -106 vacuum rubes, in steel carrying case with
handle; net weight with batteries is only ifl pounds. It operates
from internal batteries (not included) and is complete with
schematic diagram of the whole SCR -625 detector set. Case

This

$9.95

.................

2-8V Battery Charger Kit $4.95
wired 6.95
CRYSTALS: 27,255C Me.roPetersend Z9Á....$3.95 ;HOLDER 1.15
(Flash STROBOSCOPE 110V AC, Range 900-14000 per m n.19.85
2" METERS, 0-1 Ma, $3.65; 500 MioroA, $3.95; 3 Ma.. 2.95
sensitive 10.000 ohm si9RELAY CONTROL UNIT ' sol.
Thermal 8,a
y io1/z
metal Strip. Ht,
Audio Coke
A
Choke, Mini
Element, es
Magnet, Neon Lamp, /aV,
Capacitors. only 99e
Mini Storage Cells,
V,
3.5 Elect
99
RELAY: X101,
.99
s PST
3A4.
D. SAS.
SPO
RELAYS. 10K ohm, 2 Ma DC or 110V AC SPDT, 95C: SPST .85

measures 14" by 6" by 5' including hinged cover. Operating
panel hinges out for easy access to interior shock mounted chassis.
This 1s a 1000 cycle fixed frequency amplifier. brand spanking
new, and a once -in -a- lifetime bargain at $5.95. Set of 3 spare
vacuum tubes 51.00. Shipping weight 12 pounds.

.

Write for free government surplus bargain bulletin

r

,

GYRO ELECTRONICS

11.95

RADIO CONTROL

4103 W. BELMONT AVENUE
CHICAGO 41, ILL.
Include postage w /order -Send for latest catalog
boats, cars, etc.

$6.65

TRANSMITTER

Men:
Model Ä1;u1
Greatest Power-up to 5 watts Input
Greatest Distance-Range up to 3 sq. miles
Gyro Magic Tuning Indicator-simplest tuning
Versatile- operates from 90-180 Volts "B"
Complete & Guaranteed with Antenna.
Ready to Operate (less bttry) 517.95. Complete KIT
2714 Me. Complete
th Relay, Tube &
Tested, ies.
Factory
Tested, Small, approx.
3 oz.

GROVE ELECTRONIC SUPPLY COMPANY

For model airplanes,

/C

R

regular,, and discontinued
Clearance of overruns, unclassified,
types of good grade transistors. Ideal where rigid specifications
are not essential. All transistors unbranded -sales are non-return..
able-quantities subject to prior sale -supply is limited.
10 ASSORTED P -N -P TRANSISTORS
ONLY 5 4.50
ONLY
9.75
25 ASSORTED P -N -P TRANSISTORS
ONLY
19.50
SO ASSORTED P -N -P TRANSISTORS
ONLY 37.50
100 ASSORTED P -N -P TRANSISTORS
4.50
ONLY
10 ASSORTED N -P -N TRANSISTORS
ONLY
9.75
25 ASSORTED N -P -N TRANSISTORS
ONLY 19.50
50 ASSORTED N -P -N TRANSISTORS
ONLY 37.50
100 ASSORTED N -P -N TRANSISTORS

RADIO CONTROL Headquarters

i

& R "e'ver ChasWALKIE- TALKIE Transmdtter
ais. New, Wired, with Tbes.
BEFORE YOU BUY -COMPARE: (27.255 MC)

JOE

PALMER, P. 0. Box 6188 CCC, Sacramento, California

AVVV,Rí"tiiSTN. Y.gg
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RATE:

50e per word.
Minimum 10 words prepaid.
April
closes February 5th.
Send order and remittance to:
POPULAR ELECTRONICS, 366 Madison Avenue. N. Y. C. 17.

issue

FOR SALE
Plans" handbook-30Ç. Laboratories, 328-L Fuller, Redwood City, California.
FREE-To hams, catalog and specifications on 50 antennas for all bands. Gotham, 1805A Purdy Ave.,
Miami Beach, Fla.
TUBES -TV, Radio, Transmitting And Industrial Types
At Sensibly Low Prices. New, Guaranteed 1st Quality
Top Name Brands Only. Write For Free Catalog or Call
WAlker 5 -7000, Barry Electronics Corp., 512 Broadway.
New York 12N, N. Y.
NEW! Pocket radio transmitter uses transistor. Plans
25e. Complete kit only $7.98. Free literature on all our
products available at factory prices.
Enterprises, Box 54 -E2, Springfield GardensSpringfield
13, N. Y.
WALKIE-TALKIE chassis $6.98. See our display ad in
this issue. Springfield Enterprises.
WALKIE- TALKIE. Build wireless portable radiophone
for less than $10.00. Plans for variable frequency and
crystal control types, only 50Ç for both, including assembly photographs. Springfield Enterprises, Box
54 -E2, Springfield Gardens 13, N. Y.
CITIZEN'S band radio plans for building your own
receiver and information on transmitter design, FCC
requirements, etc. plus special discount on type approved transceivers. All for $1.00. Springfield Enterprises, Box 54 -E2, Springfield Gardens 13, N. Y.
BE A Spy! Correspondence course on wire tapping,
bugging, telescopic sound pickup; recording techniques, microphotography, invisible & remote photography, telescopic & aerial photography. Lessons in
surveillance, tailing, and use of equipment. Complete
course $22.50. C. Carrier Co., 734 15th St., N.W., Washington 5, D. C.
"20 DX CRYSTAL Set

TELEPHONE Extension in your car. Answer your home
telephone by radio from your car. Complete diagrams
and instructions. $1.25. C. Carrier Co., 734 15th St.,
N.W., Washington 5, D. C.
POLICE Radar Detector. Stop before those radar

speed traps. Foolproof legal system. Complete diagrams & instructions. $2.75. C. Carrier Co., 734 15th
St., N.W., Washington 5, D. C.
EAVESDROP with a pack of cigarettes. Miniature
transistorized radio transmitter. Complete diagrams
& instructions. $1.25. C. Carrier Co., 734 15th St.,
N.W., Washington 5, D. C.
2 WAY Wrist Radio with auxiliary long distance
booster. Complete diagrams and instructions. $1.25.
C. Carrier Co., 734 15th St., N.W., Washington 5, D. C.
ELECTRONIC Hypnotizer. Simplifies the art of Hypnosis. Diagrams & Operating Instructions $1.25. Kit
$16.50. Wired & tested $29.50. C. Carrier Co., 734 15th
St., N.W., Washington 5, D. C.
DIAGRAMS for repairing radios $1.00, Television $2.00.
Give make, model. Diagram Service, Box 672 -PE,
Hartford 1, Conn.
PRECISION Resistors 1% accuracy most popular ohm ages ?Z, 1, 2W assortment 50 resistors prepaid $1.00
Ohmite Wire -wound resistors, assorted 5W thru
25W new standard 7 resistors $1.00. United Sales,
537 W. State St., Ithaca, New York.
EXPERIMENTER'S Item! Surplus Navy Altitude
Meter, 0 -4000 Ft. Basic range 0 -6.5 milliamperes.
New $1.79 or 3 for $5.00. Electronicraft, Bronxville 8,
New York.
BUY wholesale! Discounts to 80%! Gifts, Appliances,
Housewares, Tools, Watches, etc. Midwest, EP -156,
Pontiac, Illinois.
I48

TELEGRAPH Key, Signal Corps J -38, new, $2.00 prepaid. Earphone, Signal Corps R-14, high impedance
1000 ohm, single phone, PL -54 plug, less head band,
new, pair $2.00 prepaid. Send for Wholesale list. Tech nionics, Inc., 338 Canal Street, New York 13P, New
York.
PRINTED Circuits: Build your own for transistors,

radios, etc. Copper boards, etchant, diagrams, and
instructions $3.00. Dawntronics, 1425 Mariposa Street,
San Diego 14, California.
GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers, Transmitters, Parabolic Reflectors, Picture Catalog 10e. Meshna, Malden
48, Mass.

WANTED
CYLINDER and old disc phonographs. Edison, Conqueror, Idelia, and Oratorio models. Berliner Gramophones and Zono -o- phones, Columbia cylinder Graph -

ophones, and Coin- operated cylinder Phonos. Want
old catalogues and literature on early phonos prior to
1919. Will pa,y cash or trade late hi -fi components.
Popular Electronics, Box 50, 366 Madison Ave., New
York 17, N. Y.

CASH Paid! Sell your surplus electronic tubes. Want
unused, clean transmitting, special purpose, receiving, TV types, magnetrons, klystrons, broadcast, etc.
Also want military & commercial lab test and communications gear. We swap too, for tubes or choice
equipment. Send specific details in first letter. For
a fair deal write, wire or telephone: Barry, 512 Broad-

way, New York 12, N. Y. WAlker 5 -7000.
CRYSTAL -Radio experimenters. Write to Hulet, 305
Hope, Lakewood, New Jersey.
MERCURY, Platinum, Silver, Precious Metals. Ores
Assayed. Mercury Refiners, Norwood, Massachusetts.

HIGH FIDELITY
DISGUSTED of "HI" Hi -Fi Prices? Unusual Discounts on your High Fidelity Requirements. Write
Now. Key Electronics, 120 Liberty St., New York 6,
N. Y., EVergreen 4 -6071.

TAPE & TAPE RECORDERS
TAPE Recorders, hi -fl components, tapes. Unusual
Values. Free Catalog. Dressner, 69 -02F, 174 St.,

Flushing

65, N. Y.

RECORDERS, HiFi, Tapes. Free wholesale catalogue.
Carston, 215 -P E. 88 St., N.Y.C. 28.
HIGHEST Trade -In Allowances Toward Ampex, Con certone, Crown, Ferrograph, Presto, Pentron. Components. Accessories. Catalog. Boynton Studio, 10 -PE

Pennsylvania, Tuckahoe, N. Y.
YOU can Record Stereo with VM or Bell Stereo playback recorders. $1.00 for plans. HI-FI Information
Service, 2238 N. San Antonio Ave., Pomona, California.
AUDIO Mixer, Ideal Tape, Disc, etc. Inputs: 2- $3.75;
3- $4.75. Send for Brochure. Ruby Recording, 520 Fifth
Avenue, New York 36, New York.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
& SUPPLIES
ASSEMBLE Fluorescent Fixtures. Complete kits from
$1.95. Catalog 15Ç. Shoplite, 65E Franklin Ave., Nutley 10, New Jersey.
ELECTRIC Pencil: Engraves all Metals $2.00. Beyer

Mfg., 10511 -P Springfield, Chicago 43.
hlweys say you saw It In- rvrULAK tLtLIKONIGJ

ARMY Throat Microphone, New
Jersey City 4, New Jersey.

50X.

Surplus, Box

118,

MINERAL & PROSPECTING
TEN New Mexico Mineras $1.50, six Fluorescents $1.00
five Crystallized Minerals $1.00, Fools Gold $25X.
Hartson, Winston 8, N. Mex.

RECORDS
PHONO Records Cut Individually For Public Address System Broadcasting. We Announce Your Message For You On Any Size Disc. Excellent For Advertisements, Commercials, Publicity, Etc. Reasonable. Announced Records, 84 Roosevelt Ave., Valley
Stream, New York.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
WEEKLY, sparetlme -easy! Home Venetian
Blind Laundry. Free Book. Burtt 2434FA, Wichita 13,
Kansas.
TO $100.00 Weekly. Sparetime, Home Operated Mail Everyorder Business. Successful "Beginner's" Plan:
thing Supplied. Lynn, 10420 -E National, Los Angeles 34.
VENDING Machines -No Selling. Operate a route of
coin machines and earn amazing profits. 32 -page catalog free. Parkway Machine Corporation, Dept. 12,
715 Ensor St., Baltimore 2, Md.
OPERATE profitable mallorder business! Write:
Thomas Bond, 1637 -X West Vernon, Phonix, Arizona.
FORMULAS. All kinds. Latest. Best. Literature
Free. Kemiston, Park Ridge, Illinois.
$60.00

INSTRUCTION
ENGINEERING Degrees, EE Option Electronics earned
through home study. Residence classes also available.
Pacific International University (Operating as a College of Engineering only at present), 5719 -J Santa
Monica Boulevard, Hollywood 38, Calif.
LEARN While Asleep! Details free. Research Association, Box 610 -PE, Omaha 1, Nebraska.
2 HOUR, Novice, General, Technician, Advanced.
Code or Theory Courses On Tape $6.00 Each. 1 Hour
$3.50. Sample $1.50. Ridge Recordings, Box 15, Park
Ridge, Illinois.

INVENTIONS WANTED
INVENTIONS wanted. Patented; unpatented. Global
Marketing Service, 2420 -77th, Oakland 5, Calif.

HELP WANTED
FREE information: Earn high pay. All trades. Foreign and U. S. A. job opportunities. Travel paid.
Applications, write Department 61N, National Employment Information, 1020 Broad, Newark, N. J.

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
OPPORTUNITY! Complete high school at home in
spare time with 61- year -old school. Texts furnished.
No classes. Diploma. Information booklet free. American School, Dept. X256, Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37,

Illinois.

SPECIAL SERVICES
BOOK Manuscripts Considered for national distribution. All subjects welcomed. New authors encouraged.
Atten. Mr. Blythe, Greenwich Book Publishers, 489
Fifth Avenue, N. Y., N. Y.

February, (Yee

PLASTICS
NEW Liquid Casting Plastic, clear, color. Embed real
flowers, coins, photos. New Manual shows fine things

you can make at home and sell at big profit. Send 250.
Castolite, Dept. B-125, Woodstock, Illinois.

MISCELLANEOUS
SONGPOEMS and Lyrics Wanted! Mail to: Tin Pan
Alley, Inc., 1650 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.
"WINEMAKING: Beer, Ale Brewing." Illustrated. $2.00.
Eaton Books. Box 1242 -C, Santa Rosa, California.
ADVANCE Orders Taken Now On 1958 Proof Sets
Get Yours Early! One set-$2.50; 10 sets-$24.00; 25$59.00; 50-$115.00; 100 -$223.00. Postpaid. Money -back
sets and
Guarantee of Satisfaction. Many other proofbuy
coins
coins in stock. Send your want lists. We
also. Dan's-Dan Morafka ANA, 432 -E 23rd Ave.,

San Francisco 21, California.
GROW Money At Home! Proof Sets of Coins grow
$1.81. Torapidly in value! In 1936 a Proof Set cost contains
5
day, it is worth over $400.00! Each set
by the
beautiful coins: 1X, 5X, 10X, 25X, 50X; handstruck
treasures
are
sets
Mint especially for collectors. Proof
Get yours
as investments and make wonderful gifts. 1955
now: 1957 set only $3.00; 1956- $4.00; 1951--$6.50;
$33.00;
$24.00;
1952-$13.00;
1953
1954-$7.50;
$135.00.
1950-$53.00. Complete set $1950 -1957 inclusivelists
want
your
Send
Guarantee.
10 -day Money-Back
Jos. Gorfor other coins. Postal Products Company:California
-E
-5614
Order
don ANA 11036. Fast Mail
Street, San Francisco 21, California.
PHONOGRAPH Brush, Camels Hair reduces record
wear. Box 162P, Rutherford, N. J.
SAVE Your Hair Through Exercise. Instructions $1.00.
Bedard, Box 637 -G, Detroit 31.
For $1.90.
THREE Line Pocket Stamp $1.00. TwoLloyd
Sales,
Four Lines $1.40. Complete Service.
Calif.
3767 Park Blvd., San Diego 3,

GROWING ...
GROWING ...
GROWING ...
... by leaps & lines
Yes ... Consumer Response to sales
messages placed in PE's classified
section is greater than ever ... and
as many new adstill growing
vertisers every month can attest to.

...

POPULAR ELECTRONICS must
be the place for your sales story.
After all, it is the world's largest
selling electronics publication.
For info on how to grow with PE:

Martin Lincoln
POPULAR ELECTRONICS
366 Madison Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.
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RCA RADIATION COUNTER
MADE TO SELL FOR $14915-OFFERED FOR ONLY

3995

(Much less than cost of Manufacture.)

INDICATES RADIOACTIVITY IN 3 WAYS!
-BY NEON 2 -BY PHONE 3 -BY METER.

1

One of

the most versatile units ever
made because the Geiger -Counter
tube is housed in a specially designed
external probe. Ideal for use in the
field, in plants and laboratories and
on the bench.

Three counting ranges:

0 -100/

1,000 /10,000 counts per minute.

flashes and headphone. Then when
an indication is obtained you switch
to meter reading for exact measurements.

Decontamination easy with damp
cloth applied to the weather -proofed

aluminum case.

A

Handy reset button.

Ideal

for survey work because the
complete unit weighs only 51/2 lbs.
The external probe locks onto the
case for general surveying
sight
and sound indications by neon.

-

radioactive specimen

is

included

for instrument checking and

experiments.

Included at

-

no extra charge
U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission booklet
titled "Prospecting with a Counter."

Endless experiments and discoveries in the new exciting field of nuclear energy
are made possible when you acquire this finely built and engineered device. In
the past, a rugged counter which was suitable for the prospecting of radio- active
ores such as uranium, thorium and radium, was unsuitable for laboratory work

Comes

due to the inability of combining accuracy with ruggedness. Conversely, a laboratory counter, while being extremely sensitive, could not withstand use in the field
where it would be subjected to abuse and abnormally hard knocks.

complete

with Carrying

Strap, Headphone,

Radioactive Specimen and External
Probe.

The Model WF -12A combines the laboratory and field counter in one rugged
instrument. The use of an external probe permits the operator to investigate

holes and fissures where an internal type of probe cannot reach. The
use of phones and a visible lamp permits the operator greater freedom of operation as he no longer has to keep his eyes on a relatively
small indicator.

$39'

In the laboratory where determinations of intensity (counts) of a reading
are necessary, the WF -12A provides sensitivity far surpassing many laboratory counters.

SPECIFICATIONS
Three counting ranges are available:
0 -100 counts per minute -used in cosmic ray and extremely

low activity determinations.
0 -1,000 counts per minute -used for average activity and
normal work.
0- 10,000 counts per minute
used for tracer and high
activity determinations.

-

High accuracy is assured by the handy reset button, located
on the front panel, which permits compensation for variations of battery voltages and background count.

A rugged weather -proof aluminum case houses this light
economical unit. The batteries will provide over 200 hours
of intermittent operation from the two 671/2 volt batteries
and 50 hours from the three flash light batteries.

SHIPPED ON APPROVAL
NO MONEY WITH ORDER -NO CO. D.
SEE

FOLLOWING PAGE FOR COMPLETE DETAILS

MOSS ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTING CO., INC.
150

DEPT. D -415
3849 TENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 34, N.Y.
PRINTED IN U.S.A.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

1

TRY FOR 10 DAYS
before

then

you buy!

if satisfactory pay in easy, interest free,
monthly payments. See coupon below.

UTILITY TESTER

Superior's New
Model 70
AS AN ELECTRICAL TROUBLE SHOOTER

AS AN

Will test Toasters, Irons. Broilers, Heating Pads,

Clocks, Fans,
Vacuum Cleaners, Refrigerators,
Lamps, Fluorescents, Switches, Thermostats, etc.
Will test all 'I'V tubes for open filaments, inter element shorts, burned out ti.bes, etc. Will not test
TV tubes for quality. An emission type tester such as
the Model TD -55, "1'W -II or TV -12 is required to test
tubes for quality).
Measures A.C. and D.C. Voltages, A.C. and D.C. Current. Resistaces, Leakage,
etc.
Will measure current consumption while the
appliance under lest is in operation
Incorporates
a sensitive direct -reacting resistance range which will
measure all resistances commonly used in electrical
appliances, motors, etc.
Leakage detecting circuit
will indicate continuity from zero ohms to 5 megohms fequo000 ohm,i.
i

i

Superior's New
M odel 670

g

AUTOMOTIVE TESTER
Tests both 6 Volt and 12 Volt Storage flatteries
Generators
Starters
Distributors
Ignition
Coils
Regulators
Relays
Circuit Breakers
Cigarette Lighters
Stop Lights
Condensers
Directional Signal Systems
All Lamps and Bulbs
Fuses
Heating Systems
Horns
Also will
locate poor grounds, breaks in wiring, poor connections, etc.

Model 70
Terms, $3.85 after 10 day
Ir al then $4.00 per month

fcr

3

months.

Model it comes complete with 64 page book written
in plain easy -to- understand language. ExTins laws
of electricity, how to proceed with repairs of appliances and automobile circuits, how
to test TV tubes, etc. Only.
.S
85
Net

15

SUPER -METER

A Combination VOLT-OHM MILLIAMMETER PLUS Capacity,

Reactance, Inductance and Decibel Measurements
D.C. VOLTS: 0 to 7.5/15/75/150/750/1,500/7,500
Volts
A.C. VOLTS: 0 to 15/30/150/300'1,500 /
3,000 Volts
D.C. CURRENT, 0 to 1.5/15 /150 Ma.
0 to 1.5/15 Amperes
RESISTANCE 0 to 1,000/
100,000 Ohms 0 to 10 Megohms
CAPACITY:
.001 to
Mfd.
to 50 Mfd. (Good- Bad -scale for
1

1

s New
el TV -40

NOT A

tna then $3.50 per month

icr

6 months.

PICTURE TUBE TESTER

GADGET -NOT A

MAKE -SHIFT ADAPTER, BUT A WIRED PICTURE

... in the set
in the carton!!

Tests ALL magnetically deflected tubes
. , .

Tests

Terms: $7.43 after 10 day

$2840

TESTER WITH A METER FOR MEASURING DEGREE OF EMISSION

from

Model 670 -A

checking quality of electrolytic condensers.)
REACTANCE: 50 to 2,500 Ohms, 2,500 Ohms to
2.5 Megohms
INDUCTANCE: .15 to 7 Henries,
7 to 7,000 Henries
DECIBELS: -6
to +18, +14 to -} 38, -} 34 to +58.
Complete with test leads
Net

all magnetically deflected picture tubes

for quality by the well established emission method. All readings on "Good -Bad" scale.
Tests for inter -element shorts and leakages up

to keep the Tester, you need
send us only the down payment
and agree to pay the balance
due at the monthly indicated

rate.

NO INTEREST
OR FINANCE
CHARGES ADDED!
If not completely satisfied, you
are privileged to return the Tester
to us, cancelling any further
obligation.

SEE OTHER

SIDE
CUT OUT AND MAIL TODAY!

TUBE

$15.85

of the set

.

to 5 megohms.
Test for open elements.

completely satisfied and decide

... out

ONLY

EASY TO USE: Simply insert line cord into any
110 volt A.C. outlet, then attach tester socket to
tube case (Ion trap need not be on tube). Throw
switch up for quality test
read
direct on Good -Bad scale. Throw switch
down for all leakage tests.
Only
Net

7 inch to 30 inch types.

Tests

We invite you to try before you
buy any of the models described
on this page, the preceding
page and the following pages.
If after a 10 day trial you are

-AT

.

Model TV-40

.

Terms: $3.85 after 10 day
tr all then $4.00 per month

51585

for

3

months.

r
MOSS ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTING CO., INC.
Dept.D- 415,3849 Tenth Ave., New York 34, N. Y.

Please send me the units checked. I agree to pay down payment within 10 days
and to pay the monthly balance as shown. It is understood there will be no finance
or interest charges added. It is further understood that should I fail to make
payment when due, the full unpaid balance shall become immediately due and
payable.
Model TW -II... Total Price $47.50
Model TV -40
Total Price $15.85
$11.50 within 10 days.
Balance $6.00
$3.85 within 10 days.
Balance $4.00
monthly for 6 months.
monthly log 3 months.
Model TD -55
Total Price $26.95
Model
670
-A
Total
Price $28.40
$6.95 within 10 days. Balance $5.00
$7.40 within 10 days., Balance $3.50
monthly for 4 months.
monthly for 6 months.
LI RCA Radioactivity ('ounter
Model 70
..Total Price $15.85
Total Price S39!45
$3.85 within 10 days, Balance $4.00
$9.95 within IO days. Balance $10.00
monthly for 3 months.
monthly for 3 months.
Add kit of batteries for above at S5.5O
Name
Address
City

Zone
All prices net, F.O.B., N. Y.

State
C..

r

SHIPPED ON APPROVAI
NO MONEY WITH ORDER
NO C.O.D.
-- TUBE TESTER

- -- - -- - - Superior's New Model TD -55

EMISSION TYPE
The

Experimenter or Part -time Serviceman, who has delayed purchasinç

priced Tube Tester.
FORaThehigher
Professional Serviceman,

who needs an extra Tube Tester for outside calls.
Organization, which needs extra Testers for its field men.
switching
Speedy, yet efficient operation is accomplished by: 1. Simplification of all
tubes (26, 27,
and controls. 2. Elimination of old style sockets used for testing obsoletethe new Nova!
testing
for
efficiently
circuits
and
sockets
57, 59, etc.) and providing
and Sub -Minor types.
The Model TD -55 provides a super sensiYou can't insert a tube in wrong socket
tive method of checking for shorts and
It is impossible to insert the tube in the
leakages up to 5 Megohms between any
wrong socket when using the new Model
and all of the terminals.
TD -55 Separate sockets are used, one
Elemental switches are numbered in strict
for each type of tube base. If the tube
accordance with R.M.A. Specifications.
be
tested.
it
can
in
the
socket
fits
The 4 position fast- action snap switches
"Free- point" element switching system
ore all numbered in exact accordance
The Model TD -55 incorporates a newly
with the standard R.M.A. numbering systern. Thus, if the element terminating in
designed element selector switch system
which reduces the possibility of obsopin No 7 of a tube is under
lescence to an absolute minimum.
test, button No. 7 is used for
95
that test.
Checks for shorts and leakages between
Net
Complete with carrying case
695
all elements
The busy TV Service

TD -55
-erms: $6.95 after 10 day trial then
55.00 per month for 4 months.

Model

2

Superior's
New Model

STANDARD PROFESSIONAL _

TUBE TESTER

7W -11
all tubes, including 4, 5, 6, 7,
Octal, Lockin, Hearing Aid, Thyratron,
Miniatures, Sub- miniatures, Novais, SubTests

minors, Proximity Fuse Types, etc.
Uses the new self -cleaning Lever Action Switches for individual element test ing. All elements are numbered according
to pin- number in the RMA base numbering system. Model TW -11 does not use
combination type sockets. Instead individual sockets are used for each type of
tube. Thus it is impossible to damage a
tube by inserting it in the wrong socket.

built -in roll chart provides
complete data for all tubes. Printed in
Free -moving

large easy -to -read type.

Model TW -11
'erms: $11.50 after 10 day trial
hen $6.00 per month for 6 months.

NOISE TEST: Phono -jack on front panel
for plugging in either phones or external
amplifier detects microphonic tubes or
noise due to faulty elements and loose

internal connections.

EXTRAORDINARY FEATURE

SEPARATE SCALE FOR LOW- CURRENT
TUBES Previously, on emission -type tube
testers, it has been standard practice to
use one scale for all tubes. As a result,
the calibration for low- current types has
been restricted to a small portion of the
scale. The extra scale used here greatly

simplifies testing of low -current types.
Housed in hand-rubbed oak
cabinet

$4750

DAYS
la
TRY FOR
t-r
BEFORE you buy! THEN if satisfactory pay in easy, interest free, monthly
rr
payments. See coupon inside.
M M M M rr
We invite you to try before you
buy any of the models described
on this and the preceding pages.
If after a 10 day trial you are

FIRST CLASS
Permit No.61430
New York, N. Y.

BUSINESS
No

Postage Stamp

REPLY

Necessary it Mailed

POSTAGE WILL

BE

PAID BY

NO INTEREST

CARD
in the

U. S.

completely satisfied and decide to
keep the Tester, you need send us
only the down payment and agree
to pay the balance due at the
monthly indicated rate. (See other
side for time payment schedule
details.)

VIA AIR MAIL

-

MOSS ELECTRONIC DIST. CO., INC.

3849 TENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK 34, N.Y.

OR FINANCE
CHARGES ADDED!
If not completely satisfied, you
are privileged to return the Tester
to us, cancelling any further

obligation.

SEE

OTHER
SIDE

CUT OUT AND MAIL

TODAYI

